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SKYLIGHT BOOKS
Skylight Books is the wholesale division of McNally Robinson Booksellers. With a focus on serving Libraries and
Schools in our region, we pride ourselves on personal service and local titles in combination with the price and
selection of a national supplier. Like all the national library wholesalers, Skylight offers:
· MARC records
· Online ordering
· Hotlists
· Aggressive discounts
In addition, Skylight offers:
· Regional perspective and titles reflected in our recommendations.
· Personalized service
· The satisfaction of spending your tax dollars in your community.
When thinking about your buying decisions, please consider us. We offer all the advantages of a national
supplier while retaining the service of a local company.
Thank You,
Tory McNally
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WORKING TOGETHER
Hotlist Orders
Our Hotlist is produced three times a year for our Library customers and is available in print and on-line through our
institutional website skylightbooks.ca. A copy of the print version is mailed to all of our Library customers. Spreadsheets by
title and by author are available for download from the website or contact your Skylight representative to receive copies via
email. Hotlist orders should be completed and sent by the deadline date indicated on the Hotlist hard copy and on our
website. Please contact us if an extension to this deadline is required to be sure you will not miss out on our pre-publication
ordering. Hotlist orders placed on-line should only contain items chosen from the Hotlist. Please place other orders
separately. We appreciate your assistance.

Hotlist Discount
Please contact a Skylight Manager for discount schedule.

Ordering
Skylight accepts orders a number of different ways, allowing you our customer, to choose what works best for you. Whether it
be on-line through our website, via email, fax, phone, or mail we welcome your orders. For special orders and items not listed
in our database please send as much information as possible, such as title, author, isbn and edition. We will do our best to
order and timely deliver any in-print title.

Cancellations
Skylight Books requires a minimum two months cancellation notice period for items ordered on prepublication (Hotlist) titles
and rare special order product.

Pricing
Though we try to ensure pricing reflects the supplier’s current retail price, please note all prices are subject to change by the
supplier without prior notice to Skylight Books. Prices on Skylightbooks.ca, excluding not yet released titles, are reliable. (rare
exceptions do occur)

Invoices and Statements
A packing list and invoice are currently sent with all shipments. Invoices are net 30 days from the day of receipt of shipment.
Statements are issued and mailed out on a monthly basis. Please contact your Skylight representative for invoicing
discrepancies.

Shipping and Delivery
All orders are packed in-house by our shippers in a secure and proper manner. We currently ship using Can Par and Canada
Post depending on shipment size, and destination. Please report damages or other delivery concerns to your Skylight
representative within 10 days of receipt of product.

Returns
Please contact your Skylight representative in advance before returning product. Ensure the item is securely packed in
appropriate packaging to prevent damage in transit. Product to be returned within 30 days of invoice date. Credit will be
processed upon receipt of product and a copy of the credit sent to the customer.

Damaged/Defective Product
1.) A replacement will be sent with next shipment or as per customer request, free of any charges.
2.) If a replacement is not warranted a credit invoice will be issued for the originally invoiced price.
Return freight cost will be credited to account when an approved carrier is used. We ask returns be shipped Canada Post or
Can Par. Excess shipping costs will be assessed and credited according to current Canada Post rates. Drop offs at our
stores do not qualify for return freight credit.

Duplicate Shipments
Skylight Error – Full return. Return freight cost credited to account when approved freight carrier is used. We ask returns be
shipped Canada Post or Can Par. Excess shipping costs will be assessed and credited according to current Canada Post
rates. Drop offs at our stores do not qualify for return freight credit. Customer Error – Full return accepted on product
received in new, unmarked condition. Return freight cost is the customer’s responsibility.
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HOTLIST WINTER 2011/2012
NONFICTION
To facilitate fulfillment, please keep Hotlist orders separate from regular orders.
Skylight Books
#2-90 Market Avenue
Winnipeg, MB
R3B 0P3
Phone: 204-339-2093
Fax: 204-339-2094
Email: wendy @ skylight.mcnallyrobinson.ca

The hottest of
the Hotlist

Canadian

Manitoba

Saskatchewan
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THE 10 BEST OF EVERYTHING: Third Edition
Nathaniel Lande
This deluxe, entertaining dream guide showcases the experience and savoir-faire of such luminaries as Prince
Charles on architecture, Arnold Palmer on favorite golf courses, Bob Ellsasser, head of the esteemed Country
Walkers, on the best walks and hiking tours, and Baron Philip de Rothschild on the best vintages. Scores of
experts name the 10 best islands, poshest pubs and polo clubs, best things to do on Sundays in the world's best
cities, and a treasure trove of musts for the high-end traveler or anyone who aspires to be. But there are simple
pleasures that fit even the humblest budget here, too, including top-rated 'burgers, flea/antique markets on
several continents, and awe-inspiring cathedrals.
TRAVEL
National Geographic
9781426208676
$24.95 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
480 Pages

100 PLACES THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR CHILD'S LIFE
Keith Bellows
This evocative book provides all you need to create life-changing vacations around the world with your kids. You
won't find rote itineraries or windy, discursive text, lists of museums and landmarks, festivals and events.
Instead, you'll get slice-of-life, age appropriate experiences in special places that offer life experiences and
peeks into different cultures.
TRAVEL
National Geographic
9781426208591
$18.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
272 Pages

100 UNDER 100: The Race to Save the World
Leslie Scott
Scientists estimate that the total biodiversity on Earth is between 10 million and 100 million species. Of these,
just over 1.6 million and counting have actually been catalogued and described. One percent, or 16,306, of those
species are threatened with extinction, about one-fifth of them critically. Of this group, some have vanishingly
small populations in the double or single digits. A few species, including the Pinta Island giant tortoise and the
Yangtze giant softshell turtle, sit squarely on the border of extinction in the wild with a population of one. In 100
Under 100, Scott Leslie tells the fascinating stories of species in far-flung places nobody ever hears about, like
the northern hairy-nosed wombat, the Gorgan mountain salamander or the Irrawaddy river shark. Closer to
home are the Vancouver Island marmot, the Wyoming toad and the Devil’s Hole pupfish. Leslie also tells stories
of hopeful progress, as some of the rarest of the rare are back from the brink of extinction through the dedicated
efforts of people around the world.
NATURE & ENVIRONMENT
Collins
9781443404280
$24.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
304 Pages
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1001 INVENTIONS: The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization, Third Edition
Salim T. Al-Hassani
1001 Inventions: The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization takes readers on a journey through years of
forgotten Islamic history to discover one thousand fascinating scientific and technological inventions still being
used throughout the world today. Take a look at all of the discoveries that led to the great technological advances
of our time; engineering, early medicinal practices, and the origins of cartography are just a few of the areas
explored in this book.
HISTORY
National Geographic
9781426209345
$33.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 7500
352 Pages

30 YEARS OF THE GAME AT IT'S BEST
Gare Joyce
Some sports seem to have a natural home. Soccer in Brazil, rugby in New Zealand, cricket in India. And
Canada’s game? Why hockey, of course. But it wasn’t always that way. By 1982, the Soviets had won every
World Junior Hockey Championship except one, while Canada had earned only a single bronze medal. And then
Hockey Canada launched the Programme of Excellence, a national development system designed to help put
together teams that would be able to square off against the Soviets. The result was immediate. To everyone’s
surprise, when Canada took gold in 1982 the American hosts didn’t even have a copy of “O Canada” to play
during the championship ceremony. But after that, no one would be surprised by a Canadian win. This Boxing
Day will mark the thirtieth anniversary of the program that brought hockey fans many glorious memories and
made household names of several of our players. Richly illustrated, Thirty Years of the Game at Its Best takes
readers on a year by-year retrospective, with each tournament’s story told from the perspectives of the players,
coaches, and journalists who were there.
SPORTS
Viking Canada
9780670065943
$39.00 HC
OCTOBER 2011

256 Pages

4 FEET TALL AND RISING
Shorty Rossi
Luigi Francis Shorty Rossi, the tough-talking, fedora-wearing star of Animal Planet’s hit show Pit Boss, may
stand only four feet tall but that hasn’t stopped him from living large, becoming a successful businessman and an
outspoken advocate for pit bulls, the most misunderstood breed of dog in the world. A third generation dwarf, exgang member, and ex-con, Shorty knows what it’s like to be misunderstood and in this candid memoir, he shares
his personal story for the first time.
PETS/MEMOIR
Crown Archetype
9780307985880
$28.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages
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ABUNDANCE: The Benign Conspiracy to Transform the World
Peter H. Diamandis
We will soon be able to meet and exceed the basic needs of every man, woman and child on the planet.
Abundance for all is within our grasp. This bold, contrarian view, backed up by exhaustive research, introduces
our near-term future, where exponentially growing technologies and three other powerful forces are conspiring to
better the lives of billions. An antidote to pessimism by tech entrepreneur turned philanthropist, Peter H.
Diamandis and award-winning science writer Steven Kotler.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Free Press
9781451614213
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

256 Pages

ALICE'S WORLD: A Century of Wisdom from the Life of Alice Herz-Sommer, the World's Oldest Living
Holocaust Survivor
Caroline Stoessinger
Alice Herz-Sommer was born in 1903 Prague to a family that moved in circles of well-known artists and writers,
including Gustav Mahler, Rainer Maria Rilke, Thomas Mann, Stefan Zweig and Franz Kafka. Prior to World War
II, Alice was well on her way to a distinguished career as a concert pianist in central Europe. But in January
1942, Alice, her husband and her 5-year-old son were deported to Theresienstadt, a Nazi labor camp. When
Theresienstadt was liberated, Alice returned to Prague with her son, only to discover strangers living in her
apartment. Finding no one from her past, she decided - at age 45 - to immigrate to Israel, where she would
reunite with her brother and sisters. Alice learned Hebrew and supported herself and her son by teaching at the
Conservatory of the Jerusalem Academy of Music. Max Brod, leonard Bernstein, Golda Meir, Daniel Barenboim
and others were frequent guests at her home. Alice's World is a testament to the power of music and the story of
one woman's lifelong determination - in the face of some of the worst evils known to man - to bring good to the
world.
HISTORY/MEMOIR
Spiegel & Grau
9780812992816
$25.95 HC
MARCH 2012

224 Pages

ALI IN WONDERLAND AND OTHER TALL TALES
Ali Wentworth
“Ali Wentworth’s book is like Chicken Soup for the Vagina. Gays and straight men, I’m not leaving you out here!
Ali is truly one of the quickest, funniest girls I’ve ever met. Enjoy!” (Kathy Griffin )
TELEVISION /HUMOUR
Harper
9780061998577
$33.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
272 Pages
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ALONG THE WAY: The Journey of a Father and Son
Martin Sheen and Emilio Estevez
Spanning more than fifty years of family history, this chronicle of a creative father and son is partially set against
the background of Hollywood. But the heart of the story lies along the Camino de Santiago—the thousand-yearold pilgrimage path, also known as "The Way," across northern Spain, from which Sheen's father emigrated to
the U.S. and to which Estevez's own son has returned to live. There, Estevez directed his father in the filming of
The Way, a major film to be released in October, 2011, and which has already garnered praise at the Toronto
Film Festival. Along the Way celebrates the authors' profound bond with each other, offers candid insight into
their lives and careers, and explores the differing paths of spirituality they have taken through a multigenerational saga that has come full circle beneath the Iberian sun. What emerges is a raw, strikingly intimate
portrait of two seekers whom readers will come to know as strong men of many important roles, perhaps the
greatest of which are as fathers and sons.
FILM/MEMOIR
Free Press
9781451643688
$29.99 HC
MAY 2012

352 Pages

ALWAYS HIT ON THE WINGMAN
Jake
Jake shares his 9 laws for achieving the love life that you've always wanted.
SELF-HELP/RELATING
Hyperion
9781401324155
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
256 Pages

AMEN: What Prayer Can Mean In A World Beyond
Gretta Vosper
Prayer is an essential part of the daily lives of many people. n Amen, Gretta Vosper, United Church minister and
author of the controversial bestseller With or Without God, examines diverse positions in light of the harsh
realities of unanswered prayer, the secular critique of supernatural intervention and the need for a deep sense of
ownership for the suffering in the world. With characteristic honesty, she calls the reader to submit the tradition of
prayer to the test of integrity. Can we draw from it useful principles for addressing human and global needs? Or
is it safe, and maybe even more effective, to get up from our knees and live out the answers we seek?
RELIGION
Harper Collins
9781554686476
$32.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
320 Pages
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AMERICAN ICON ALAN MULALLY AND THE FIGHT TO SAVE FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Bryce G. Hoffman
The story behind business man Alan Mulally's daring fight to save the Ford Motor Company – the only American
car company that avoided government sponsorship during the financial crisis.
BUSINESS
Crown Business
9780307886057
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages

AMERICAN REVELATION
Matthew Bowman
With Mormonism on the verge of an unprecedented cultural and political breakthrough, an eminent scholar of
American evangelicalism explores the history and reflects on the future of this native-born American faith and its
connection to the life of the nation.
RELIGION
Random House
9780679644903
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
352 Pages

AMERICAN SNIPER: The Autobiography of the Most Lethal Sniper in U.S. Military History
Chris Kyle
From 1999 to 2009, Chris Kyle recorded the most confirmed sniper kills in the history of the United States
military. Nicknamed “The Legend” by his fellow Navy SEALS, he served in both Iraq and Afghanistan, and
earned seven medals for bravery, including two Silver Stars. In this thrilling memoir, Kyle tells the story of his
legendary career. Kyle vividly recounts key battles, including the Race to Baghdad and the bloody fights at
Fallujah, Ramadi, and Sadr City. He talks openly of the blood and pain of war—about being shot in both the
helmet and back, and of witnessing the death of two close friends. He also provides a rare, first-hand glimpse at
the elite world of the SEALs and combat snipers who, under America’s strict military code, fought against a welltrained and organized opposition unencumbered by formal rules of engagement.
HISTORY - MILITARY
William Morrow
9780062082350
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
400 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107060 ($34.99)
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AMERICAN TRIUMVIRATE
James Dodson
In this celebration of three legendary champions - Sam Snead, Byron Nelson, Ben Hogan - on the centennial of
their birth in 1912, one of the most accomplished and successful writers about the game explains the
circumstances that made each of them so singularly brilliant and how they, in turn, saved not only the
professional tour but modern golf itself, thus making possible the subsequent popularity of players from Arnold
Palmer to Tiger Woods.
SPORTS - GOLF
Knopf
9780307272492
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 60,000
384 Pages

THE ART OF THE SALE: Learning from the Masters About the Business of Life
Philip D. Broughton
Sales permeates everything we do-not just moving product, but convincing people of an argument, or getting a
job, or attracting a mate, or getting a child to eat his broccoli. And as Delves Broughton discovers, selling well is
an art that demands creativity, mindfulness, selflessness, resilience, and more. He travels around the world to
teach himself and the reader the art and science of the sale. In Morocco, he observes a masterful merchant who
thrives in the intensely competitive world of the Kasbah by using age-old principles to "read" his customers. In
Tampa, he meets with Tony Sullivan, king of the infomercial, and discovers how important creating a good
narrative is to selling effectively. In an Apple store and a sold-out seminar with sales guru Jeffrey Gitomer, he
uncovers the stunning similarities between selling and organized religion, showing how the best in both realms
inspires faith and a sense of duty in their customers. In doing so, he also offers an eye-opening assessment of
sales as social discourse, the means by which all of us get our way-and make our way-in the world.
BUSINESS
Penguin Press
9781594203329
$32.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages

ATTACK OF THE KILLER RHODODENDRONS
Glen Chilton
Chilton visits Ireland to witness how rhododendrons, an ornamental plant that escaped a private garden, now
threaten to choke out the last of the great oak forests of the United Kingdom. He escapes blood-thirsty midges
and a murderous Hungarian architect while visiting a colony of forgotten Scottish wallabies; finds out how
termites, brought in on packing crates after the Second World War, contributed to the devastation of Hurricane
Katrina in New Orleans; and dodges crocodiles and big guns in the eucalyptus forests of Ethiopia. And, in true
Glen Chilton fashion, he never turns down the opportunity to share a few pints with eccentric locals, often finding
himself in the wrong place at the wrong time.
SCIENCE/NATURE
Harper Collins
9781554683642
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 3000 in Canada
288 Pages
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AUTUMN IN THE HEAVENLY KINGDOM
Stephen R. Platt
This narrative history of China's nineteenth-century Taiping Rebellion (which cost some twenty million lives)
brims with unforgettable characters and vivid re-creations of massive and sometimes gruesome battles--a
riveting, both sweeping and intimate portrait of the largest civil war in history.
HISTORY
Knopf
9780307271730
$34.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
BAFFIN ISLAND: The Ascent of Mount Asgard
Alastair Lee

1st Printing 40,000
512 Pages

In this new book from photographer and mountaineer Alastair Lee, panoramic photos reveal Baffin Island's
astonishing landscapes, and chronicle top British climber Leo Houlding's ambitious expedition to climb the north
face of the incredible Mount Asgard.
NATURE/PHOTOGRAPHY
Frances Lincoln
128 Pages
9780711232211
$43.95 HC
JANUARY 2012
BAREFOOT BANDIT: The True tale of Colton Harris-Moore, New American Outlaw
Bob Friel
A tell-all account of the crimes of the record-breaking young offender whose 100+ barefoot heists made
headlines across North America.
TRUE CRIME
Hyperion
9781401324162
$27.99 HC
MARCH 2012
BART SIMPSON: Out to Lunch
Matt Groening

1st Printing 75,000
432 Pages

Hop into the lunch line at Springfield Elementary School for a sweet and savory meal high in humor and
saturated satire. Join Bart Simpson and his pals and gals as they square off for the title of “Class Clown,” outwit
a robotic custodian run amok, surf both the social network and the school’s massive mud puddle, lose their cool,
learn the blues, get their groove back, and much, much more! Even if you’re brown-bagging it, Bart Simpson Out
to Lunch meets and exceeds your recommended daily allowance for laughs.
HUMOUR
It Books
9780062115331
$19.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
128 Pages
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BEERLICIOUS: The Art of Grillin' and Chillin'
Ted Reader
In this cookbook you will find recipes from Ted Reader, his family, friends and fans. Each recipe is made with a
different beer that Teddy chose for unique reasons and flavours. He believes that the essence of great backyard
grilling and smoking comes from having fun and if you know Ted, you know that he lives to have fun. Written in
Reader's classic friendly and accessible style and accompanied by incredible food photography, Beerlicious is
this season's must-have BBQ book. It provides BBQ enthusiasts with fantastic recipes and offers insight about
what beers pair best with each dish.
COOKING
McClelland & Stewart
9780771073670
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

224 Pages

BEHIND THE BEAUTIFUL FOREVERS
Katherine Boo
Annawadi is a makeshift settlement in the shadow of luxury hotels near the Mumbai airport, and as India starts to
prosper, Annawadians are electric with hope. Abdul, a reflective and enterprising Muslim teenager, sees "a
fortune beyond counting" in the recyclable garbage that richer people throw away. Asha, a woman of formidable
wit and deep scars from a childhood in rural poverty, has identified an alternate route to the middle class: political
corruption. With a little luck, her sensitive, beautiful daughter--Annawadi's "most-everything girl"--will soon
become its first female college graduate. And even the poorest Annawadians, like Kalu, a fifteen-year-old scrapmetal thief, believe themselves inching closer to the good lives and good times they call "the full enjoy." But then
Abdul the garbage sorter is falsely accused in a shocking tragedy; terror and a global recession rock the city;
and suppressed tensions over religion, caste, sex, power and economic envy turn brutal. As the tenderest
individual hopes intersect with the greatest global truths, the true contours of a competitive age are revealed.
And so, too, are the imaginations and courage of the people of Annawadi.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Random House
9781400067558
$31.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
288 Pages

THE BELLY FAT CURE
Jorge Cruise
Based on the #1 New York Times bestseller, The Belly Fat Cure Quick Meals™ gives you options to eat on-thego meals that will keep you losing 4 to 9 lbs. a week. Whether in the kitchen or in a hurry, use the power of the
Everyday Carb Swap™ to enjoy pasta, burgers, chocolate, wine, and even ice cream guilt free! Dig in.
DIET & NUTRITION
Hay House
9781401937126
$19.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

188 Pages
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BERTIE: A Life of Edward VII
Jane Ridley
Edward Vll, who gave his name to the Edwardian Age and died in 1911, was King of England for the final 10
years of his life. He was 59 when at last he came to power. Known as Bertie, and the eldest son of Victoria and
Albert, he was bullied by both his parents. His mother, Queen Victoria, the first and most powerful woman in his
life, blamed Bertie's scandalous womanising for his father's early demise. Although Bertie was heir to the throne,
she refused to give him any proper responsibilities, as a result of which he spent his time eating (his waist
measurement was 48 inches and his nickname was 'Edward the Wide'), betting on race-horses and shooting
grouse. When Bertie finally became king, he did a good job, especially in foreign policy. This colourful book gives
him due credit, while painting a vivid portrait of the age in all its excess and eccentricity, hypocrisy and
heartbreak.
BIOGRAPHY
Chatto & Windus
9780701176143
$39.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

320 Pages

THE BEST PLACE TO BE: Expo 67 and Its Time
John Lownsbrough
The latest installment in Allen Lane's attractively designed and expertly written History of Canada series focuses
on the year of Expo 67, the most successful ever installment of the World's Fair and a landmark event in the
history of Canada.
HISTORY
Allen Lane
9780670068623
$34.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
320 Pages

BEYOND THE OBVIOUS
Phil McKinney
Human beings are creatures of habit, so getting ourselves and our teams to think beyond the obvious is a
challenge we face all the time. Phil McKinney is an innovation expert, and his killer questions and hit-the-spot
anecdotes provide a great way to get out in front of opportunities we otherwise won't see. - Geoffrey Moore,
author of Crossing the Chasm and Escape Velocity
BUSINESS
Hyperion
9781401324469
$35.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
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BLOOM: Finding Beauty in the Unexpected
Kelle Hampton
The author of the popular blog Enjoying the Small Things recounts the first year of life with her daughter Nella,
born with Down syndrome—a celebration of the beauty found in the unexpected, the strength of a mother’s love,
and, the gift of experiencing life in a wondrous new way.
MEMOIR
William Morrow
9780062045034
$32.99 HC
APRIL 2012
BODY ART 3
Bizarre Magazine

1st Printing 75,000
256 Pages

From 3D tattoos and saline infusions to exploring the future of body modification, this is a must-have guide
for any counter-culture fan. Featuring body mod masterclass guides to the most exciting and groundbreaking
procedures in the world, this is the definitive guide to all the new body mod developments.
CULTURE
Titan Books
9780857680822
$16.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012
BORN TO BE BRAD
Brad Goreski

160 Pages

Reality show star, celebrity stylist, and rising fashion icon Brad Goreski takes readers inside his whirlwind life
from growing up in a small town in Canada to making it big, and along the way offers style tips and tricks,
complete with photos, to help every woman look her best.
BEAUTY & STYLE
It Books
9780062125378
$32.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
BRAIN POWER: Improve Your Mind As You Age
Michael J. Gelb

1st Printing 100,000
240 Pages

As we age, everyone fears mental deterioration beyond the occasional “senior moment.” But in the last 30 years
neuroscience has discovered neuroplasticity — the fact that our brains are actually designed to improve lifelong.
How do we encourage this improvement? Brain Power shares practical, state-of-the-evidence answers in an
inspiring, fun-to-read way.
PSYCHOLOGY
New World Library
9781608680733
$16.50 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
256 Pages
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BRAVERMAN BRAIN ADVANTAGE
Eric Braverman
According to bestselling author and anti-aging expert Dr. Eric Braverman, getting older does not have to mean
becoming forgetful, clueless, or depressed—quite the opposite, in fact. Distilling his 35 years of research and
clinical experience into an easy-to-follow protocol, Dr. Braverman explains how men and women can actually
build new brain cells, becoming younger and smarter as they age. Readers will learn what to eat to stay focused,
when to exercise to sharpen their memory, and how to organize their lifestyle to improve problem-solving skills—
and discover the revolutionary hormone therapies and medications available to treat cognitive decline.
PSYCHOLOGY
Rodale Books
9781605294223
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
304 Pages

BRIDGE TO THE WORLD: A Passport to Our Future
Joe Clark
In the world that is taking shape, the unique combination of Canada's success at home as a diverse society and
its reputation internationally as a sympathetic and respected partner consititute national assets that are at least
as valuable as its natural resource wealth. As the world becomes more competitive and complex, and the
chances of deadly conflict grow, the example and the initiative of Canada can become more important than they
have ever been. That depends on its people: assets have no value if Canadians don't recognize or use them, or
worse, if they waste them. A more effective Canada is not only a benefit to itself, but to its friends and
neighbours. And in this compelling examination of what it as a nation has been, what it has become and what it
can yet be to the world, Joe Clark takes the reader beyond formal foreign policy and looks at the contributions
and leadership offered by Canada's most successful individuals and organizations who are already putting these
uniquely Canadian assets to work internationally.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Random House Canada
9780307359070
$32.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000 in Canada
304 Pages

THE BRILLIANT BOOK OF DOCTOR WHO 2012
Ed Clayton Hickman
Packed with unseen photographs and original artwork and illustrations, The Brilliant Book of Doctor Who 2012 is
your indispensable guide to Series 6 of Doctor Who. Weaving fact and fiction, interviews and information, The
Brilliant Book boasts brand new material from the writers of the TV show. Learn the art of making a memorable
monster, discover how the show''s secrets are kept, and see a full episode-by-episode guide, including deleted
scenes and hidden gems you might have missed.
TELEVISION REFERENCE
Random House
9781849902304
$24.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

160 Pages
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BRINGING UP BEBE
Pamela Druckerman
When American journalist Pamela Druckerman has a baby in Paris, she doesn't aspire to become a "French
parent." French parenting isn't a known thing, like French fashion or French cheese. Even French parents
themselves insist they aren't doing anything special. Yet, the French children Druckerman knows sleep through
the night at two or three months old while those of her American friends take a year or more. French kids eat
well-rounded meals that are more likely to include braised leeks than chicken nuggets. And while her American
friends spend their visits resolving spats between their kids, her French friends sip coffee while the kids play.
With a notebook stashed in her diaper bag, Druckerman-a former reporter for The Wall Street Journal-sets out to
learn the secrets to raising a society of good little sleepers, gourmet eaters, and reasonably relaxed parents. She
discovers that French parents are extremely strict about some things and strikingly permissive about others. And
she realizes that to be a different kind of parent, you don't just need a different parenting philosophy. You need a
very different view of what a child actually is.
PARENTING
Penguin Press
9781594203336
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
288 Pages

CANADIAN LIVING COMPLETE PRESERVING BOOK
Canadian Living
Preserving is in vogue again, thanks to the recent gardening renaissance and a worldwide fascination with local,
organic and heritage foods. To celebrate this renewal, Canadian Living has combed through more than 35 years
of its classic canning recipes to find the best jams, pickles and preserves to share in The Complete Canadian
Living Preserving Book.
COOKING
Transcontinental
9780987747419
$34.95 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 20,000
320 Pages

CANADIAN LIVING: The Barbecue Collection
Canadian Living
It's grilling season again! This year, Canadian Living is back with a second helping of its best-selling grilling bible,
The Barbecue Collection. Updated with dozens of fresh, exciting new recipes and mouthwatering photos, it's
guaranteed to please barbecue lovers from coast to coast.
COOKING
Transcontinental
9780987747402
$32.95 HC
JUNE 2012

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages
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THE CARB SENSITIVITY PROGRAM
Natasha Turner
Did you know that healthy foods such as sweet potatoes, black beans, or quinoa could be making you fat?
Renowned health expert Dr. Natasha Turner has made a groundbreaking discovery that can help curb cravings,
control appetite and beat belly fat in just six weeks. Her research and hundreds of patient trials have revealed
that the vast majority of us have different degrees of sensitivity to carbohydrates without realizing it. This means
the degree to which you are sensitive to carbohydrates (such as bread, vegetables, pasta, rice, fruits and beans)
determines how much fat you are accumulating on your waistline. This explains why some people fail to lose
weight, hit an unbreakable plateau or increase their weight even when they're following a perfectly balanced diet.
Something as simple as chickpeas could actually be a major contributor to weight gain! The Carb Sensitivity
Program helps the reader discover the perfect carbohydrates for his or her body, and walk away with a
personalized plan that sheds fat, increases energy and optimizes health by producing quick, consistent and
lasting weight loss. With so many people in danger of heart disease, stroke and diabetes, there truly is not a
single individual who would not benefit from this uncomplicated yet revolutionary discovery.
DIET & NUTRITION
Random House Canada
9780307360717
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000 in Canada
304 Pages

CARE TO MAKE LOVE IN THAT GROSS LITTLE SPACE BETWEEN THE CARS?
The Believer
A book of advice from the editors of The Believer, with an introduction by Judd Apatow and Patton Oswalt.
HUMOUR
Vintage
9780307743718
$16.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
224 Pages

CARLY'S VOICE: Breaking Through Autism
Arthur Fleischmann
At the age of two, Carly Fleischmann was diagnosed with severe autism and an oral motor condition that
prevented her from speaking. Doctors predicted that she could never intellectually develop beyond the abilities of
a small child. Although she made some progress after years of intensive behavioral and communication therapy,
Carly remained largely unreachable. Then, at age ten, Carly had a breakthrough. In Carly's Voice, her father,
Arthur Fleischmann, blends Carly's own words with his story of getting to know his remarkable daughter. One of
the first books to explore firsthand the challenges of living with autism, it brings readers inside a once-secret
world in the company of an inspiring young woman who has found her voice and her mission.
MEMOIR/SPECIAL NEEDS
Free Press
9781439194140
$27.99 HC
MARCH 2012

352 Pages
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THE CARTOON GUIDE TO CALCULUS
Larry Gonick
In The Cartoon Guide to Calculus, master cartoonist and former Harvard calculus instructor Larry Gonick offers a
complete and up-to-date illustrated course in college-level calculus. Using graphics and humor to lighten what is
frequently a tough subject, Gonick entertainingly teaches all of the course essentials, functions, limits,
derivatives, and integrals, with numerous examples and applications. He concludes with a bemused look at the
paradoxes at the heart of calculus and the foundations of mathematics. And in an exciting first for the Cartoon
Guide series, each chapter includes helpful problem sets, designed to help readers cement the lessons learned
in each section.
MATH/STUDENT GUIDES
William Morrow
9780061689093
$24.50 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 30,000
256 Pages

CATHERINE THE GREAT: Portrait of a Woman
Robert K. Massie
Born into a minor noble family, Catherine transformed herself into Empress of Russia by sheer determination.
Possessing a brilliant mind and an insatiable curiosity as a young woman, she devoured the works of
Enlightenment philosophers and, when she reached the throne, attempted to use their principles to guide her
rule of the vast and backward Russian empire. She knew or corresponded with the preeminent historical figures
of her time: Voltaire, Diderot, Frederick the Great, Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, Marie Antoinette, and,
surprisingly, the American naval hero, John Paul Jones. She persevered, and for thirty-four years the
government, foreign policy, cultural development, and welfare of the Russian people were in her hands. All the
special qualities that Robert K. Massie brought to Nicholas and Alexandra and Peter the Great are present here:
historical accuracy, depth of understanding, felicity of style, mastery of detail, ability to shatter myth, and a rare
genius for finding and expressing the human drama in extraordinary lives.
BIOGRAPHY
Random House Canada
656 Pages
9780679456728
$40.00 HC
NOVEMBER 2011
THE CHARGE: Activating the 10 Human Drives That Make You Feel Alive
Brendon Burchard
In the hyper-connected, hyper-digitized world in which we are living, the time has come to revise Abraham
Maslow's classic "hierarchy of needs"—a pyramid of human drives that places the basic needs of safety and
sustenance at the bottom. Burchard, a world-renowned motivational speaker and bestselling author, makes a
compelling case that it's time for an entirely new approach to understanding what drives human ambition and
achievement today; it's time to change the conversation about what it takes to succeed and feel alive and fulfilled
in a stressful, chaotic, distracted world.
PSYCHOLOGY
Free Press
9781451667530
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

288 Pages
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CIRCLE MAKER: Praying Circles Around Your Biggest Dreams and Greatest Fears
Mark Batterson
When his land was in the grip of drought in ancient times, Honi ha-M'agel drew a circle in the sand, stepped
inside it, and declared that he wouldn't budge until God sent rain. What impossible dream is God calling you to
pray about? Sharing personal stories, Batterson will help you achieve your desires through audacious prayer.
1st Printing 5000
192 Pages

RELIGION
Zondervan
9780310333029
$21.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011
CONFESSIONS OF A GUIDETTE
Nicole Polizzi

A tell-all book from Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi of the hit reality TV show Jersey Shore.
TELEVISION
Gallery Books
9781451657111
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012
COOKING WITHOUT BORDERS
Jeffrey Saad

192 Pages

Cilantro and chili peppers are Mexican royalty. Oregano and basil have defined Italian foods for centuries. And
nothing recalls the tastes of India more than cumin and coriander. Anything from a plain chicken breast to a
fresh-from-the-ocean fillet can be transformed into dozens of different ethnic dishes, and chef Jeffrey Saad—
restaurateur and star of the Cooking Channel’s United Tastes of America— is just the person to show you how.
COOKING
Ballantine Books
9780345528360
$25.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012
COUNT ON YOURSELF: Take Charge Of Your Money
Alison Griffiths

1st Printing 40,000
260 Pages

Do you toss your investment and banking statements in a box, unopened? Does the word "investment" make
you frown? Are you afraid to look at your money during a recession? Are you worried that you'll have to retire to
the back seat of your car? Alison Griffiths gives you easy, prescriptive advice on how to take charge of your
money. Learn where to put your money so that it stays safe through market fluctuations. Figure out how bank
and investment fees work, and decide for yourself if you're getting enough value for your money.
BUSINESS/PERSONAL FINANCE
Touchstone
9781439189313
$19.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

240 Pages
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CRUISING ATTITUDE
Heather Poole
Readers will learn what it’s like to live in a flight attendant crashpad in “Crew Gardens,” Queens, where the
bedrooms are crammed with bunkbeds and the neighbors get the wrong idea about why attractive women are
coming and going at all hours. They’ll find out why it’s a bad idea to fall for pilots, and—in Heather’s case, at
least—why it can be a good idea to fall for business class passengers. They’ll watch passengers and coworkers
alike get escorted off the planes by police, and learn insider secrets on starting salaries, FA schedules, celebrity
misbehavior, and much more. Packed with sometimes unbelievable and always hilarious stories, Cruising
Attitude intermingles the best of galley gossip with Heather’s own experiences of life in the sky.
MEMOIR
William Morrow
9780061986468
$18.99 TP Original
NOVEMBER 2011
THE CURE FOR EVERYTHING
Timothy Caulfield

1st Printing 40,000
272 Pages

Want great abs? You won’t get them by using the latest Ab-Flex-Spinner-Thingy. Are you trying to lose ten
pounds? Diet books are a waste of trees. Do you rely on health-care practitioners—either mainstream or
alternative—to provide the cure for what ails you? Then beware! Both Big Pharma and naturopathy are powerful
forces that have products and services to sell. Caulfield doesn’t just talk the talk. He signs up for circuit training
with a Hollywood trainer who cultivates the abs of the stars. With his own Food Advisory Team (FAT) made up of
specialists in nutrition and diet, Caulfield makes a lifestyle change that really works. (Mainly it involves eating
less than he is used to. Much less.) And when he embarks on a holiday cruise, dreading motion sickness, he
takes along both a homeopathic and pharmaceutical remedy—with surprising results. This is a lighthearted book
with a serious theme. Caulfield demonstrates that the truth about being healthy is easy to find—but often hard to
do.
CURRENT AFFAIRS/HEALTH
Viking Press
9780670065233
$32.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
DAVID HOCKNEY
Christopher Sykes

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
320 Pages

Born in 1937, David Hockney grew up in a northern English town during the days of postwar austerity. Despite
universally hard times, the seed of Hockney's imagination found fertile ground, at first being drawn to his father
wielding a paintbrush while refurbishing bicycles and prams and then further spurred by outings to the theater
and the movies. While good at most subjects in school, Hockney quickly gravitated to art as the only topic he
really cared for and soon enrolled in a local art college before moving on to the Royal College of Art. Bursting
onto the scene at the Young Contemporaries exhibition, Hockney was quickly heralded as the golden boy of
postwar British art and a leading proponent of Pop art. This is the first authorized biography of this iconic figure.
ART
Nan A. Talese
9780385531443
$40.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 35,000
384 Pages
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DA VINCI'S GHOST
Toby Lester
Everybody knows the picture: a man, meticulously rendered by Leonardo da Vinci, standing with arms and legs
outstretched in a circle and a square. Deployed today to celebrate subjects as various as the grandeur of art, the
beauty of the human form, and the universality of the human spirit, the drawing turns up just about everywhere:
in books, on coffee cups, on corporate logos, even on spacecraft. It has, in short, become the world's most
famous cultural icon—and yet almost nobody knows about the epic intellectual journeys that led to its creation. In
this modest drawing that would one day paper the world, da Vinci attempted nothing less than to calibrate the
harmonies of the universe and understand the central role man played in the cosmos.
HISTORY
Free Press
9781439189238
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
DEEP LEADERSHIP: Reflections of an Accidental Leader
Joe MacInnis

304 Pages

Some people are born leaders. The rest of us find ourselves in positions where leadership is required. Selfdescribed "accidental leader" Dr. Joe MacInnis found himself in such a situation: deep beneath the ice of the
Arctic Ocean. Starting with his undersea explorations, this physician, scientist, author and motivational speaker
shares an accessible--and obtainable--list of leadership traits inspired by his own journey and the icons he's
learned from over the years. Deep Leadership is an eminently digestible book with short lessons and anecdotes.
Its centre is the author's 12 "Essential Traits of Leadership": Cool Competence, Powerful Presentations, Physical
Toughness, Hot-Zone Humour, Mental Resilience, Strategic Imagination, High-Empathy Communication,
Enduring Trust, Fierce Ingenuity, Team Genius, Resolute Courage and Warrior's Honour.
BUSINESS
1st Printing 12,000 in Canada
Knopf Canada
224 Pages
9780307361103
$29.95 HC
MARCH 2012
DELICIOUSLY G-FREE: Food So Flavorful They'll Never Believe It's Gluten-Free
Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Growing up in a family where everyone came together at the dinner table, Elizabeth Hasselbeck savored the
signature meatball, lasagna, and ziti dishes of her grandmother and great-grandmother, and the pierogies of her
father’s heritage. But a decade ago, the Emmy Award–winning co-host of The View, New York Times bestselling
author, and mother of three was diagnosed with celiac disease, and the family recipes she grew up suddenly
became strictly off-limits. Or so she thought. Getting rid of gluten, however, doesn’t have to mean giving up taste.
Deliciously G-Free combines Hasselbeck’s knowledge for healthy living and passion for tasty food to bring you
100 delectable, easy-to-make, and family-friendly gluten-free recipes. By adding a variety of other ingredients to
the fridge and pantry, she’s perfected scrumptious zero-gluten versions of old standards and new creations that
would make her relatives proud.
COOKING
Ballantine Books
9780345529381
$34.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 125,000
272 Pages
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DESIGN IN NATURE
Adrian Bejan and J. Peder Zane
Everything—from biological life to inanimate systems—generates shape and structure and evolves in a
sequence of ever-improving designs in order to facilitate flow. Such designs also appear in human organizations,
like the hierarchical "flowcharts" or reporting structures in corporations and political bodies. All are governed by
the same principle, known as the Constructal Law, and configure and reconfigure themselves over time to flow
more efficiently. Written in an easy style that achieves clarity without sacrificing complexity, Design in Nature is a
paradigm-shifting book that will fundamentally transform our understanding of the world around us.
SCIENCE
Doubleday
9780385534611
$32.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
DICKENS
Simon Callow

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

A captivating book about Charles Dickens from the man whose recreations of the author's reading performances
have brought him vividly to life for the stage.
BIOGRAPHY
Harper Collins
9780007445301
$24.99 HC
MARCH 2012
DISTRUST THAT PARTICULAR FLAVOR
William Gibson

1st Printing 7500
220 Pages

A collection of essays from the bestselling author of Neuromancer, Spook Country and Zero History.
CULTURE
Putnam
9780399158438
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
DON'T SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF FOR MOMS
Kristine Carlson

1st Printing 75,000
240 Pages

At a time when recession has created more stress than ever, and parenting has become a battlefield, Kristine
Carlson now gives mothers tried and tested methods to help them feel better and be better parents. With
compassionate understanding about the trials, tribulations and general exhaustion parents experience, Carlson
helps to empower Mothers to find more peace, joy and harmony within themselves so this can be reflected in
their homes, and they can begin to enjoy life and parenting again.
PARENTING
Hyperion
9781401310691
$19.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
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THE DROP 10 DIET
Lucy Danziger
Harness the fat-melting power of superfoods and see results in less than a week with this groundbreaking diet
book from the editor of Self magazine.
COOKING
Ballantine Books
9780345531629
$28.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
288 Pages

DROP DEAD HEALTHY: One Man's Humble Quest for Bodily Perfection
A.J. Jacobs
Having sanctified himself in The Year of Living Biblically and sharpened his mind in The Know-It-All, A. J. Jacobs
had one feat left in the self-improvement trinity: to become the healthiest man in the world. He didn't want just to
lose weight, or finish a triathlon, or lower his cholesterol. His ambitions were far, far greater: Maximal health from
head to toe. The task was massive. He had to tackle a complicated web of diet and exercise advice, much of
which was nonsensical, unproven, and contradictory. He had to consult a team of medical advisers. And he had
to subject himself to a grueling regimen of exercises, a range of diets, and an array of practices to improve
everything from his hearing to his sleep to his sex life—all the while testing the patience of his long-suffering
wife. He left nothing untested, from the caveman workout to veganism, from the treadmill desk to extreme
chewing.
CULTURE/FITNESS
Simon & Schuster
9781416599074
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

384 Pages

DROPPED NAMES: Famous Men and Women As I Knew Them
Frank Langella
This legendary actor offers a stunning and unique collection of unforgettable encounters with many of the
twentieth century’s most intriguing personalities, among them John F. Kennedy, Elizabeth Taylor, Laurence
Olivier, Jacqueline Onassis, William Styron, Tip O’Neill, Arthur Miller, Marilyn Monroe and Brooke Astor.
FILM/MEMOIR
Harper
9780062094476
$34.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
320 Pages
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EAT THIS NOT THAT SUPERMARKET SURVIVAL GUIDE
David Zinczenko
With more than 50,000 food products in the average supermarket, it’s no wonder shoppers feel confused and
overwhelmed. How do they know what to buy to eat healthier and avoid packing on pounds? And as food prices
skyrocket, how do consumers know they’re getting the best deals? Luckily they have Eat This, Not That!
Supermarket Survival Guide, the ultimate authority on packaged foods, produce, and dairy and meat products
found in our supermarkets. Newly revised and updated with all-new nutrition facts and information, this
expanded edition acts as a trusted bodyguard, steering buyers away from nutritional danger zones and
protecting them with the power of knowledge.
DIET & NUTRITION
Rodale Books
9781609612412
$21.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 600,000
368 Pages

EAT YOUR WAY TO SEXY
Elizabeth Somer
By the author of Age Proof Your Body.
DIET & NUTRITION
Harlequin
9780373892532
$19.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

256 Pages

ECOHOLIC BODY: Your Ultimate Earth-Friendly Guide to Living Healthy and Looking Good
Adria Vasil
Based on the popular NOW! Column, Ecoholic Body is the ultimate earth-friendly guide to living healthy and
looking good, from supplements to shampoos, clothing to cosmetics.
ECOLOGY/BEAUTY & STYLE
Random House
9780307357151
$24.95 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 7000 in Canada
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ELIZABETH THE QUEEN: Inside the Life of A Modern Monarch
Sally Bedell Smith
From the moment of her ascension to the throne in 1952 at the age of twenty-five, Queen Elizabeth II has been
the object of unparalleled scrutiny. But through the fog of glamour and gossip, how well do we really know the
world’s most famous monarch? Drawing on hundreds of interviews and never-before-revealed documents,
acclaimed biographer Sally Bedell Smith pulls back the curtain to show in intimate detail the public and private
lives of Queen Elizabeth II, who has led her country and Commonwealth through the wars and upheavals of the
last sixty years with unparalleled composure, intelligence, and grace.
BIOGRAPHY
Random House
9781400067893
$34.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
672 Pages

ELIZABETHANS
A.N. Wilson
With all the panoramic sweep of his bestselling study of The Victorians, A. N. Wilson relates the exhilarating
story of the Elizabethan Age. It was a time of exceptional creativity, wealth creation and political expansion. It
was also a period of English history more remarkable than any other for the technicolour personalities of its
leading participants.
HISTORY
Hutchinson
9780091931520
$24.95 TP Original
OCTOBER 2011

1st Printing 50,000
448 Pages

THE EMOTIONAL LIFE OF YOUR BRAIN
Richard J. Davidson and Sharon Begley
For more than thirty years, Richard Davidson has been at the forefront of brain research. Now he gives us an
entirely new model for understanding our emotions, as well as practical strategies we can use to change them.
Davidson has discovered that personality is composed of six basic emotional "styles," including resilience, selfawareness, and attention. Our emotional fingerprint results from where on the continuum of each style we fall.
He explains the brain chemistry that underlies each style in order to give us a new model of the emotional brain,
one that will even go so far as to affect the way we treat conditions like autism and depression. And, finally, he
provides strategies we can use to change our own brains and emotions-if that is what we want to do.
PSYCHOLOGY
Hudson Street Press
9781594630897
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
204 Pages
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ENGINEERS OF VICTORY: How the Second World War Was Won
Paul Kennedy
In this fascinating nuts-and-bolts account of the previously unexplored strategic factors that led to Allied victory,
Paul Kennedy reveals how the leaders’ grand strategy was practically achieved by the ordinary soldiers,
scientists, engineers and businessmen responsible for realizing their commanders’ visions of success. From
exactly how many Allied planes and fighting ships were choreographed to collectively pull off the invasion of
Normandy, to how crew chiefs perfected the high-flying and inaccessible B-29 Superfortress that would drop the
atomic bombs on Japan, Kennedy reshapes our understanding of the Second World War’s most crucial victories.
HISTORY - MILITARY
Harper Collins
9781554683055
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 4000 in Canada
448 Pages

EXTREME WEATHER
Bonnie Schneider
Flash floods, tsunamis, earthquakes, hurricanes, mudslides, thunderstorms, and wildfires--these devastating
events are happening around the world at an alarming rate. As a Meteorologist on CNN and HLN, Bonnie
Schneider reports on these natural disasters, explaining when they're likely to strike, and telling viewers how to
respond when they do. In Extreme Weather, Schneider distills that information into a guide for readers. She
interviews experts from a wide variety of agencies—including FEMA and NOAA—to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the science behind weather patterns and the latest thinking on how to act in dangerous
conditions. Ranging from topics that cover every season and every climate, Schneider introduces the reader to
the best course of action during weather emergencies.
NATURE & ENVIRONMENT
Palgrave Macmillan
9780230115736
$19.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

256 Pages

EVERY NIGHT IS A SATURDAY NIGHT
Bobby Keys
Born in Slaton, Texas, Bobby Keys has lived the kind of life that qualifies as a rock 'n' roll folktale. In his early
teens, Keys bribed his way into his neighbor Buddy Holly’s garage band rehearsals. Keys spent years on the
road during the early days of rock ‘n’ roll with hitmakers like Bobby Vee and the various acts on Dick Clark’s
Caravan of Stars Tour, followed by decades as top touring and session sax man for the likes of Mad Dogs and
Englishmen, George Harrison, John Lennon, and onto his gig with The Rolling Stone from 1970 onward. Every
Night is a Saturday Night finds Keys setting down the many tales of an over-the-top rock ‘n’ roll life in his own
inimitable voice.
MUSIC
Counterpoint
9781582437835
$27.50 HC
MARCH 2012

272 Pages
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FEED YOURSELF, FEED YOUR FAMILY
La Leche League International
Your approach to eating changes when you become pregnant, give birth, and become responsible for feeding an
infant, toddler, or growing child. Featuring more than seventy-five easy-to-make and delicious recipes, sanitysaving, mom-tested advice, and vital information about your nutritional needs when pregnant, nursing, or
weaning, Feed Yourself, Feed Your Family helps you set your family on a course for a lifetime of healthy eating.
Focusing on the five basic nutritional stages between birth and the time when your baby takes a seat at the
family table, and with an emphasis on organic, unprocessed foods, this is an invaluable resource.
COOKING/PARENTING
Ballantine Books
9780345518460
$23.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
288 Pages

FOOD NETWORK MAGAZINE: 1000 Easy Recipes
Food Network
Food Network Magazine launched in fall 2008 and quickly become America’s best-selling food magazine. It is
every food lover’s essential handbook: Each issue is packed with star recipes and tips, behind-the-scenes
scoops, and fun, creative ideas for home cooks. This cookbook collects 1000 of their best recipes.
COOKING
Hyperion
9781401310745
$32.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 200,000
416 Pages

THE FOUR DISCIPLINES OF EXECUTION
Sean Covey
The 4 Disciplines of Execution provides a simple, proven formula for achieving the goals that every individual or
organization needs to reach. From Marriott to the U.S. Navy, Covey and his team have worked with more than
200,000 people in hundreds of organizations to improve performance, identifying and honing four secrets of
perfect execution: Focus on the Wildly Important; Act on the Lead Measures; Keep a Compelling Scoreboard;
and Create a Cadence of Accountability. By allowing teams to separate those urgent tasks that demand attention
merely to keep a company alive—called the "whirlwind"—from new, "wildly important" goals that promise to
break new ground, these disciplines empower leaders to accomplish what is by far the most difficult aspect of
creating results: executing a strategy that requires a change in behavior. Simply put, this is a book that no
business, however small or large, can afford to pass up.
BUSINESS
Free Press
9781451627053
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

256 Pages
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FULL SERVICE: My Adventures in Hollywood and the Secret Sex Lives of the Stars
Scotty Bowers
The scandalous memoir of a male hustler who claims to have serviced Cary Grant and Spencer Tracy, among
countless others.
MEMOIR
Grove Press
9780802120076
$27.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
G ZERO: Confronting the Global Power Vacuum
Ian Bremmer

288 Pages

The world power structure is facing a vacuum at the top. With the unifying urgency of the financial crisis behind
us, the diverse political and economic values of the G-20 are curtailing the world's most powerful governments'
ability to mediate growing global challenges. There is no viable alternative group to take its place. The result is a
G-Zero world in which no single country or bloc has the political or economic leverage-or the desire-to drive a
truly international agenda. Ian Bremmer explains how this will lead to extended and intensified conflict over
vitally important issues, such as international economic coordination, financial regulatory reform, trade policy,
and climate change.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Portfolio
9781591844686
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012
GARFIELD BRINGS HOME THE BACON: His 53rd Book
Jim Davis

240 Pages

Grab a fork and nab some pork! Garfield loves “the other white meat” in all its palate-pleasing permutations:
breaded, barbecued, shredded, fried—even frozen (porksicles, anyone?). If you’re hungry for humor, satisfy your
craving with this latest—and greatest—collection of comics.
HUMOUR
Ballantine Books
9780345525864
$16.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012
GARFIELD LEFT SPEECHLESS: Comics Without Words
Jim Davis

1st Printing 20,000
96 Pages

A hilarious collection of wordless Garfield comic strips, foregrounding the slapstick and deadpan humour with
visuals only.
HUMOUR
Ballantine Books
9780345530585
$16.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
128 Pages
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THE GENTRY: Intimate Histories
Adam Nicolson
Prize-winning author Adam Nicolson tells the story he was born to write -- the real story of England. It is the
gentry that has made England what it was and, to a degree, still is. In this vivid, lively book, history has never
been more readable. We may well be 'a nation of shopkeepers', but for generations England was a country
dominated by its middling families, rooted on their land, in their locality, with a healthy interest in turning a profit
from their property and a deep distrust of the centralised state. The virtues we may all believe to be part of the
English culture -- honesty , affability, courtesy, liberality -- each of these has their source in gentry life cultivated
over five hundred years. These folk were the backbone of England.
HISTORY
Harper
9780007335497
$34.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 10,000
320 Pages

GIFT OF THE CROW
John Marzluff
New research indicates that crows are among the brightest animals in the world. And professor of Wildlife
Science at the University of Washington John Marzluff has done some of the most extraordinary research on
crows, which has been featured in The New York Times, National Geographic, and the Chicago Tribune, as well
as on NPR and PBS. Now he teams up with artist and fellow naturalist Tony Angell to offer an in-depth look at
these incredible creatures—in a book that is brimming with surprises.
SCIENCE/NATURE & ENVIRONMENT
Free Press
9781439198735
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

288 Pages

GILDED LIVES, FATEFUL VOYAGE: The Titanic's First Class Passengers and Their World
Hugh Brewster
April 14, 2012, marks the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic. The “unsinkable subject,” the story of
the giant ship that sank on its maiden voyage, has become one of our most potent modern parables and
enduring metaphors. The image of the ship’s plunging stern is an icon, and expressions like “rearranging the
deck chairs” and “hitting the iceberg” need no explanation. Yet on a cold, clear April night the disaster happened
to real people—stokers, millionaires, society ladies, parsons, parlourmaids—people who displayed a full range of
all-too-human reactions as the events of the night unfolded. With new research, R.M.S. Titanic weaves the
dramatic story of that fateful crossing with compelling portraits of the people on board—those who survived, and
those who tragically lost their lives—allowing us to place ourselves on that sloping deck and ask, “What would
we do?”
HISTORY
Crown
9780307984708
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages
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GUTS: The Endless Follies and Tiny Triumphs of a Giant Disaster
Kristen Johnston
A celebrated and award-winning actress who is perhaps best known for the long-running TV show 3rd Rock from
the Sun, for which she won two Emmys, Kristen Johnston has entertained audiences with her impeccable
delivery and natural charm. Kristen has also appeared on stage in more than fifty plays, and on screen in Sex
and the City, Austin Powers, ER, Ugly Betty, Strangers with Candy, Music and Lyrics, Bride Wars, and will
appear in the upcoming Amy Heckerling film Vamps as well as The Ex-Men, a pilot for TV Land. Kristen rose to
instant fame with 3rd Rock, but she soon fell back down to Earth…hard. Though not for reasons you may think.
Now, with surprising honesty, laugh-out-loud humor, and incredible depth, Kristen tells all in a memoir that is
brash, outspoken, outrageous, and infectiously funny.
TELEVISION/MEMOIR
Gallery Books
288 Pages
9781451635058
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012
HEART OF DANKNESS: Underground Botanists, Outlaw Farmers, and the Race for the Cannabis Cup
Mark Haskell Smith
After spending three years researching his novel Baked, Mark Haskell Smith turns his focus on the one event
that intrigued him in the fascinating world of the cannabis culture: the Cannabis Cup competition. What makes a
strain of marijuana award-winning? he wonders. Who would risk everything to grow the good stuff? Is this really
a nearly $100 billion a year industry? Alternating between California, the hub of the legalization and
decriminalization debate, and Amsterdam, where the world's preeminent cannabis festival takes place each year,
Mark discovers a compelling world where science meets agriculture, and hedonism toes the line of criminality.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Signal
9780771039706
$17.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012
HEAVEN IS HERE
Stephanie Nielson

256 Pages

Heaven is Here is a poignant and inspirational memoir that chronicles Stephanie Nielson's love affair with her
husband, Christian, her fulfilling motherhood with her four young children, and her Mormon faith and close-knit
community—the components of a very happy life Stephanie began blogging about in 2005. However, their lives
changed forever when Stephanie and Christian were in a horrific plane crash in 2008—he was burned over 40
percent of his body; she over 80 percent and wasn't expected to live—and they needed the strength of their
family and friends, their faith and their love for one another, more than ever. In the aftermath of harrowing
tragedy Stephanie has maintained a stunning sense of humor, optimism, and resilience—a strength of spirit that
infuses her very popular blog.
MEMOIR
Hyperion
9781401341794
$43.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 400,000
272 Pages
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HITLER
A.N. Wilson
A biography of Hitler from the author of Dante in Love and Winnie and Wolf.
BIOGRAPHY
Harper Collins
9780007413492
$43.99 HC
APRIL 2012

240 Pages

HONKY TONK GIRL: A Life in Lyrics
Loretta Lynn
Loretta Lynn's rags-to-riches story--from her hardscrabble childhood in Butcher Holler, Kentucky, through her
marriage to Oliver "Doolittle" Lynn when she was thirteen, to her dramatic rise to the top of the charts--has
resonated with countless fans throughout her more than fifty-year career. Now, the anecdotes she shares here
give us deeper insight into her life, her collaborations, her influences, and how she pushed the boundaries of
country music by discussing issues important to working-class women, even when they were considered taboo.
Readers will also get a rare look at the singer's handwritten lyrics and at personal photographs from her
childhood, of her family, and of her performing life. Honky Tonk Girl: A Life in Lyrics is one more way for Lynn's
fans--those who already love her and those who soon will--to know the heart and mind of this remarkable
woman.
MUSIC
Knopf
9780307594891
$34.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
288 Pages

HOPPER: Chasing a Twisted American Dream
Tom Folson
Charting his untamed career and his Zelig-like appearance in every twist and turn of American popular culture
from the 1950s to his death, this biography portrays the life of Dennis Hopper as a great American story,
populated by some of the most illustrious and visible icons that define our national identity. While filming Rebel
Without a Cause, Hopper befriended James Dean, finding in Dean the inspiration for his own rebellion. At thirtyone, Hopper wrote, directed, and starred in his first movie, the revolutionary Easy Rider. He marched with Martin
Luther King from Selma to Montgomery; was arrested countless times for carrying firearms and for disorderly
conduct in Taos; and met with Vladimir Putin, the current prime minister of Russia, to discuss modern art. A
prolific photographer, painter, and sculptor, he was an early collector of pop art and, after purchasing one of Andy
Warhol's first Campbell's soup can canvases for seventy-five dollars, Hopper went on to build one of the most
eclectic contemporary art collections in the country. As an early champion of hip-hop, Hopper counted Ice-T as
one of his close friends, and produced and directed in the seminal gang film Colors. From film to politics to art to
music, Hopper carved out his own rules, moved to his own rhythm, and lived out his strange and strangely
idealistic version of the American dream.
BIOGRAPHY/PERFORMING ARTS
Dutton
9780525952299
$32.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
416 Pages
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HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH? Money and the Good Life
Edward Skidelsky
In recent years, economic growth has been regarded as a self-evident good, with political debate focussed on
the best means to achieve it. But there are now signs that this shared assumption is weakening. Anger at
'greedy' bankers and their 'obscene' bonuses has given way to a deeper dissatisfaction with an economic
system geared overwhelmingly to the accumulation of wealth. Huge income disparities and an ever-growing gap
between the richest and the rest has brought us to one of those rare moments when the underlying assumptions
of society, are changing. In How Much is Enough? Robert and Edward Skidelsky argue that wealth is not an end
in itself but a means to the achievement and maintenance of a 'good life', and that our economy should be
organised to reflect this fact. The book includes a definition of the 'good life', discusses the relevance of
'Happiness Studies' and the environmental impact of our ever-growing need to consume. In doing so, it offers an
escape from the trap of excessive specialization and a way to reinvigorate the idea of economics as a 'moral
science'. It concludes by offering a radical new model for income re-distribution - and a consideration of what
human beings might really want from their lives.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Allen Lane
9781846144486
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012
HOW NOT TO MOVE BACK IN WITH YOUR PARENTS
Rob Carrick

1st Printing 1000 in Canada
256 Pages

Rob Carrick of The Globe and Mail is one of Canada's most trusted and widely read financial experts. His latest
book is the first by anyone to target financial advice specifically at young adults graduating from university or
college and moving into the workforce, into the housing market and into family life. Financial beginners, in other
words. Carrick offers what can only be described as a wealth of information, on the full life cycle of financial
challenges and opportunities young people face, including saving for a post-secondary education and paying off
student debts, establishing a credit rating, basic banking and budgeting, car and home buying, marriage and
raising children of their own, and insurance. The book is mindful throughout that parents have a big role to play
in all this. It addresses young readers throughout but regularly asks them to see things from their parents'
perspective. In that way, Rob Carrick is able to offer advice to both generations. He even recognizes that in
these difficult times, moving back in with the folks is sometimes a short-term necessity. So there is a section
devoted to such important questions as: Should your parents be charging you rent? For that and many
thousands of dollars' worth of other reasons, this is a book that every parent needs to buy for each of their kids,
plus one for themselves.
PERSONAL FINANCE
Doubleday Canada
9780385671927
$22.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
240 Pages
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I BELIEVE IN LOVE
Stephen Davis
Carly Simon has won two Grammys and an Academy Award, and her albums have sold more than forty million
copies. Her music has touched countless lives since her debut in the 1970s, yet her own life story has remained
unpublished-until now. Tapping private archives, family interviews, and a forty-year friendship with the legend
herself, Stephen Davis at last captures Carly Simon's extraordinary journey from shy teenager to superstar.
More Room in a Broken Heart candidly covers everything her fans want to know.
MUSIC
Gotham Books
9781592406517
$32.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000

IDISORDER
Larry Rosen
iDisorder: changes to your brain’s ability to process information and your ability to relate to the world due to your
daily use of media and technology resulting in signs and symptoms of psychological disorders—such as stress,
sleeplessness, and a compulsive need to check in with all of your technology. Based on decades of research
and expertise in the “psychology of technology,” Dr. Larry Rosen offers clear, down-to-earth explanations for why
many of us are suffering from an “iDisorder.” Rosen offers solid, proven strategies to help us overcome the
iDisorder we all feel in our lives while still making use of all that technology offers. Our world is not going to
change, and technology will continue to penetrate society even deeper leaving us little chance to react to the
seemingly daily additions to our lives. Rosen teaches us how to stay human in an increasingly technological
world.
PSYCHOLOGY
Palgrave Macmillan
9780230117570
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
272 Pages

IMAGINE: The Science of Creativity
Jonah Lehrer
From the bestselling author of How We Decide comes a sparkling and revelatory look at the new science of
creativity. Shattering the myth of muses, higher powers, even creative "types," Jonah Lehrer demonstrates that
creativity is not a single "gift" possessed by the lucky few. It’s a variety of distinct thought processes that we can
all learn to use more effectively. Lehrer reveals the importance of embracing the rut, thinking like a child, and
daydreaming productively, then he takes us out of our own heads to show how we can make our neighborhoods
more vibrant, our companies more productive, and our schools more effective. Collapsing the layers separating
the neuron from the finished symphony, Imagine reveals the deep inventiveness of the human mind, and its
essential role in our increasingly complex world.
PSYCHOLOGY
Allen Lane Canada
9780670064557
$32.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
288 Pages
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IMPULSE ECONOMY
Gary Schwartz
We live in a world where our mobile devices have become extensions of ourselves. We depend on them for
instant connections to entertainment, social media, news, and deals. The phone has become our ticket, loyalty
card, and catchall wallet. Networks are faster, phones are smarter, and the mobile shopper is ready to spend
money now. What can a business do to maximize the mobile buying power of the new impulse consumer? Gary
Schwartz has written a groundbreaking book that outlines the history of the mobile industry and shows just how
businesses can build up their mobile platforms to maximize online sales
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Atria Books
9781451671865
$27.99 HC
OCTOBER 2011

240 Pages

INSIDE APPLE
Adam Lashinsky
Adam Lashinsky reveals the secret systems, tactics and leadership strategies that allowed Steve Jobs and his
company to churn out hit after hit and inspire a cult-like following for its products.If Apple is Silicon Valley's
answer to Willy Wonka's Chocolate Factory, then author Adam Lashinsky provides readers with a golden ticket
to step inside.
BUSINESS
Business Plus
9781455512157
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

256 Pages

IT AIN'T ME: In Search of the Real Bob Dylan
David Dalton
An award-winning journalist and founder of Rolling Stone offers a kaleidoscopic biography of Bob Dylan, full of
voices of insiders and fellow travelers through the 1960s. It is a startingly fresh narrative perspective, fusing rock
star bio with an examination of the music.
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY
Hyperion
9781401323394
$34.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
240 Pages
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IT'S YOUR MONEY: Becoming a Woman of Independent Means
Gail Vaz-Oxlade
With everything she does, Gail Vaz-Oxlade focuses on putting money in perspective and encouraging people to
take control of their money and their lives. But over the years, she’s found that an astonishing number of smart,
competent women are relinquishing that control. It’s Your Money is designed to inspire and inform them to take
charge of their financial destinies. This book will help each reader come to terms with why she deals with her
money as she does. It helps her establish a solid financial foundation on which to build as she moves through
her life. Gail walks her through the major milestones—partnering, raising a family and retiring—making sure she
is empowered to make her own decisions, if she’s in a relationship or not. It also shows the reader how to cope
when stuff hits the fan, without adding financial stress to her burdens. For the woman who finds herself the sole
breadwinner in a family, dealing with aging parents or coping with divorce or widowhood, Gail shows her how to
keep her financial life on track.
BUSINESS/PERSONAL FINANCE
Collins
400 Pages
9781554688678
$21.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011
JACKIE AFTER O: One Remarkable Year When Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis Defied Expectations and
Rediscovered Her Dreams
Tina Cassidy
Defined in the public eye by her two high-profile marriages, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis found herself facing a
personal crossroads on the eve of 1975, a year of incredible growth and renaissance for her. Although 1975 was
a trying time for Jackie—her marriage was crumbling and her husband’s health declining rapidly; both tragedy
and scandal would strike—it was the year in which she rediscovered talents and passions she had set aside for
her role as public wife. It was Jackie who approached the editor of the New Yorker with an article, and with the
publication of her well received “Talk of the Town” piece in January 1975, Jackie kicked off a year of great activity
and change.
BIOGRAPHY
It Books
9780061994333
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012
JESUS WANTS TO SAVE CHRISTIANS
Rob Bell

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages

The author of Love Wins calls the church to break from its cultural captivity and witness to the American Empire
the same way Moses spoke against Pharaoh, the prophets confronted their kings, and Jesus defied Caesar
Augustus’s Roman Empire.
RELIGION
Harper One
9780062125828
$18.99 TP Original
MAY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
224 Pages
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JUGGLER'S CHILDREN: A Family History Gene by Gene
Carolyn Abraham
Recently, tens of thousands of people have been drawn to mail-order DNA tests to learn about their family roots.
Abraham investigates whether this burgeoning new science can help solve 2 mysteries that have haunted her
multi-racial family for more than a century. Both hinge on her enigmatic great-grandfathers--a hero who died
young and a scoundrel who disappeared. Can the DNA they left behind reveal their stories from beyond the
grave? Armed with DNA kits, Abraham criss-crosses the globe, taking cells from relatives and strangers, a
genetic journey that turns up far more than she bargained for--ugly truths and moral quandaries. With lively
writing and a compelling personal narrative, The Juggler's Children tackles profound questions around the
genetics of identity, race and humanity, and tells a big story about our small world, with vivid proof that genes
bind us all to the branches of one family tree.
PERSONAL FINANCE
Random House Canada
9780679314592
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
352 Pages

THE JUICE: VINOUS VERITAS
Jay McInerney
For more than a decade, Jay McInerney's vinous essays have been praised by restaurateurs, by esteemed
critics, and by the mediaHere, in pieces originally published in House & Garden and The Wall Street Journal,
McInerney provides a master class in the almost infinite varieties of wine and the people and places that produce
it, with the trademark style and expertise that prompted the James Beard Foundation to grant him the M.F.K.
Fisher Award for Distinguished Writing in 2006.
ESSAYS/FOOD & WINE
Knopf
9780307957283
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
272 Pages

THE KEEPER
Andrea Gillies
Five years ago, Andrea Gillies— writer, wife, and mother of three—seeing that her husband's parents were
struggling to cope, invited them to move in. She and her newly extended family relocated to a big Victorian
house on a remote, windswept peninsula in the far north of Scotland, leaving behind their friends and all that was
familiar; hoping to find a new life, and new inspiration for work. Her mother-in-law Nancy was in the middle
stages of Alzheimer's Disease, and Keeper charts her journey into dementia, its impact on her personality and
her family, and the author's researches into what dementia is. As the grip of her disease tightens, Nancy's
grasp on everything we think of as ordinary unravels before our eyes. Diary entries and accounts of
conversations with Nancy track the slow unravelling. The journey is marked by frustration, isolation, exhaustion,
and unexpected black comedy. For the author, who knew little about dementia at the outset, the learning curve
was steeper than she could have imagined.
MEMOIR
Broadway Books
9780307719126
$17.00 TP Original
OCTOBER 2011

1st Printing 10,000
336 Pages
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KEEPING TRACK: How the Casual Information you create Virtually Is Changing the Physical World
Around You
Nora Young
The host of CBC Radio's Spark explores the very real impact of the virtual information we generate about
ourselves -- on our own lives, our communities, and our government. We generate enormous amounts of online
data about our habits: where we go, what we do, and how we feel. Some of that is stuff we choose to report;
some of it is the offhand data trails we leave behind. Keeping Track looks at the debates and challenges around
virtual data-sharing -- from Facebook status updates to Google Navigator -- and its potential for building more
responsive communities and governments. Nora argues that if we wrestle now with issues like privacy and data
control, we can harness the power of that data.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
McClelland & Stewart
9780771070648
$32.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
320 Pages

KING PEGGY
Peggielene Bartels
King Peggy chronicles the astonishing journey of an American secretary who suddenly finds herself king to a
town of 7,000 souls on Ghana's central coast, half a world away. Upon arriving for her crowning ceremony in
beautiful Otuam, she discovers the dire reality: there's no running water, no doctor, and no high school, and
many of the village elders are stealing the town's funds. To make matters worse, her uncle (the late king) sits in a
morgue awaiting a proper funeral in the royal palace, which is in ruins. The longer she waits to bury him, the
more she risks incurring the wrath of her ancestors. Peggy's first two years as king of Otuam unfold in a way that
is stranger than fiction. In the end, a deeply traditional African town has been uplifted by the ambitions of its
headstrong, decidedly modern female king. And in changing Otuam, Peggy is herself transformed, from an
ordinary secretary to the heart and hope of her community.
MEMOIR
Doubleday
9780385534321
$29.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages
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THE KNITTING ENCYCLOPEDIA
Claire Montgomerie
Knit-opedia is a wonderful reference guide for knitters of all levels. Whether you're just learning to cast on, or
designing your first sweater, here is your guide through all the skills you need to get started mastering this
amazing craft. Starting with materials and equipment-- from types of needles to stitch holders--both basic and
advanced equipment is covered in full detail. Next comes the basics-- casting on, knit and purl stitches, and
casting off, then on to intermediate techniques-- how to read patterns and make patterned stitches using knit and
purl combinations. Then Knit-opedia moves on to the more advanced and complex techniques like how to adapt
patterns to make them your own. A comprehensive stitch directory follows, grouped into sections on lightweight
stitches, heavyweight stitches, colorwork, lace, aran, and edgings. Lastly the pattern section provides 30
stunning projects to make, with detailed instructions to progress through all the skills needed to become an
accomplished knitter. The hidden spiral binding and easy to use cross-referencing ensure that this will be a userfriendly resource that knitters will turn to again and again.
KNITTING
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312640163
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
224 Pages

THE LAWS OF THE RING
Urijah Faber
Thanks to a combination of physical prowess, indomitable will, and sharp and unconventional powers of
observation, Urijah “The California Kid” Faber has risen to the top of the mixed martial arts food chain. In The
Laws of the Ring, he draws from these strengths, providing a unique and deeply personal look at life in and
outside the cage—lessons fans can use to shape their own worlds.
SPORTS
Harper One
9780062112408
$33.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
224 Pages

LESLIE BECK'S HEALTHY KITCHEN
Leslie Beck
Leslie Beck’s Healthy Kitchen is a must-have kitchen staple, with 250 sumptuous recipes and quick ways to help
you eat the healthiest diet possible, including meal-planning tips, getting portion sizes right, healthy cooking
methods, and more. Featuring recipes for breakfasts, lunches, snacks, appetizers, dinners, and desserts, this
book will help you stay slim and healthy as you enjoy all your favourite foods.
COOKING
Penguin Canada
9780143171867
$28.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
384 Pages
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LIFE AS I BLOW IT
Sarah Colonna
Sarah Colonna believes that there are very different personalities living inside each of us, and that sometimes
those personalities are at war with one another. One wants to have fun, not take things too seriously, and have
that fourth margarita. The other would like to get married, stay in, order Chinese food, and have a responsible,
secure life. From her formative years in small-town Arkansas to a later career of dates, drinks, and questionable
day jobs, Colonna attempts to reconcile her responsible side with her fun-loving side. Sometimes this pans out,
and sometimes she finds herself in Mexico handing out her phone number to anyone who calls her pretty. She
moves to Los Angeles to pursue acting, but for years is forced to hone her bartending skills; she wants a serious
boyfriend, but won’t give up nights at the bar with her friends. She tries to behave like an adult, but can’t seem to
stop acting like a frat boy. In the end, she discovers that there doesn’t have to be just one or the other. And if
there’s one thing Colonna has learned from her many missteps, it’s that hindsight is always 100 proof.
TELEVISION
Villard
9780345528377
$17.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages

LIFE IS NOT A REALITY SHOW
Kyle Richards
A how-to-be-fabulous guide from the breakout star of Bravo’s The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, tackling
everything from how she keeps her marriage fresh and juggles four kids (with not nanny in sight) to where she
gets the best beauty steals and home-decorating inspirations.
TELEVISION
Harper One
9780062113481
$32.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 50,000
272 Pages

LIVE WILD: A Paleo Survival Guide to Living Well
John Durant
A back to basics guide to living simply and living well in the fast-paced, synthetic modern world.
DIET & NUTRITION
Random House
9780307889171
$28.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
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LONDONERS: The Days and Nights of London
Craig Taylor
In the style of Studs Terkel's Working and Dave Isay’s Listening Is an Act of Love, an epic portrait of today's
London that is as rich and lively as the city itself, published on the eve of the 2012 London Olympic Games.
TRAVEL
Ecco
9780062005854
$38.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

448 Pages

LOUDER THAN HELL
Jon Wiederhorn
The definitive oral history of heavy metal, Louder Than Hell includes hundreds of interviews with members of
Black Sabbath, Megadeth, Korn, Pantera, Van Halen, Limp Bizkit, and many others at the leading edge of this
movement
MUSIC
It Books
9780061958281
$33.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
368 Pages

THE LOVE WINS COMPANION
Rob Bell
For anyone who wants to dive deeper into Rob Bell’s bestselling Love Wins, this companion book will offer
scholarly support and critiques, resources for individuals, groups, and classes, and brand new material by Rob
Bell.
RELIGION
Harper One
9780062122803
$17.99 TP Original
NOVEMBER 2011

1st Printing 40,000
224 Pages
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LYNN CRAWFORD'S PITCHIN' IN
Lynn Crawford
Lynn Crawford’s Pitchin’ In chronicles Chef Lynn Crawford’s road trip across North America, describing the
people she meets, the land, and of course, the food. She travels from the Bay of Fundy, where some of the finest
lobster in the world is caught, to Vancouver Island to haul in trap after trap of the best Dungeness crab available,
to Kansas, where a small group of farmers is reviving heritage turkey, to Perth County in Southwestern Ontario,
famous for some of the best pork in Canada and home to one of only a handful of farmers who are raising wild
boar.
COOKING
Viking Canada
9780670065936
$37.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
288 Pages

THE MAID AND THE QUEEN: The Secret History of Joan of Arc
Nancy Goldstone
Politically astute, ambitious, and beautiful, Yolande of Aragon, queen of Sicily, was one of the most powerful
women of the Middle Ages. Caught in the complex dynastic battle of the Hundred Years War, Yolande
championed the dauphin's cause against the forces of England and Burgundy, drawing on her savvy, her
statecraft, and her intimate network of spies. But the enemy seemed invincible. Just as French hopes dimmed,
an astonishingly courageous young woman named Joan of Arc arrived from the farthest recesses of the
kingdom, claiming she carried a divine message-a message that would change the course of history and
ultimately lead to the coronation of Charles VII and the triumph of France.
BIOGRAPHY
Viking
9780670023332
$31.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages

MAKING GOOD: Finding Meaning, Money and Community in a Changing World
Billy Parish
As we emerge from the recession, a generation is searching for practical ways to succeed financially while also
making positive changes in the world. From energy to food to education, Making Good outlines how to do this.
These opportunities are not just for entrepreneurs and Fortune 500 companies: Making Good outlines step by
step how anyone can achieve financial autonomy, capitalize on global changes to infrastructure, and learn from
everyday success stories—providing the skills and insight this generation needs to succeed.
BUSINESS
Penguin Canada
9780143186069
$24.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

256 Pages
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MAN OF THE WORLD: Barack Obama's Family Saga
David Maraniss
Meticulously reported by one of our pre-eminent journalists, based on hundreds of interviews, the real stories of
Obama's disparate forebears and his early life explain as never before the forces that shaped him. Along the
way is a story of passions, vain ambitions, survival and love. There is a sad description of his father’s, and
father’s father's behavior and of their thwarted lives. Maraniss's portrayal of Obama’s mother is critical and
sympathetic. He shows us Obama as a small school boy in Indonesia, eager and polite, then as a prankster
adolescent, a basketball-playing good scholar. The truth is that Barack Obama Jr. began inventing and defining
himself from early childhood to undergraduate at Occidental and Columbia Colleges, on to Harvard and “home”
to Chicago.
BIOGRAPHY
Simon & Schuster
9781439160404
$34.99 HC
APRIL 2012
THE MAN WITHIN MY HEAD
Pico Iyer

448 Pages

Ever since he first read Graham Greene's work as a schoolboy, Pico Iyer has been obsessed by the figure of the
writer and by one of the great themes of Greene's work: what it means to be an outsider. Wherever he has
traveled--usually an outsider himself--Iyer has found reminders of Greene's life, observed scenes that might
have been written by Greene, written stories that recall Greene. Yet as Iyer recounts the history of his obsession,
another phantom image begins to assert itself, one that Iyer had long banished from his inner life--that of his
father. And while his father has long held a distant and elusive place in Iyer's imagination, this intimately related
inner journey reveals his father to him as a man more mysterious than he has ever envisioned.
ESSAYS & CRITICISM
1st Printing 30,000
Knopf
256 Pages
9780307267610
$29.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
THE MAN WITHOUT A FACE: The Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin
Masha Gessen
The Man Without a Face is the chilling account of how a low- level, small-minded KGB operative ascended to
the Russian presidency and, in an astonishingly short time, destroyed years of progress and made his country
once more a threat to her own people and to the world. Handpicked as a successor by the "family" surrounding
an ailing and increasingly unpopular Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin seemed like a perfect choice for the oligarchy to
shape according to its own designs. Suddenly the boy who had stood in the shadows, dreaming of ruling the
world, was a public figure, and his popularity soared. Russia and an infatuated West were determined to see the
progressive leader of their dreams, even as he seized control of media, sent political rivals and critics into exile
or to the grave, and smashed the country's fragile electoral system, concentrating power in the hands of his
cronies.
CURRENT AFFAIRS/BIOGRAPHY
Riverhead
9781594488429
$32.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 35,000
256 Pages
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MARCH FORTH: The Inspiring True Story of a Canadian Soldier’s Journey of Love, Hope and Survival
Trevor Greene
Trevor Greene travelled the world as a journalist, and at the age of forty-one, the reservist in the Canadian
Forces decided to travel to Afghanistan, leaving behind his fiancée, Debbie, and his young daughter, Grace. On
March 4, 2006, while on a mission of peace to a remote village in Kandahar Province, Greene removed his
helmet, confident that a centuries-old pact would protect him from his enemies. Without warning, a teenage boy
under the influence of the Taliban walked up to the soldier and landed a rusty axe in his skull, nearly splitting his
brain in half. Debbie was told that Trevor would not survive. Then she was told that he would never move on his
own, he wouldn’t be able to communicate, that he would never be the same. Debbie never left Trevor’s side, and
despite years of rehabilitation, setbacks and crises, Greene not only learned how to talk and move again but, in
July 2011, he stood at his wedding, his bride, Debbie, at his side and their flower girl, Grace, dancing down the
aisle.
BIOGRAPHY
Harper Collins
9781443405126
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
288 Pages

MARRIAGE RULES
Harriet Lerner
Couples today operate in a time famine. One or both parties are likely to be hit by one stress after another, and
marriage is the first thing to suffer. Here are memorable, easy-to-grasp rules to remind readers of their own good
common sense-or to help them get off automatic pilot and do something different. Each rule is based on solid
theory and Lerner's four decades of clinical experience. All that's required is a genuine wish for a better marriage
and a willingness to practice.
PSYCHOLOGY/RELATING
Gotham Books
9781592406913
$26.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
288 Pages

We work best the way you work best. However you want
to submit orders works with us. If you're working on
spreadsheets, email them in; if you want to fill a cart on
the website, that's great too. You're always welcome to
phone us, or fax in orders as well. Or if you're in the
neighbourhood, drop by our retail store.
We want to make your job easier.
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MEALS THAT HEAL INFLAMMATION
Julie Daniluk
Inflammation is on the rise. Conditions such as allergies, skin disorders, asthma, heart disease, arthritis and any
other condition ending in "itis" all have an inflammatory component. In Meals that Heal Inflammation registered
holistic nutritionist Julie Daniluk shows how to change our immune response through diet. The first part of the
book outlines the six causes of inflammation and gets to the root of the pain we experience. She then shows
how to build a healthy kitchen full of foods that will contribute to our well-being. The book's easy and tempting
recipes include quinoa salad, salmon with fennel and even key lime pie. Extensively researched, and full of
information about the healing properties of everyday foods, Meals that Heal Inflammation will be a mainstay in
any kitchen with a healthy focus.
DIET & NUTRITION
Random House Canada
9780307359988
$29.95 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
400 Pages

MORE JOURNEYS OF A LIFETIME
National Geographic
The latest in the highly successful Journeys of a Lifetime series and the sequel to the original bestseller, Secret
Journeys of a Lifetime offers in-depth site descriptions; dozens of fun, themed top ten lists; locator maps;
illuminating sidebars; and oversized, lavish full-color images that bring to life 500 novel destinations that have
managed to fly under the radar.
DIET & NUTRITION
Random House Canada
9781426206467
$45.00 HC
NOVEMBER 2011

MEN'S HEALTH DIET
Stephen Perrine
For more than 20 years, Men’s Health has been America’s number one source of health, fitness, and weight loss
information. They’ve tested every workout, chowed down on every food, and consulted the top exercise and
nutrition experts in the world. Now, this valuable expertise is boiled down into one plan that will revolutionize
weight loss: The Men’s Health Diet is a proven program backed by cutting-edge research that works with a
reader’s body to build muscle and shed pounds—in just 27 days!
DIET & NUTRITION
Rodale
9781605291369
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
320 Pages
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THE METABOLISM BOOSTING DIET
Joey Shulman
With half of Canadians overweight or obese, it is abundantly clear that a “one size fits all” approach to losing
weight doesn’t work. When following the same diet, person A may lose five pounds, while person B may lose half
a pound! How can there be such a discrepancy? The answer is metabolism—what works well for one person
may not suit another. Dr. Joey Shulman puts an end to “cookie cutter” weight-loss methods by showing you
exactly how to boost your metabolism and keep the weight off for life.
DIET & NUTRITION
Collins
9781443401128
$22.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
304 Pages

THE MILF DIET
Jessica Porter
MILF has become a popular slang term for sexually attractive older women. But Jessica Porter wants women to
own the term and reunite sexuality with the special gifts of womanhood. The MILF Diet is a practical cookbook
for women who want to achieve optimal health and happiness. It includes not only seventy-five photographs and
recipes but tips for keeping a MILF-y kitchen and food plan, and MILF weight loss. Despite being centered
around whole grains, organic seasonal vegetables, sea vegetables, natural sweeteners, and mostly plant-based
proteins—while suggesting giving up dairy, white sugar, processed foods, and meat—the diet can be followed by
non-vegetarians, vegetarians, and vegans alike.
COOKING
Atria/Emily Bestler
9781451655681
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

304 Pages

THE MILLENNIUM FALCON OWNER'S MANUAL
Ryder Windham
The Millennium Falcon is a legendary spaceship, made famous by its adventures under the command of
smugglers Han Solo and Chewbacca, who made numerous special modifications to transform the beat-up
Corellian light freighter into one of the fastest ships in the galaxy. This Haynes Manual traces the model history
of the Corellian Engineering Corporation’s YT series of spaceships and the development of the YT-1300 model
line before focusing on the Millennium Falcon, itself a modified YT-1300. Onboard systems, controls, and their
operation are described in detail and supported by a host of photographs, line art, floor plans, exploded
diagrams, and stunning computer-generated artwork, all newly created by acknowledged Falcon experts Chris
Reiff and Chris Trevas. Text is by Ryder Windham, author of more than fifty Star Wars books.
FILM - REFERENCE
Lucasbooks
9780345533043
$33.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
128 Pages
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THE MONEY CLASS
Suze Orman
Trusted author Suze Orman shows the reader how to create their own American Dream.
BUSINESS/PERSONAL FINANCE
Random House
9780812982138
$18.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
320 Pages

MOOMIN EVERY DAY: Tove and Lars Jansson and The Creation of Moomin
Juhani Tolvanen
Moomin Every Day details the genesis of the beloved Moomin comic strip. The strip originally appeared in the
world’s largest newspaper, The Evening News, and was syndicated in more than forty newspapers around the
world between 1953 and 1975. The comics were revived in 2005 by Drawn & Quarterly and published as a
hardcover series, sparking an international resurgence of the strip and recognition of Tove Jansson as one of the
great twentieth-century cartoonists. The book features unseen drawings, rare comics, and photos of the Jansson
family.
GRAPHIC NOVELS/REFERENCE
Drawn & Quarterly
9781770460430
$22.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

136 Pages

MY CROSS TO BEAR
Gregg Allmann
For the first time, rock icon Gregg Allman tells the full, unflinching tale of his life on stage and off, from becoming
rock royalty, to his string of failed marriages including his marriage to Cher, to his decades-long struggle with
drugs and alcohol. In his unforgettable voice, Allman offers a vivid portrait of growing up with his brother, Duane,
in the 1960s South, a place of uneasy racial and cultural transformation, where a new sound emerged—the
sound of slide guitar comingling with keyboards and wailing vocals. The sound of the Allman Brothers. Yet with
success came tragedy. Gregg Allman opens up about these struggles and more, detailing the hardships, the
personality clashes, and ultimately the joy that went into making some of the most electrifying rock and roll ever
recorded.
MUSIC/MEMOIR
William Morrow
9780062112033
$35.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 250,000
320 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062115232 ($35.99)
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MY HAPPY DAYS IN HOLLYWOOD
Garry Marshall
A memoir from the director of the iconic television shows Happy Days and The Odd Couple.
FILM/MEMOIR
Crown Archetype
9780307885005
$28.95 HC
APRIL 2012
MY PIZZA
Jim Lahey

1st Printing 40,000
288 Pages

Acclaimed baker Jim Lahey shows the reader the easy, no-knead way to make spectacular pizza at home.
COOKING
Clarkson Potter
9780307886156
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012
MY WEEK WITH MARILYN
Colin Clark

1st Printing 40,000
192 Pages

To tie-in with a major film, starring Michelle Williams, Eddie Redmayne, Judi Dench, Emma Watson, Kenneth
Branagh and Dominic Cooper. This edition combines Colin Clark's acclaimed The Prince, the Showgirl and Me
and My Week with Marilyn.
BIOGRAPHY
1st Printing 20,000
Harper Collins
160 Pages
9780007431588
$15.99 TP Original
NOVEMBER 2011
THE NATURAL: HOW TO EFFORTLESSLY ATTRACT WOMEN
Richard LaRuina
Richard La Ruina, founder of PUATraining.com, tells of his self-transformation from a 21-year-old geek, who had
never kissed a girl, into one of the world's best known dating and seduction experts. His practical advice and
techniques build inner confidence. It is a method that works for anyone, a learnable process that will make you
more attractive, more confident, and more capable of having the love life you want.
PSYCHOLOGY
Harper One
9780062089786
$31.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
224 Pages
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NEW: UNDERSTANDING OUR NEED FOR NOVELTY AND CHANGE
Winifred Gallagher
In today's fast-paced world, it's easy to feel overwhelmed by the mind-boggling number of new things-whether
products, ideas, or bits of data-bombarding us daily. But adapting to new circumstance is so crucial to our
survival that "love of the new," or neophilia, is hardwired into our brains at the deepest levels. Navigating
between our innate love of novelty and the astonishingly new world around us is the task of New: helping us
adapt to, learn about, and create new things that matter, while dismissing the rest as distractions. With wit and
clarity, acclaimed behavioral science writer Winifred Gallagher takes us to the archaeological sites and
neuroscience laboratories exploring our species' special affinity for novelty. This big-picture perspective has long
been missing, and New will jump-start that discussion by offering the tools we need to control our love of the
new-rather than letting it control us.
PSYCHOLOGY
Penguin Press
9781594203206
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
NEWSTAINMENT: Why the News Is Bad For You
Chase Whiteside

1st Printing 50,000
256 Pages

How do you like your news? Today, tweets and Facebook status updates can foment political change, but when
it comes to explaining complex politics and legislation, they fall way short. Chase Whiteside and Erick Stoll of the
New Left Media have been in the trenches of our fevered political debate, urging the sign-carriers on both the
Right and the Left to get off their talking points for a real conversation about democracy. But, like automatons,
most of them just can't do it. Why? Building on the ideas of Marshal McLuhan and Neil Postman, Whiteside and
Stoll look at the news media today and how it completely fails to serve political discourse. Too fast, too brief, and
too fragmented, they encourage hyperbole and partisanship at the expense of accuracy and nuance. Good TV
or good democracy-you can't have both. In Newstainment, Whiteside and Stoll perform an urgent intervention on
our media habits, and offer a vision for better and more informed democracy.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Picador
9780312626914
$18.50 TP Original
JUNE 2012
NHL'S MOST AMAZING RECORDS
The Hockey News

1st Printing 35,000
272 Pages

Hockey's Most Amazing Records is an in-depth look at players who reached the peaks, or valleys, which make
hockey the most exciting and enthralling sport in the world. Through the voices of the players, coaches and
personalities who made or witnessed historic events, Hockey's Most Amazing Records delves deep into the
game's astounding feats, detailing the stories and bringing them alive once again. From career high-water marks
(Wayne Gretzky's scoring totals, Steve Yzerman's captaincy, the Canadiens' Stanley Cups) to single-game
achievements (Joe Malone's goals, 'Tiny' Thompson's saves, the Penguins' proficiency) to the head-scratching
oddities (John Brackenborough's name, Stan Mikita's 'Gordie Howe' hat tricks, the Wings-Habs exhausting
affair), the entire NHL spectrum is represented.
SPORTS – HOCKEY
Transcontinental
9780981393872
$19.95 TP Original
OCTOBER 2011

175 Pages
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NOT THE LAST GOODBYE
D. Servan-Schreiber
Nineteen years after his original diagnosis, years of deep study, and an urgent sense of mission about hope and
alternatives for those with cancer, David Servan-Schreiber submits to an emergency MRI that confirms his
greatest fear: the brain cancer has returned. Here, he shares his coming to terms with the news and, with
courage and candor, examines his life from the point of view of one who understands that his illness is terminal
—nevertheless, living every day fully and with hope. As the author of and spokesman for the Anticancer
program, a doctor who has given hope to millions of readers around the world, David frankly acknowledges the
ways in which he departed from his own advice. Reaffirming the anticancer program—from nutrition and
exercise to rest and meditation—he also weaves in the stories of a number of clinical cases, and offers a
rebalanced approach, emphasizing certain elements that he himself tended to ignore.
PSYCHOLOGY
Harper Collins
9781443410885
$19.99 HC
NOVEMBER 2011

1st Printing 20,000 in Canada
176 Pages

ONCE UPON A SECRET: My Affair With President John F. Kennedy And Its Aftermath
Mimi Alford
After 40 years of silence and reflection comes a deeply personal and emotionally charged memoir of a woman's
18-month relationship with President John F. Kennedy when she was a college intern at the White House.
MEMOIR
Random House
9781400069101
$28.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
208 Pages

OKLAHOMA CITY
Andrew Gumbel
A riveting new account of the deadliest act of terrorism on American soil before 9/11 that combines
groundbreaking investigative research with a thrilling and true conspiracy story with implications for today.
TRUE CRIME
William Morrow
9780061986444
$34.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107107 ($34.99)
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THE ONE: The Life and Music of James Brown
R.J. Smith
Playing 350 shows a year at his peak, with more than forty Billboard hits, James Brown was a dazzling showman
who transformed American music. His life offstage was just as vibrant, and until now no biographer has delivered
a complete profile. The One draws on interviews with more than 100 people who knew Brown personally or
played with him professionally. Using these sources, award-winning writer RJ Smith draws a portrait of a man
whose twisted and amazing life helps us to understand the music he made.
MUSIC
Gotham
9781592406579
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
464 Pages

ONE DISH MEALS
Canadian Living
Sometimes all you want after a long day is a little bit of comfort. And what better place is there to sit back and
enjoy some than at the dinner table? Nothing says comfort like a warm, homey, all-in-one-dish dinner. It's a
delicious way to welcome people to the table without the fuss of preparing multiple, complicated recipes. And
when your one-dish wonder comes from Canadian Living, Canada's most trusted cooking authority, you know it's
going to turn out perfectly.
COOKING
Transcontinental
9780981393896
$27.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
288 Pages

THE ONION PRESENTS LOVE, SEX AND OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS
The Onion
Here are more than one hundred news stories of high-school sweethearts, college hook-ups, dating disasters,
weddings, divorces, and restraining orders. From “18-Year-Old Miraculously Finds Soulmate in Hometown” to
“Couple Forgets 70th Wedding Anniversary,” these reports capture the heartbreak and hilarity of the human
experience.
HUMOUR
Quirk
9781594745492
$14.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
144 Pages
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OPEN HEART, OPEN MIND: A Guide to Inner Transformation
Tsoknyi Rinpoche
For over 15 years, Tsoknyi Rinpoche has been teaching students worldwide about the innermost nature of mind
in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. Rinpoche is one of those rare teachers whose lighthearted, yet illuminating
style appeals to both beginners and advanced practitioners alike. He is truly a bridge between ancient wisdom
and the modern mind. His fresh insights into the western psyche have enabled him to teach and write in a way
that touches our most profound awareness, using metaphors, stories and images that point directly to our
everyday experience.
BUDDHISM
Harmony
9780307888204
$27.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
288 Pages

ORGANIZE YOUR MIND, ORGANIZE YOUR LIFE
Paul Hammerness
In Organize Your Mind, Organize Your Life, Harvard psychiatrist and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) expert Paul Hammerness, MD, teams up with one of the top executive wellness coaches in the United
States, Margaret Moore, to share with you the 6 key ways in which you can use “top down” organization to get
more done in a lot less time—and feel good about it.
SELF-HELP
Harlequin
9780373892440
$27.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

272 Pages

OUR QUEEN
Robert Hardman
Throughout history, there has been no Monarch like her. She is not merely the oldest Sovereign England has
ever known. She is the most worldly. She has travelled further than all her predecessors put together. She has
met more historic figures than anyone alive -- from Churchill to Mandela, de Gaulle, Reagan and Obama. And
today, Queen Elizabeth II is no more contemplating retirement than she was when she came to the throne in
1952. She sits at the head of a hereditary institution so often associated with rigid tradition. And yet, it is more
dynamic now than ever. Having inherited a quasi-Edwardian insitution nearly 600 years ago, the Queen presides
over a Monarchy which has managed to remain, simultaneously, popular, regal, inclusive and relevant in a 21st
Century world. She has done this so effectively that she is, beyond doubt, the most respected and popular figure
in British public life.
BIOGRAPHY
Hutchinson
9780091936891
$34.95 HC
NOVEMBER 2011

368 Pages
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OUTSIDE THE BOX: Why Our Children Need Real Food, Not Food Products
Jeannie Marshall
When Canadian journalist Jeannie Marshall moved to Rome with her husband, she delighted in Italy's famous
culinary traditions. But when Marshall gave birth to a son, she began to see how that food culture was eroding,
especially within young families. Like their North American counterparts, Italian children were eating sugary
cereal in the morning and packaged, processed, salt- and fat-laden snacks later in the day. So Marshall set on a
quest to discover why something that we can only call "kid food" is proliferating around the world. How did we
develop our seemingly insatiable desire for packaged foods that are virtually devoid of nutrition? And why, when
we should and often do know better, do we persist in filling our children's lunch boxes, and young bodies, with
ingredients that can scarcely even be considered food?
CURRENT AFFAIRS/PARENTING
Random House Canada
9780307360038
$29.95 HC
APRIL 2012
PAKISTAN ON THE BRINK
Ahmed Rashid

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
256 Pages

What are the possibilities-and hazards-facing America as it withdraws from Afghanistan and as it reviews its long
engagement in Pakistan? Where is the Taliban now in both these countries? What does the immediate future
hold and what are America's choices as President Obama considers our complicated history and faces
reelection? These are some of the crucial questions that Ahmed Rashid- Pakistan's preeminent journalist-takes
on in this follow-up to his acclaimed Descent into Chaos. Now, as Washington and the rest of the West wrestle
with negotiating with unreliable and unstable "allies" in Pakistan, there is no better guide to the dark future than
Ahmed Rashid.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Viking
9780670023462
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012
PAPERBOY: A Memoir of '70s Belfast
Tony Macaulay

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages

Paperboy lives in Upper Shankill, Belfast, in the heart of the conflict between Nationalists and Republicans.
Bombings are on the evening news, rubble lies where buildings once stood, and rumours spread like wildfire
about the IRA and the UDA. But Paperboy lives in a world of Doctor Who, Top of the Pops and fish suppers. His
battles are fought with all the passion of Ireland′s opposing sides - but against acne, the dentist and the ′wee
hoods′ who rob his paper money. In this touching, funny and nostalgic memoir, Tony Macaulay recounts his days
growing up in Belfast during the Troubles, the harrowing years which saw neighbour fighting neighbour and
brother fighting brother. But in the midst of all this turmoil, Paperboy, a scrappy upstart with a wicked sense of
humour and sky-high dreams, dutifully goes about his paper round. He is a good paperboy, so he is.
MEMOIR/HISTORY
Harper Collins
9780007456857
$15.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 30,000
288 Pages
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PARANORMAL: My Life in Pursuit of the Afterlife
Raymond Moody
Raymond Moody is the “grandfather” of the modern NDE (Near Death Experience) and ADE (After Death
Experience) movement. Moody’s pioneering earlier work Life After Life has sold millions of copies worldwide,
and his discoveries about near-death and life after death--the bright light, the tunnel, the presence of loved ones
waiting on the other side--have become part of our modern cultural knowledge. Now we get the behind-thescenes look at the life of the man behind the groundbreaking research and how he assesses his lifetime of
discoveries and experiences.
METAPHYSICS/OCCULT
Harper One
9780062046420
$33.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107244 ($33.99)

THE PASTA REVOLUTION
America's Test Kitchen
A new pasta-themed cookbook from America's Test Kitchen.
COOKING
America's Test Kitchen
9781936493043
$29.95 HC
MARCH 2012

PAUL AND JESUS: How the Apostle Transformed Christianity
James D. Tabor
Using the oldest Christian documents that we have—the letters of Paul—as well as other early Christian
sources, historian and scholar James Tabor reconstructs the origins of Christianity. Tabor reveals that the familiar
figures of James, Peter, and Paul sometimes disagreed fiercely over everything from the meaning of Jesus’
message to the question of whether converts must first become Jews. Tabor shows how Paul separated himself
from Peter and James and introduced his own version of Christianity, which would continue to develop
independently of the gospel message that Jesus, James, and Peter preached.
RELIGION
Simon & Schuster
9781439123317
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

320 Pages
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THE PIONEER WOMAN COOKS
Ree Drummond
The Pioneer Woman—accidental ranch wife and #1 New York Times bestselling author Ree Drummond—shares
even more of her satisfying and delicious country cooking, with recipes sure to please the whole family, from
meat-loving cowboys to finicky young ranch hands. And with widely available ingredients and step-by-step
photos of each recipe, she makes it easy to cook new favorites.
COOKING
William Morrow
9780061997181
$38.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 350,000
304 Pages

PLANTAGENETS
Dan Jones
The history of the warrior kings who invented England.
HISTORY
Harper Collins
9780007213924
$34.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 350,000
234 Pages

POP IT UP: 150 Fresh Ideas for Beautiful Easy-to-Grow Containers
Frankie Flowers
Containers are a gardener’s best friend—they make it easy and fun to bring a burst of life and colour to your
porch, balcony or front step. But so many of us get stuck in a rut. Frankie Flowers is here with 150 inspiring,
beautiful and sometimes surprising container ideas to get your juices flowing. Each plays with Frankie’s
signature technique of using a thriller, a filler and a spiller to make sure your pot will have maximum impact.
Frankie gives you the breakdown on which plants he’s used, and to which conditions they’re best suited. And if
you’re feeling a little peckish, Frankie’s even got some delicious edibles for you to throw into the mix. With
Frankie’s step-by-step instructions, and the don’t-sweat-it attitude readers came to love in his first bestseller, Get
Growing, Frankie’s Pot It Up will have the whole country going to pot—in the best way possible!
GARDENING
Harper Collins
9781554688340
$26.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
352 Pages
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POWER INC.
David Rothkopf
Only about thirty countries possess the powers usually associated with sovereign nations. The rest can’t actually
defend their borders, govern their finances independently, or meet the basic needs of their people. In this
provocative and persuasive new book, David Rothkopf calls these others semistates and argues that they’re
much less powerful than hundreds of corporate supercitizens. Striking a balance between public and private
power has become the defining challenge for all societies. In Power, Inc., Rothkopf argues that the decline of the
state is irreversible. The way forward is to harness corporate resources in the service of individual nations to
forge a radically new relationship between the individual and the institutions that govern our lives.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Viking Canada
9780670069293
$34.00 HC
MARCH 2012
THE POWER OF HABIT: Why We Do What We Do
Charles Duhigg

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
352 Pages

"We are what we repeatedly do," said Aristotle. "Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit." On the most basic
level, a habit is a simple neurological loop: there is a cue (my mouth feels gross), a routine (hello, Crest), and a
reward (ahhh, minty fresh). Understanding this loop is the key to exercising regularly or becoming more
productive at work or tapping into reserves of creativity. Marketers, too, are learning how to exploit these loops to
boost sales; CEOs and coaches are using them to change how employees work and athletes compete. Charles
Duhigg takes readers inside labs where brain scans record habits as they flourish and die; classrooms in which
students learn to boost their willpower; and boardrooms where executives dream up products that tug on our
deepest habitual urges. By harnessing this new science, we can transform our lives.
CURRENT AFFAIRS/PARENTING
1st Printing 6000 in Canada
Doubleday Canada
304 Pages
9780385669740
$32.95 HC
MARCH 2012
QUIET: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop Talking
Susan Cain
Passionately argued, impressively researched, and filled with the indelible stories of real people, Quiet shows
how dramatically we undervalue introverts, and how much we lose in doing so. Susan Cain charts the rise of “the
extrovert ideal” over the twentieth century and explores its far-reaching effects—how it helps to determine
everything from how parishioners worship to who excels at Harvard Business School. And she draws on cuttingedge research on the biology and psychology of temperament to reveal how introverts can modulate their
personalities according to circumstance, how to empower an introverted child, and how companies can harness
the natural talents of introverts. This extraordinary book has the power to permanently change how we see
introverts and, equally important, how they see themselves.
PSYCHOLOGY
Crown
9780307352149
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages
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THE RADICAL LEAP RE-ENERGIZED
Steve Farber
Leap Re-Energized is an expansion and revitalization of The Radical Leap, which was named as one of the 100
Best Business Books of All Time by Covert and Sattersten. It's a novel told in Steve Farber's humorous,
poignant, and original voice that takes the reader on a deep exploration of the qualities and practices of real, or
Extreme Leadership, and how to apply them in daily life. Part One, The Radical Leap, explores the leadership
elements of Love, Energy, Audacity, and Proof; Part Two, The Radical Edge, takes the discussion deeper into
innovation, personal clarity and guidelines for changing the world. It sets a new standard for what it means to
really lead in today's business world and beyond.
BUSINESS
No Limit
9781614660149
$27.95 HC
OCTOBER 2011

368 Pages

RAINY BRAIN, SUNNY BRAIN
Elaine Fox
Why are some people driven to dangerous risks, while others shun danger? Why do some people seem to be
born optimists, while others are more prone to worry and pessimism? Drawing on her own groundbreaking
research and the research of many other scientists from around the world, Elaine Fox helps answer why. It is
possible for people trapped in pessimistic and negative mindsets to take their more “rainy” brain to a sunnier one
with real change that’s reflected at the level of neurons within their brains.
PSYCHOLOGY
Collins
9781554686841
$22.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
320 Pages

RELIGION FOR ATHEISTS
Alain de Botton
Alain de Botton was brought up in a committedly atheistic household, and though he was powerfully swayed by
his parents' views, he underwent, in his mid-twenties, a crisis of faithlessness. His feelings of doubt about
atheism had their origins in listening to Bach's cantatas, were further developed in the presence of certain Bellini
Madonnas, and became overwhelming with an introduction to Zen architecture. However, it was not until his
father's death -- buried under a Hebrew headstone in a Jewish cemetery because he had intriguingly omitted to
make more secular arrangements -- that Alain began to face the full degree of his ambivalence regarding the
views of religion that he had dutifully accepted. The challenge that de Botton addresses in his book: how to
separate ideas and practices from the religious institutions that have laid claim to them. In Religion for Atheists is
an argument to free our soul-related needs from the particular influence of religions, even if it is, paradoxically,
the study of religion that will allow us to rediscover and rearticulate those needs.
IDEAS/RELIGION
Signal
9780771025976
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 7500 in Canada
336 Pages
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RESTLESS SOULS: The Sharon Tate Family's Account of Stardom, the Manson Murders, and a Crusade
for Justice
Alisa Statman
If you think Helter Skelter provided the last word on the horrific murders of celebrated actress Sharon Tate and
four others by the notorious ‘Manson family,’ think again. Informed by the unpublished memoirs, personal letters
and diaries of Tate’s late mother, father, and sister, Restless Souls is the most revealing, riveting, and
emotionally raw account not just of these gruesome slayings, the hunt and capture of the killers and the behindthe-scenes drama of their trials, but it is also a moving account of the torment victims families’ endure for years
after such tragedy.
TRUE CRIME
It Books
9780062008046
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
RETIREMENT'S HARSH NEW REALITIES
Gordon Pape

1st Printing 75,000
384 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107299 ($34.99)

In this hard-hitting new book, personal finance expert Gordon Pape zeroes in on the realities of retirement that
confront Canadians, including collapsing pension plans, a tax system that works against us, pitiful savings rates,
and the fact that there are no “safe” investments. What lies ahead is a series of wrenching changes to our
retirement system as governments and corporations struggle to cope with a tidal wave of harsh economic,
demographic, and social realities. But it is not all doom and gloom if you take control of your money now!
BUSINESS/PERSONAL FINANCE
1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
Penguin Canada
352 Pages
9780143179221
$24.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012
REVELATIONS: Visions, Prophecy, and Politics in the Revelation
Elaine Pagels
In this startling and timely book, Pagels returns The Book of Revelation to its historical origin, written as its
author John of Patmos took aim at the Roman Empire after what is now known as "the Jewish War," in 66 CE.
Militant Jews in Jerusalem, fired with religious fervor, waged an all-out war against Rome's occupation of Judea
and their defeat resulted in the desecration of Jerusalem and its Great Temple. Pagels persuasively interprets
Revelation as a scathing attack on the decadence of Rome. Soon after, however, a new sect known as
"Christians" seized on John's text as a weapon against heresy and infidels of all kinds-Jews, even Christians
who dissented from their increasingly rigid doctrines and hierarchies. In a time when global religious violence
surges, Revelations explores how often those in power throughout history have sought to force "God's enemies"
to submit or be killed. It is sure to appeal to Pagels's committed readers and bring her a whole new audience
who want to understand the roots of dissent, violence, and division in the world's religions, and to appreciate the
lasting appeal of this extraordinary text.
RELIGION
Viking Canada
9780670023349
$32.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
256 Pages
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REZ LIFE: AN Indian's Journey Through Reservation Life
David Treuer
Celebrated novelist David Treuer has gained a reputation for writing fiction that expands the horizons of Native
American literature. In Rez Life, his first full-length work of nonfiction, Treuer brings a novelist’s storytelling skill
and an eye for detail to a complex and subtle examination of Native American reservation life, past and present.
MEMOIR
Atlantic Monthly Press
368 Pages
9780802119711
$28.60 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
RUB OUT THE WORDS: The Letters of William S. Burroughs
William S. Burroughs
A collection of 300 of the best of Burroughs’s letters from 1959 to 1974 that provides unparalleled insight into the
renowned writer’s artistic process and literary experimentation, as well as his complex personal life.
BIOGRAPHY
Ecco
9780061711428
$45.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
THE RUDE STORY OF ENGLISH
Tom Howell

1st Printing 20,000
480 Pages

With humour and insight, ex-lexicographer Tom Howell explores the history of the English language, as told
through its rudest elements, from 440 AD through the present day. From the moment when Hengest, a Germanic
warrior, first stepped onto English shores and cursed as his boots filled with seawater, bad words, insults, and
swear words, have played almost a more important role in the story of English than polite words. The Rude Story
of English is the hugely entertaining story behind our dirtiest words and the power they carry even today.
LANGUAGE/HISTORY
McClelland & Stewart
9780771039836
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012
SEXY FOREVER RECIPE BIBLE
Suzanne Somers

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
256 Pages

"You'd expect dinner with a famous Health and Fitness Guru to taste like a porridge of tofu and library paste! But
this lady can turn out a meal that will thrill your palate and be good to your body. I can't promise you'll look as
good as Ms. Somers, but you'll learn that great food and great health do go together." Dick Van Dyke
COOKING
Three Rivers Press
9780307956705
$24.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 75,000
384 Pages
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SHOW DOG
Josh Dean
Veteran magazine journalist Josh Dean will capture the idiosyncratic world of professional dog showing, from the
local competitions held in florescent-lit school gymnasiums to the granddaddy of them all, The Westminster Dog
Show, as he follows a loveable novice dog through his inaugural year in competition, in the process laying out
the fascinating and bizarre history of purebred dogs and our relationships with them.
PETS
It Books
9780062020482
$31.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
288 Pages

SIMPLE WEEKNIGHT FAVORITES
America's Test Kitchen
A new cookbook for every night of the week from the America's Test Kitchen.
COOKING
America's Test Kitchen
9781936493067
$29.95 HC
MARCH 2012

SIMPSONS COMICS CONFIDENTIAL
Matt Groening
The Simpsons notoriety will be hard to keep under wraps with a collection of comic stories that will catapult them
once again onto the world stage. First, Bart and Lisa write to their new pen pals across the globe, but their
humanitarian efforts only lead to an international incident. Next, Ned Flanders goes on a road trip of selfdiscovery, and while he’s away, Cletus and his kinfolk set-up housekeepin’ at the Flanderosa; however, the lid
gets blown off the stewpot when the slacked-jawed yokel and loudmouthed local, Homer Simpson, start a-fussin’
and a-feudin’. Then, the Olmec Indian head in the Simpsons’ basement reveals some mysteries of it own, and
Bart’s destiny may be changed forever. And there’s no covering it up when Marge becomes Springfield’s hostess
with the mostest and hottest catering sensation. Finally, Homer’s secret vacation plans leave the whole
Simpsons family overexposed!
HUMOUR
It Books
9780062115324
$19.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
128 Pages
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SKINNY BITCH BOOK OF VEGAN SWAPS
Kim Barnouin
The coauthor of the #1 New York Times bestselling Skinny Bitch series and leading nutritionist offers the
essential vegan guide for newbies and longtime vegans alike.
COOKING
Harper One
9780062105110
$19.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
256 Pages

SLIM CALM SEXY DIET
Keri Glassman
In this second installment of the Slim Calm Sexy series from Women’s Health, nutrition expert Keri Glassman
empowers readers to take control of their forks and focus on a revolutionary new way of eating— one that will
help them lose weight, conquer stress, and look and feel their best every day. Using cutting-edge research that
shows how certain foods work in tandem with the body’s natural systems, the author demonstrates how our
traditional way of eating promotes fat and stress, and explains the simple tweaks that can turn “fat, frazzled, and
frumpy” into “slim, calm, and sexy.”
DIET & NUTRITION
Rodale
9781609617561
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
288 Pages

SOLAR DANCE: Genius, Forgery, and the Crisis of Truth in the Modern Age
Modris Eksteins
The long-awaited follow-up to Modris Eksteins' internationally acclaimed Rites of Spring and Walking Since
Daybreak. Now he has produced another thrilling, iconoclastic work of cultural history that is a trailblazing
biography of an era--from the eve of the First World War and the rise of Hitler to the fall of the Berlin Wall--that
illuminates our current world, with its cults of celebrity and the crisis of the authentic. Solar Dance is a
penetrating examination of legitimacy and truth, fakery and pretence, using Van Gogh to survey the last century
of Western culture, that is highly relevant to all of us today.
ART/BIOGRAPHY
Knopf Canada
9780307398598
$35.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
368 Pages
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Anne Lamott
In Some Assembly Required, Anne Lamott enters an unexpected chapter of her own life: grandmotherhood. In
often hilarious detail, Lamott and Sam - about whom she first wrote so movingly in Operating Instructions struggle to balance their changing roles with the demands of college and work, as they both forge new
relationships with Jax's mother, who has her own ideas about how to raise a child. Over the course of the year,
the rhythms of life, death, family, and friends unfold in surprising and joyful ways. By turns poignant and funny,
honest and touching, Some Assembly Required is the true story of how the birth of a baby changes a family-as
this book will change everyone who reads it.
BIOGRAPHY
1st Printing 150,000
Riverhead
288 Pages
9781594488412
$31.00 HC
AUDIO DISC
MARCH 2012
9781611760484 ($34.50)
THE SPANISH HOLOCAUST: Inquisition and Extermination in Twentieth-Century Spain
Paul Preston
A harrowing history of Spain's darkest moments from the author of Franco and Mussolini.
HISTORY
Harper Collins
9780002556347
$43.99 HC
APRIL 2012
SPIRIT RISING
Jim Cymbala

464 Pages

A guide to tapping into the power of the Holy Spirit, by the author of When God's Spirit Moves.
RELIGION
1st Printing 45,000
Zondervan
208 Pages
9780310241256
$21.99 HC
MARCH 2012
SPIRITUAL SOLUTIONS: Answers to Life's Greatest Challenges
Deepak Chopra
Deepak Chopra has made clear his conviction that it is within the potential of every human to live an enriching,
self-aware life. But to reach that state is a difficult task, calling for courage, will power, and often, guidance. In his
latest book, Chopra, with his characteristic wisdom and compassion, offers just that, inspiring readers to take
their lives into their own capable hands no matter what challenges they may confront. By the author of The
Ultimate Happiness Prescription and Reinventing the Body.
SELF-HELP
Harmony
9780307719171
$25.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 80,000
224 Pages
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STAR WARS: The Essential Guide to Warfare
Jason Fry and Paul Urquhart
Like many a great epic, Star Wars is rooted in a rich history of armed conflict. Now, for the first time, the facts,
figures, and fascinating backstories of major clashes and combatants in the vast Star Wars universe have been
documented in one fully illustrated volume. Extensively researched and inventively written, Star Wars: The
Essential Guide to Warfare combines action-filled narrative with encyclopedic knowledge.
FILM/REFERENCE
LucasBooks
9780345477620
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages

START UP OF YOU
Reid Hoffman
Today, the career escalator is jammed at every level. Creative disruption is shaking every industry. Wages are
virtually stagnant. Global competition for jobs is fierce. The employer-employee pact is over; job security doesn’t
exist. A groundbreaking guide to flourishing in the world we live in today, the Start-Up of You empowers each one
of us to be the founder of and CEO our own career, and take control of our professional future.
BUSINESS
Crown Business
9780307888907
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
304 Pages

STEPPING UP: How Taking Responsibility Changes Everything
John Izzo
Stepping Up argues that almost every problem, from global warming to personal issues to business challenges,
can be solved if each of us were to look to ourselves to be the agent of change, rather than looking to others.
The more each of us takes responsibility and chooses to step up and initiate change, the more we will find
personal power and be able to influence change. And with research to prove it, John Izzo shows that by seeing
ourselves as the locus of change rather than the victims of change, we are happier and less stressed. This book
takes a look at what happens when we step up, what keeps us from stepping up and shows why when we do
step up significant change occurs. Using examples from business and society, the book will both inspire and
challenge while showing how to create a place where people are more likely to step up and create change.
Stories range from that of a group of citizens who stepped up to improve the living conditions in one of the worst
slums in the world in Sao Paulo to that of a group of secretaries who initiated significant change in their
companies by taking the initiative.
SELF-HELP
Berrett-Koehler Pubishers
9781609940577
$18.95 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

192 Pages
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STEVE MCQUEEN:A Biography
Marc Eliot
Steve McQueen is one of America’s legendary movie stars best known for his hugely successful film career in
classics such as The Magnificent Seven, The Great Escape, The Thomas Crown Affair, Bullitt, and The Towering
Inferno as well as for his turbulent life off-screen and impeccable style. His unforgettable physical beauty, his
soft-spoken manner, his tough but tender roughness, and his aching vulnerability had women swooning and men
wanting to be just like him. Today—nearly thirty years after he lost his battle against cancer at the age of fifty—
McQueen remains “The King of Cool.” Yet, few know the truth of what bubbled beneath his composed exterior
and shaped his career, his passions, and his private life. With original material, rare photos, and new interviews,
Eliot presents a fascinating and complete picture of who the film star really was.
FILM/BIOGRAPHY
1st Printing 50,000
Crown Archetype
368 Pages
9780307453211
$30.00 HC
OCTOBER 2011
STRANGER PASSAGE: The Untold Story Behind Mark Twitchell's Kill Room
Steve Lillebuen
In October 2008, Johnny Altinger, a 38-year-old Edmonton man, was on his way to a tryst with a woman he had
met on an online dating website when he emailed the directions to their rendezvous to a concerned friend. He
was never seen again. Two weeks before Altinger's disappearance, independent filmmaker Mark Twitchell began
shooting a low-budget horror film about a serial killer who impersonates a woman on an online dating website to
lure his victims to their gruesome deaths. But these are just the starting points of the stranger-than-fiction case of
Mark Twitchell, a man with a startling plan to turn his life-long love of fantasy and desire for fame into reality.
TRUE CRIME
1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
McClelland & Stewart
288 Pages
9780771050336
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012
STRAPHANGER: How Subways, Buses and Trains Are Saving Our Cities from the Empire of the
Automobile
Taras Grescoe
Taras Grescoe has written books that have changed the way we look at illicit substances, in The Devil’s Picnic,
and how we think about the world’s seafood, in Bottomfeeder. Now, as oil prices soar and suburbs continue to
sprawl, Grescoe hits the commuter road in a global quest to understand and illuminate the challenges of the
post-automobile age. Ultimately, Straphanger’s subject is the city, and it offers a global tour of alternatives to carbased living, told through encounters with bicycle commuters, subway engineers, idealistic mayors and
disillusioned trolley campaigners. Straphanger is an essential book that addresses one of the most critical
discussions of the near future.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Harper Collins
9781554686247
$31.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
320 Pages
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STRATEGIC VISION: America and the Crisis of Global Power
Zbigniew Brzezinski
One of the wise men of American foreign policy explains America’s vital role in achieving global stability and
provides a long-term strategic vision for America.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Basic Books
9780465029549
$31.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
SUGARLICIOUS
Meaghan Mountford

224 Pages

50 cute and clever treats for any occasion, by the author of the online blog The Decorated Cookie.
COOKING
Harlequin
9780373892549
$20.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012
SUPERBODIES
Greg Wells

224 Pages

Based on the popular segments broadcast during the Vancouver Olympics, Superbodies explores how genetics
and DNA, the brain, muscles, lungs, heart and blood work together in extreme conditions. It’s an inside look that
draws on Dr. Greg Wells’ research at Sick Kids Hospital and the University of Toronto and more than fifteen
years’ experience working with Olympic athletes. Superbodies is a fascinating explanation of the body and an
easy-to-follow plan that shows how everyone can learn from the pros to improve their health and performance.
HEALTH
Collins
9781443405935
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
SUSPICIOUS MINDS
Ian Gold

1st Printing 12,500 in Canada
304 Pages

The life you live can spur psychosis; mental illness is not purely a biological problem. Mr. A. showed up in Dr.
Joel Gold’s office in 2002. His life, he said, was “like The Truman Show”—a film depicting a man who is,
unbeknownst to him, living out his life as the star of a popular soap opera. Over the years, Gold saw a number of
patients suffering from what he began calling the Truman Show Delusion. Clearly this was a cultural
phenomenon. The Golds were stunned, and realized they’d have to reevaluate the effects of culture on the brain.
PSYCHOLOGY
Free Press
9781439181553
$29.99 HC
MAY 2012

288 Pages
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SWING
Tracy Reifkind
Lose the fat and get fit with the revolutionary Kettlebell program.
HEALTH
Harper One
9780062104199
$34.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

TARGET TIRPITZ
Patrick Bishop
The story of the epic quest to sink Hitler's last battleship, by the author of Bomber Boys and Ground Truth.
HISTORY - MILITARY
Harper Collins
9780007319237
$34.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 15,000
448 Pages

A TASTE OF TOMORROW
Josh Schonwald
In this lively and fascinating book, Schonwald explains why American food trendspotters are obsessed with
Japan, why some foods explode on the scene virtually overnight while others take decades—and countless
failures—to catch on. And he doesn’t shy away from controversy: he ultimately comes out on the side of
emerging scientific breakthroughs in the field—genetic engineering, nanotechnology, food processing—to feed
the globe’s exploding (and hungry) population.
NATURE & ENVIRONMENT
Harper Collins
9780061804212
$32.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages
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THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
David Bodanis
An illuminating cultural history tracing how a set of 3,000-year-old rules shaped the world. David Bodanis reveals
how our attitudes towards sex, authority, obligations toward the widowed and elderly, conscription, taxes, killing,
and much else have depended on those seemingly simple directives.The commandments inspired literary
masterpieces, such as King Lear, and social upheavals such as the union movement. Their ideas were central in
the spread of Islam, in the scientific ambitions of Isaac Newton, and the activism of Martin Luther King Jr. David
Bodanis brilliantly uses archaeology, linguistics, social history and above all vivid human stories to show how the
Commandments have been and remain an enduring tenet of Western civilization.
HISTORY
Doubleday Canada
9780385664820
$32.95 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
336 Pages

THIEVES OF BAY STREET: How Banks, Brokerages and the Wealthy Steal Billions a Year from
Canadians
Bruce Livesey
Thieves of Bay Street investigates Canada's biggest financial scandals of recent years. Readers will learn what
banks do with investors' money and what happens when they lose it. They will meet the bogus investment gurus,
the brokers who lose money with both reckless abandon and impunity, the bankers who squander money in toxic
investments, the lawyers who protect them and the regulators who do nothing to keep them from doing it again.
And most importantly, they'll meet the victims who are demanding that our vaunted banking sector finally come
clean on its dirtiest secret.
BUSINESS
Random House Canada
9780307359636
$34.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
304 Pages

THINKING THE 20TH CENTURY
Tony Judt and Timothy Snyder
Thinking the Twentieth Century is the final book of unparalleled historian and indomitable public critic Tony Judt.
Where Judt's masterpiece Postwar redefined the history of modern Europe by uniting the stories of its eastern
and western halves, Thinking the Twentieth Century unites the century's conflicted intellectual history into a
single soaring narrative. The twentieth century comes to life as the age of ideas-a time when, for good or for ill,
the thoughts of the few reigned over the lives of the many. Judt presents the triumphs and the failures of public
intellectuals, adeptly extracting the essence of their ideas and explaining the risks of their involvement in politics.
Spanning the entire era and all currents of thought in a manner never previously attempted, Thinking the
Twentieth Century is a triumphant tour de force that restores clarity to the classics of modern thought with the
assurance and grace of a master craftsman.
HISTORY
Penguin Press
9781594203237
$40.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
448 Pages
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THIS WILL MAKE YOU SMARTER
Edited by John Brockmann
Featuring a foreword by David Brooks, This Will Make You Smarter presents brilliant but accessible cutting-edge
ideas that will improve everyone’s decision-making, with contributions by Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Richard
Dawkins, Brian Eno, Steven Pinker, and more.
SCIENCE
Harper Perennial
9780062109392
$19.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
448 Pages

A THOUSAND FAREWELLS
Nahlah Ayed
In 1976, Nahlah Ayed’s family gave up their comfortable life in Winnipeg for the squalor of a Palestinian refugee
camp in Amman, Jordan. The transition was jarring, but it was from this uncomfortable situation that Ayed first
observed the people whose heritage she shared. The family returned to Canada when she was thirteen, and
Ayed ignored the Middle East for many years. But the first Gulf War and the events of 9/11 reignited her interest.
Soon she was reporting from the region full-time, trying to make sense of the wars and upheavals that have
affected its people and sent so many of them seeking a better life elsewhere.
CURRENT AFFAIRS/MEMOIR
Viking Canada
9780670069095
$32.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
304 Pages

TRUE NORTH: A Life Inside the Music Business
Bernie Finkelstein
Bernie Finkelstein has been a prominent figure in the Canadian music industry for nearly five decades. Now, a
couple years after selling his beloved True North label and only recently stepping down from his role at
MuchFACT, which has given out more than $63 million in grants to Grammy-winning acts like Sarah McLachlan,
Nelly Furtado and Arcade Fire, Bernie is finally ready to talk. In this wildly entertaining and outspoken memoir,
the producer, label owner, and artist manager opens up about his childhood, breaking into the Greenwich Village
scene with The Paupers at age 19, discovering Bruce Cockburn, producing the "loudest band in the world,"
Kensington Market, managing and producing Murray McLauchlan, Blackie & The Rodeo Kings, and Rough
Trade, winning 38 Junos, and much more.
MUSIC
McClelland & Stewart
9780771047930
$32.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
352 Pages
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TURING'S CATHEDRAL
George Dyson
In the 1940s and '50s, a group of eccentric geniuses—led by John von Neumann—gathered at the newly
created Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. Their joint project was the realization of the
theoretical universal machine, an idea that had been put forth by mathematician Alan Turing. This group of
brilliant engineers worked in isolation, almost entirely independent from industry and the traditional academic
community. But because they relied exclusively on government funding, the government wanted its share of the
results: the computer that they built also led directly to the hydrogen bomb. George Dyson has uncovered a
wealth of new material about this project, and in bringing the story of these men and women and their ideas to
life, he shows how the crucial advancements that dominated twentieth-century technology emerged from one
computer in one laboratory, where the digital universe as we know it was born.
SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY
Pantheon
9780375422775
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
512 Pages

THE TUSCAN SUN COOKBOOK
Frances Mayes
A new Italian cookbook from the author of Under the Tuscan Sun and Every Day in Tuscany.
COOKING
Clarkson Potter
9780307885289
$34.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
224 Pages

ULTIMATE VOLUMETRICS DIET
Barbara Rolls
The founder of the groundbreaking Volumetrics diet—hailed as “the most effective diet of 2011” (Daily Beast)—
combines new findings, user-friendly tools, and dozens of fabulous and filling recipes—with gorgeous four-color
photos throughout—to help anyone lose weight and keep it off.
DIET & NUTRITION
Harper Perennial
9780062060648
$35.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
448 Pages
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THE UNDEAD
Dick Teresi
In this fascinating look at how the determination of death has become complicated and bewildering, Dick Teresi
introduces us to brain-death experts, hospice workers, undertakers, coma specialists and those who have
recovered from coma, organ transplant surgeons and organ procurers, anesthesiologists who study pain in
legally dead patients, doctors who have saved live patients from organ harvests, nurses who care for beatingheart cadavers, ICU doctors who feel subtly pressured to declare patients dead rather than save them, and
many others. Teresi writes about how death has been determined through the ages, beginning with the ancient
Egyptians, and about the 1968 Harvard Medical School paper that officially stated that death was not
cardiopulmonary failure or cell death but a "loss of personhood"—i.e., brain death. And throughout, he makes
clear that organ harvesting has become big business, while the medical establishment has become less and less
clear about who is truly dead or alive.
SCIENCE/HEALTH
Pantheon
9780375423710
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
336 Pages

UNTITLED
Michelle Obama
A new book by the impassioned activist and First Lady of the United States.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Random House
9780307956026
$34.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 200,000
224 Pages

UNWORTHY CREATURE
Aruna Papp
Aruna Papp has been committed for the past twenty-eight years to helping other South Asian women escape
from a lifetime of oppression. Born in Northern India to a Seventh-Day Adventist family, she attended elementary
school thanks to her grandmother, who worked in the house of a white colonial family. Abused by her father,
Aruna was forced into an arranged marriage and eventually immigrated to Canada, where the abuse, now at the
hands of her husband, continued without respite. Years later, she walked away from the marriage, at great
cultural cost. Behind her remarkable story lies the issue of culturally sanctioned honor crimes and the way that
westerners, and the Western media, will willfully turn a blind eye to culture-based iniquities. Compelling, moving,
sometimes shocking, Unworthy Creature is ultimately the hopeful and redemptive story of one courageous
woman's struggle to survive.
MEMOIR
McClelland & Stewart
9780771071331
$32.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
304 Pages
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USE YOUR BRAIN TO CHANGE YOUR AGE
Daniel G. Amen
A new book on mental life and aging from the clinical neuroscientist, psychiatrist, and brain imaging expert
Daniel Amen.
PSYCHOLOGY
Crown Archetype
9780307888549
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
352 Pages

VOYAGERS OF THE TITANIC
Rich Davenport-Hines
On the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic, a magnificently written history that brings into focus the
people involved in this legendary tragedy—the deal-makers and industry giants behind the ship’s creation as
well as its passengers, both aristocrats and immigrants, and its crew.
HISTORY
William Morrow
9780061876844
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012
WABI SABI LOVE
Arielle Ford

1st Printing 75,000
336 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107053 ($33.99)

We all know the statistics, but finally, there is hope. Wabi Sabi Love by relationship expert Arielle Ford offers a
new relationship model with a modern-day twist on an ancient concept. Based on the ancient Japanese
aesthetic of finding beauty in imperfection known as "Wabi-Sabi," Wabi Sabi Love introduces the art of learning
to love your partner's imperfections rather than believing the fantasy that your relationship is only working when
both people are acting perfectly and behaving in ways that are acceptable to the other.
PSYCHOLOGY - RELATING
Harper One
9780062003751
$31.50 HC
JANUARY 2012
WALKING DEAD SURVIVORS' GUIDE
Tim Daniel

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages

Everything you''ve ever wanted to know about the cast of The Walking Dead! The Survivor''s Guide is a handy
checklist of all the characters who have appeared in the series thus far - alive or dead!
GRAPHIC NOVEL - REFERENCE
Image Comics
9781607064589
$18.99 TP Original
NOVEMBER 2011

112 Pages
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WEEKNIGHTS WITH GIADA
Giada De Laurentiis
Quick and simple recipes to revamp dinner from the author of Everyday Italian and Giada At Home.
COOKING
Clarkson Potter
9780307451026
$40.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 400,000
240 Pages

WHEN GENERAL GRANT EXPELLED THE JEWS
Jonathan D. Sarna
A riveting account of General Ulysses S. Grant's decision, in the middle of the Civil War, to order the expulsion of
all Jews from the territory under his command, and the reverberations of that decision on Grant's political career,
on the nascent American Jewish community, and on the American political process.
HISTORY
Shocken
9780805242799
$27.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
224 Pages

WILD: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail
Cheryl Strayed
At twenty-six, Cheryl Strayed thought she had lost everything. In the wake of her mother's devastating death, her
family scattered, and her own marriage was soon destroyed. With nothing more to lose, she made the most
impulsive decision of her life: to hike the Pacific Crest trail from the Mojave Desert through California and Oregon
to Washington State--and to do it alone. She had no experience as a long-distance hiker, and the trail was little
more than "an idea, vague and outlandish and full of promise." But it was a promise of piecing back together a
life that had come undone. Gorgeously told, sparkling with warmth and humor, Wild is the vivid story of a young
woman forging ahead against all odds on a journey that maddened, strengthened, and ultimately healed her.
MEMOIR/NATURE & ENVIRONMENT
Knopf
9780307592736
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
336 Pages
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WINNER TAKE ALL: China's Race for Resources and What It Means for the World
Dambisa Moyo
Newspaper headlines and media commentators scream warnings of the impending doom nearly every day—
shortages of arable land, clashes over water, and the political Armageddon as global demand for energy in the
form of fossil fuels far outstrips any possible supply. The picture painted is bleak, and the possible impact of
commodities markets on how we live is far-reaching, but our grasp of the details and the mega shifts in the
commodity space remains blurred. There’s so much noise surrounding resource scarcity and China’s emerging
dominance in commodities that we risk complacency.
CURRENT AFFAIRS
Harper Collins
9781443407403
$24.99 HC
MAY 2012

1st Printing 7500 in Canada
240 Pages

WISHES FULFILLED: Mastering the Art of Manifesting
Wayne W. Dyer
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer explores, for the first time, the region of your highest self; and definitively shows you how you
can truly change your concept of yourself, embark upon a God-realized way of living, and fulfill the spiritual truth
that with God all things are possible—and “all things” means that nothing is left out. By practicing the specific
technique for retraining your subconscious mind, you are encouraged to not only place into your imagination
what you would like to manifest for yourself, but you are given the specifics for realigning your life so you can live
out your highest calling and stay connected to your Source of being. From the lofty perspective of your highest
self, you will learn how to train your imagination in a new way.
SELF-HELP
Hay House
9781401937270
$19.95 HC
MARCH 2012

AUDIO DISC
9781401937317 ($24.95)

THE WOMAN WHO BUILT HERSELF A BETTER BRAIN
Barbara A. Young
The incredible story and miraculous work of a remarkable woman. Though she began life severely learning
disabled, built herself a better brain and a brain training program that has helped thousands of others do the
same. Barbara Arrowsmith Young was born with severe learning disabilities. Undaunted, she used her few
strengths to develop brain exercises to conquer her neurological deficits. She has gone on to change countless
lives. In the past five years, the idea that self-improvement can happen in the brain has caught hold and inspired
hope. Now, thanks to brilliant pathbreakers such as Barbara, rather than worrying about how our brains shape
us, we can focus on shaping our brains.
SCIENCE
Free Press
9781451607932
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

256 Pages
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WOMEN'S HEALTH DIET
Stephen Perrine
Inside every woman’s body, there’s a battle going on: a battle between lean, toned muscle and soft, flabby fat.
Now, the experts at Women’s Health give readers the final word on winning that battle and staying fit and trim for
life. They’ve boiled down the most authoritative health, fitness, and nutrition advice into one simple, effective,
life-altering plan. Backed by groundbreaking research, The Women’s Health Diet is a proven program that
actually works with a reader’s body to build lean muscle and burn stubborn belly fat—in just 27 days!
DIET & NUTRITION
Rodale
9781609612450
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
336 Pages

THE WRECK AND SINKING OF THE TITANIC
Everett Marshall
First published in 1912, within months of the sinking of the Titanic, this historic publication is a somber yet
sensationalistic look at the contemporary accounts of the time. As set forth in the original jacket copy, this
“graphic and thrilling account of the sinking of the greatest palace ever built, carrying down to watery graves
more than 1,500 souls” gives “exciting escapes from death and acts of heroism not equaled in ancient or modern
times, as told by the survivors, and includes the history of icebergs, the terror of the seas, wireless telegraphy,
and modern shipbuilding.”
HISTORY
Harper Design
9780062067401
$32.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
288 Pages

YOGA CURES
Tara Stiles
Yoga authority Tara Stiles shows the reader simple routines to conquer for 50 common ailments and live painfree in this new, authoritative resource.
YOGA /HEALTH & FITNESS
Three Rivers Press
9780307954855
$19.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
240 Pages
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$10,000 IN SMALL UNMARKED PUZZLES
Parnell Hall
A new puzzle lady mystery from the author of the Kenken Killings and Dead Man's Puzzle.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312602475
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
288 Pages

13 FLOWERS OF NANJING
Geling Yan
This moving short novel is based on true events that took place during the Nanjing Massacre in 1937 when the
Japanese invaded the Chinese city, slaughtering not only soldiers but raping and murdering the civilian
population as well. It tells the story of an American missionary who, for a few terrifying days, finds himself
sheltering a group of schoolgirls, prostitutes and wounded Chinese soldiers in the compound of his church.
American priest Father Engelmann is one of the small group of Westerners who have remained in Nanjing,
despite the approach of the Japanese. America is not yet in the war and so his church compound is supposedly
neutral territory. However, his confidence in his ability to look after the Chinese schoolgirls left in his care is
shaken when thirteen prostitutes from the floating brothel on the nearby Yangtze River climb over the compound
wall and demand to be hidden. The situation becomes even more intense when some wounded Chinese soldiers
appear. Meanwhile Engelmann is becoming increasingly aware of the barbaric behaviour of the Japanese
outside the compound walls. It is only a matter of time before they knock on the door and find the people he is
protecting.
FICTION
Harvill Secker
9781846555893
$24.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

160 Pages

419
Will Ferguson
A car tumbles down a snowy ravine. Accident or suicide? On the other side of the world, a young woman walks
out of a sandstorm in sub-Saharan Africa. In the labyrinth of the Niger Delta, a young boy learns to survive by
navigating through the gas flares and oil spills of a ruined landscape. In the seething heat of Lagos City, a
criminal cartel scours the internet looking for victims. Lives intersect, worlds collide, a family falls apart. And it all
begins with a single email: “Dear Sir, I am the son of an exiled Nigerian diplomat, and I need your help ...” 419
takes readers behind the scene of the world’s most insidious internet scam. When Laura’s father gets caught up
in one such swindle and pays with his life, she is forced to leave the comfort of North America to make a journey
deep into the dangerous back streets and alleyways of the Lagos underworld to confront her father’s killer. What
she finds there will change her life forever ...
FICTION
Viking Canada
9780670064717
$32.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000 in Canada
256 Pages
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77 SHADOW STREET
Dean Koontz
The Pendleton stands on the summit of Shadow Hill at the highest point of an old heartland city, a Gilded Age
palace built in the late 1800s as a tycoon’s dream home. Almost from the beginning, its grandeur has been
scarred by episodes of madness, suicide, mass murder, and whispers of things far worse. But since its
rechristening in the 1970s as a luxury apartment building, the Pendleton has been at peace. For its fortunate
residents—among them a successful songwriter and her young son, a disgraced ex-senator, a widowed
attorney, and a driven money manager—the Pendleton’s magnificent quarters are a sanctuary, its dark past all
but forgotten. But now inexplicable shadows caper across walls, security cameras relay impossible images,
phantom voices mutter in strange tongues, not-quite-human figures lurk in the basement, elevators plunge into
unknown depths. With each passing hour, a terrifying certainty grows: Whatever drove the Pendleton’s past
occupants to their unspeakable fates is at work again. Soon, all those within its boundaries will be engulfed by a
dark tide from which few have escaped.
FICTION
Bantam
9780553807714
$31.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 200,000
464 Pages

ABOVE ALL THINGS
Tanis Rideout
George Mallory was one of the last great heroic adventurers of the twentieth century, a man of uncommon
athleticism and ambition. In Tanis Rideout's beautifully written and elegantly conceived novel, Mallory is revealed
as never before in this fictional reimagining of his legendary final summit attempt. Through Mallory's perspective,
and that of the newest member of the expedition, Sandy Irvine, we get a vivid picture of expedition life and the
ever-present dangers they faced, from falls, avalanches, altitude sickness, and from their own human frailties as
well. As we follow the men upwards, we also journey with them into their pasts. Alternating with the expedition's
story is a day in the life of Mallory's wife, Ruth. While a war-scarred England waits for Mallory to reclaim some of
the Empire's lost glory, Ruth begins to bristle at the burden of having to be the dutifully loyal wife to a national
hero. It is through her eyes that we glimpse a different side of George, and what emerges is a portrait of complex
marriage defined as much by absence as by great love.
FICTION
Emblem Editions
9780771076350
$22.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
288 Pages

MARC RECORDS
We offer MARC records. We have a library
technician on staff to assist you with
cataloguing solutions.
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AN ACCIDENTAL AFFAIR
Eric Jerome Dickey
James Thicke is a man whose mysterious past runs as deep as his violent streak. He's channeled the intensity
of his soul into twin passions-success as a screenwriter, and marriage to movie actress Regina Baptiste. In the
midst of filming his latest script, starring Regina and leading man Johnny Bergs, James receives a video of his
wife caught in the most compromising of situations. Hours later, the clip of the on-set infidelity has hit the Internet
and gone viral in the blogosphere and across all channels of social media. James responds to the affront by
savagely attacking Johnny Bergs, and the spectacle has both the paparazzi and the police amassing at the
married couple's estate. James goes on the run, but only as far as the city of Downey, California. As James tries
to protect Regina from Hollywood's underbelly, lust, blackmail, and revenge become his constant companions.
Does an accidental affair spell permanent danger?
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952343
$31.00 HC
APRIL 2012
THE ADVANCE TEAM
Will Pfeifer and German Torres

1st Printing 150,000
352 Pages

Zack McKinley was just another twenty-something pizza delivery boy before he discovered that his pop culture
idols are actually the advance team of an alien invasion. Now, encouraged and aided by his (probably insane)
uncle, Zack must track them down, one by one, and kill them before the invasion can begin. But the advance
team has no intention of letting Zack get in their way, and soon the authorities are hunting for a celebrity serial
killer in a pizza delivery jacket. As his life slips out of control, Zack finds only more questions. Why are the aliens
here? What do they have to do with him? Is it too late to stop them before the Earth is conquered? And what if
he has simply lost his mind?
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Tor Books
9780765327123
$18.50 TP Original
MARCH 2012
AGONY OF THE LEAVES: A Tea Shop Mystery
Laura Childs

1st Printing 15,000
176 Pages

The opening of the aquarium is a major Charleston event, and Theodosia has been hired to cater tea, scones,
and sandwiches for the private party to honor big buck donors. Things are going swimmingly, until Theodosia
escapes the party for a momentary rest, only to discover the body of a man entangled in a net, drowned in one
of the aquarium's state-of-the-art tanks. To make matters worse, the victim is Theodosia's former boyfriend
Parker Scully. The EMTs on the scene think Parker's drowning was an accident, but when Theodosia notices
what look like defense wounds on his hands, she realizes that someone wanted Parker dead. The local police
aren't keen on hearing her theory-especially because of her ties to the victim-so Theodosia knows that if she
wants Parker's killer brought to justice, she'll have to jump into the deep end and start her own investigation...
MYSTERY
Berkley
9780425245538
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
320 Pages
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ALL FALL DOWN
Megan Hart
Liesel Albright has dreamed of starting a family. She never bargained on inheriting one already in progress…or
one so deeply damaged. When nineteen-year-old Sunshine appears on the Albright’s doorstep claiming Liesel’s
husband Chris is her father, all they can think to offer is temporary shelter. The next day, they’re stunned by the
news that the Family of Superior Bliss, led by a charismatic zealot, has committed mass suicide. Sunny and her
children haven’t just left the compound–they’ve been left behind. Now, instead of a baby of her own, Liesel must
play mother to the four survivors while Chris retreats into guilt and denial. For Sunny, however, a lifetime of
teachings is not easily unlearned. No matter how hard she tries to forget, an ominous catechism echoes in her
mind, urging her to finish what the Family started.
FICTION
Mira
9780778313069
$17.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

400 Pages

ALL I DID WAS SHOOT MY MAN
Walter Mosley
In the latest and most surprising novel in the bestselling Leonid McGill series, Leonid finds himself caught
between his sins of the past and an all-too-vivid present.
MYSTERY
Riverhead Books
9781594488245
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
304 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760477 ($34.50)

ALL NECESSARY FORCE
Brad Taylor
The CIA, FBI, and Department of Defense systems have spiked, but traditional intel is going nowhere. It falls to
the Taskforce-a top- secret team that exists outside the bounds of U.S. law and is charged with finding and
destroying asymmetric threats-to stop the unknown conspirators. A shadowy trail leads the Taskforce through
Asia and into Egypt, where an attack leaves one hardened Taskforce member dead and another barely
breathing. Pike Logan and his partner, Jennifer Cahill, are forced to helm the increasingly convoluted and
dangerous mission-a mission that tests Jennifer's ability to justify means for an end and Pike's tenuous ability to
stay in control. Sifting their way through the opposing plots of two terrorist organizations will turn out to be the
least of their problems when a weapon of unthinkable power touches American soil . . . the only country in which
Taskforce members are forbidden to operate, and the only country that Pike Logan may be unable to save.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952626
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
400 Pages
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ALL THAT I AM
Anna Funder
When eighteen-year-old Ruth Becker visits her cousin Dora in Munich in 1923, she meets the love of her life, the
dashing young journalist Hans Wesemann, and eagerly joins in the heady activities of the militant political left in
Weimar Germany. All three friends are working to secure the release of prisoner Ernst Toller, a hero of the 1919
revolution, celebrated conscience of the Republic and the wunderkind of German theatre. Ten years later, Ruth
and Hans are married and living in Berlin when Hitler comes to power, and their glamorous Weimar life comes
abruptly to an end. Ernst is forced by the newly installed Nazi regime to flee the country, and Dora follows him
into exile with Hans and Ruth not far behind. The four take refuge in London in 1933, and dedicate themselves to
bringing down Hitler. Based on a true story, Anna Funder’s novel brings to light new—and very early—heroes of
the resistance.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443406109
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
ALL THE FLOWERS IN SHANGHAI
Duncan Jepson

1st Printing 30,000
592 Pages

Readers previously enchanted by Memoirs of a Geisha, Empress, and the novels of Lisa See will be captivated
by Duncan Jepson’s marvelous debut, All the Flowers in Shanghai. Evocative, sweeping, yet intimate historical
fiction, Jepson’s novel transports us to a China on the brink of revolution, and witnesses this colorful, tumultuous
world through the eyes of a woman forced into a life not of her choosing and driven to seek a bitter revenge.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062081605
$18.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011
ALPINE WINTER: An Emma Lord Mystery
Mary Daheim

1st Printing 75,000
320 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062106971 ($22.99)

In Washington’s Cascade Mountains, family troubles are brewing at the Alpine Advocate: Editor Emma Lord is
fretting over how her brother and her son—both priests—will react when she confesses her passionate affair
with Sheriff Milo Dodge; House & Home editor Vida Runkel realizes that her spoiled grandson has gone off the
rails; and Emma’s star reporter goes AWOL after learning that his son has escaped from prison. And yet another
Alpine family is singing the Christmas blues when Postmaster Roy Everson shows up with bones that may or not
belong to his mother, who’s been missing for the last sixteen years. But the most disturbing holiday dilemma is
the body found in the cave on Mount Sawyer. The decomposed corpse is that of a mature male, so it can’t be
Mama Everson. Is there a connection between this long-ago disappearance and the gruesome bones
discovered earlier downstream on the Skykomish River? When Milo returns from his own family ordeal in the
Seattle suburbs, he and Emma find time away from the unnerving investigation to reunite. Their ardor evokes
not only Vida’s wrath but the attention of a dogged killer who thinks the lovers’ bliss is to die for . . . literally.
FICTION
Ballantine Books
9780345502599
$28.95 HC
NOVEMBER 2011

1st Printing 15,000
320 Pages
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AN AMERICAN SPY
Olen Steinhauer
The final volume of the trilogy featuring Milo Weaver, reluctant spy, beginning with The Tourist. After the
dissolution of the Department of Tourism, Milo’s old boss, Alan Drummond, grows obsessed with revenge
against the man who’s destroyed his life: the Chinese spymaster Xin Zhu. When Alan disappears in London,
having traveled around the planet, to reach the UK, clues are few and questions numerous. In China, Xin Zhu
tracks evidence of a conspiracy against him (and his young wife) as he tries to survive the intrigues of Beijing
politics. In Germany, Erika Schwartz comes across signs that Tourism may not be as dead as it seemed to be. In
the center of it all is Milo Weaver, trying to stay alive and protect his family in Brooklyn.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312622893
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 125,000
416 Pages

AMERICAN VAMPIRE VOLUME THREE
Scott Snyder
This volume of the critically-acclaimed AMERICAN VAMPIRE follows the star of AV Volumes 1 and 2, Pearl, and
her husband Henry, as he is recruited by a mysterious group of vampire hunters, off to World War II Japan to find
a new breed of blood sucker. But what does the notorious vampire Skinner Sweet have to do with it?
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Vertigo
9781401233334
$27.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
288 Pages

ANGEL OF THE DARK
Sidney Sheldon
By the author of The Dark Side of Midnight and After the Darkness.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062073419
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 150,000
336 Pages
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THE ANGST RIDDEN EXECUTIVE
Manuel V. Montalban
When Antonio Jauma, a director of the multinational conglomerate Petnay, is murdered, his widow seeks out
private investigator Pepe Carvalho, who had met and forgotten the playboy executive after their single chance
encounter—back when Carvalho still worked for the CIA. Jauma was a “womanizer,” according to a friend, “of
the least pleasant sense,” and the police have decided that the murder is the work of an unhappy pimp. But
Carvalho doggedly pursues his own phlegmatic investigation, with time out for his signature book burning
(Sartre’s Critique of Dialectical Reasoning; Sholokov’s And Quiet Flows the Don), cooking (leek soup and a
freshly-caught steamed turbot), and running with his girlfriend Charo, whose last name he can’t remember.
MYSTERY
Melville International Crime
9781612190389
$16.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000
240 Pages

ANOTHER PIECE OF MY HEART
Jane Green
Andi has spent much of her life looking for the perfect man, and at thirty-seven years old she's finally found him.
Ethan--divorced with two daughters, Emily and Sophia--is a doting father and even better husband. Always
hoping one day she would be a mother, Andi embraces the girls like they were her own. But in Emily's eyes, Andi
is an obstacle to her father's love, and Emily will do whatever it takes to break her down. When the dynamics
between the two escalate, they threaten everything Andi believes about love, family, and motherhood--leaving
her standing at a crossroad in her life... and in her heart. By the author of Promises to keep.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312591823
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 250,000
352 Pages

ARCADIA
Lauren Groff
By the author of The Monsters of Templeton and Delicate Edible Birds.
FICTION
Voice
9781401340872
$26.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 60,000
304 Pages
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ARCHON
Sabrina Benulis
Angels and demons do battle for a girl possessed by the spirit of a powerful, dead angel in this fabulous
paranormal debut by Sabrina Benulis. Archon is the first of the Books of Raziel, a truly fantastic and very hip new
take on heaven’s warriors that readers of the angelic novels of Danielle Trussoni, Lauren Kate, Becca
Fitzpatrick, and Alexandra Adornetto are sure to adore. Archon is new wave urban fantasy, a tale of the
supernatural that brilliantly blends passion, obsession, horror, and suspense in a way that will appeal to dark
fantasy fans and paranormal romance readers equally.
FICTION
Harper Voyager
9780062069405
$29.50 HC
DECEMBER 2011
ARCTIC RISING
Tobias S. Buckell

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages

Global warming has transformed the Earth, and it's about to get even hotter. The Arctic Ice Cap has all but
melted, and the international community is racing desperately to claim the massive amounts of oil beneath the
newly accessible ocean. Enter the Gaia Corporation. Its two founders have come up with a plan to roll back
global warming. Thousands of tiny mirrors floating in the air can create a giant sunshade, capable of redirecting
heat and cooling the earth's surface. They plan to terraform Earth to save it from itself—but in doing so, they
have created a superweapon the likes of which the world has never seen. Anika Duncan is an airship pilot for the
underfunded United Nations Polar Guard. She’s intent on capturing a smuggled nuclear weapon that has made it
into the Polar Circle and bringing the smugglers to justice. Anika finds herself caught up in a plot by a cabal of
military agencies and corporations who want Gaia Corporation stopped. But when Gaia Corp loses control of
their superweapon, it will be Anika who has to decide the future of the world. The nuclear weapon she has risked
her life to find is the only thing that can stop the floating sunshade after it falls into the wrong hands.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor
9780765319210
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
ARMADA
John Stack

1st Printing 15,000
304 Pages

1587. On the continent bloody religious wars rage, but England stands apart, her surrounding seas keeping her
safe from the land armies of her would-be enemies. Only at sea do the English show their teeth.Thomas Varian
is a captain in Drake's formidable navy, rising quickly through the ranks. But he guards a secret -- one for which
he would pay with his life if discovered: he is a Catholic. He is about to find his loyalty to his religion, to his
Queen, and to his country tested facing the mighty Armada. Unknown to Varian, he will also be facing his longestranged father, who is fighting on the side of the Spanish enemy!
HISTORICAL FICTION
Harper Collins
9780007389872
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
400 Pages
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ASHES OF CANDESCE: Virga No. 5
Karl Schroeder
A world of endless sky, with no land, no gravity: this is Virga. Beginning in the seminal science fiction novel Sun
of Suns, the saga of this striking world has introduced us to the people of stubborn pride and resilience who have
made Virga their home; but also, always lurking beyond the walls of the world, to the mysterious threat known
only as Artificial Nature. In The Sunless Countries, history tutor Leal Hieronyma Maspeth became the first human
in centuries to learn the true nature of this threat. Her reward was exile, but now, in Ashes of Candesce, Artificial
Nature makes its final bid to destroy Virga, and it is up to Leal to unite the quarrelling clans of her world to fight
the threat.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor
9780765324924
$30.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 7500
384 Pages

ASSASSIN'S CODE: A Joe Ledger Novel
Jonathan Maberry
When Joe Ledger and Echo Team rescue a group of American college kids held hostage in Iran,the Iranian
government then asks them to help find six nuclear bombs planted in the Mideast oil fields. These stolen WMDs
will lead Joe and Echo Team into hidden vaults of forbidden knowledge, mass-murder, betrayal, and a
brotherhood of genetically-engineered killers with a thirst for blood. Accompanied by the beautiful assassin called
Violin, Joe follows a series of clues to find the Book of Shadows, which contains a horrifying truth that threatens
to shatter his entire worldview. They say the truth will set you free: Not this time. The secrets of the Assassin's
Code will set the world ablaze.
SCIENCE FICTION
St. Martin's Griffin
9781250006677
$31.99 HC
APRIL 2012
AT THE MERCY OF THE QUEEN
Anne C. Barnhill

1st Printing 50,000
432 Pages

A sweeping tale of sexual seduction and intrigue at the court of Henry VIII, At the Mercy of the Queen is a rich
and dramatic debut historical about Madge Shelton, cousin and lady-in-waiting to Anne Boleyn. At the innocent
age of fifteen, Lady Margaret Shelton arrives at the court of Henry VIII and quickly becomes the confidante of her
cousin, Queen Anne Boleyn. But she soon finds herself drawn into the perilous web of Anne’s ambition.
Desperate to hold onto the king’s waning affection, Anne schemes to have him take her guileless young cousin
as mistress, ensuring her husband’s new paramour will owe her loyalty to the queen. But Margaret has fallen
deeply in love with a handsome young courtier. She is faced with a terrible dilemma: give herself to the king and
betray the love of her life or refuse to become his mistress and jeopardize the life of the her cousin, Queen Anne.
HISTORICAL FICTION
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312662134
$16.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
448 Pages
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ATMOSPHERICS
Warren Ellis
For the first time, comics legend Warren Ellis and painter Ken Meyer unleash the terrifying alien tale of
Atmospherics in full color! She’s in a hospital… or it may be a police station. She’s been traumatized… or
possibly she’s being held for questioning. She’s either the only living witness of a cattle-mutilation style attack on
humans, or a multiple killer whose psychotic reaction to heroin led to massacre. Who is this mystery woman?
And will her interrogators survive the discovery of her true identity?
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Avatar Press
9781592911455
$9.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
AUNT DIMITY AND THE VILLAGE WITCH
Nancy Atherton

1st Printing 10,000
48 Pages

Nancy Atherton's seventeenth cozy mystery featuring the beloved Aunt Dimity-the original paranormal detective.
When Amelia Thistle moves to Finch, her new neighbors welcome her with open arms-and inquiring minds.
Among them is Lori Shepherd, who isn't fooled by Amelia's unassuming persona. Amelia is, in fact, a worldfamous artist with a rabid and eager-to-stalk fan base. In order to keep peace in Finch, Lori must help Amelia
conceal her identity. Amelia, meanwhile, sets about working on the riddle that brought her to town in the first
place. A fragment of a family diary hints that one of Amelia's ancestors might have been Mistress Meg, the Mad
Witch of Finch. Following the clue, Lori hunts through Finch's darkest and most secret corners, all the while
dodging nosy neighbors and Amelia's frantic fans. With Aunt Dimity's otherworldly help, Lori inches closer to the
true story of Mistress Meg-and Amelia.
MYSTERY
Viking
9780670023417
$29.00 HC
APRIL 2012
AUTUMN: AFTERMATH
David Moody

1st Printing 40,000
240 Pages

It's been three months since a killer disease wiped out 99% of the population. Three months since the dead
reanimated. The living are few and far between now, and those who are still alive stick together to give
themselves the best chance of continuing to survive. One small group has established a community on an
inhospitable island. A second, much larger band of refugees have made their base in a fortified castle on the
coast, overlooking the ocean. The world has become a silent, desolate vacuum of a place, and when the
survivors from the island unknowingly encroach on the other group's territory, tensions are immediately raised.
Each side eyes the others' position and achievements with envy and distrust. The condition of the dead is
continuing to deteriorate, and as their bodies decay, the creatures' aggression increases. Under siege from an
army of thousands upon thousands of corpses, the survivors on the mainland launch a desperate attempt to take
over the island and claim it for their own.
HORROR
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312570026
$16.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
352 Pages
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AVAILABLE DARK
Elizabeth Hand
Photographer Cass Neary is already wanted by the police for questioning when she receives a mysterious job
offer that sends her to Helsinki, where an iconic fashion photographer shows her a trove of gorgeous photos
depicting ritual killings. After narrowly escaping death herself, Cass flees to Iceland, where she finds a former
lover and a legendary, exiled musician. Soon, unsolved murders are multiplying faster than Cass can run.
Elizabeth Hand is a prodigiously gifted storyteller, as is evidenced by having been awarded the highest honors in
several different fields. Firstrate fiction set in Scandanavia, Available Dark, sequel to Hand's acclaimed cult hit
Generation Loss, proves that she has also ached the pinnacle as a suspense writer.
FICTION
Minotaur Books
9780312585945
$27.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
256 Pages

BATMAN: DARK NIGHT VOLUME ONE, DELUXE
David Finch
Delving into the more supernatural and esoteric areas of Gotham City, the 6-part storyline explores the horrific
murder of one of Bruce Wayne's childhood friends...and the terrible ramifications the brutal crime has on
Batman's life.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
DC Comics
9781401232153
$27.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
160 Pages

BEGGAR'S OPERA
Peggy Blair
In beautiful, crumbling Old Havana, Canadian detective Mike Ellis hopes the sun and sand will help save his
troubled marriage. He doesn’t yet know that it’s dead in the water—much like the little Cuban boy last seen
begging the Canadian couple for a few pesos on the world famous Malecon. For Inspector Ricardo Ramirez,
head of the Major Crimes Unit of the Cuban National Revolutionary Police, finding his prime suspect isn’t a
problem—Cuban law is. He has only seventy-two hours to secure an indictment and prevent a vicious killer from
leaving the island. But Ramirez also has his own troubles to worry about. He’s dying of the same dementia that
killed his grandmother, an incurable disease that makes him see the ghosts of victims of unsolved murders. As
he races against time, the dead haunt his every step ...
MYSTERY
Penguin Group Canada
9780143179979
$24.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
288 Pages
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BELIEVING THE LIE
Elizabeth George
Inspector Thomas Lynley is mystified when he's sent undercover to investigate the death of Ian Cresswell at the
request of the man's uncle, the wealthy and influential Bernard Fairclough. The death has been ruled an
accidental drowning, and nothing on the surface indicates otherwise. But when Lynley enlists the help of his
friends Simon and Deborah St. James, the trio's digging soon reveals that the Fairclough clan is awash in
secrets, lies, and motives. Deborah's investigation of the prime suspect-Bernard's prodigal son Nicholas, a
recovering drug addict-leads her to Nicholas's wife, a woman with whom she feels a kinship, a woman as fiercely
protective as she is beautiful. Lynley and Simon delve for information from the rest of the family, including the
victim's bitter ex-wife and the man he left her for, and Bernard himself. As the investigation escalates, the
Fairclough family's veneer cracks, with deception and self-delusion threatening to destroy everyone from the
Fairclough patriarch to Tim, the troubled son Ian left behind.
MYSTERY
Dutton
9780525952589
$34.50 HC
JANUARY 2012
BELLWETHER REVIVALS
Benjamin Wood

1st Printing 250,000
624 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760408 ($52.00)

Part Secret History, part Brideshead Revisited for the 21st century, The Bellwether Revivals is a page-turning,
romantic, eerie tale of genius and, possibly, madness; a stunning debut for fans of Sarah Waters, Donna Tartt,
and Lauren Goff. The Bellwether Revivals opens and closes with bodies. The story of whose bodies and how
they come to be spread about an elegant house on the river near Cambridge is told by Oscar, a young, bright
working class man who has fallen in love with an upper-class Cambridge student, Iris, and thereby become
entangled with a group of close friends, led by Iris's charismatic, brilliant, possibly dangerous brother. For Eden
Bellwether believes he can heal -- and perhaps more -- through the power of music. In this masterful debut, we
too are seduced by this gilded group of young people, entranced by Eden's powerful personality and his obvious
talent as a musician, and caught off guard by the strangeness of Iris and Eden's parents. And we find ourselves
utterly unsure as to whether Eden Bellweather is a saviour or a villain, and whether Oscar will be able to solve
this mystery in time to save himself, if not everyone else.
FICTION
McClelland & Stewart
9780771089312
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012
BETRAYAL
Danielle Steel

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
400 Pages

The new novel from the author of Hotel Vendome, Happy Birthday and Five Days in Paris.
FICTION
Delacorte Press
9780385343190
$33.00 HC
MARCH 2012

336 Pages
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THE BETRAYAL OF TRUST
Susan Hill
A cold case comes back to life in this sixth book in the highly successful Simon Serrailler detective series
"eagerly awaited by all aficionados" (P.D. James). Freak weather and flash floods all over southern England.
Lafferton is under water and a landslide on the Moor has closed the bypass. As the rain slowly drains away, a
shallow grave--and a skeleton--are exposed; 20 years on, the remains of missing teenager Joanne Lowther have
finally been uncovered. The case is re-opened and Simon Serrailler is called in as senior investigating officer.
Joanne, an only child, had been on her way home from a friend's house that night. She was the daughter of a
prominent local businessman, Sir John Lowther. Joanne's mother, unable to cope, killed herself 2 years after
Joanne disappeared. Cold cases are always tough, and in this latest in the acclaimed series from Susan Hill,
Serrailler is forced to confront a frustrating, distressing and complex situation.
FICTION
Knopf Canada
9780307399151
$29.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
320 Pages

THE BIG CAT NAP: The 20th Anniversary Mrs. Murphy Mystery
Rita Mae Brown
To celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the beloved Mrs. Murphy mystery series, Rita Mae Brown and her
intrepid feline co-author Sneaky Pie Brown return with a charming claw-biting tale starring Mary Minor “Harry”
Haristeen.
MYSTERY
Bantam
9780345530448
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
272 Pages

SPREADSHEETS AVAILABLE
Skylightbooks.ca offers Excel spreadsheet downloads of
this Hotlist. If you prefer to work off an Excel
spreadsheet, please download them, work with them,
adding categories as you see fit, then email the
spreadsheet to us and we'll work off it.
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BLACK SITE: A Delta Force Novel
Dalton Fury
Kolt Raynor, ex-Delta Force operative, finds himself locked in a quest for redemption after a sloppy mistake gets
his teammates captured in the desert of Pakistan. Written by a former senior ranking U.S military officer who
served in Afghanistan, Black Site is an authentically rendered thriller that will bring hero Raynor face to face with
a chilling Al Qaeda terrorist plot.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312668372
$31.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
340 Pages

BLIND SPY
Alex Dryden
The Russian bear has never accepted Ukraine’s independence and now the Patrioti—Putin, his elder statesmen,
and seasoned generals dedicated to rebuilding the empire—are using the KGB’s elite, controversial clandestine
forces of Department S to subversively undermine and destroy the young nation and bring it back under Russian
control. But Burt Miller of Cougar, the powerful private intelligence company that overshadows even the CIA in its
reach, learns of Russia’s plans and taps Anna Resnikov to run interference—an assignment that will pit her
against a gifted and unusual KGB spy whose aims are unclear but whose power is unmistakably deadly.
FICTION
Ecco
9780062088086
$32.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
448 Pages

BLOOD IN THE WATER
Jane Haddam
A Gregor Demarkian novel from the author of Flowering Judas.
FICTION
Minotaur Books
9780312644345
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
320 Pages
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BLOOD ON THE MINK
Robert Silverberg
Somewhere in Philadelphia, a master engraver is turning out brilliant forgeries of U.S. currency plates for
an organized crime gang - and the government wants to put a stop to it. But how can they get close enough
to bring down the criminal enterprise from the inside? By snatching a west coast crime boss' right-hand man and
sending a federal agent undercover in the man's place. His assignment: pose as a buyer of counterfeit bills and
try to get the engraver out. Which works fine - until he crosses paths with someone who knows the man he
replaced... A lost masterpiece from science fiction Grandmaster Robert Silverberg, published as a complete
novel for the very first time!
MYSTERY
Hard Case Crime
9780857687685
$10.95 TP Original
APRIL 2012
BLUE MAGIC
A.M. Dellamonica

1st Printing 25,000
224 Pages

The sequel to Indigo Springs opens with the U.S. government preparing to try Sahara Knax for treason, while
Astrid Lethewood and a growing number of volunteers try to find ways to safely maintain the spread of magic
into the real world. Law and order breaks down in the U.S. as several factions vie for control over enchantment.
In Indigo Springs, Astrid promised the residents of a realm called the unreal that she would restore the mystical
balance: freeing them and returning magic to the real world. But making a promise is easier than keeping it. The
raw vitagua has been cursed, turned by an ancient cult into a contaminant that turns people to animals, animals
to monsters. If Astrid cannot reverse that ancient spell, the continued spread of magic can only be catastrophic.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765319487
$16.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,500
352 Pages

BLUE MONDAY
Nicci French
Frieda Klein is a solitary, incisive psychotherapist who spends her sleepless nights walking along the ancient
rivers that have been forced underground in modern London. She believes that the world is a messy,
uncontrollable place, but what we can control is what is inside our heads. This attitude is reflected in her own life,
which is an austere one of refuge, personal integrity, and order. The abduction of five-year-old Matthew Farraday
provokes a national outcry and a desperate police hunt. And when his face is splashed over the newspapers,
Frieda cannot ignore the coincidence: one of her patients has been having dreams in which he has a hunger for
a child. A red-haired child he can describe in perfect detail, a child the spitting image of Matthew. She finds
herself in the center of the investigation, serving as the reluctant sidekick of the chief inspector.
MYSTERY
Pamela Dorman Books
9780670023363
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
336 Pages
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BOND GIRL
Erin Duffy
When other little girls were dreaming about becoming doctors or lawyers, Alex Garrett set her sights on
conquering the high-powered world of Wall Street. And while she's prepared to fight her way into an elitist boys'
club, or duck the occasional errant football, she quickly realizes she's in over her head when she is relegated to
a kiddie-sized folding chair with her new moniker—Girlie—inscribed in whiteout across the back. No matter.
She’s determined she's got the stamina to make it in bond sales at Cromwell Pierce, one of The Street’s most
esteemed brokerage firms. Keeping her eyes on the prize, she’ll endure whatever menial, degrading tasks come
her way. Ignoring her friends’ pleas to quit, Alex excels (while learning how to roll with the punches and laugh at
herself) and soon advances from lowly analyst to slightly-less-lowly associate. Suddenly, she’s addressed by her
real name and the impenetrable boys’ club has transformed into thirty-eight older brothers and one possible
boyfriend. Then The Apocalypse hits. As her life on The Street falls into the depths of intolerable cruelty—both
personally and professionally—Alex is forced to choose between sticking with Cromwell Pierce as it teeters on
the brink of disaster and kicking off her Jimmy Choos to run for higher ground.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062065896
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
THE BOOK OF LOST FRAGRANCES
M.J. Rose

1st Printing 75,000
448 Pages

"The Book of Lost Fragrances by M.J. Rose is an amazing novel, an utterly engrossing thriller that weaves
together reincarnation, ancient Egypt, international intrigue, and a lost book of fragrances. Elegantly written, with
unforgettable characters and flawlessly realized international settings, here is a novel that will keep you up all
night--and leave you with powerful feelings of revelation, wonder, and the infinitude of human possibility." - New
York Times bestselling author Douglas Preston
FICTION
Atria Books
9780062065896
$27.99 HC
MARCH 2012
BORN TO DARKNESS
Suzanne Brockmann

416 Pages

In the not-too-distant future, the Obermeyer Institute (OI) has made a revolutionary discovery: With special
training, humans can tap into the brain's hidden powers (think telepathy, telekinetic powers, super strength, and
more). The training is strenuous, though, and it works only for those with natural potential. Tough girl Mac has
that potential, and she's a devoted member of the OI. But there's one rule she can't help but bend. Her boss
thinks celibacy is key to their work. Mac's learned differently—an active sexual life enhances her powers. And
when she meets Shane, a sexy former Navy SEAL, the sparks are instant. But after the two spend an amazing
night together, Mac finds out that Shane's a new recruit at the institute. How can she mix business and
pleasure?
MYSTERY
Ballantine Books
9780345521279
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
544 Pages
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BOSTON CREAM
Howard Shrier
David Fine is not the kind of guy to go missing. Or so his father tells Toronto PI Jonah Geller. A brilliant young
surgeon-in-training, David is devout and devoted to his parents—but hasn’t been seen since leaving the Boston
hospital where he worked two weeks ago. Still recovering from a severe concussion, Jonah and partner Jenn
Raudsepp soon find out that David fled for his life when a vicious Irish crime boss tried to abduct him. And that
he’s more likely dead than alive. Then Jenn joins the ranks of the missing, and Jonah needs help from former hit
man Dante Ryan and two local wiseguys as he races the clock to save her life, one step ahead of the Boston
law.
MYSTERY
Vintage Canada
9780307359568
$19.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
336 Pages

BREAKDOWN
Sara Paretsky
The latest in the New York Times bestselling V.I. Warshawski series pits the Chicago PI against a powerful
political pundit with serious connections and a complicated history he’ll do anything to protect.
MYSTERY
Putnam
9780399157837
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
432 Pages

BRIDGE OF DREAMS
Anne Bishop
When wizards threaten Glorianna Belladonna and her work to keep Ephemera balanced, her brother Lee
sacrifices himself in order to save her—and ends up an Asylum inmate in the city of Vision, far away from all he
knows. At the same time, a darkness is spreading through Vision—a darkness that hides its nature from the
Shamans who tend the city and its people. Danyal, one of the Shamans, oversees the Asylum. A man whose
heart is searching for its own dreams, he is intrigued by Lee’s ravings about Bridges and Landscapers and
wizards. With the help of Zhahar, a Handler with her own dark secrets, Lee’s body and mind improve, and his
words begin to make a terrible kind of sense—giving Danyal and Zhahar a glimpse of a world unlike anything
they have seen. As Danyal, Lee, and Zhahar work together to uncover the danger threatening Vision, they will be
forced to look beyond themselves—and within themselves—to discover who they are…and how dangerous they
can be.
FANTASY
Roc
9780451463814
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
448 Pages
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BROKEN LAND
Kathleen O. Gear
In this third book of the People of the Longhouse quartet, dangerous sorcerer Atotarho sets into motion a
cataclysmic battle that threatens to destroy the Iroquoian world. Only three people are brave enough to
challenge him: a disgraced warrior known as Sky Messenger; his friend War Chief Hiyawento; and a powerful
clan matron named Jigonsaseh. To stop the madman, they must find a way to bring five warring nations together.
By the author of The Dawn Country.
HISTORICAL FICTION
Tor Books
9780765326942
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages

BUDAPEST NOIR
Vilmos Kondor
A beautiful woman is found dead on the streets of 1930s Budapest, and crime reporter Zsigmond Gordon is
determined to follow his investigation through to the end as he uncovers a seedy underground crime syndicate
and its corrupt political patrons.
MYSTERY
Harper
9780061859397
$17.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
304 Pages

THE BUENOS AIRES QUINTET
Manuel V. Montalban
The Argentine army’s “Dirty War” disappeared 30,000 people in six years and the last thing Pepe Carvalho wants
is to investigate another vanished person, even if that missing person is his cousin. But blood proves thicker than
a fine Mendoza Cabernet Savignon even for a nihilistic gourmand like Pepe. Once there, he quickly learns that
“Buenos Aires is a beautiful city hell-bent on self destruction” and he’ll have to confront the traumas of
Argentina’s past head on if he wants to stay alive, and find his cousin. The Quintet is a moving psychological
travelogue inhabited by boxers, scholars, seductive semioticians and Borges and infused with the tango, music,
literature and, as always, divine cuisine.
MYSTERY
Melville International Crime
9781612190341
$16.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000
384 Pages
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THE BUNGALOW
Sarah Jio
In the summer of 1942, twenty-one-year-old Anne Calloway, newly engaged, sets off to serve in the Army Nurse
Corps on the Pacific island of Bora-Bora. More exhilarated by the adventure of a lifetime than she ever was by
her predictable fiancé, she is drawn to a mysterious soldier named Westry, and their friendship soon blossoms
into hues as deep as the hibiscus flowers native to the island. Under the thatched roof of an abandoned beach
bungalow, the two share a private world-until they witness a gruesome crime, Westry is suddenly redeployed,
and the idyll vanishes into the winds of war.
FICTION
Plume
9780452297678
$17.50 TP Original
APRIL 2012
BY BLOOD
Ellen Ullman

1st Printing 100,000
320 Pages

San Francisco in the 1970s. A disgraced professor takes an office in a downtown tower. But the walls are thin
and he’s distracted by voices from next door—his neighbor is a psychologist, and one of her patients dislikes the
hum of the white-noise machine. And so he begins to hear about the patient’s troubles. The professor is not just
absorbed but enraptured. And the further he is pulled into the patient’s recounting of her dramas—and the most
profound questions of her own identity—the more he needs the story to move forward. But he can’t let on that
he’s been eavesdropping, so he mocks up a reply from an adoption agency the patient has contacted and drops
it in the mail. Through the wall, he hears how his dear patient is energized by the news, and so is he. He
unearths more clues and invests more and more in this secret, fraught, triangular relationship. By the author of
The Bug.
FICTION
Farrar Straus & Giroux
9780374117559
$29.95 HC
MARCH 2012

400 Pages

CAPITOL MURDER
Phillip Margolin
Dana and Brad have overcome more than a few daunting challenges and powerful enemies to see justice done.
Against tremendous odds, they successfully unmasked a president’s involvement in serial murders. They also
saved the life of a Supreme Court justice while foiling a plot by rogue members of the CIA to fix a case headed
for the Court. Now, nefarious threats old and new are about to bring them together once again. As a group of
terrorists plot to blow up a football stadium, Clarence Little, the convicted serial killer from Executive Privilege,
escapes from death row.
MYSTERY
Harper
9780062069887
$33.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 150,000
352 Pages
LARGE PRINT
9780062107213 ($33.99)

AUDIO DISC
9780062119117 ($51.99)
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CARNIVAL FOR THE DEAD
David Hewson
It's February, and Carnival time in Venice. Bright blue skies and freezing temperatures welcome Teresa Lupo,
forensic pathologist to the Rome Questura, to the city. She is greeted off the vaporetto by an anonymous
masked man dressed as The Plague Doctor. Teresa has taken time out from her job to find her beloved
bohemian aunt Sofia who has mysteriously disappeared. There seem to be no clues as to her whereabouts, but
a visit to Sofia's very strange apartment in the Dorsoduro confirms Teresa's suspicions that all is not well. The
puzzle deepens when a letter reveals a piece of fiction in which both Sofia and Teresa appear. Even more
strange, are the links to Venetian culture which gradually begin to surface. Are the messages being sent by Sofia
herself? Her abductor? Or a third party seeking to help her unravel the mystery? The revelation when it comes is
as surprising and shocking as Sofia's fate. And Teresa herself comes to depend upon the unravelling of a
mystery wrapped deep inside the art and culture of Venice itself. By the author of The Fallen Angel.
MYSTERY
Macmillan
9780230755932
$25.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
300 Pages

CARPENTER
Matt Lennox
The Carpenter is set in a God-fearing small Ontario town in the 1980s, a town rife with secrets, grudges passed
through the generations and an undercurrent of criminal behaviour. Lee King, the carpenter, is returning after a
lengthy stay in maximum-security prison to a community that still recalls his horrendous crime. His mother is
dying, and he wants to see her and his sister Donna after so many years. But things are still not quite right in the
town as Stan Maitland, the retired cop, knows. Not only does he vividly remember Lee’s unexplained violence
from years before, he is also caught up in a mysterious new death. He has just found the body of a young
woman, Judy Lacroix, in a car at the abandoned drive-in on the edge of town. Stan can’t help getting involved,
though his policing days are long over. And what about Lee King—will he ever understand where his violent
streak comes from? When Lee finally faces who he is, the lives of his family are once again overturned.
FICTION
Phyllis Bruce Books
9781443407342
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
320 Pages
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CARRY THE ONE
Carol Anshaw
Carry the One begins in the hours following Carmen's wedding reception, when a car filled with stoned, drunk,
and sleepy guests accidently hits and kills a girl on a dark, country road. For the next twenty-five years, those
involved, including Carmen and her brother and sister, connect and disconnect and reconnect with each other
and their victim. As one character says, "When you add us up, you always have to carry the one." Through
friendships and love affairs; marriage and divorce; parenthood, holidays, and the modest tragedies and joys of
ordinary days, Carry the One shows how one life affects another and how those who thrive and those who selfdestruct are closer to each other than we'd expect. Deceptively short and simple in its premise, this novel
derives its power and appeal from the author's beautifully precise use of language; her sympathy for her very
recognizable, flawed characters; and her persuasive belief in the transforming forces of time and love.
FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781451636888
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012
THE CASE OF THE GENERAL'S THUMB
Andrei Kurkov

304 Pages

The corpse of a distinguished general is found attached to an advertising balloon—and minus his thumb. Police
Lieutenant Viktor Slutsky is sent in to investigate. So, too, is KGB officer Nik Tsensky. They begin their
investigations unbeknownst to each other, but quickly find themselves mystified about developments caused by
the other. Thus begins a comedy of very dangerous errors as the two crisscross Europe, Russia, and the
Ukraine, catalysts in a bizarre battle between the Russian and Ukrainian secret services. What ensues is
simultaneously hilarious, tragic, and suspenseful, with a fascinating cast of characters who would seem absurd if
they weren’t so compelling: a larger-than-life hitman, a deaf-and-dumb blonde, and a turtle. Then there’s the gun
that shoots backwards... And as the two faithful investigators find themselves to be pawns in a story of postSoviet collapse, it becomes—as usual in the work of this modern Russian master—an inspiring tale of resilience
against the dark forces of the day.
FICTION
Melville International Crime
9781612190600
$16.95 TP Original
APRIL 2012
THE CAT SITTER'S PAJAMAS
Blaize Clement

1st Printing 5000
192 Pages

Dixie is hired by Cupcake Trillin, a famous football player, to take care of his cats. When a celebrity fashion
model claims to be Cupcake’ s wife, Dixie knows she’s lying. Soon, Dixie is spun into the world of counterfeit
high fashion. When a valuable list of fake merchandise sellers goes missing, the criminals go after Dixie. The
seventh in this ever-popular cozy series, The Cat Sitter’s Pajamas will keep mystery buffs and pet lovers awake
long into the night.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312643133
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
272 Pages
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CAT'S CLAW
Susan W. Albert
Police Chief Sheila Dawson believes the death of Pecan Spring's computer guru, Larry Kirk, to be a suicide,
perhaps triggered by his painful divorce. Further investigation reveals that Kirk's death wasn't self-inflicted. And
the truth is reinforced by her friend China Bayles' news-Larry recently asked her for legal advice in regards to a
stalker. As a police chief in a male-dominated force, Sheila meets many challenges, especially when her theories
rock the boat in high profile cases like that of George Timms. He was caught breaking into Larry's computer
shop to steal his own computer back because of dangerous personal information it contained. Now that Larry is
dead, she's sure it's connected to the burglary. And she's also sure she'll get plenty of resistance on her
assessment... Timms's time to turn himself in to the police comes and goes, and he's nowhere to be found. In
her investigation, Sheila uncovers secrets, terrible secrets that would drive anyone to kill. So who then? It's up to
Sheila to prove she's got what it takes to hunt down the predator that's loose on the streets of Pecan Springs...
MYSTERY
Berkley
9780425245279
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012
CATCH ME
Lisa Gardner

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages

Detective D. D. Warren is hard to surprise. But a lone woman outside D.D.'s latest crime scene shocks her with a
remarkable proposition: Twenty-seven-year-old Charlene Rosalind Carter Grant believes she will be murdered in
four days. And she wants Boston's top detective to handle the death investigation. It will be up close and
personal. No evidence of forced entry, no sign of struggle. Charlie tells a chilling story: Each year at 8:00 p.m. on
February 21, a woman has died. The victims have been childhood best friends from a small town in New
Hampshire; the motive remains unknown. Now only the last friend remains to count down her final hours. But as
D.D. quickly learns, Charlie Grant has been preparing, and she doesn't plan on going down without a fight.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952763
$31.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
CELEBRITY IN DEATH
J.D. Robb

1st Printing 500,000
400 Pages

Lieutenant Eve Dallas is no party girl, but she’s managing to have a reasonably good time at the celebritypacked bash celebrating The Icove Agenda, a film based on one of her famous cases. It’s a little spooky seeing
the actress playing her, who looks almost like her long-lost twin. Not as unsettling, though, as seeing the actress
who plays Peabody—drowned in the lap pool on the roof of the director’s luxury building. Talented but rude, and
widely disliked, K. T. Harris had made an embarrassing scene during dinner. Now she’s at the center of a crime
scene—and Eve is more than ready to get out of her high heels and strap on her holster, to step into the role she
was born to play: cop.
MYSTERY
Putnam
9780399158308
$32.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 750,000
400 Pages
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THE CHASE
Diann Mills
To the FBI it's a cold case. To Kariss Walker it's a hot idea that could either reshape or ruin her writing career.
And it's a burning mission to revisit an event she can never forget. Five years ago, an unidentified little girl was
found starved to death in the woods behind a Houston apartment complex. A TV news anchor at the time, Kariss
reported on the terrifying case. Today, as a New York Times bestselling author, Kariss intends to turn the
unsolved mystery into a suspense novel. Enlisting the help of FBI Special Agent Tigo Harris, Kariss succeeds in
getting the case reopened. But the search for the dead girl's missing mother yields a discovery that plunges the
partners into a witch's brew of danger. The old crime lives on in more ways than either of them could ever
imagine. Will Kariss's pursuit of her dream as a writer carry a deadly price tag?
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310333173
$16.49 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 20,000
352 Pages

CHASING MIDNIGHT
Randy Wayne White
The stunning new Doc Ford novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Deep Shadow.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399158315
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 125,000
352 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760453 ($46.00)

CITY OF DRAGONS
Robin Hobb
Dragons once again inhabit the world of the Rain Wilds. But unlike their ancestors, these creatures are halfformed, flightless, and unable to feed or care for themselves. Their only hope for survival is to return to
Kelsingera, their ancient, mythical homeland. Helpless to make the dangerous trek along the toxic and
inhospitable Rain Wild River alone, the dragons are accompanied by a rag-tag group of human keepers.
Overcoming tragedy, hardship, fear, and mistrust, the dragons and humans form deep, abiding bonds that unite
them in unexpected ways.
FANTASY
Harper Voyager
9780061561634
$35.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages
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CLIVE BARKER'S HELLRAISER VOLUME TWO
Clive Barker
One of the greatest horror franchises of all time returns, now under the control of its original creator! Now
witness Barker's long-awaited return to tell a new chapter in the series' official continuity—a trajectory that will
forever change the Cenobites…and Pinhead! Kirsty Cotton faces her greatest foes…both new and old. One is
her greatest fear...Pinhead! But what could he have planned for her? The revelations in this volume will change
the world of Hellraiser forever!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Harper Voyager
9781608860876
$18.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 12,000
352 Pages

CLOUDBURST
V.C. Andrews
Since being taken in by wealthy Mrs. Jordan March and living in her exquisite home like a daughter, Sasha
Porter’s traumatic past—destitute on the streets, and the shattering accident that killed her mother—seems like a
fading nightmare. Beautiful and sophisticated, as bold and daring as her “sister,” Kiera March, Sasha still keeps
her mother’s wise words close to her heart: never fully trust anyone. Inside her privileged new world, it’s advice
that will prove more precious than gold ... Against the wishes of Jordan’s husband, Donald, Sasha attracts the
attention of Duane Banks, a shy, handsome athlete, and maneuvers her way into his heart. But Duane’s hidden
torment soon explodes in a horrific tragedy that pulls Sasha into a flood of guilt and despair. And when someone
she thought she could trust targets her vulnerability, Sasha recalls her mother’s warnings—and a violent storm of
dark deceptions and shocking family secrets is unleashed. Will she sink or swim?
FICTION
Gallery
9781439155042
$28.99 HC
OCTOBER 2011

416 Pages

CLOUDLAND
Joseph Olshan
Cloudland follows a semiretired journalist in Vermont who gets an itch to return to her investigative roots when
she stumbles upon the body of a victim of a serial killer. By the author of Clara’s Heart.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9781250000170
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages
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THE CODE
G.B. Joyce
Brad Shade has been just about everywhere hockey is played. He has ridden the buses in the minors, shared
dressing rooms with the legends of the game, closed bars with guys destined for the Hall of Fame, and dropped
the gloves with journeymen like himself who’ll never get near it. And even though he’s retired after fourteen years
of bouncing around the league with more losses than wins and his net worth eroding, he’s still living out of a
suitcase and still taking numbers. That’s his day job—scout for LA, where someone in management owes him a
favour from his playing days. But when the brutally murdered body of coaching legend Red Hanratty turns up in
the parking lot after an old-timers charity game (Shade goes scoreless, again), Shade’s job of scouting the local
phenom starts to overlap with investigating the killing of the kid’s grizzled old coach. When the killer goes after
Shade’s girlfriend, he finds out that guys don’t stay in the league because they’re good—they stick around
because they’re smart enough to know what needs to get done, and just ornery enough to actually do it.
MYSTERY
Putnam
9780670065950
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
352 Pages

CODE OF SILENCE
Tim Shoemaker
Telling the Truth Could Get Them Killed. Remaining Silent Could Be Worse.When Cooper, Hiro, and Gordy
witness a robbery that leaves a man in a coma, they find themselves tangled in a web of mystery and deceit that
threatens their lives. After being seen by the criminals---who may also be cops---Cooper makes everyone
promise never to reveal what they have seen. Telling the truth could kill them. But remaining silent means an
innocent man takes the fall and a friend never receives justice. Is there ever a time to lie? And what happens
when the truth is dangerous? The three friends, trapped in a code of silence, must face the consequences of
choosing right or wrong when both options have their price.
FICTION – CHRISTIAN
Harper
9780310726531
$16.49 HC
MARCH 2012
COLD COMFORT
Quentin Bates
Sergeant Gunnhildur, recently promoted from her post in rural Iceland to Reykjavík’s Serious Crime Unit, is
tasked with hunting down escaped convict Long Ommi, who has embarked on a spree of violent score-settling in
and around the city. Meanwhile, she’s also investigating the murder of a fitness guru in her own city-center
apartment. As Gunna delves into the cases, she unearths some unwelcome secrets and influential friends
shared by both guru and convict. Set in an Iceland plagued by an ongoing financial crisis, Gunna has to take
stock of the whirlwind changes that have swept through the country—and the fact that at the highest levels of
power, the system’s endemic corruption still leads, inevitably, to murder.
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616950545
$28.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
304 Pages
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COLTERS' DAUGHTER
Maya Banks
Callie Colter once chased sunsets all over the world. Until Max. Together they were a perfect storm of desire,
and she reveled in the beautiful burn. Then he disappeared, and the betrayal drove her home to lick her wounds.
Who knew he’d have the gall to show his face in her brother’s bar. Max Wilder figures he deserves Callie’s right
hook to the jaw, but it changes nothing. He had his reasons for pursuing her across Europe, for making her fall in
love with him. But when she took everything he gave and offered more, she changed all the rules. He had no
choice in leaving her, but he’s back. This time for the right reasons. Callie is angry and hurt, yet powerless
against Max’s relentless onslaught. He’ll settle for nothing less than her complete surrender—and her love. Only
when she’s back in his arms will he be truly happy. And the damning truth can stay safely tucked away. Except
the truth has a way of creeping to the surface, and now Max is out of second chances.
ROMANCE
Samhain Publishing
9781609283940
$17.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

240 Pages

COME HOME
Lisa Scottoline
By the author of Save Me and Look Again.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312380823
$31.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 300,000
384 Pages

THE COMEDY IS FINISHED
Donald E. Westlake
The year is 1977, and America is finally getting over the nightmares of Watergate and Vietnam and the national
hangover that was the 1960s. But not everyone is ready to let it go. Not aging comedian Koo Davis, friend to
generals and presidents and veteran of countless USO tours to buck up American troops in the field. And not the
five remaining members of the self-proclaimed People's Revolutionary Army, who've decided that kidnapping
Koo Davis would be the perfect way to bring their cause back to life... The final, previously unpublished novel
from the legendary Donald Westlake!
MYSTERY
Hard Case Crime
9780857684080
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
320 Pages
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COMMEDIA DELLA MORTE
Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
Chelsea Quinn Yarbro's modern classic, Hotel Transylvania, introduced the Count Saint-Germain and his
beloved, Madelaine de Montalia. The Count is one of the most critically-acclaimed vampire characters ever
created, with dedicated fans who have followed his adventures through more than twenty novels, dozens of
short stories, and thousands of years of human history. But of all the women the Count has loved, the most
popular is the beautiful, ever-youthful Madelaine. In Commedia della Morte, Saint-Germain learns that Madelaine
– now a vampire – has been arrested by France's Revolutionary Tribunal and is soon to lose her head.
Desperate to rescue her, the Count sneaks into France with a troupe of actors led by the glamorous Photine,
who soon becomes Saint-Germain's mistress. Photine's teenage son, driven by jealousy and revolutionary
fervor, betrays the Count. Now Saint-Germain's life, as well as Madelaine's, hangs in the balance.
FICTION
Tor Books
9780765331045
$34.50 HC
MARCH 2012
THE CONFESSION
Charles Todd

1st Printing 10,000
432 Pages

The Confession is historical crime fiction at its finest, continuing Charles Todd’s New York Times bestselling
mystery series featuring severely damaged British World War I veteran, and yet still astonishingly efficient
Scotland Yard inspector, Ian Rutledge. Todd’s troubled investigator wrestles with a startling and dangerous case
that reaches far into the past when a false confession from a man who is not who he claims to be leads to a
brutal murder. The Confession is a must-read for every fan of Elizabeth George, Martha Grimes, P.D. James,
Ruth Rendell, and Jacqueline Winspear, as post-war London’s best detective finds himself ensnared in a dark
and deadly investigation that unearths shocking small town secrets dating back more than a century.
MYSTERY
William Morrow
9780062015662
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

352 Pages

COOKING THE BOOKS
Kerry Greenwood
Corinna Chapman, talented baker and reluctant investigator, is trying very hard to do nothing at all on her
holidays. Her gorgeous Daniel is only intermittently at her side (he's roaming the streets tracking down a multithousand dollar corporate theft). Jason, her baking offsider, has gone off to learn how to surf. And Kylie and
Goss are fulfilling their lives' ambition auditioning for a soapie. It should be a time of quiet reflection for Corinna
but quiet reflection doesn't seem to suit her - she's bored. Scenting a whiff of danger, Corinna accepts an offer
from a caterer friend to do the baking for the film set of a new soap called 'Kiss the Bride'. The soapie in which
Kylie and Goss have parts. Twists and turns and complications that could only happen to Corinna ensue
involving, bizarrely, nursery rhymes and a tiger called Tabitha. While on the other side of town, a young woman
is being unmercifully bullied by her corporate employers - employers who spend a lot of time cooking the books.
MYSTERY
Poisoned Pen Press
9781590589823
$31.95 HC
MARCH 2012

250 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9781590589830 ($28.95)
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THE COVE
Ron Rash
In their little cabin set in the shadow of a deep cove, Laurel Shelton and her brother Hank have built a home. The
locals whisper about the cove being cursed and perhaps it is: good fortune rarely seems to wind its way down
the long overgrown trail that leads to their clearing in the woods. One day the course of both their lives seems
altered when Laurel happens upon a stranger hiding among the trees. With only a simple haversack of worldly
belongings, the alluring and mysterious Walter is soon drawn in to life in the cove, helping Hank on the farm and
bringing Laurel the only real comfort she has ever known. But as soon as the dark cloud hanging over the cove
finally begins to lift, a secret is uncovered that threatens to shatter their newly found happiness. As their
neighbours begin to stoke a fire of rage against the cove and its inhabitants, Laurel, Hank and Walter come to
understand the terrible danger they are in ...A breathtaking, lyrical novel with a profoundly moving love story at
its heart, The Cove confirms Ron Rash as a masterful novelist at the height of his powers.
FICTION
Ecco
9780061804199
$33.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
272 Pages

COVENANT OF WAR
Cliff Graham
The year is 993 BC. After years of bloody civil war, Eleazar son of Dodai, one of King David's most elite warriors,
wants nothing more than to finally live peacefully in the land. But on the plains near the Great Sea, a terrifying
army of Philistines has mobilized to crush the Hebrew tribes once and for all. In the sun-drenched valleys and
dark forests of the hill country, Eleazar and his warriors make their stand against Israel's deadliest enemy. The
fate of an entire nation rests on the courage of a small band of heroes known as the Mighty Men. In a land torn
by conflict, depleted by drought and threatened by treachery, the horrors and heroism of the ancient battlefields
come to life. Covenant of War is the second book in the Lion of War series---the intense, gritty, and stylistic
portrayal of the Mighty Men of Israel, a rag-tag band of warriors who came to King David in his most desperate
hour and fought with him while he claimed the throne he was destined to fill. Their legendary deeds are recorded
in 2 Samuel 23 and 1 Chronicles 11.
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310331865
$16.49 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
368 Pages

CROMWELL'S BLESSING
Peter Ransley
The price for a country. The price for a King. The price for a marriage. The second book in the Tom Neave
Trilogy, set in England of 1647.
FICTION – HISTORICAL
Harper Collins
9780007312382
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000
432 Pages
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CROSSED VOLUME THREE: Psychopath
David Lapham
In one terrifying moment, civilization crumbled. An outbreak of insanity swept across the planet, turning millions
of people into the scarred homicidal maniacs known as “the Crossed.” For one small band of survivors, the
discovery of a starving, injured man in the desert seems like an unexpected blessing. He knows where they
could be safe: the location of the last holdout of the scientific community, where the military offers protection and
the cure to the Crossed plague is being developed. But Harold Lorre is not the savior they hope him to be. He’s
a calculating, lethal man whose mind was dangerously unhinged even before the world went mad. Surrounded
by marauding hordes, their nerves shattered by unending fear, the group fall victim to the manipulations and
deadly perversions of a psychopath. Writer David Lapham, the critically acclaimed creator of Stray Bullets,
returns to the universe of Crossed with a descent into evil so far beyond what you could possibly imagine.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Avatar Press
9781592911530
$33.99 HC
MAY 2012

1st Printing 5000
176 Pages

CROWN IMPERILED: Chaoswar Saga Volume Two
Raymond E. Feist
“With his storytelling mastery and ear for colorful language and nuance, the author of numerous books set in the
dual worlds of Midkemia and Kelewan here launches a series that takes his fantasy universe into a whole new
phase. ” — Library Journal. By the author of A Kingdom Besieged.
FANTASY
Harper Voyager
9780061468414
$35.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages

D.C. DEAD
Stuart Woods
A new addition to the bestselling Stone Barrington series, including Bel Air Dead.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399157660
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 400,000
304 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760439 ($34.50)
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DAEMON PRISM
Carol Berg
Dante the necromancer is the most reviled man in Sabria, indicted by for crimes against the living and the dead.
He salves bitterness with a magical puzzle - a desperate soldier's dream of an imprisoned sorceress and a
faceted glass that can grant one's utmost desires. But the dream is a seductive trap. Haunted, blind, driven to
the verges of the world, Dante must risk everything he values to unravel a mystery of ancient magic, sacred
legend, and the truth of the divine...
FICTION
Roc
9780451464347
$18.50 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
496 Pages

DANCING ON BROKEN GLASS
KA Hancock
Lucy Houston and Mickey Chandler probably shouldn't have fallen in love, let alone gotten married. They're both
plagued with faulty genes—he has bipolar disorder, and she has a ravaging family history of breast cancer. But
when their paths cross on the night of Lucy's twenty-first birthday, sparks fly, and there's no denying their
chemistry. Cautious every step of the way, they are determined to make their relationship work—and they put it
all in writing. Mickey promises to take his medication. Lucy promises not to blame him for what is beyond his
control. He promises honesty. She promises patience. Like any marriage, they have good days and bad days—
and some very bad days. In dealing with their unique challenges, they make the heartbreaking decision not to
have children. But when Lucy shows up for a routine physical just shy of their eleventh anniversary, she gets an
impossible surprise that changes everything. Everything. Suddenly, all their rules are thrown out the window, and
the two of them must redefine what love really is.
FICTION
Gallery Books
9781451637373
$17.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012
DARK VICTORY
Michele Lang

352 Pages

Magda Lazarus was a reluctant witch until the dire threat of Nazi Germany convinced her to assume the mantle
of her family’s ancient powers. But though this young, beautiful Jewish woman has fought off Hitler’s SS
werewolves and the demon who would rule through the Führer, she has been unable to prevent the outbreak of
World War II. As long as Magda can summon spirits, there is still a chance to save people from the dire threat of
the Holocaust. Her family’s guardian angel, Raziel, stands beside her in the battle against the human and
supernatural forces of evil arrayed against her people and all of Europe. As the Nazis prepare to invade Poland,
Magda and her beloved Raziel marshal their own army, a supernatural force that will battle Hitler’s minions to the
death…or beyond.
FICTION
Tor Books
9780765330451
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
320 Pages
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THE DARKENING FIELD
William Ryan
Captain Alexei Korolev, unwavering in his outward party loyalty but internally conflicted, a dedicated policeman
caught in terrifying circumstances, is one of the most intriguing figures in crime fiction since his literary ancestor
Martin Cruz Smith’s Arkady Renko. Now it is 1937, Russia, and Korolev finds himself on an airplane bound for
Odessa after the suspicious suicide there of Maria Alexandrovna Lenskaya, a loyal young party member who
had an intimate relationship with the party director, with instructions to find her killer and keep her ties to the
director under wraps. In Odessa, the girl was working on the set of a movie subsidized by the state, and between
all those involved in the production, her journalist boyfriend, and nosy locals, there is a large pool of suspects.
Korolev finds help from several quarters, including his writer friend Isaac Babel and an ambitious young local
policewoman, but also Kolya, the head of Moscow’s thieves, whose appearance in Odessa comes as quite a
shock. But it is not as surprising as the treasonous plot Korolev uncovers in this second gripping, devastatingly
true-to-life thriller from William Ryan.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312586515
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
320 Pages

DARKER AFTER MIDNIGHT
Lara Adrian
The climactic novel in Lara Adrian's bestselling Midnight Breed series Darker After Midnight invites readers to
enter a thrillingly sensual world where danger meets desire.
MYSTERY
Delacorte Press
9780345530875
$27.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
384 Pages

THE DARLINGS
Cristina Alger
Now that he's married to Merrill Darling, daughter of billionaire financier Carter Darling, attorney Paul Ross has
grown accustomed to New York society and all of its luxuries: a Park Avenue apartment, weekends in the
Hamptons, bespoke suits. When Paul loses his job, Carter offers him the chance to head the legal team at his
hedge fund. Thrilled with his good fortune in the midst of the worst financial downturn since the Great
Depression, Paul accepts the position. But Paul's luck is about to shift: a tragic event catapults the Darling family
into the media spotlight, a regulatory investigation, and a red-hot scandal with enormous implications for
everyone involved. Suddenly, Paul must decide where his loyalties lie-will he save himself while betraying his
wife and in-laws or protect the family business at all costs?
FICTION
Pamela Dorman Books
9780670023271
$31.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages
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DAUGHTERS
Elizabeth Buchan
By the author of Separate Beds.
FICTION
Penguin Books
9780718157999
$16.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000

DEAD ISLAND
Mark Morris
Welcome to Banoi, a tropical island where you can leave the stresses of the world behind. The Royal Palms
Resort offers its guests from around the world the ultimate in luxury and relaxation, a holiday paradise where
your dreams should come true—but where a nightmare is about to begin. A mysterious epidemic has suddenly,
and without warning, broken out across the island. The local islanders, hotel guests, and workers alike are struck
down—only to rise again, craving the flesh and the blood of the still living. For four of the vacationers and a
handful of others scattered around Banoi who are seemingly unaffected by the plague, they must face the awful,
terrifying reality of a zombie apocalypse. Now there is only one thing left to do: survive. Welcome to Dead Island
—a paradise to die for. Based on the terrifying new video game.
MYSTERY
Transworld Publishers
9780857501035
$18.95 TP Original
OCTOBER 2011

336 Pages

DEAD MAN UPRIGHT
Derek Raymond
The fifth and final book in the author’s acclaimed Factory Series was published just after Derek Raymond’s
death, and so didn’t get the kind of adulatory attention the previous four titles in the series got. The book has
been unavailable for so long that many of Derek Raymond’s rabid fans aren’t even aware there is a fifth book.
But Dead Man Upright may be the most psychologically probing book in the series. Unlike the others, it’s not so
much an investigation into the identity of a killer, but a chase to catch him before he kills again. Meanwhile, the
series’ hero—the nameless Sargent from the “Unexplained Deaths” department—is facing more obstacles in the
department, due to severe budget cutbacks, than he’s ever faced before. However, this time, the Sargent knows
the identity of the next victim of the serial killer in question. But even the Sargent’s brutally blunt way of speaking
can’t convince the besotted victim, and he’s got to convince a colleague to go against orders and join him in the
attempt to catch the killer... before it’s too late.
MYSTERY
Melville International Crime
9781612190624
$16.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000
224 Pages
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DEADER HOMES AND GARDENS
William Ryan
A new Claire Malloy mystery from the author of Closely Akin to Murder and Busy Body.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312363628
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
320 Pages

DEATH AT THE JESUS HOSPITAL
David Dickinson
Three men are found with their throats cut, and all are connected in some way to an ancient City of London livery
company, the Silkworkers. Lord Powerscourt has no shortage of suspects or suspicions. The first victim had
shadowy links with the Secret Service. The second had wiped fifteen years out of his own past. The third, a man
who collected women at church during Christmas Carol services, had been threatened by angry husbands and
disinherited sons. All the victims had been opposed to the reorganization of the Silkworkers' finances and,
interestingly, Sir Peregrine Fishborne, the head of the Silkworkers, was present just before each victim's death.
Lord knows that the key to solving the mystery lies in the strange markings found on the bodies, which no
coroners can identify.
MYSTERY
Soho Constable
9781616950842
$28.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 10,000

DEATH COMES SILENTLY: A Death on Demand Mystery
Carolyn Hart
Winter has arrived in Broward's Rock, South Carolina, and business has slowed for Annie Darling, owner of
mystery bookstore Death on Demand. So when the island's resident writer publishes the latest in her popular
mystery series, Annie jumps at the chance to host a book signing, even though it conflicts with her shift at the
local charity shop, Better Tomorrow. Luckily, fellow volunteer Gretchen Burkholt agrees to sub for her. The
signing goes well, but Gretchen interrupts the event multiple times, leaving voice mails about scandalous news
she's dying to share. Even though Gretchen tends to be excitable, Annie heads over to Better Tomorrow, where
she finds Gretchen dead on the floor, an axe by her side. Annie enlists the help of her husband, Max, to piece
together a puzzle involving an overturned kayak, a stolen motorboat, a troubled love affair, and a reckless
teenager. And she must tread carefully in her investigation, because a killer is on the loose, and that killer works
well in the foggy days of winter...
MYSTERY
Berkley
9780425245705
$29.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
288 Pages
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DEATH OF AN ARTIST
Kate Wilhelm
Silver Bay, Oregon, a small coastal resort town with nearly a thousand residents, is home to three generations of
women: Marnie, the long-widowed owner of a small gift shop; Van, her granddaughter who is about to graduate
medical school; and Stef, mercurial, difficult, and a brilliant artist who refuses to sell her work. When Stef
discovers that Dale Oliver-the latest husband/paramour in a very long line-is trying to sell her work behind her
back, she puts a stop to it and threatens to do the same to him. Shortly thereafter, Stef dies in an accident in her
studio, and Dale shows up with a signed contract granting him the right to sell her work. Convinced that Stef was
murdered in order to steal her artwork, Marie and Van-grandmother and granddaughter-decide to do whatever is
necessary to see that Dale doesn't get away with any of it. And the new stranger in town, Tony, a former New
York City cop, who might be the only one who can prove it was murder and bring the killer to justice.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312658618
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012
THE DEMI MONDE: WINTER
Rod Rees

1st Printing 30,000
304 Pages

In the Demi-Monde, author Rod Rees has conjured up a terrifying virtual reality, a world dominated by history’s
most ruthless and bloodthirsty psychopaths—from Holocaust architect Reinhard Heydrich to Torquemada, the
Spanish Inquisition’s pitiless torturer, to Josef Stalin’s bloodthirsty right-hand man/monster, the infamous Beria.
The Demi-Monde: Winter kicks off a brilliant, high concept series that blends science fiction and thriller,
steampunk and dystopian vision.
SCIENCE FICTION
William Morrow
9780062070340
$34.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011
DEMON LOVER
Juliet Dark

1st Printing 50,000
528 Pages

Since accepting a teaching position at remote Fairwick College in upstate New York, Callie McFay has
experienced the same disturbingly erotic dream every night: A mist enters her bedroom, then takes the shape of
a virile, seductive stranger who proceeds to ravish her in the most toe-curling, wholly satisfying ways possible.
Perhaps these dreams are the result of writing her bestselling book, The Sex Lives of Demon Lovers. After all,
Callie’s lifelong passion is the intersection of lurid fairy tales and Gothic literature—which is why she finds herself
at Fairwick’s renowned folklore department, living in a once-stately Victorian house that, at first sight, seemed to
call her name. But Callie soon realizes that her dreams are alarmingly real. She has a demon lover—an incubus
—and he will seduce her, pleasure her, and eventually suck the very life from her. Then Callie makes another
startling discovery: He’s not the only mythical creature in Fairwick. As the tenured witches of the college and the
resident fairies in the surrounding woods prepare to cast out the incubus, Callie must accomplish something
infinitely more difficult—banishing this demon lover from her heart.
ROMANCE
Ballantine Books
9780345510082
$17.00 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 50,000
432 Pages
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THE DESCENDANTS
Kaui Hart Hemmings
Fortunes have changed for the King family, descendants of Hawaiian royalty and one of the state’s largest
landowners. Matthew King’s daughters—Scottie, a feisty ten-year-old, and Alex, a seventeen-year-old recovering
drug addict—are out of control, and their charismatic, thrill-seeking mother, Joanie, lies in a coma after a boatracing accident. She will soon be taken off life support. As Matt gathers his wife’s friends and family to say their
final goodbyes, a difficult situation is made worse by the sudden discovery that there’s one person who hasn’t
been told: the man with whom Joanie had been having an affair. Forced to examine what they owe not only to
the living but to the dead, Matt, Scottie, and Alex take to the road to find Joanie’s lover, on a memorable journey
that leads to unforeseen humor, growth, and profound revelations. Now a major motion picture starring George
Clooney.
FICTION
Random House
9780812982954
$17.00 TP Original
NOVEMBER 2011
A DEVIL IS WAITING
Jack Higgins

1st Printing 250,000
320 Pages

The President is coming to London, but not to an entirely warm welcome. A fanatical mullah is offering a blessing
to anyone who will assassinate the President, and though most London Muslims think the mullah has crossed
the line, a few think otherwise. Urgently, Sean Dillon, General Charles Ferguson, and the rest of the small band
known as the "Prime Minister's private army" are called in, augmented by an extraordinary new recruit, an
intelligence captain and Afghan war hero named Sara Gideon. She has her own deep contacts, but the more she
investigates, the more she discovers herself in a very dark place indeed.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399158094
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
THE DEVIL WILL COME
Glenn Cooper

1st Printing 200,000
336 Pages

Elisabetta Celestino, a brilliant young archaeologist at work in Rome’s ancient catacombs, has discovered a
unique pattern of astrological symbols on an underground wall. She feels sure that evidence of a previously
unknown pre-Christian sect lies in an adjacent chamber, and is devastated when the Vatican refuses to support
her excavation effort. Ten years later, a cave-in damages the vault, revealing a chamber full of human skeletons
that share a disturbing anatomical feature. Elisabetta has joined an Augustinian order following the tragic end of
her academic career, but unexpectedly finds herself in a race to solve the secret of the catacomb and prevent an
apocalyptic event that threatens the future of humankind. Moving between present-day Europe, 1st-century
Rome and Elizabethan England, The Devil Will Come is an exhilarating tale of a battle between the forces of
good and evil that has been fought in the shadows through the centuries and across continents—and that both
sides are willing to kill to keep secret.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781554688074
$21.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 12,500 in Canada
416 Pages
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THE DEVIL'S ODDS
Milton T. Burton
December, 1942. Texas Ranger Virgil Tucker receives a plea for protection from Madeline Kimbell, a terrified
young woman who witnessed a crime. Keeping Madeline safe from the men who want to hurt her turns out to be
harder than he imagined. When a prominent attorney is murdered, Virgil is drawn into the dangerous world of the
New Orleans Mafia as the top mob bosses try to take over alveston's gambling empire. Chockfull of Southern
charm, this book is perfect for fans of historical mysteries and for anyone who loves Texas.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312643355
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
288 Pages

THE DIME MUSEUM MURDERS
Daniel Stashower
New York City. 1897. Young Harry Houdini is struggling to make it in the brutal entertainment business, when
detectives call on him to attempt the most amazing feat of his fledgling career: solve the mystery of a toy tycoon
murdered in his posh Fifth Avenue mansion. It's a challenge which Harry -- never at a loss for self-confidence -is more than willing to accept. The first in a series of Harry Houdini Mysteries from award-winning author Daniel
Stashower!
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857682840
$10.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2011

1st Printing 10,000
256 Pages

THE DOG WHO DANCED
Susan Wilson
"My name is Justine Meade and in my forty-three years there have only been a handful of people that I have
loved. No, that's an exaggeration. Two. Two that I lost because of stupidity and selfishness. One was my son.
The other was my dog." If there's been a theme in Justine Meade's life, it's loss. Her mother, her home, even her
son. The one bright spot in her loss-filled life, the partner she could always count on, was Mack, her gray and
black Sheltie - that is, until she is summoned back to her childhood home after more than twenty years away. Ed
and Alice Parmalee are mourning a loss of their own. Seven years after their daughter was taken from them,
they're living separate lives together. Dancing around each other, and their unspeakable heartbreak, unable to
bridge the chasm left between them. Fiercely loyal, acutely perceptive and guided by a herd dog's instinct, Mack
has a way of bringing out the best in his humans. Whether it's a canine freestyle competition or just the ebb and
flow of a family's rhythms, it's as though the little Shetland Sheepdog was born to bring people together. The Dog
Who Danced is his story, one that will surely dance its way into your heart.
FICTION
Minotaur Books
9780312674991
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 150,000
320 Pages
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DOLLED UP FOR MURDER
Jane K. Cleland
On a sparkling spring day in the cozy coastal town of Rocky Point, New Hampshire, with the lilacs in full bloom
and the wisteria hanging low, antiques dealer Josie Prescott is showing a stellar doll collection she's just
acquired to Alice Michaels, the queen of the local investment community. Moments later, Josie watches in horror
as Alice is shot and killed. Within hours, one of Josie's employees, Eric, is kidnapped. The kidnapper's ransom
demand is simple-he wants the doll collection. Working against the clock with the local police chief, Josie
discovers that the dolls hold secrets that will save Eric and uncover the truth behind Alice's murder.
MYSTERY
1st Printing 20,000
Minotaur Books
304 Pages
9781250001849
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012
DORCHESTER TERRACE: A Charlotte and Thomas Pitt Novel
Anne Perry
Thomas Pitt, once a lowly policeman, is now the powerful head of Britain’s Special Branch, and some people
fear that he may have been promoted beyond his abilities. He, too, feels painful moments of self-doubt,
especially as rumors reach him of a plot to blow up connections on the Dover-London rail line—on which
Austrian duke Alois Habsburg is soon to travel to visit his royal English kin. Meanwhile, in a London sickroom, an
old Italian woman—at the end of a romantic career as a revolutionary spy—is terrified that as she sinks into
dementia, she may divulge secrets that can kill. And a beautiful young Croatian woman, married to a British
power broker, hoards her own mysteries. Apparently all roads lead to the Continent, and Pitt suspects that
between them these two fascinating women could tell him things he desperately needs to know. But as the hours
tick by, it seems that the only woman Pitt can count on is his clever wife, Charlotte.
MYSTERY
Ballantine Books
9780345510624
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012
DOWNFALL: An Intervention Novel
Terri Blackstock

1st Printing 45,000
336 Pages

Emily Covington has turned her life around after a drug addiction, but her family still has trouble trusting her.
Though Emily has committed herself to a year-long treatment program and has been sober for almost a year
beyond that, even her mother walks on egg shells around her, fearing she'll relapse. After her behavior during
her drug years, Emily realizes she has a lot to prove. When police discover a home-made bomb under Emily's
car, and she then learns the wife of one of her friends was murdered that same morning, she knows things are
deadly serious. But who wants Emily dead? And why? A conversation she had with two men, an Alfred Hitchcock
movie, and a plan for a double-murder all conspire for one explosive ride ... and Emily is the only one who can
identify the killer and save the life of the next potential victim. As she frantically works to solve this ever more
complicated puzzle, Emily finds herself playing right into the killer's hands.
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310331483
$21.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

352 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780310289258 ($21.99)
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THE DRESSMAKER
Kate Alcott
Tess, an aspiring seamstress, thinks she's had an incredibly lucky break when she is hired by famous designer
Lady Lucile Duff Gordon to be a personal maid on the Titanic's doomed voyage. Once on board, Tess catches
the eye of two men, one a roughly-hewn but kind sailor and the other an enigmatic Chicago millionaire. But on
the fourth night, disaster strikes. Amidst the chaos and desperate urging of two very different suitors, Tess is one
of the last people allowed on a lifeboat. Tess’s sailor also manages to survive unharmed, witness to Lady Duff
Gordon’s questionable actions during the tragedy. Others—including the gallant Midwestern tycoon—are not so
lucky. On dry land, rumors about the survivors begin to circulate, and Lady Duff Gordon quickly becomes the
subject of media scorn and later, the hearings on the Titanic. Set against a historical tragedy but told from a
completely fresh angle, The Dressmaker is an atmospheric delight filled with all the period's glitz and glamour, all
the raw feelings of a national tragedy and all the contradictory emotions of young love.
FICTION
Doubleday
9780385535588
$27.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2011

1st Printing 75,000
256 Pages

THE DROWNING
Camilla Lackberg
Swedish crime sensation and No. 1 international bestseller, Camilla Lackberg's new psychological thriller - for
fans of Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo Christian Thydell has been receiving anonymous threats since he began
writing his novel The Mermaid. When one message, secreted within a bouquet of flowers, causes him to
collapse at the launch party, crime writer Erica Falck is compelled to investigate. Erica's husband detective Patrik
Hedstrom, meanwhile, is puzzled by the disappearance of Christian's friend Magnus Kjellner four months
previously. When a body is found frozen in the sea near Fjallbacka, he has a murder enquiry on his hands
Someone carries an intense hatred for Christian and his circle, and they won't hesitate to turn their threats into a
reality. Clues in his debut novel The Mermaid point to a horrific secret buried deep in his past. One that someone
will go to any lengths to keep hidden!
MYSTERY
Harper Collins
9780007419517
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

400 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780007443741 ($32.99)

DUBIOUS ALLEGIANCE
Don Gutteridge
This is the fourth novel in the action-packed Marc Edwards mysteries, set during the rebellions of 1830s Upper
Canada. A follow-up to Turncoat, Solemn Vows, and Vital Secrets.
FICTION
Touchstone
9781439163726
$19.99 TP Original
MAY 2012

352 Pages
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DYING IN THE WOOL
Frances Brody
Take one quiet Yorkshire Village, add a measure of mystery, a sprinkling of scandal and Kate Shackleton amateur sleuth extraordinaire!Bridgestead is a quiet village: a babbling brook, rolling hills and a working mill at its
heart. Pretty and remote, nothing exceptional happens, except for the day when Joshua Braithwaite goes
missing in dramatic circumstances, never to be heard of again.Now Joshua's daughter is getting married and
wants one last attempt at finding her father. Has he run off with his mistress, or was he murdered for his
mounting coffers? Kate Shackleton has always loved solving puzzles. So who better to get to the bottom of
Joshua's mysterious disappearance? But as Kate taps into the lives of the Bridgestead dwellers, she opens
cracks that some would kill to keep closed...
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312622398
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 20,000
368 Pages

EASY MONEY
Jens Ladipus
A chilling novel from the author of the Stockholm Noir Trilogy, including Life Deluxe.
MYSTERY
Macmillan
9780230761100
$19.99 TP Orginal
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
400 Pages

ELEGY FOR EDDIE
Jacqueline Winspear
Early April, 1933. To the costermongers of Covent Garden—peddlers selling fruit and vegetables on the streets
of London—Eddie Pettit was kindness itself. A little “slow,” he was a gentle soul, more boy than man, with a gift
for calming the most challenging horse. His recent death in a violent accident has shocked his friends and
neighbors. They believe Eddie was the victim of foul play, but the police won’t investigate. Their only hope of
finding the truth is Maisie Dobbs.Maisie has known these men from childhood when her father, Frankie, worked
alongside them. Determined to do right by Eddie, she plunges into the investigation. The search for answers
begins amid the working-class streets of Lambeth, where Eddie lived. But before long, Maisie is following
threads of intrigue to a powerful press baron, a “has been” politician lingering in the hinterlands of power named
Winston Churchill, and to the doorstep of a writer who is also the husband of her dearest friend, Priscilla.
MYSTERY
Harper
9780062049575
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
978062128416 ($33.99)
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ELRIC: THE BALANCE LOST
Michael Moorcock
Signs appear throughout the Multiverse that the Cosmic Balance is in peril, and the Eternal Champion is caught
in the crosshairs! Across worlds, Elric, Hawkmoon and Corum begin to face the force that threatens to
overpower them all, while Eric Beck, a modern-day video game designer, must acknowledge that his reoccurring
dreams of a Pale Prince aren’t all in his head... Join New York Times bestseller Chris Roberson (SUPERMAN,
iZOMBIE, STAN LEE'S STARBORN) as he teams up with legendary fantasy author Michael Moorcock to bring
Elric back to comic books in an original ongoing series! See why Neil Gaiman called Moorcock “my model for
what a writer was” while Warren Ellis said he is one of the “eight core sites in my creative genome.”
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860487
$18.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 17,000
128 Pages

EMPRESS OF THE SEVEN HILLS
Kate Quinn
Powerful, prosperous, and expanding ever farther into the untamed world, the Roman Empire has reached its
zenith under the rule of the beloved Emperor Trajan. But neither Trajan nor his reign can last forever... Brash and
headstrong, Vix is a celebrated ex-gladiator returned to Rome to make his fortune. The sinuous, elusive Sabina
is a senator's daughter who craves adventure. Sometimes lovers, sometimes enemies, Vix and Sabina are
united by their devotion to Trajan. But others are already maneuvering in the shadows. Trajan's ambitious
Empress has her own plans for Sabina. And the aristocratic Hadrian-the Empress's ruthless protégé and Vix's
mortal enemy-has ambitions he confesses to no one, ambitions rooted in a secret prophecy. When Trajan falls,
the hardened soldier, the enigmatic empress, the adventurous girl, and the scheming politician will all be caught
in a deadly whirlwind of desire and death that may seal their fates, and that of the entire Roman Empire...
HISTORICAL FICTION
Berkley
9780425242025
$17.50 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages

ENCHANTED AGAIN
Robin D. Owens
A new romantic fantasy from the author of Heart Mate and Enchanted No More.
ROMANCE
Luna
9780373803415
$17.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

384 Pages
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EXIT PLAN
Larry Bond
Jerry Mitchell is on exercises off the coast of Pakistan when his submarine is ordered to a rendezvous off the
Iranian coast. Once there, disembarked SEALs, experts in seaborne commando operations, are to extract two
Iranian nationals who have sensitive information on Iran's nuclear weapons program. But while en route, the
ASDS minisub suffers a battery fire, killing one crew member and forcing the rest of the occupants, four SEALs
and LCDR Mitchell, to scuttle their disabled craft and swim for shore. There they find the two Iranians waiting for
them, but their attempts at returning to Michigan are thwarted by heavy Iranian patrol boat activity. When agents
of Iran's secret police, VEVAK, appear, escape seems all but impossible. As each attempt falls apart, time and
options are quickly running outO And when they find themselves surrounded by Iranian Revolutionary Guards
Corp troops, they create on a bold plan to escape by sea. It's a desperate gamble, but it's the only way to get the
proof of the Iranian plot to the USO and prevent a devastating new war.
FICTION
Forge Books
9780765331465
$31.00 HC
APRIL 2012
THE EXPATS
Chris Pavone

1st Printing 20,000
432 Pages

“I often thought I was reading the early works of Ken Follett, Frederick Forsyth, and Robert Ludlum. Smart,
clever suspense, skillfully plotted—The Expats is a lot of fun to read.” —John Grisham
FICTION
Crown
9780307956354
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012
THE EXTERMINATORS
Bill Fitzhugh

1st Printing 100,000
336 Pages

All Bob Dillon ever wanted was a truck with a big fiberglass bug on the roof. All he had to do was survive a half
dozen assassination attempts, pull a ten million dollar con on a Bolivian drug lord, and then fall off the face of
the earth with his family and his new best friend, Klaus. Six years later, in The Exterminators, they surface in
Oregon where they continue Bob's work creating an all-natural means of pest control. But now, instead of
cross-breeding different strains of assassin bugs, they're using advanced gene sequencers to consolidate the
perfect insect-killing-traits into one deadly bug. Only one problem: all this serious DNA tampering is expensive
and they're running low on funds. The venture capital outfit that wants to invest turns out to be a front for
DARPA (the Department of Defense agency charged with R&D for exotic weapons). It seems the U.S.
Government wants to enlist Bob, Klaus, and the bugs in the War on Terror. Oh, and did we mention unlimited
funding? An offer too good to refuse, they move to Los Angeles and get to work. Things go swimmingly until
that Bolivian drug lord discovers he was conned out of his ten million. Vowing revenge, he offers twenty million
to whoever kills Bob and Klaus. Some of the world's best assassins descend on Hollywood. It's a battle pitting
the far right against the far left with Bob stuck in the middle and subjected to some serious post-9/11 thinking.
MYSTERY
Poisoned Pen Press
9781590585405
$31.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

250 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9781590585412 ($28.95)
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FACE THIEF
Eli Gottlieb
Author of the New York Times Notable Book The Boy Who Went Away—winner of the Rome Prize and the
British Society of Authors’ McKitterick Prize—Eli Gottlieb returns with The Face Thief. A powerfully dark and
gripping tale of two men obsessed with one very charismatic, very damaged woman who’s determined to con
from each of them everything she needs to survive, The Face Thief offers highest quality psychological
suspense—an ideal follow up to the author’s masterful Now You See Him. A writer who can do no wrong, Eli
Gottlieb shines with The Face Thief—an effective, provocative, and all around extraordinary novel, written with
the literary flair and power of Ian McEwan and rich in its searing portraits of fallible lovers and marriages under
siege.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061735059
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
256 Pages

FAIR GAME
Patricia Briggs
They say opposites attract. And in the case of werewolves Anna Latham and Charles Cornick, they mate. The
son-and enforcer-of the leader of the North American werewolves, Charles is a dominant alpha. While Anna, an
omega, has the rare ability to calm others of her kind. Now that the werewolves have revealed themselves to
humans, they can't afford any bad publicity. Infractions that could have been overlooked in the past must now be
punished, and the strain of doing his father's dirty work is taking a toll on Charles. Nevertheless, Charles and
Anna are sent to Boston, when the FBI requests the pack's help on a local serial killer case. They quickly realize
that not only the last two victims were werewolves-all of them were. Someone is targeting their kind. And now
Anna and Charles have put themselves right in the killer's sights...
SCIENCE FICTION
Ace
9780441020034
$31.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
320 Pages

FALL FROM GRACE
Richard North Patterson
The novel begins with the arrival of Adam Blaine at the funeral of his estranged father, Ben Blaine, a famous and
charismatic writer who has served as patriarch of his clan for many years and left behind him a string of secret
legal and financial arrangements, not to mention an emotionally distraught widow and a strangely aloof mistress,
who is a beautiful television actress who once had a drug problem. As soon as Adam arrives, he is thrust into the
search for his father's killer. Using his training as a CIA operative, Blaine skillfully seeks to find the truth of his
father's death, even if it means exposing one or more of his own family members as the killer and discovering
secrets about himself that he was never supposed to know.
FICTION
Scribner
9781451617054
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

352 Pages
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THE FALLEN
Jassy Mackenzie
When P.I. Jade de Jong invites Superintendent David Patel on a scuba diving holiday in St. Lucia, she hopes the
time away will rebuild their conflicted relationship. Jade’s dreams are soon shattered when David calls off their
affair, forcing her into the arms of environmentalist Craig Niewoudt. But the next morning, romantic issues are
put aside when a scuba diving instructor, Amanda Bolton, is found brutally stabbed to death. Amanda is a most
unlikely candidate for murder—a quiet and intelligent woman who until a few months ago pursued a highpowered career as an air traffic controller. She had few acquaintances and no lovers. The only loose end is a
postcard in her room from Jo’burg-based Themba Msamaya, asking how she is doing “after 813 and The
Fallen.” Jade and David put their differences aside and start the deadly hunt.
FICTION
Soho Crime
9781616950651
$28.95 HC
APRIL 2012
FAR FROM HERE
Nicole Baart

1st Printing 10,000
304 Pages

Danica Greene has always hated flying, so it was almost laughable that the boy of her dreams was a pilot. She
married him anyway and together, she and Etsell settled into a life where love really did seem to conquer all.
Danica is firmly rooted on the ground in Blackhawk, the small town in northern Iowa where they grew up, and the
wide slashes of sky that stretch endlessly across the prairie seem more than enough for Etsell. But when the
opportunity to spend three weeks in Alaska helping a pilot friend presents itself, Etsell accepts and their idyllic
world is turned upside down. It’s his dream, he reveals, and Danica knows that she can’t stand in the way. Ell is
on his last flight before heading home when his plane mysteriously vanishes shortly after takeoff, leaving Danica
in a free fall. Etsell is gone, but what exactly does gone mean? Is she a widow? An abandoned wife? Or will
Etsell find his way home to her? Danica is forced to search for the truth in her marriage and treks to Alaska to
grapple with the unanswerable questions about her husband’s mysterious disappearance. But when she learns
that Ell wasn’t flying alone and that a woman is missing, too, the bits and pieces of the careful life that she had
constructed for them in Iowa take to the wind.
FICTION – CHRISTIAN
Howard Books
9781439197332
$18.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
FARSCAPE: War for the Uncharted Territories Part One
Rockne O'Bannon

352 Pages

The opening of the latest and most mind-blowing Farscape epic yet! From the mind of show creator Rockne S.
O'Bannon this is where all the characters of Farscape face their greatest challenges yet! The world as they know
it is being taken over and destroyed by the Kkore, ancient beings from beyond reality that seem unstoppable.
Newly installed as leader of the Peacekeepers, Aeryn Sun must battle this enemy by doing the impossible…
trying to unite all the races of The Uncharted Territories!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608866465
$16.50 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 7000
112 Pages
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THE FAT YEARS
Koonchung Chan
Beijing, sometime in the near future: a month has gone missing from official records. No one has any memory of
it, and no one could care less. Except for a small circle of friends, who will stop at nothing to get to the bottom of
the sinister cheerfulness and amnesia that have possessed the Chinese nation. When they kidnap a highranking official and force him to reveal all, what they learn—not only about their leaders, but also about their own
people—stuns them to the core. It is a message that will astound the world. A kind of Brave New World reflecting
the China of our times, The Fat Years is a complex novel of ideas that reveals all too chillingly the machinations
of the postmodern totalitarian state.
FICTION
Nan A. Talese
9780385534345
$29.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
THE FINAL STORM
Jeff Shaara

1st Printing 50,000
336 Pages

With the war in Europe winding down in the spring of 1945, the United States turns its vast military resources
toward a furious assault on the heavily fortified island of Okinawa. The three-month battle in the Pacific theater
will feature some of the most vicious combat of the entire Second World War, as American troops confront an
enemy that would rather be slaughtered than experience the shame of surrender. Meanwhile, stateside, a
different kind of campaign is being waged in secret: the development of a weapon so powerful, not even the
scientists who build it know just what they are about to unleash. Colonel Paul Tibbets, one of the finest bomber
pilots in the U.S. Army Air Corps, is selected to lead the mission to drop the horrific new weapon on a Japanese
city. As President Harry S Truman mulls his options and Japanese physician Okiro Hamishita cares for patients
at a clinic near Hiroshima, citizens on the home front await the day of reckoning that everyone knows is coming.
FICTION
Ballantine Books
9780345497956
$18.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012
FIVE BELLS
Gail Jones

1st Printing 75,000
480 Pages

On a radiant day in Sydney, four adults converge on Circular Quay, site of the iconic Opera House and the
Sydney Harbor Bridge. Crowds of tourists mix with the locals, enjoying the glorious surroundings and the play of
light on water. But just as the circular quay resonates with Australia's past, each of the four carries a complicated
history from elsewhere. Ellie is preoccupied by her sexual experiences as a girl, James by a tragedy for which he
feels responsible, Catherine by the loss of her beloved brother in Dublin, and Pei Xing by her imprisonment
during China's Cultural Revolution. Told over the course of a single Saturday, Five Bells describes four lives that
come to share not only a place and a time but also mysterious patterns and symbols. A fifth figure at the Quay, a
barely glimpsed child, reminds us that some patterns are imprecise and do not resolve. By nightfall, when
Sydney is drenched in a rainstorm, each life will have been transformed by the events of the day.
FICTION
Picador
9781250003737
$17.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
224 Pages
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FLASHPOINT: The World of Flashpoint, featuring The Flash
Sean Ryan
A new installment in the popular crossover story arc, featuring iconic DC hero The Flash.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
DC Comics
9781401234089
$19.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
256 Pages

FLATSCREEN
Adam Wilson
“OMFG, I nearly up and died from laughter when I read Flatscreen. This is the novel that every young turk will be
reading on their way to a job they hate and are in fact too smart for.” (Gary Shteyngart, author of Super Sad True
Love Story )
FICTION
Harper Perennial
9780062090331
$18.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
336 Pages

THE FLIGHT
M.R. Hall
When Flight 189 plunges into the Severn Estuary, Coroner Jenny Cooper finds herself handling the case of a
lone sailor whose boat appears to have been sunk by the stricken plane, and drawn into the mysterious fate of a
ten year-old girl, Amy Patterson, a passenger on 189, whose largely unmarked body is washed up alongside his.
While a massive and highly secretive operation is launched to recover clues from the wreckage, Jenny begins to
ask questions the official investigation doesn't want answered. How could such a high tech plane virtually
impregnable against human error fail? What linked the high powered passengers who found themselves on this
ill-fated flight? And how did Amy Patterson survive the crash, only to perish hours later? Under pressure from
Amy's grieving mother, and opposed by those at the very highest levels of government, Jenny must race against
time to seek the truth behind this terrible disaster, before it can happen again ...
MYSTERY
PAN Macmillan
9780230752023
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
320 Pages
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THE FLIGHT OF GEMMA HARDY
Margot Livesey
Fate has not been kind to Gemma Hardy. Orphaned by the age of ten, neglected by a bitter and cruel aunt, sent
to a boarding school where she is both servant and student, young Gemma seems destined for a life of hardship
and loneliness. Yet her bright spirit burns strong. Fiercely intelligent, singularly determined, Gemma overcomes
each challenge and setback, growing stronger and more certain of her path. Now an independent young woman
with dreams of the future, she accepts a position as an au pair on the remote and beautiful Orkney Islands.
FICTION
Harper
9780062064226
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 3000 in Canada
464 Pages

FLOATING LADY MURDER
Daniel Stashower
Struggling young performer Harry Houdini is working for the renowned Kellar "Dean of American Magicians"
in turn-of the-century New York. When his master's astonishing Floating Lady illusion goes horribly wrong,
Houdini, along with his wife Bess and brother Dash, must solve the deadly conundrum and figure out how the
young lady died from drowning rather than a fatal fall... Another thrilling title in the Harry Houdini Mysteries series
from award-winning author Daniel Stashower!
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857682925
$10.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
256 Pages

FORCE OF NATURE
C.J. Box
Joe Pickett's outlaw falconer companion, Nate Romanowski, faces the battle of his life and one he may very
likely lose. His mysterious past comes back in the form of his former special forces colleague, an utterly ruthless
soldier/homeland security official who knows his rise through the military and intelligence community will be
derailed if Nate ever tells what he knows about their time together in Afghanistan in 1995. After years of
dispatching fellow special forces team members to take him out, Nate's nemesis decides the time has come to
end the threat to him once and for all. And he does it by incorporating many of the same tactics that served their
unique and secret unit well in the Middle East: by recruiting locals. Nate can trust no one except Joe Pickett, who
is constrained by his oath and duty to the law and the state. But Nate must involve Joe because he knows his
enemy will strike at his friends in order to draw him out and the entire Pickett family will be a target. Because of
Nate's fugitive status he can only fight back outside the law, and Joe must make a choice: help his friend or
adhere to his principles?
MYSTERY
Putnam
9780399158261
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages
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FOUR BELOW
Peter Helton
Heavy snow, and it’s still only November. DI McLusky has settled into his new job in Bristol but the severe
weather shows an unfamiliar side to the city. After the conviction of a drug baron earlier in the year a new kingpin
secures the hub of drug crime in Bristol. But how secure does he feel? A series of seemingly unconnected
murders, accidents and dying drug users, investigated by McLusky and his team, slowly reveal the web of
violence that spreads across the city. Narrow strips of a cut-up photograph arriving piecemeal at the Bristol
Herald’s office may hold vital clues, but will the puzzle reach McLusky in time to prevent more deaths?
MYSTERY
Soho Constable
9781616950828
$28.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000

FOUR OF A KIND
Valerie Frankel
Besides the fact that their kids all attend the same fashionable Brooklyn Heights private school, Bess, Robin,
Carla, and Alicia have little in common. Thrown together on the tony school’s Diversity Committee, the women
impulsively turn their awkward first meeting into a boisterous game of poker. Instead of betting with chips or
pocket change, however, they play for intimate secrets about their lives. Soon enough, virtual strangers are
transformed into close confidantes. As the Diversity Commitee meetings become a highly anticipated monthly
ritual, the new friends reveal more with each game. Putting all their cards on the table, the four women grow to
rely on one another, bracing for one final showdown. By the author of The Not-So-Perfect Man.
FICTION
Ballantine Books
9780345525406
$17.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
352 Pages

FOUR SISTERS, ALL QUEENS
Sherry Jones
From the award-winning author of the controversial international bestseller The Jewel of Medina, a historical
novel that chronicles the lives of four sisters, all daughters of Beatrice of Provence—all of whom became queens
in medieval Europe. When Beatrice of Savoy, countess of Provence, sends her four beautiful, accomplished
daughters to become queens, she admonishes them: Family comes first. As a result, the daughters—Marguerite,
queen of France; Eleanor, queen of England; Sanchia, queen of Germany; and Beatrice, queen of Sicily—work
not only to expand their husbands’ empires and broker peace between nations, but also to bring the House of
Savoy to greater power and influence than before. Their father’s death, however, tears the sisters apart, pitting
them against one another for the legacy each believes rightfully hers—Provence itself.
FICTION - HISTORICAL
Gallery Books
9781451633245
$18.99 TP Original
MAY 2012

416 Pages
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FURTHER ADVENTURES OF WILD BILL HICKOK
Robert J. Randisi
Ya’ll know the story of Aces and Eights (dead man’s hand). The renown Western editor and author, Robert
Randisi, relates more of the life of Wild Bill Hickok. Part law man, part thief and murderer, Wild Bill was all that
and more, and Randisi’s story gives you a real appreciation of the early West.
WESTERN
DP
9781428516830
$16.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012
THE GARDEN INTRIGUE
Lauren Willig

304 Pages

Secret agent Augustus Whittlesby has spent a decade undercover in France, posing as an insufferably bad poet.
The French surveillance officers can't bear to read his work closely enough to recognize the information drowned
in a sea of verbiage. New York-born Emma Morris Delagardie is a thorn in Augustus's side. An old school friend
of Napoleon's stepdaughter, she came to France with her uncle, the American envoy; eloped with a Frenchman;
and has been rattling around the salons of Paris ever since. Widowed for four years, she entertains herself by
drinking too much champagne, holding a weekly salon, and loudly critiquing Augustus's poetry. As Napoleon
pursues his plans for the invasion of England, Whittlesby hears of a top-secret device to be demonstrated at a
house party at Malmaison. The catch? The only way in is with Emma, who has been asked to write a masque for
the weekend's entertainment. Emma is at a crossroads: Should she return to the States or remain in France?
She'll do anything to postpone the decision-even if it means teaming up with that silly poet Whittlesby to write a
masque for Bonaparte's house party. But each soon learns that surface appearances are misleading. In this
complicated masque within a masque, nothing goes quite as scripted- especially Augustus's feelings for Emma.
ROMANCE
Dutton
9780525952541
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
GETAWAY
Lisa Brackmann

400 Pages

Michelle Mason tells herself she’s on vacation. A brief stay in the Mexican resort town of Puerto Vallarta. It’s a
chance to figure out her next move after the unexpected death of her banker husband, who’s left behind a
scandal and a pile of debt. The trip was already paid for, and it beats crashing in her sister’s spare room. When a
good-looking man named Daniel approaches her on the beach, the margaritas have kicked in and she decides:
why not? But the date doesn’t go as either of them planned. An assault on Daniel in her hotel room, switched cell
phones and an encounter with a “friend” of Daniel’s named Gary gets Michelle enmeshed in a covert operation
involving drug runners, goons, and venture capitalists. Michelle already knows she’s caught in a dangerous trap.
But she quickly finds that running is not an option. If she’s not careful, she’ll end up buried in the town dump, with
the rest of the trash. Now she needs to fight smart if she wants to survive her vacation.
FICTION
Soho Press
9781616950712
$17.00 TP Original
MAY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
304 Pages
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THE GIRL NEXT DOOR
Brad Parks
Reading his own paper's obituaries, Carter Ross comes across a woman named Nancy Marino who died in a hitand-run while she was actually on the job delivering copies of that very paper, the Eagle-Examiner. Struck by the
opportunity to write a heroic piece about an everyday woman killed too young, he heads to her wake to gather
tributes and anecdotes. But it's the last place Carter expects to find controversy-which he does when one of
Nancy's sisters convinces him the accident might not have been an accident at all. Turns out the kind and
generous Nancy may have made a few enemies after all, starting with her boss at a diner where she was a parttime waitress and even including the publisher of the Eagle-Examiner. Carter's investigation of this seemingly
simple story soon has him in big trouble with his fulltime editor and sometime girlfriend, Tina Thompson, and the
rest of the bosses at the paper, but he can't let it go-the story might be too good. But will his nose for trouble
finally take him too far? Brad Parks' smart-mouthed, quick-witted reporter returns in this action-packed entry in
an award-winning series set in Newark and written with an unforgettable mix of humor and suspense.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312667689
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
336 Pages

GLAMOUR IN GLASS
Mary Robinette Kowal
Mary Robinette Kowal recently stunned readers with her charming first novel Shades of Milk and Honey, as a
loving tribute to the works of Jane Austen in a world where magic is an everyday occurrence. This magic comes
in the form of glamour, which allows talented users to form practically any illusion they can imagine. Shades
went on to earn great acclaim and become a finalist for the prestigous Nebula Award, leaving readers eagerly
awaiting its sequel, Glamour in Glass, which brings us further along in the lives of beloved main characters Jane
and Vincent, with a much deeper vein of drama and intrigue. In the reprieve after Napoleon abdicates, during the
Seventh Coalition, Jane and Vincent go to the continent for their honeymoon. While there, the deposed Emperor
escapes his exile in Elba, throwing the continent into turmoil. With no easy way back to England, they struggle to
escape. When Vincent is captured as a British spy, Jane realizes that their honeymoon has been a ruse to give
them a reason to be in Europe. He has been using a new technique to capture glamour folds in glass in order to
send vital information back to England, where the court has great interest in the politcal unrest in the region.
Jane is angry, not at Vincent's reason for going to Europe, but that he had lied to her. "Had I know, I would have
come willingly. Do I not love King and Country as much?" Left with no outward salvation, Jane is left to overcome
her own delicate circumstances and use all the glamor at her disposal to rescue her husband from prison, and
hopefully prevent her newly built marriage from getting stranded on the shoals of another country's war.
FICTION
Tor Books
9780765325570
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
320 Pages
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THE GLASS ROOM
Ann Cleeves
DI Vera Stanhope is not one to make friends easily, but her hippy neighbours keep her well-supplied in
homebrew and conversation so she has more tolerance for them than most. When one of them goes missing
she feels duty-bound to find out what happened. But her path leads her to more than a missing friend ...It's an
easy job to track the young woman down to the Writer's House, a country retreat where aspiring authors gather
to workshop and work through their novels. It gets complicated when a body is discovered and Vera's neighbour
is found with a knife in her hand. Calling in the team, Vera knows that she should hand the case over to
someone else. She's too close to the main suspect. But the investigation is too tempting and she's never been
one to follow the rules. Working with Sergeant Joe Ashworth, she starts the hunt for a murderer who is artistic as
well as deadly. There seems to be no motive. No meaning to the crime. Then another body is found, and Vera
suspects that someone is playing games with her.
MYSTERY
Macmillan
9780230745827
$34.99 HC
MARCH 2012
THE GODS OF GOTHAM
Lyndsay Fate

1st Printing 25,000
352 Pages

Timothy Wilde is a reluctant, newly minted NYPD. One night while making his rounds, he runs into, literally, a
little slip of a girl —covered head to toe in blood. When she claims she knows where dozens of bodies are
buried, Timothy finds himself tracking down a brutal serial killer seemingly hell bent on fanning the flames of antiIrish immigrant sentiment…and engaged in a battle for the truth that nearly costs him his brother, his romantic
obsession, and his own life.
MYSTERY
Amy Einhorn Books
9780399158377
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012
GONE WEST
Carola Dunn

1st Printing 100,000
432 Pages

In September 1926, the Honourable Daisy Dalrymple Fletcher visits Sybil Sutherby, a school friend now living in
Derbyshire as the confidential secretary to a novelist. Suspecting that something is seriously amiss, Sybil has
asked Daisy to discretely investigate. Upon arrival, Daisy finds a household of relatives and wouldbe suitors
living off the hospitality of Humphrey Birtwhistle, who had been supporting them through his thriceyearly,
pseudonymous Westerns. When he took ill, though, Sybil took over writing them while he recovered, only to see
the sales ances increase. Now, she fears that someone in the household is poisoning Birtwhistle to keep him ill
and Sybil writing the betterpaying versions. But before Daisy can even get decently underway, Humphrey
Birtwhistle dies under suspicious circumstances and Daisy now faces a death to untangle, a house full of
suspects and a Scotland Yard detective husband who is less than pleased at this turn of events.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312675486
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
320 Pages
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A GOOD AMERICAN
Alex George
Set in a fictional Midwestern town and spanning more than a century, the novel tells the story of three
generations of the Meisenheimer family. Beginning with an improbable love affair ignited by the power of song,
the story follows an unorthodox young couple as they flee to America in search of a new life together. From bareknuckle prizefighting and Prohibition to sweet barbershop harmonies and the Kennedy assasination, the family is
caught up in the sweep of history as they find their place in their adopted country. Accompanied by a chorus of
unforgettable characters, from a chicken-strangling church organist to a malevolent bicycle-riding dwarf, each
new generation discovers afresh what it means to be an American.
FICTION
Amy Einhorn Books
9780399157592
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
THE GOOD FATHER
Noah Hawley

1st Printing 150,000
400 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760385 ($46.00)

Dr. Paul Allen lives a contented life in Westport with his second wife and their twin sons—hard won after a failed
marriage earlier in his career that produced a son named Daniel. In the harrowing opening scene of this
provocative and affecting novel, Dr. Allen is home with his family when a televised news report announces that
the Democratic candidate for president has been shot at a rally, and Daniel is caught on video as the assassin.
Daniel Allen has always been a good kid—a decent student, popular—but, as a child of divorce, used to shuttling
back and forth between parents, he is also something of a drifter. Which may be why, at the age of nineteen, he
quietly drops out of Vassar and begins an aimless journey across the United States, during which he sheds his
former skin and eventually even changes his name to Carter Allen Cash. Told alternately from the point of view
of the guilt-ridden, determined father and his meandering, ruminative son, The Good Father is an absorbing and
honest novel about the responsibilities—and limitations—of being a parent and our capacity to provide our
children with unconditional love in the face of an unthinkable situation.
FICTION
Doubleday
9780385535533
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012
GOOD PEOPLE
Ewart Hutton

1st Printing 125,000
320 Pages

Introducing D.S. Glyn Capaldi, maverick cop. Fallen from grace in Cardiff and exiled to be the catch-all detective
in the big bit in the middle that God gave to the sheep. A place where nothing of any significance is meant to
happen, a place where supposedly he can do little harm. But trouble has a way of catching-up with Capaldi. Six
men and a young woman disappear into the night. They don't all reappear. The ones that do are good people
with a good explanation. Only Capaldi remains unconvinced. In the face of opposition from the locals, he delves
deeper and starts to uncover a network of conflicts, betrayals and depravity that resonates below the outwardly
calm surface of rural respectability. Capaldi is back in the saddle.
MYSTERY
Blue Door
9780007391172
$34.99 HC
MARCH 2012
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GORILLA BEACH
Nicole Polizzi
Giovanna “Gia” Spumanti and her cousin Isabella “Bella” Rizzoli are going to have the sexiest summer ever.
While they couldn’t be more different—pint-size Gia is a carefree, outspoken party girl and Bella is a tall, slender
athlete who always holds her tongue—for the next month they’re ready to pouf up their hair, put on their stilettos,
and soak up all that Seaside Heights, New Jersey, has to offer: hot guidos, cool clubs, fried Oreos, and lots of
tequila. Before July ends, the bonds of family and friendship will be stretched to the breaking point. Will the
haters prevail, or will Gia and Bella find love at the Shore?
FICTION
Gallery Books
9781451657081
$28.99 HC
MAY 2012
GOSSIP
Beth Gutcheon

304 Pages

Loviah “Lovie” Walker owns an exclusive dress shop on Madison Avenue catering to the crème de la crème of
Manhattan society. Renowned for her taste, charm, and discretion, she is a trusted confidante of the city’s most
powerful and beautiful women. Lovie shares her secrets exclusively with her two best friends, Dinah Wainwright
and Avis Binney Metcalf. Best friends forever, they have been together since those long ago days at Miss Pratt’s
boarding school. The years have been exceptionally kind to this trio of friends. Lovie has a booming business,
active social life, and long-time lover; Dinah’s two sons are happily married and she has a granddaughter she
simply adores; Avis has a dream job, a perfect daughter, and more money than she could ever spend in a
lifetime. But one day, Dinah spies something that turns her world upside down—a chance encounter that gives
way to a nagging suspicion, which in turn becomes an ugly rumor that results in unimaginable tragedy.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061931420
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012
GUN GAMES
Faye Kellerman

1st Printing 50,000
384 Pages

LAPD Lieutenant Detective Decker and his wife, Rina, have willingly welcomed fifteen-year-old Gabriel Whitman,
the son of a troubled former friend, into their home. While the enigmatic teen seems to be adapting easily,
Decker knows only too well the secrets adolescents keep—witnessed by the tragic suicide of another teen,
Gregory Hesse, a student at Bell and Wakefield, one of the city’s most exclusive prep schools. Gregory’s mother,
Wendy, refuses to believe her son shot himself and convinces Decker to look deeper. What he finds disturbs
him. The gun used in the tragedy was stolen—evidence that propels him to launch a full investigation with his
trusted team, Sergeant Marge Dunn and Detective Scott Oliver. But the case becomes darkly complicated by the
suicide of another Bell and Wakefield student—a death that leads them to uncover an especially nasty group of
rich and privileged students with a predilection for guns and violence.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062064325
$33.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
384 Pages
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HALFLINGS
Heather Burch
Split. After being inexplicably targeted by an evil intent on harming her at any cost, seventeen-year-old Nikki
finds herself under the watchful guardianship of three mysterious young men who call themselves halflings.
Sworn to defend her, misfits Mace, Raven, and Vine battle to keep Nikki safe while hiding their deepest secret--and the wings that come with. A growing attraction between Nikki and two of her protectors presents a whole
other danger. While she risks a broken heart, Mace and Raven could lose everything, including their souls.
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zonderkidz
9780310728184
$16.49 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
272 Pages

HANGING HILL
Mo Hayder
Imagine finding yourself divorced and penniless, with no skills and a teenage daughter to support. What if the
only way to survive was to do things you never thought possible? These are questions Sally Benedict has never
thought about. Married to a successful businessman, she’s always been a bit of a dreamer. Until now. Her sister,
Zoë, is a detective in the city of Bath. She is fiercely independent, loves her job, and oozes self-confidence in
spite of a crippling secret that dates back twenty years and which—if exposed—may destroy her. The two
women haven’t seen each other for almost twenty years, but the horrific murder of a teenage girl is about to
change that. Then Sally’s daughter gets into trouble, and Sally suddenly needs cash—lots of it—fast. With no
one to help her, she is forced into a criminal world of extreme pornography and illegal drugs; a world in which
teenage girls go missing. Two sisters intent on survival find themselves confronting situations they never
expected to face . . . until one of the sisters does something so horrific and desperate that there’s no way back.
MYSTERY
Harper Collins
9781443407991
$22.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
432 Pages

THE HAUNTING OF MADDY CLARE
Simone St. James
Sarah Piper’s lonely, threadbare existence changes when her temporary agency sends her to assist a ghost
hunter. Alistair Gellis – rich, handsome, scarred by World War I, and obsessed with ghosts – has been
summoned to investigate the spirit of nineteen-year-old Maddy Clare, who is haunting the barn where she
committed suicide. Since Maddy hated men in life, it is Sarah’s task to confront her in death. Soon Sarah is
caught up in a desperate struggle. For Maddy’s ghost is real, she’s angry, and she has powers that defy all
reason. Can Sarah and Alistair’s assistant, the rough, unsettling Matthew Ryder, discover who Maddy was,
where she came from, and what is driving her desire for vengeance – before she destroys them all?
MYSTERY
NAL
9780451235688
$16.50 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 35,000
336 Pages
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THE HEADMASTER'S WAGER
Vincent Lam
Percival Chen is the headmaster of the most respected English school in Saigon. He is also a bon vivant, a
compulsive gambler and an incorrigible womanizer. He is well accustomed to bribing a forever-changing list of
government officials in order to maintain the elite status of the Chen Academy. He is fiercely proud of his
Chinese heritage, and quick to spot the business opportunities rife in a divided country. He devotedly ignores all
news of the fighting that swirls around him, choosing instead to read the faces of his opponents at high-stakes
mahjong tables. But when his only son gets in trouble with the Vietnamese authorities, Percival faces the limits
of his connections and wealth and is forced to send him away. In the loneliness that follows, Percival finds solace
in Jacqueline, a beautiful woman of mixed French and Vietnamese heritage, and Laing Jai, a son born to them
on the eve of the Tet offensive. Percival's new-found happiness is precarious, and as the complexities of war
encroach further and further into his world, he must confront the tragedy of all he has refused to see. By the
author of Bloodletting and Other Miraculous Cures.
FICTION
Doubleday Canada
9780385661454
$32.95 HC
APRIL 2012
HEART OF A KILLER
David Rosenfelt

1st Printing 25,000 in Canada
400 Pages

Jamie Wagner is a young lawyer who is happy to be flying under the radar at a large firm doing background
research for the partners. At least until the firm puts him on a case that turns his whole world upside down.
Sheryl Harrison has served four years of a thirty year murder sentence for killing her husband who she claims
abused her and her daughter Karen. The case is settled. There shouldn't be anything for Jamie to do-except
Karen is sick. She has a congenital heart defect and will die without a transplant, and her rare blood type makes
the chance of finding a matching donor remote. Sheryl wants to be that donor, and Jamie is in way over his
head. Jamie's only shot at helping Sheryl and saving Karen is to reopen the murder case, prove Sheryl's
innocence, and get her freed so that she can pursue her plan on her own.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312598372
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
HEART OF GLASS
Jill Marie Landis

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

Kate Keene's childhood memories compel her to take her newly-acquired architectural skills to a dilapidated
Louisiana mansion. But when she returns to the Reconstruction-era South, she's shocked to discover the man
she's dreamed of for so long has become a bitter, angry recluse. Will Colin's hovering darkness ever lift? And
can Kate's persistent love and faith transform their uncertain future? Book three in the Irish Angel series explores
the hope of a reflection of love in a heart of glass.
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310293729
$16.49 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

352 Pages
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THE HELIOS CONSPIRACY
Jim Defelice
By popular demand and to his boss's chagrin, the FBI's best high-tech agent is back on the job, solving murders,
preventing terror attacks, and searching for a good place to cop a smoke. . When a technician working on the
launch of the world’s first orbiting solar energy collector is murdered, Special Agent Andy Fisher is thrust into the
midst of a lethal battle between nefarious nuclear power tycoons and scientists who are intent on ushering in a
new era of solar power. Only the nimble mind and quick reflexes of Andy Fisher can save the Helios Project from
destruction at the hands of a murderous multinational cabal intent on choke-holding the world’s energy supply.
MYSTERY
Forge Books
9780765323279
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
HELSINKI WHITE: An Inspector Vaara Novel
James Thompson

1st Printing 15,000
416 Pages

Two days after their daughter is born, Kari Vaara drops a bombshell on his American wife, Kate: He has a brain
tumor . . . and he's been handpicked to run a rogue black-ops unit, using crime to fight crime. After recovering
from surgery, he gets to work. The black-ops unit is small, and reports directly to Finland's national chief of
police. They have secrecy, autonomy, and the cash to buy all the high-tech gear. Soon the unit is cleaning
house, robbing Helsinki's mobsters blind of their cash, dope, and illegal firearms. But Kari's team is too good,
and their actions have unintended consequences. . . . Meanwhile, Finland roils with hatred as its most extreme
right political party gains popularity despite having no agenda besides xenophobia. When the country's leading
immigrants' rights advocate is assassinated and her head sent by mail to the Finnish Somalia Network, the
president assigns Kari to the murder. Cracking this case will involve the unsolved kidnapping of a billionaire's
children, a Faustian bargain with a former French legionnaire-and Kate.
MYSTERY
Putnam
9780399158322
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012
HER AMISH MAN
Erin Bates

1st Printing 35,000
304 Pages

Leah McKenzie is working when her boss asks her to bring him a private file, and she walks in to see him shot
by two unknown men. Leah is quickly the lead suspect in the case. Fearing for her life, Leah goes on the run to
the only safe place she can think of—the home of her estranged grandmother, who lives in an Amish community
in Illinois. She’s not exactly met with open arms, though, as her car runs into a ditch to avoid a horse and buggy
on a narrow, wet road. The driver of the buggy, John Miller, fishes the unconscious Leah out of her car and takes
her to his mother’s home to recuperate. As Leah recovers, John is bemused but intrigued by Leah, who quickly
finds herself entranced by the Amish lifestyle. John and Leah begin courting in earnest, but each must make
some difficult choices—and figure out if an Amish and an English can truly make love work….
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Gallery Books
9781451662092
$17.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

304 Pages
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HIDE ME AMONG THE GRAVES
Tim Powers
Winter, 1862. A malevolent spirit roams the cold and gloomy streets of Victorian London, the vampiric ghost of
John Polidori, the one-time physician of the mad, bad, and dangerous Romantic poet Lord Byron. Polidori is also
the supernatural muse to his niece and nephew, poet Christina Rossetti and her artist brother Dante Gabriel. But
Polidori’s taste for debauchery has grown excessive. He is determined to possess the life and soul of an
innocent young girl, the daughter of a veterinarian and a reformed prostitute he once haunted. And he has
resurrected Dante’s dead wife, transforming her into a horrifying vampire. The Rossettis know the time has come
—Polidori must be stopped. Joining forces with the girl’s unlikely parents, they are plunged into a supernatural
London underworld whose existence they never suspected.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061231544
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 35,000
528 Pages

HISTORY OF A PLEASURE SEEKER
Richard Mason
An opulent, romantic novel, written in the grand manner, set at the height of Europe's belle epoque, about a
handsome young man in his mid-twenties--a golden boy who secures a position as a tutor in the household of
one of the most prominent bourgeois families in Amsterdam and his entry into a world of moneyed glamour and
dangerous temptations. Piet Barol, blue-eyed, dark-haired, seductive and seductively charged, enters this
magnificent world, and inexorably learns the hidden truths of this vastly rich, secretive family and, through the
course of the novel, is profoundly transformed as his charm and sexual pull transform each of their lives. In the
heady exhilaration of this new world, amid delights and temptations that Piet has only dreamed of, he discovers
that some of the intimacies he has cultivated are dangerous liaisons indeed...By the author of The Drowning
People.
FICTION
Knopf
9780307599476
$29.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
288 Pages

HOME FRONT
Kristin Hannah
From a distance, Michael and Joleen Zarkades seem to have it all: a solid marriage, two exciting careers, and
children they adore. But after twelve years together, the couple has lost their way; they are unhappy and edging
toward divorce. Then the Iraq war starts. An unexpected deployment will tear their already fragile family apart,
sending one of them deep into harm’s way and leaving the other at home, waiting for news. When the worst
happens, each must face their darkest fear and fight for the future of their family.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312577209
$31.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 400,000
400 Pages
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HOPE: A Tragedy
Shalom Auslander
The rural town of Stockton, New York, is famous for nothing: No one was born there, no one died there, nothing
of any historical import at all has ever happened there, which is why Solomon Kugel, like other urbanites fleeing
their pasts and histories, decided to move his wife and young son there. To begin again. To start anew. But it isn't
quite working out that way. His ailing mother stubbornly holds on to life, and won't stop reminiscing about the
Nazi concentration camps she never actually suffered through. To complicate matters further, some lunatic is
burning down farmhouses just like the one he bought. And when, one night, Kugel discovers history-a living,
breathing, thought-to-be-dead specimen of history-hiding upstairs in his attic, bad quickly becomes worse.
FICTION
Riverhead
9781594488382
$31.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

THE HOUSE I LOVED
Tatiana De Rosnay
Paris, France: 1860’s. Hundreds of houses are being razed, whole neighborhoods reduced to ashes. By order of
Emperor Napoleon III, Baron Haussman has set into motion a series of large-scale renovations that will
permanently alter the face of old Paris, moulding it into a “modern city.” The reforms will erase generations of
history—but in the midst of the tumult, one woman will take a stand. Rose Bazelet is determined to fight against
the destruction of her family home until the very end; as others flee, she stakes her claim in the basement of the
old house on rue Childebert, ignoring the sounds of change that come closer and closer each day. Attempting to
overcome the loneliness of her daily life, she begins to write letters to Armand, her beloved late husband. And as
she delves into the ritual of remembering, Rose is forced to come to terms with a secret that has been buried
deep in her heart for thirty years. The House I Loved is both a poignant story of one woman’s indelible strength,
and an ode to Paris, where houses harbor the joys and sorrows of their inhabitants, and secrets endure in the
very walls...
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312593308
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
240 Pages

HOUSE ON WILLOW STREET
Cathy Kelly
By the author of Homecoming.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9780007373611
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 200,000
400 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780007414765 ($32.99)
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THE HUNTER
John Lescroart
Raised by loving adoptive parents, San Francisco private investigator Wyatt Hunt never had an interest in finding
his birth family-until he gets a chilling text message from an unknown number: "How did ur mother die?" The
answer is murder, and urged on by curiosity and the mysterious texter, Hunt takes on a case he never knew
existed, one that has lain unsolved for decades. His family's dark past unfurls in dead ends. Child Protective
Services, who suspected but could never prove that Hunt was being neglected, is uninformed; his birth father,
twice tried but never convicted of the murder, is in hiding; Evie, his mother's drug-addicted religious fanatic of a
friend, is untraceable. And who is the texter, and how are they connected to Hunt? Yet in the present, time is
running out. The texter, who insists the killer is out there, refuses to be identified. The cat-and-mouse game
leads Hunt across the country and eventually to places far more exotic-and far more dangerous. As the chase
escalates, so does the threat, for the killer has a secret that can only be trusted to the grave.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952565
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
HUNTING SWEETIE ROSE
Jack Fredrickson

1st Printing 200,000
400 Pages

Sweetie Fairbairn, the doyenne of Chicago society, is known for big-hearted philanthropy and magnificent
soirees in her penthouse high atop one of the city's premier boutique hotels. Dek Elstrom is hired by a
mysterious man in a long limousine to investigate the death of a clown. Was it suicide-or murder? What is the
connection between the dead clown and Sweetie?
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312605261
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
HUSH NOW DON'T YOU CRY
Rhys Bowen

1st Printing 15,000
336 Pages

Molly Murphy, now Molly Sullivan, and her husband Daniel, a captain in the New York Police department, have
been invited to spend their honeymoon on the Newport, RI, estate of Alderman Brian Hanna in the spring of
1904. Molly doesn't entirely trust the offer. Hanna-an ambitious man-has his eye on a senate seat and intentions
of taking Tammany Hall to get it. When Hanna is found dead at the base of the cliffs that overlook the Atlantic,
Molly's suspicions are quickly justified, and as much as she wants to keep her promise to Daniel that she won't
do any more sleuthing now, there isn't much she can do once the chase is on. Rhys Bowen's brilliant wit and
charm are on full display in Hush Now, Don't You Cry, another outstanding addition to her Agatha and Anthony
award-winning historical series.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312628116
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
288 Pages
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I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER
Sophie Kinsella
A new novel from the author of Confessions of a Shopaholic.
FICTION
The Dial Press
9780385342063
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
448 Pages

I AM HALF SICK OF SHADOWS
Alan Bradley
It’s Christmastime, and the precocious Flavia de Luce—an eleven-year-old sleuth with a passion for chemistry
and a penchant for crime-solving—is tucked away in her laboratory, whipping up a concoction to ensnare Saint
Nick. But she is soon distracted when a film crew arrives at Buckshaw, the de Luces’ decaying English estate, to
shoot a movie starring the famed Phyllis Wyvern. Amid a raging blizzard, the entire village of Bishop’s Lacey
gathers at Buckshaw to watch Wyvern perform, yet nobody is prepared for the evening’s shocking conclusion: a
body found, past midnight, strangled to death with a length of film. But who among the assembled guests would
stage such a chilling scene? As the storm worsens and the list of suspects grows, Flavia must use every ounce
of sly wit at her disposal to ferret out a killer hidden in plain sight.
FICTION
Random House Canada
9780385668905
$29.95 HC
NOVEMBER 2011

320 Pages

I HEART VEGAS
Lindsey Kelk
After her first standalone novel, The Single Girl’s To-Do List, Lindsey returns with a sparkling and romantic new
novel in the I Heart series. Angela Clark loves her life in New York. She a Brit who’s conquered the Big Apple.
Unfortunately, she’s also a Brit who’s lost her job. And when, just a couple of weeks before Christmas, the
immigration department gets wind of this, Angela needs to find a new job urgently. Or a husband. And she
doesn’t think her boyfriend Alex will be keen. A girls’ weekend in Vegas with her best friend Jenny seems the
perfect way to forget her troubles. From the minute they arrive Angela is swept up in a whirl of cocktails,
outrageous outfits, late nights and brushes with the chapel of love. But rather than escaping trouble, Angela is up
to her neck in it….But what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas – right?
FICTION
Harper Collins
9780007455133
$15.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
400 Pages
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IAGO
David Snodin
Wounded in love, tormented by his past, Shakespeare's most complex villain is brought magnificently to life in
this tale of two adversaries—one an accused killer; the other, one of the most powerful men in Venice. Having
escaped from Cyprus, accused of the murders of the governor, known as the Moor, and his lovely young wife,
Iago is now locked in battle with Annibale Malipiero, known as Il Terribile, the chief inquisitor of Italy's greatest
city. Malipiero is repelled by the more brutal tasks of the interrogante. His obsession is with the very nature of
evil. What makes a man into a murderer, he longs to know? Is Iago a lone psychopath, or does he lie at the heart
of a more widespread Ottoman conspiracy? Malipiero knows that torture will not provide him with the answers he
seeks. But there is, perhaps, a more audacious and unusual route to the truth. Exuberantly inventive, thrillingly
complex, and richly entertaining, Iago will captivate fans already familiar with Shakespeare and appeal to anyone
who loves a rich historical novel. Iago marks the emergence of a remarkable new literary voice.
FICTION
Henry Holt
9780805093704
$34.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
464 Pages

ICE FIRE
David Lyons
Jock Boucher, Cajun born and raised on the Louisiana bayou, has overcome modest beginnings to assume one
of the most powerful positions in the land: U.S. District Judge of the Eastern District of Louisiana. One of his first
cases on the bench involves Bob Palmetto, a scientist just apprehended, who has been hiding from authorities
for twenty years. The fugitive claims that another judge accepted bribes and helped an energy company steal his
intellectual property: a way to use energy from below the subsea bed that could end our dependence on oil.
Palmetto fears that the company’s greed and carelessness could cause an ecological disaster.Boucher verifies
the corruption claims and, with the help of Detective Fitch of the New Orleans Police Department, seeks justice
against the company and its powerful founder John Perry. Following a trail of cryptic clues from one end of the
city to the other, Boucher is pushed to the limits only to find himself in the line of fire—and too far from the law to
ever return.
FICTION
Atria
9781451629293
$27.99
MAY 2012

288 Pages
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IMMOBILITY
Brian Evenson
You open your eyes for what you know is not the first time and you remember nothing. You find out that a
catastrophic event known as the Kollaps has destroyed life as we know it. Someone claiming to be your friend
tells you that you're needed. Something crucial has been stolen-but under no circumstances can you know what
or why. You've got to get it back or something bad is going to happen. And you've got to get it back fast, so they
can freeze you again before your own time runs out. Paralyzed from the waist down, you're being carried around
on the backs of two men who don't seem anything like you at all. Who inject you regularly and tell you it's for
your own goodOto stop the disease, or else they must cut directly into your spine. Welcome to the life of Josef
HorkaiO.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor Books
9780765330963
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
256 Pages

THE IMPOSTER BRIDE
Nancy Richler
When a young, enigmatic woman arrives in post-war Montreal, it is immediately clear that she is not who she
claims to be. Her attempt to live out her life as Lily Azerov shatters as she disappears, leaving a new husband
and baby daughter, and a host of unanswered questions. Who is she really and what happened to the young
woman whose identity she has stolen? Why has she left and where did she go? It is left to the daughter she
abandoned to find the answers to these questions as she searches for the mother she may never find or really
know.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443404020
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
352 Pages

INCORRUPTIBLE VOLUME SIX
Mark Waid
Max Damage’s path to redemption finally seems straightforward. The reformed supervillain has a new sidekick
watching his back, a world that’s beginning to trust him, and two solid allies—Police Lieutenant Louis Armadale
and Alana Patel, the Plutonian’s ex-girlfriend—who have begun to feel like family. Then, without warning, the
Plutonian is back, and Max finds he is woefully unprepared to defend Earth against its most terrifying enemy.
What lengths will he go to in order to be ready to take Plutonian on—and what sacrifices will he have to make?
The latest volume in the companion series to the Eisner-nominated IRREDEEMABLE, by award-winning writer
Mark Waid (KINGDOM COME, EMPIRE).
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860845
$20.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000
128 Pages
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THE INNOCENT
Taylor Stevens
Eight years ago, a man walked five-year-old Hannah out the front doors of her school and over the Mexican
border, taking her into the world of a cult known as The Chosen. For eight years, followers of The Prophet have
hidden the child, moving her from country to country, shielding the man who stole her. Now, those who’ve
searched the longest know where to find her. They are survivors of The Chosen, thirty-somethings born and
raised inside the cult who’ve managed to make lives for themselves on the outside. They understand the
mindset of that world, and turn to Vanessa Michael Munroe for help, knowing that the only possibility of stealing
Hannah back is to trust someone who doesn’t trust them, and get Munroe on the inside.
FICTION
Crown
9780307717122
$27.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011
THE INNOCENTS
Francesca Segal

352 Pages

At the age of twenty-eight, Adam is engaged to Rachel, his girlfriend of twelve years, and can foresee a brilliant
future: partnership in his father-in-law’s legal firm, holidays with their extended families on the Red Sea,
evenings out with the friends they’ve known since childhood in the well-heeled London neighbourhood they’ve
shared since birth. It’s a perfect match: the fulfillment of the desires and expectations of everyone Adam knows
and loves. When Rachel’s beautiful cousin Ellie suddenly appears in shul at the beginning of Yom Kippur, having
returned to London to escape her scandal-touched past in New York, Adam’s comfortable perspective and
chosen life path begin, for the first time, to feel uncomfortable. Initially troubled by Ellie’s presence and the
gossip that her questionable history arouses, he finds himself drawn to the worldly, vulnerable young woman,
and forced to examine the competing demands of his heart and re-evaluate every choice he has ever made.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443408899
$21.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
INQUISITOR
Mark Allen Smith

1st Printing 100,000
320 Pages

Geiger has a gift: he knows a lie the instant he hears it. Geiger's clients count on him to extract the truth from
even the most reluctant subjects. Unlike most of his competitors, Geiger rarely sheds blood, but he does use a
variety of techniques—some physical, many psychological—to push his subjects to a point where pain takes a
backseat to fear. One of Geiger's rules is that he never works with children. So when his partner, former
journalist Harry Boddicker, unwittingly brings in a client who demands that Geiger interrogate a twelve-year-old
boy, Geiger responds instinctively. He rescues the boy from his captor, removes him to the safety of his New
York City loft, and promises to protect him from further harm. But if Geiger and Harry cannot discover why the
client is so desperate to learn the boy's secret, they themselves will become the victims of a ruthless adversary.
FICTION
Henry Holt & Co.
9780805094268
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
336 Pages
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INTRUDER: Foreigner Book Thirteen
C.J. Cherryh
In the wake of civil war, Bren Cameron, the brilliant human diplomat of the alien atevi civilization, has left the
capital and sought refuge at his country estate, Najida. But now he is trapped inside Najida-which has been
surrounded by enemies- with the powerful grandmother of his ally, Tabiniaiji, atevi leader of the Western
Association. Ilisidi, the aiji-dowager, is not inclined to be passive and sends Bren into enemy territory, to the
palace of the leader of the rebels. Bren's mission is to negotiate with Machigi-a young atevi lord who has never
actually seen a human-and somehow persuade him to cease his hostile actions against the west. Is Bren a
shrewd enough negotiator to stay alive, and not alienate Ilisidi or Tabini, while also representing the interests of
their enemy.
SCIENCE FICTION
DAW
9780756407155
$30.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
368 Pages

THE INVISIBLE ONES
Stef Penney
In a hospital bed, small-time private investigator Ray Lovell veers between paralysis and delirium. Before the
accident that landed him there, he’d been hired to find Rose Janko, the wife of a charismatic son of a travelling
gypsy family, who went missing seven years earlier. Half Romany himself, Ray is well aware he’s been hired
more for his blood than his investigative skills. Still, he’s surprised by the intense hostility he encounters from the
Jankos, who have been touched by tragedy—they’re either cursed or hiding a terrible secret. Ray can’t help but
suspect that this mystery in their past is connected to Rose’s disappearance.
FICTION
Viking Canada
9780670066315
$32.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
352 Pages

IRREDEEMABLE VOLUME EIGHT
Mark Waid; Peter Krause
The Plutonian’s savage reign on Earth has begun, and no one, not even the Paradigm, has the power to stop
him this time. Just when all hope seems lost, an unlikely savior emerges from the wreckage…and the world of
IRREDEEMABLE will never be the same. Join Eisner Award-winning writer Mark Waid (KINGDOM COME,
EMPIRE) for this latest volume of the critically-acclaimed superhero epic!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860821
$20.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 12,000
128 Pages
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ISIS COLLAR
Cat Adams
Celia Graves was once an ordinary human, but those days are long gone. Now she strives to maintain her sanity
and her soul while juggling both vampire abilities and the powers of a Siren. Warned of a magical "bomb" at a
local elementary school, Celia forces an evacuation. Oddly, the explosion seems to have no effect, puzzling both
Celia and the FBI. Two weeks later, a strangely persistent bruise on Celia's leg turns out to be the first sign of a
magical zombie plague. Finding the source of the plague isn't Celia's only concern. Her alcoholic mother has
broken out of prison on the Sirens' island; her little sister's ghost has possessed a young girl; and one of Celia's
boyfriends, a powerful mage, has disappeared.
FICTION
Tor Books
9780765328731
$16.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012
JACKALS' REVENGE
Iain Gale

1st Printing 25,000
384 Pages

The sequel to THE BLACK JACKALS is set in the turmoil of the eastern Mediterranean in 1941, with the Brits
struggling to hold their line in Greece against the powerful German and Italian forces. Peter Lamb and his men
are halted in their retreat to England and forced to join the British forces holding the pass at Thermopylae. But
their tough experiences in France have not prepared The Jackals for the savage hand to hand fighting through
the mountains. Lamb's limited knowledge of command leaves him unsure about how to organise the New
Zealand and Greek partisan soldiers who are added to his troop. When they land in Crete, Lamb becomes
suspicious of some of the civilians who, on fleeing from Greece, have taken cover with the Jackals.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9780007278701
$32.99 HC
APRIL 2012
THE JAGUAR
T. Jefferson Parker

400 Pages

Erin McKenna, a beautiful songwriter married to a crooked Los Angeles County sheriff 's deputy, is kidnapped by
Benjamin Armenta, the ruthless leader of the powerful Gulf Cartel. But his demands turn out to be as unusual as
the crumbling castle in which Erin is kept. She is ordered to compose a unique narcocoriddo, a modern-day folk
ballad of the kind that have recorded the exploits of the drug dealers, gunrunners, and outlaws who have
highlighted Mexican history for generations. Under threat of death, Armenta orders Erin to tell his life story-in
music-and write "the greatest narcocorrido of all time." As the mesmerizing music and lyrics of Erin's song
cascade from the jungle hideout, they serve as a siren song to the two men who love Erin: her outlaw husband,
Bradley Smith, and the lawman Charlie Hood- two men who together have the power to rescue her. Here, amid
the ancient beauty and haunted landscape of the Yucatecan lowlands, the long-simmering rivalry between these
men will be brought closer to its explosive finale.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952572
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
368 Pages
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THE JANE AUSTEN MARRIAGE MANUAL
Kim Izzo
It is Fall 2008, the recession is in full swing and Kate Shaw is about to turn forty. As an acting beauty editor for a
fashion magazine, Kate has glided from contract to contract only to be told that, due to cutbacks, her services
are no longer required. Through no fault of her own she finds herself single, homeless and desperate to help her
family survive its own financial and emotional crises. Known for her love of all things Jane Austen, Kate is given
a freelance gig that changes everything: is it possible, in these modern times—and at a certain age—to marry
well? What starts as an article quickly turns into Kate’s real-life quest. Caught between Mr. Rich and maybe Mr.
Right, Kate must choose what she really wants out of life: to marry for money or marry for love.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443407236
$21.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012
KALEIDOSCOPE
Gail Bowen

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
288 Pages

The thirteenth in Gail Bowen's beloved and award-winning Joanne Kilbourn mystery series promises to be the
best of them all: some very bad things happen very, very close to home, and Joanne may never be quite the
same again. "Security for any one of us lies in greater abundance for all of us." For many years, this was the
core of Joanne's political beliefs, but for a number of reasons, she has drifted away from it. But on the day
Joanne retires from her university teaching post, she has a dream about her first husband (murdered many
years ago), and this line comes back vividly in it. Soon, she is forced to experience the truth of what, for most of
her life, had just been a good closing line for a political speech. The night after Jo and Zack have dinner with
Zack's colleague Margot and one of his law firm's biggest clients, the developer Leland Hunter, Jo and Zack's
house is blown up. They're at the lake with daughter Taylor and their dogs, but the house is destroyed. And that
is only the first of several terrible incidents. It isn't long before Joanne is witness to events far more distressing
than even a destroyed home. She begins to understand what it's like to live in a world where she can count on
nothing.
MYSTERY
McClelland & Stewart
9780771016899
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 7500 in Canada
304 Pages

LOCAL BOOKS
Our focus is local, and we work closely with authors
and publishers to reach our community with our
stories. Moreover, we offer local writers, local
books, and local publishers, written to reflect the
interests and circumstances of our community.
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A KILLING WINTER
Wayne Arthurson
Leo Desroches, a half-Cree, half-French Canadian reporter in Edmonton, returns in this sequel to Wayne
Arthurson's lauded debut murder mystery Fall from Grace. Undercover as a homeless man, Leo's got his hands
full both on the job and in his personal life. As he tries to reconnect with his estranged son and fight his urge to
gamble, he is consumed by a story that turns into a personal crusade: a search for a missing Native street kid
he's befriended. When the boy is found brutally murdered, Leo explores the depths of Native street culture in a
local gang. As Leo delves deeper into the gang, secrets emerge that threaten not only their members, but Leo's
life and his sanity.
MYSTERY
Forge Books
9780765324184
$27.50 HC
APRIL 2012
KINGS OF MIDNIGHT
Wallace Stroby

1st Printing 12,500
384 Pages

Crissa Stone, a career criminal, would like to get out of the life. All she needs is one more big score, enough to
bribe her lover's way out on parole and get her daughter back. But things keep going wrong, like her last two
partners killing each other instead of walking away $150K richer. While she took their cut, the mess she left
behind means she's on the run again. But so is Benny Roth, a former mobster who's been straight for years, until
a face from the past shows up to tell him that Joey Dio is finally dead, and ask about a mysterious five million
dollars that Joey was rumored to have stashed away years ago. Benny denies knowing anything about it, claims
he's out of the business completely, but he also has a pretty good idea where the money might be, and he's
willing to risk everything for one last score. These two are on a collision course, and in the hardboiled world of
Wallace Stroby, chances are slim that either one is going to get what they want without paying a high price.
MYSTERY
Forge Books
9781250000378
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
304 Pages

LADY DEATH: ORIGINS VOLUME THREE
Brian Pulido; Gabriel Guzman
Boundless Comics proudly collects the tragic history and triumphant battles of the sword-wielding heroine, Lady
Death, for the first time ever! Once an innocent girl from a noble household, Hope has sacrificed her humanity to
become a deadly warrior and save her mother’s captured soul. In this third volume of the Origins series, she
finally realizes her dark destiny, assuming the majesty of her new persona as Lady Death. But will her newfound
glory be enough to confront the despot Sagos, a murderous warlock who wears her dead father’s skin and
threatens to conquer the Blacklands? Collecting the “Cursed” story arc in its entirety – with over 80 pages of
never-before-seen content, written by original Lady Death creator Brian Pulido!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Avatar Press
9781592911509
$33.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 4000
160 Pages
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LADY DEATH VOLUME ONE
Brian Pulido; Gabriel Guzman
Long ago, a young woman sacrificed her humanity to become the otherworldly femme fatale known as Lady
Death. But now, Lady Death is no more. Stripped of her magic and memory, dethroned by the villainous Death
Queen, and banished from the Blacklands, she escapes to Earth during the Dark Ages in the form of an
amnesiac mortal thief named Illadra. Driven by hazy visions of her former glory, the skillful Illadra sets off on a
worldwide quest to reclaim her fragmented power… and face the evils that her magic has awakened.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Avatar Press
9781592911431
$39.99 HC
APRIL 2012
THE LAND OF DECORATION
Grace McCleen

1st Printing 4000
208 Pages

Ten-year-old Judith McPherson is a believer. Her world is carefully constructed around her faith: nightly scripture
reading with her father, weekly gatherings at the Meeting Hall and daily proselytizing to the lost. With no TV and
no books “of the world” to entertain her, she passes time by creating The Land of Decoration, a model in
miniature of The Promised Land which she has made of collected discarded scraps—divine treasures that she
squirrels away. But Judith’s troubles are mounting. At school, Neil Lewis’s relentless terrorizing has reached a
feverish, dangerous pitch and, in town, a strike threatens the factory where her father works. One Sunday night,
terrified of the violence that awaits her in the halls on Monday, Judith conjures a snowstorm in The Land of
Decoration made of shaving cream, cotton and cellophane. The next morning the ground outside her window is
a crisp, dazzling white. Judith can perform miracles. In fact, she might just be God’s chosen instrument. But with
power comes weighty consequences, and Judith must face them head on to keep her faith and family alive.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443408486
$27.99 HC
MARCH 2012
LAST GOOD MAN
A.J. Kazinski

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
304 Pages

In Beijing, a monk collapses in his chamber, dead. A fiery mark—a tattoo? a burn?—has spread across his back
and down his spine. In Mumbai, a beloved Indian economist, a man who served the poor, dies suddenly. His
body shows the same mark. Similar deaths are reported in cities around the world—the victims are
all humanitarians—all with the same death mark. In Copenhagen, police are preparing for a world climate
summit when they receive an Interpol alert: “good people” are dying under bizarre circumstances. Veteran
detective Niels Bentzon is called to investigate. Bentzon is ready to dismiss the assignment, but then he meets
Hannah, a brilliant astrophysicist mourning the death of her son. With Hannah’s help, the pair begin to
piece together the puzzle of these far flung deaths, and a pattern emerges. There have been thirty-four deaths—
two more to come, if the legend is true. And Bentzon and Hannah can predict the time and place of the final two.
FICTION
Scribner
9781451640755
$28.99
MARCH 2012

384 Pages
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LEHRTER STATION
David Downing
Paris, November 1945. John Russell is walking home along the banks of the Seine on a cold and misty evening
when Soviet agent Yevgeny Shchepkin falls into step alongside him. Shchepkin tells Russell that the American
intelligence will soon be asking him to undertake some low grade espionage on their behalf—assessing the
strains between different sections of the German Communist Party—and that Shchepkin’s own bosses in
Moscow want him to accept the task and pass his findings on to them. He adds that refusal will put Russell’s
livelihood and life at risk, but that once he has accepted it, he’ll find himself even further entangled in the Soviet
net. It’s a lose-lose situation. Shchepkin admits that his own survival now depends on his ability to utilize Russell.
The only way out for the two of them is to make a deal with the Americans. If they can come up with something
the Americans want or need badly enough, then perhaps Russell will be forgiven for handing German atomic
secrets over to Moscow and Shchepkin might be offered the sort of sanctuary that also safeguards the lives of
his wife and daughter in Moscow. Every decision Russell makes now is a dangerous one.
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616950743
$28.95 HC
MAY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
304 Pages

LILAC HOUSE
Anita Nair
Meera, always gracious Meera, is happily submerged in the role of corporate wife and cookbook writer. Then,
one day, her husband fails to come home. Overnight, Meera, disoriented, emotionally fragile Meera, becomes
responsible not just for her two children, but also her mother, grandmother and the running of Lilac House, their
rambling old family home in Bangalore. A few streets away, Professor J.A. Krishnamurthy or Jak, cyclone studies
expert, survivor of one marriage and several other encounters, has recently returned from Florida, to care for his
nineteen-year-old daughter, the victim of a tragic accident. What happened on her holiday in a small Indian
beachside village? The police will not help, Smriti's friends have vanished, and a wall of silence and fear
surrounds the incident. But Jak cannot rest until he gets to the truth. "The Lilac House" tells how Meera and of
Jak's paths cross and how they are uniquely able to help each other uncover the truth about the secrets of their
pasts and the promise of the future. "The Lilac House" is a moving story of redemption, forgiveness and second
chances.
FICTION
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312606770
$16.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 25,000
352 Pages
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LIMPOPO ACADEMY OF PRIVATE DETECTION
Alexander McCall Smith
In the latest endearing installment in the bestselling No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series, our resourceful
heroine, Precious Ramotswe, whose primary mission is to help people with the problems in their lives, has her
hands full. Precious Ramotswe is called in to tackle a disciplinary problem at a local school. Mysteries involving
children are always rather difficult, and in this case, making this more complicated is the fact that it's her adopted
daughter's school. Meanwhile, her trusted assistant, Grace Makutsi, is having trouble adjusting to wedded bliss,
a problem that may test even Precious Ramotswe's formidable talents. Finally, Mma Ramotswe and Mma
Makutsi meet an old mentor for the first time, when the estimable Clovis Andersen, author of their personal
manual, Principles of Private Investigation, arrives in Botswana on a case. All this and bush tea too--life is indeed
rich in Botswana.
FICTION
Knopf Canada
9780307398284
$29.95 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000 in Canada
256 Pages

THE LION AT BAY
Robert Low
William Wallace fled to France after his defeat at the Battle of Falkirk, which ended his rebellion against the
English King. He would have been slain at Falkirk but for the courage of Hal of Herdmanston, whose home was
razed in reprisal by King Edward – but who has become a follower of the Earl of Carrick, known as the Bruce,
now a friend of the English. The Bruce is playing a dangerous game in submitting to Edward since his own
ambition, fostered by his auld reprobate grandfather, is to be the King of Scotland. But bitter rivalry amongst the
Scots nobility is as grave an obstacle to its independence as the forces of the English Edward Longshanks, and
the Bruce has powerful rivals. Wallace has returned home, though he still faces betrayal from his own. His loyalty
is to the previous king, John Baliol, a prisoner of the Pope. Knights Templar, Cathar heretics, and a Curse laid on
the Bruce’s family all conspire against Robert, as well as Edward’s forces. Murder and treachery will be crucial
weapons in the long and bloody rise of the Bruce to his coronation.
FICTION - HISTORICAL
Harper Collins
9780007337897
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000
304 Pages

LIONEL ASBO: STATE OF ENGLAND
Martin Amis
Martin Amis' nastiest antihero yet appears in this new novel. By the author of The Pregnant Widow.
FICTION
Knopf Canada
9780307402110
$29.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
320 Pages
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LIVING PROOF
Kira Peikoff
In 2027, destroying an embryo is considered first-degree murder. Fertility clinics still exist, giving hope and new
life to thousands of infertile families, but they have to pass rigorous inspections by the United States Department
of Embryo Preservation. Fail an inspection, and you will be prosecuted. Brilliant young doctor Arianna Drake
seems to be thriving in the spotlight: her small clinic surpasses every government requirement, and its popularity
has spiked—a sudden, rapid growth that leaves the DEP chief mystified. When he discovers Arianna’s radical
past as a supporter of an infamous scientist, he sends undercover agent Trent Rowe to investigate her for
possible illegal activity. As Trent is pulled into Arianna’s enigmatic world, his own begins to unravel. The secret
he finally uncovers will deeply move him—and jeopardize them both. With the clock ticking her life away, he finds
himself questioning everything he knows to be true, and then must summon the courage to take the greatest risk
of all. Nothing less than human life—and a major scientific breakthrough—hang in the balance.
FICTION
Tor Books
9780765329301
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
368 Pages

LOCKED ON
Tom Clancy
Tom Clancy's All-Star lineup is back. Jack Ryan, his son, Jack Jr., John Clark Ding Chavez and the rest of the
Campus team are facing their greatest challenge ever.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399157318
$31.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011

864 Pages

LONE WOLF
Jodi Picoult
Edward Warren, twenty-four, has been living in Thailand for five years, a prodigal son who left his family after an
irreparable fight with his father, Luke. But he gets a frantic phone call: His dad lies comatose, gravely injured in
the same accident that has also injured his younger sister Cara. With her father’s chances for recovery
dwindling, Cara wants to wait for a miracle. But Edward wants to terminate life support and donate his father’s
organs. Is he motivated by altruism, or revenge? And to what lengths will his sister go to stop him from making
an irrevocable decision? Lone Wolf explores the notion of family, and the love, protection and strength it’s meant
to offer. But what if the hope that should sustain it, is the very thing that pulls it apart? Another tour de force from
Jodi Picoult, Lone Wolf examines the wild and lonely terrain upon which love battles reason.
FICTION
Atria
9781439102749
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

480 Pages
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THE LOOK OF LOVE
Mary Jane Clark
New York Times bestseller Mary Jane Clark introduced readers to professional wedding cake decorator and
amateur sleuth Piper Donavan in her acclaimed mystery novel To Have and To Kill. Piper’s back in The Look of
Love, on cake creating assignment at a West Coast luxury spa for the wealthy and famous—where nip and tuck
and murder are offered in equal measures. Clark really hits her stride with The Look of Love, providing a winning
recipe for delectable mystery that combines chills, twists, humor and often very romantic suspense in the
bestselling vein of Mary Higgins Clark, Carol Higgins Clark, Faye Kellerman, Elizabeth Lowell, and Jayne Ann
Krentz. She even includes scrumptious pastry recipes and fabulous cake design tips.
MYSTERY
William Morrow
9780061995569
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
LOST EVERYTHING
Brian F. Slattery

1st Printing 100,000
320 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062106964 ($32.99)

From the author of the critically acclaimed literary SF novels Spaceman Blues and Liberation comes an
incandescent and thrilling future history dystopia in the vein of 1984 or The Hunger Games. Lost Everything is
the story of a man who takes a boat trip up the Susquehanna River, through a version of America that's been
torn apart by a mysterious war, in order to find and rescue his lost wife and son. Slattery's prose moves
seamlessly between present and past, action and memory. With Lost Everything , he celebrates the resilience
and ingenuity of the American spirit.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765329127
$16.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 17,500
304 Pages

THE LOST SAINTS OF TENNESSEE
Amy Franklin-Willis
Driven by the soulful voices of forty-two-year-old Ezekiel Cooper and his mother, Lillian, The Lost Saints of
Tennessee journeys from the 1940s to 1980s as it follows Zeke’s evolution from anointed son, to honorable
sibling, to unhinged middle-aged man. After Zeke loses his twin brother in a mysterious drowning and his wife to
divorce, only ghosts remain in his hometown of Clayton, Tennessee. Zeke makes the decision to leave town in a
final attempt to escape his pain, throwing his two treasured possessions—a copy of The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn and his dead brother’s ancient dog—into his truck, and heads east. He leaves behind two
young daughters and his estranged mother, who reveals her own conflicting view of the Cooper family story in a
vulnerable but spirited voice stricken by guilt over old sins and clinging to the hope that her family isn’t beyond
repair. When Zeke finds refuge with cousins in Virginia horse country, divine acts in the form of severe weather,
illness, and a new romance collide, leading Zeke to a crossroads where he must decide the fate of his family.
FICTION
Atlantic Monthly Press
9780802120052
$27.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

320 Pages
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LOVE IN A NUTSHELL
Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly
Kate Appleton needs a job. Her husband has left her, she’s been fired from her position as a magazine editor,
and the only place she wants to go is to her parents’ summer house, The Nutshell, in Keene’s Harbor, Michigan.
Kate’s plan is to turn The Nutshell into a Bed and Breakfast. Problem is, she needs cash, and the only job she
can land is less than savory. Matt Culhane wants Kate to spy on his brewery employees. Someone has been
sabotaging his company, and Kate is just new enough in town that she can insert herself into Culhane’s business
and snoop around for him. If Kate finds the culprit, Matt will pay her a $20,000 bonus. Needless to say, Kate is
highly motivated. But several problems present themselves. Kate despises beer. No one seems to trust her. And
she is falling hard for her boss.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312651312
$31.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 1,000,000
320 Pages

LOVER REBORN
J.R. Ward
The tenth novel of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series, by the author of Lover Unleashed.
ROMANCE
NAL
9780451235848
$32.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 300,000
512 Pages

LOVING: Bailey Flanagan Book Four
Karen Kingsbury
The answers Bailey Flanigan once longed and prayed for are finally becoming clear. In Loving, the fourth and
final book in the Bailey Flanigan Series by New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury, Bailey is
planning a wedding and making decisions that will shape her future. Bailey enjoys the beginning of her new
career and time spent with Brandon while Cody faithfully coaches his team on and off the field. But has she
agreed to marry the right guy? Will she spend her life with Brandon Paul in Los Angeles, or will her heart draw
her back to Bloomington, Indiana and Cody Coleman, her first love? Bailey has learned much and grown over
the years, but the greatest challenges, the richest joys, and the deepest heartaches are still to come. Featuring
members from Karen Kingsbury's popular Baxter family, Loving completes Bailey and Cody's story --- the finale
thousands of fans have been waiting for.
FICTION - CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310276388
$24.49 HC
JANUARY 2012

320 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780310331537 ($27.99)
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LUNATICS
Dave Barry and Alan Zweibel
Philip Horkman is a happy man-the owner of a pet store called The Wine Shop, and on Sundays a referee for
kids' soccer. Jeffrey Peckerman is the sole sane person in a world filled with goddamned jerks and morons, and
he's having a really bad day. The two of them are about to collide in a swiftly escalating series of events that will
send them running for their lives, pursued by the police, soldiers, terrorists, subversives, bears, and a man
dressed as Chuck E. Cheese. Where that all takes them you can't begin to guess, but the literary journey there
is a masterpiece of inspiration and mayhem. But what else would you expect from the League of Comic Justice?
FICTION
Putnam
9780399158698
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
THE MAP AND THE TERRITORY
Michel Houllebecq

1st Printing 100,000
320 Pages

By the most celebrated and controversial French novelist of our time, this Goncourt-winning masterpiece--about
art and money, love and friendship and death, fathers and sons--will bring Michel Houellebecq the broad
readership in America that he has long enjoyed internationally. The Map and the Territory is the story of an artist,
Jed Martin, and his family and lovers and friends, the arc of his entire lifetime told with sharp humor and powerful
compassion. His first photographs feature Michelin road maps (hence the title), and global success arrives with
his series on professions: portraits of various personalities, including a writer named Houellebecq, captured at
their work. Not long afterward, Jed helps a police inspector solve a heinous crime that leaves lasting marks on
everyone involved. But after burying his father and growing old himself, Jed will also discover serenity and add
another chapter to his artistic legacy, a deeply moving conclusion to this saga of hopes and losses and dreams.
FICTION
Knopf
9780307701558
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
MAY THE ROAD RISE UP TO MEET YOU
Peter Troy

1st Printing 20,000
288 Pages

Four unique voices; two parallel love stories; one sweeping novel rich in the history of nineteenth-century
America. This remarkable debut draws from the great themes of literature—famine, war, love, and family—as it
introduces four unforgettable characters. Ethan McOwen is an Irish immigrant whose endurance is tested in
Brooklyn and the Five Points at the height of its urban destitution; he is among the first to join the famed Irish
Brigade and becomes a celebrated war photographer. Marcella, a society girl from Spain, defies her father to
become a passionate abolitionist. Mary and Micah are slaves of varying circumstances, who form an instant
connection and embark on a tumultuous path to freedom. All four lives unfold in two beautiful love stories, which
eventually collide. Written in gorgeous language that subtly captures the diverse backgrounds of the characters,
and interspersed with letters, journals, and dreams, this unforgettable story, rendered in cinematic detail, is about
having faith in life's great meaning amidst its various tangles.
FICTION
Doubleday
9780385534482
$29.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
400 Pages
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THE MEMORY OF BLOOD: A Peculiar Crimes Unit Mystery
Christopher Fowler
For the crew of the New Strand Theatre, the play The Two Murderers seems less performance than prophecy
when a cast party ends in the shocking death of the theater owner’s son. The crime scene is most unusual, even
for Bryant and May. In a locked bedroom without any trace of fingerprints or blood, the only sign of disturbance is
a gruesome life-size puppet of Mr. Punch laying on the floor. Everyone at the party is a suspect, including the
corrupt producer, the rakish male lead, the dour set designer, and the assistant stage manager, who is the wild
daughter of a prominent government official. It’s this last fact that threatens the Peculiar Crimes Unit’s
investigation. But the nimble minds of Bryant and May are not so easily deterred. Delving into the history of the
London theater and the disturbing origins of Punch and Judy, the detectives race to find the maniacal killer
before he reaches his even deadlier final act.
MYSTERY
Bantam
9780345528636
$28.95 HC
MARCH 2012
MIDNIGHT SECRETS
Jennifer St. Giles

1st Printing 10,000
352 Pages

Cassiopeia’s dreams have never been her own. They are harbingers of death. Yet when she learns her gentle
cousin, Mary, has disappeared from a remote castle on the Cornish Coast, the official story doesn’t fit with
Cassie’s prophetic dream. The mystery compels her to leave the safety and middle-class comfort of Oxford to
take a job as a maid in the house of Killdaren. There she discovers more than the daily indignities the working
class must endure. There’s a darkness surrounding Sean Killdaren, a man born with his hands at his twin’s
throat. Whispers of the murderous Dragon Curse…and an aversion to daylight that adds vampire to spinechilling rumors. When Cassie encounters him in the shadowy corridors, his touch should make her tremble in
fear. But that’s not what makes her knees weak. It’s the spell of desire he casts with his wicked green eyes…
ROMANCE
Samhain Publishing
9781609284398
$16.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012
THE MIRAGE
Matt Ruff

312 Pages

11/9/2001: Christian fundamentalists hijack four jetliners. They fly two into the Tigris & Euphrates World Trade
Towers in Baghdad, and a third into the Arab Defense Ministry in Riyadh. The fourth plane, believed to be bound
for Mecca, is brought down. The United Arab States declares a War on Terror. Arabian and Persian troops
invade the Eastern Seaboard and establish a Green Zone in Washington, D.C. . . . Summer 2009: Arab
Homeland Security agent Mustafa al Baghdadi interrogates a captured suicide bomber. The prisoner claims that
the world they are living in is a mirage—in the real world, America is a superpower, and the Arab states are just a
collection of “backward third-world countries.” A search of the bomber’s apartment turns up a copy of the New
York Times, dated September 12, 2001, that appears to support his claim. By the author of Bad Monkeys.
FICTION
Harper
9780061976223
$33.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
432 Pages
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MISS JULIA TO THE RESCUE
Ann B. Ross
Miss Julia simply can't abide sitting idle. With young Lloyd moving out and husband Sam off to the Holy Land for
two weeks, Miss Julia's feeling restless already. Maybe it's time for that overdue home makeover. But before she
can even pick a color scheme, Miss Julia must race to the rescue of Hazel Marie's new husband. J.D. has gone
missing while on his latest private investigation job. And police in West Virginia have detained an injured man
fitting his description. Now it's up to Miss Julia and Etta Mae to free him before he cusses himself into a jail cell.
Back in Abbotsville, wealthy eccentric Agnes Whitman has returned to town with a following of misfits. Could they
be a religious cult set on converting the locals? And will Miss Julia get back in time to stop them? One thing's for
sure: she won't waste time watching paint dry-no matter which shade of beige is the latest rage.
FICTION
Viking
9780670023387
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012
MISSING
Shelley Shepard Gray

1st Printing 50,000
320 Pages

When the body of Perry Borntrager is discovered in an abandoned well, the quiet Amish community of
Crittenden, Kentucky, is thrown into turmoil. Perry had been missing for six months, and everyone in the town
believed he’d left the order, seduced by the wider world he discoverd during his rumspringa. Overwhelmed by
grief, Perry’s family and friends and the rest of the stunned commumity struggle to understand how such a
terrible tragedy—the first death by mysterious circumstance to strike their placid small town in more than twenty
years—could have happened. But the death has not only shaken the town, it has invited the scrutiny of the
outside world when a homicide detective arrives to investigate the crime. Lydia Plank, Perry’s former girlfriend,
and Walter Anderson, an Englisher who was Perry’s best friend, are the first suspects in the crime. Drawn
together by the suspicions of both the authorities and the community, they discover an unlikely bond.
FICTION
Avon Inspire
9780062089700
$16.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012
MORE LIKE HER
Liza Palmer

1st Printing 100,000
272 Pages

To Francis the height of female perfection is Emma Dunham. Emma is everything that Francis, recently dumped
with spectacular drama by her boyfriend, wants to be. Her fellow teachers—Lisa, a professional so career
focused she doesn't have time for a family, and Jill, whose unexpected pregnancy may hold devastating
consequences for her marriage—think so too. But what Francis, Lisa, and Jill don't know is that Emma has a
secret. Her home life is nothing like the suburban postcard it seems. And that perfect husband is about to
become a killer. And the victim is none other than the perfect Emma. In the aftermath, the trio of friends realizes
they must come to terms with the secrets of their own lives. Yet how can they pick up the pieces and move
forward when they know that everything they've counted on and believed in is nothing like what it seems?
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062007469
$18.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
336 Pages
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MORE THAN WORDS CAN SAY
Robert Barclay
Chelsea Enright never expected to inherit her grandmother's lakeside cottage deep in the Adirondacks—a
serene getaway that had been mysteriously closed up decades ago. This is no simple bequest, however,
because when Chelsea finds her grandmother's WWII diaries, she's stunned to discover that they hold secrets
she never suspected . . . and they have the power to turn her own life upside down. Even more surprising is the
compelling presence of local doctor Brandon "Yale, and Chelsea soon finds her "short stay" has stretched into
the entire summer. She cannot put this cottage and her family's past behind her easily—and the more she learns
about the woman her grandmother truly was, the more Chelsea's own life begins to change . . . and nothing will
ever be the same again.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780062041197
$18.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107046 ($22.99)

MR. G: A Novel About the Creation
Alan Lightman
"As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe." So begins Alan
Lightman's playful and profound new novel, Mr g, the story of Creation as narrated by God. Bored with living in
the shimmering Void with his bickering Uncle Deva and Aunt Penelope, Mr g creates time, space, and matter—
then moves on to stars, planets, consciousness, and finally intelligent beings with moral dilemmas. But even the
best-laid plans can go awry, and Mr g discovers that with his creation of space and time come unforeseen
consequences—especially in the form of the mysterious Belhor, a clever and devious rival. An intellectual equal
to Mr g, Belhor delights in provocation: he demands an explanation for the inexplicable, requests that intelligent
creatures not be subject to rational laws, and maintains the necessity of evil. As Mr g watches his favorite
universe grow into maturity, he begins to understand how the act of creation can change the Creator himself.
FICTION
Pantheon
9780307379993
$27.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
224 Pages

MUDWOMAN
Joyce Carol Oates
A riveting novel that explores the high price of success in the life of one woman—the first female president of a
lauded ivy league institution—and her hold upon her self-identity in the face of personal and professional
demons, from Joyce Carol Oates, author of the New York Times bestseller A Widow’s Story.
FICTION
Ecco
9780062095626
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
448 Pages
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MURDER AT THE LANTERNE ROUGE
Cara Black
Aimée Leduc is happy her long-time business partner René has found a girlfriend. Really, she is. It’s not her fault
if she can’t suppress her doubts about the relationship; René is moving way too fast, and Aimée’s instincts tell
her Meizi, this supposed love of René’s life, isn’t trustworthy. And her misgivings may not be far off the mark:
Meizi disappears during a Chinatown dinner to take a phone call and never comes back to the restaurant.
Minutes later, the body of a young man, a science prodigy and volunteer at the nearby Musée, is found shrinkwrapped in an alleyway—with Meizi’s photo in his wallet. Aimée does not like this scenario one bit, but she can’t
figure out how the murder is connected to Meizi’s disappearance. The dead genius was sitting on a discovery
that has France’s secret service keeping tabs on him. Now they’re keeping tabs on Aimée. A missing young
woman, an illegal immigrant raid in progress, botched affairs of the heart, dirty policemen, the French secret
service, cutting-edge science secrets and a murderer on the loose—what has she gotten herself into? And can
she get herself—and her friends—back out of it all alive?
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616950613
$28.95 HC
MARCH 2012
MURDER IN THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Manuel V. Montalban

1st Printing 10,000
320 Pages

At a meeting of the central committee of Spain's Communist Party, in a room both locked and guarded, general
secretary Fernando Garrido is stabbed to death. But the Party refuses to believe it was an inside job. They turn
to former member Pepe Carvalho. But he’s soon out of his depth in unfamiliar Madrid, where he spends nearly
as much time investigating the chorizo, lamb-kidneys, and tripe, and the uninspiring selection of wine on offer, as
he does murder. With time out for his signature book burning (Engels’s The Housing Question), cooking
(shellfish risotto), and an ill-advised bajativo (cognac, crème de menthe) inspired romp with Gladys, Pepe
Carvalho leads a tour through the labyrinth of post-Fascist Spanish politics amid violent jostling for power.
MYSTERY
Melville International Crime
9781612190365
$16.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
THE MURDER OF GONZAGO
R.T. Raichev

1st Printing 5000
224 Pages

Lord Remnant’s eccentric parties on his privately owned Caribbean island of Grenadin are the stuff of legends ...
but then the 12th Earl suddenly dies in the course of an amateur production of The Murder of Gonzago, the play
within a play in Hamlet. The Times obituary gives the cause of death as “heart attack.” However, an anonymous
video tape showing Lord Remnant’s final moments makes it clear that the nobleman’s demise was far from
natural. As it happens so often, Antonia and Hugh Payne get involved in the sinister events surrounding Lord
Remnant’s death entirely by accident. They are intrigued by the boldness of the murder, which seems to have
been committed within a full view of Lord Remnant’s wife Clarissa and their four guests ...
MYSTERY
Soho Constable
9781616950866
$28.95 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000
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MYSTERIUM
P.C. Doherty
February 1304-London is in crisis. A succession of brutal murders shocks the city as it comes to terms with the
fall from power of Walter Evesham, Chief Justice in the Court of the King's Bench. Accused of bribery and
corruption, Evesham has sought sanctuary to atone for his sins. When Evesham is discovered dead in his cell at
the Abbey of Sion though, it appears that the Mysterium, a cunning killer brought to justice by Evesham, has
returned to wreak havoc. Sir Hugh Corbett is ordered to investigate the murder. Has the Mysterium returned or is
another killer imitating his brutal methods? As Corbett traces the ancient sins that hold the key to discovering the
murderer's identity he must face his most cunning foe yet.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312678197
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
320 Pages

THE MYSTERY OF DR. FU MANCHU
Sax Rohmer
By the author of The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu and Bat Wing.
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857686039
$10.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000
256 Pages

NEED YOU NOW
James Grippando
The New York Times bestselling author of Afraid of the Dark returns with a gripping new stand-alone novel
ripped from the headlines, in which a young financial adviser and his girlfriend uncover a conspiracy that reaches
from Wall Street deep into the halls of government.
FICTION
Harper
9780061840302
$33.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
368 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107183 ($33.99)
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THE NEW REPUBLIC
Lionel Shriver
Fat and ostracized as a kid, Edgar Kellogg has always yearned to be popular. When he’s offered the post of
foreign correspondent in a Portuguese backwater that has sprouted a homegrown terrorist movement, Edgar
recognizes the disappeared larger-than-life reporter he’s been sent to replace, Barrington Saddler, as exactly the
outsize character he longs to emulate. Infuriatingly, all his fellow journalists cannot stop talking about the beloved
“Bear,” who is no longer lighting up their work lives. Yet all is not as it appears. Os Soldados Ousados de Barba
—“The Daring Soldiers of Barba”—have been blowing up the rest of the world for years in order to win
independence for a province so dismal, backward, and windblown that you couldn’t give the rat hole away. So
why, with Barrington vanished, do terrorist incidents claimed by the “SOB” suddenly dry up?
FICTION
Forge Books
9780062103321
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012
NEXT ONE TO FALL
Hilary Davidson

1st Printing 50,000
352 Pages

Hilary Davidson's new mystery, The Next One to Fall, takes place three months after the events of The Damage
Done, as travel writer Lily Moore has been persuaded by her closest friend, photographer Jesse Robb, to visit
Peru. While Jesse is convinced that the trip will lure Lily out of her dark mood, she is still reeling from loss and
betrayal. Then, just after they arrive at the Inca fortress of Machu Picchu, a tourist falls and dies.While witnesses
agree that no one was near the woman when she fell, Lily becomes increasingly convinced that the death was
no accident. The odd behavior of the woman’s three male traveling companions increases her suspicion, and
when the Peruvian police show no interest in pursuing the investigation, Lily decides to take matters into her own
hands, over Jesse’s objections. In doing so, she sets in motion a chain of events with devastating consequences
for everyone involved.
MYSTERY
Forge Books
9780765326980
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD VOLUME THREE
Mike Wolfer; Dheeraj Verma

1st Printing 12,500
352 Pages

The most terrifying night in American history was only the beginning! The year is 1969, and though the risen
dead had ravaged the eastern seaboard a year earlier, two thousand miles of distance bring comfort to a handful
of young and carefree "weekend warriors.". Eager to leave their tensions behind, they head out into the
Californian dunes for three days of hot sun, dune buggies, and skimpy bikinis. But the pristine white sands will
soon run red, as a secret even more gut-wrenching than flesh-eating ghouls comes to light! Collecting the entire
"Death Valley" story arc by horror comic legend Mike Wolfer, with an added bonus story set in the Louisiana
bayou, where the psychological threat of the coming undead hordes pits survivor against survivor!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Avatar Press
9781592911486
$33.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 4000
160 Pages
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NIGHT ROUNDS
Helen Tursten
Irene Huss is a former Ju-Jitsu champion, a mother of twin teenage girls, the wife of a successful chef, and a
Detective Inspector with the Violent Crimes Unit in Goteborg, Sweden. And now she’s back with a gripping
follow-up to Detective Inspector Huss. One nurse lies dead and another vanishes after their hospital is hit by a
blackout. The only witness claims to have seen Nurse Tekla doing her rounds, but Nurse Tekla died sixty years
ago. Detective Inspector Irene Huss of the Violent Crimes Unit has the challenge of disentangling wandering
ghosts and complex human relationships to get to the bottom of this intriguing case. A cult hit in its first three
installments, the Irene Huss series is available once again for English-language fans.
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616950064
$28.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
336 Pages

NO MARK UPON HER
Deborah Crombie
When a K9 search and rescue team finds a body tangled up with debris in the Thames, Scotland Yard
Superintendent Duncan Kincaid finds himself heading an investigation that could end his career. The victim,
Rebecca Meredith, was an Olympic rowing hopeful determined to make a comeback. She was also a detective
with the Met—a situation that raises a host of political and ethical issues that complicate the case. Aided by his
wife, Inspector Gemma James, Duncan and his team discover that both Meredith’s rowing colleagues and her
ex-husband had reason to want her dead. But when someone tries to kill the search-and-rescue team member
who found Rebecca’s body, the case becomes even more complex and dangerous, involving powerful interests
with tentacles that reach deep into the heart of the Met itself. Surrounded by enemies in friendly faces, pressured
to find answers quickly and protect the Yard from rabid media desperate for dirt, his career and reputation on the
line, Kincaid must race to catch the killer before more innocent lives are lost—including his own.
MYSTERY
William Morrow
9780061990618
$32.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
384 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062088567 ($32.99)

NOCTURNAL
Scott Sigler
A terrifying new novel from the author of Infected and Contagious.
HORROR
Crown
9780307406347
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
400 Pages
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OATH OF OFFICE
Michael Palmer
What if a well respected doctor inexplicably goes on a murderous rampage? When Dr. John Merriman goes on a
shooting spreeat the office, his business partner, staff, and two patients are killed in the bloodbath. Then
Meacham turns the gun on himself. The blame falls on Dr. Lou Welcome. Welcome worked with Merriman years
before as a counselor after John's medical license had been revoked for drug addiction. Lou knew that John was
an excellent doctor and deserved to be practicing medicine and fought hard for his license to berestored. After
hearing the news of the violent outburst, Lou is in shock like everyone else, but mostly he's incredulous. And
when he begins to look into it further, the terrifying evidence he finds takes him down a path to an unspeakable
conspiracy that seems to lead directly to the White House and those in the highest positions of power.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312587536
$31.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
THE ODDS: A Love Story
Stewart O'Nan

1st Printing 200,000
384 Pages

Stewart O'Nan's thirteenth novel is another wildly original, bittersweet gem like his celebrated Last Night at the
Lobster. Valentine's weekend, Art and Marion Fowler flee their Cleveland suburb for Niagara Falls, desperate to
recoup their losses. Jobless, with their home approaching foreclosure and their marriage on the brink of
collapse, Art and Marion liquidate their savings account and book a bridal suite at the Falls' ritziest casino for a
second honeymoon. While they sightsee like tourists during the day, at night they risk it all at the roulette wheel
to fix their finances-and save their marriage. A tender yet honest exploration of faith, forgiveness and last
chances, The Odds is a reminder that love, like life, is always a gamble.
FICTION
Viking
9780670023165
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
ONE BLOOD
Graeme Kent

1st Printing 40,000
192 Pages

Once again, Ben Kella has his hands full. A sergeant in the Solomon Islands Police Force, as well as an aofia, a
hereditary spiritual peacekeeper of the Lau people, he’s called to investigate acts of sabotage that threaten the
local operations of a powerful international logging company. Meanwhile, Sister Conchita, a young nun with a
flair for detection, has been forced to assume command of a run-down mission in the lush Western District of the
Solomon Islands. When an American tourist is murdered in the mission church, she and Kella join forces to
uncover the links between these goings-on and a sudden upsurge of interest in John F. Kennedy, who was once
a wartime U.S. naval officer in the area but now, in 1960, thousands of miles away, about to become the thirtyfifth American President. Set in one of the most beautiful areas of the South Pacific, One Blood is the second
entry in an exciting new series.
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616950583
$28.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 10,000
304 Pages
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ONE RED BASTARD
Ed Lin
It's the fall of 1976, and New York's Chinatown is in turmoil over news that Mao's daughter is seeking asylum in
the U.S. Robert Chow is a neighborhood detective in training, and he is thrilled when his girlfriend Lonnie scores
an interview with the Chinese representative of Mao's daughter. But hours after the interview, the man is found
dead. Lonnie, as the last person to see him alive, is the main suspect.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312660901
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
256 Pages

ORB SCEPTRE THRONE
Ian C. Esslemont
Darujhistan, city of dreams, city of blue flames, is peaceful at last; its citizens free to return to politicking,
bickering, trading and, above all, enjoying the good things in life. Yet there are those who will not allow the past
to remain buried. A scholar digging in the plains stumbles across an ancient sealed vault. The merchant Humble
Measure schemes to drive out the remaining Malazan invaders. And the surviving agents of a long-lost power
are stirring, for they sense change and so, opportunity. A new chronicle of the Malazan Empire from co-creator
Ian Esslemont.
FANTASY
Bantam
9780593064504
$52.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

720 Pages

PALOOKAVILLE 21
Seth
Continuing the new semiannual hardcover format for Palookaville in volume 21, Seth concludes part four of his
ongoing Clyde Fans serial with fifty new pages. He presents a selection of sketchbook pages and pieces from
his comic strip diary, which employs a mixture of hand-drawn panels and rubber stamps of his own work.
Nothing from this diary has ever been published before. The inclusion of autobiographical comics will appeal to
longtime readers of Seth’s work (with a style reminiscent of Wimbledon Green and content similar to the earliest
issues of Palookaville and It’s a Good Life, If You Don’t Weaken), and reinforces this volume’s status as a standalone work, a collection of individual stories comprising an anthology of the different types of cartooning work
Seth has done.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Drawn & Quarterly
9781770460645
$19.95 HC
MARCH 2012

88 Pages
Fully illustrated
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PARLIAMENT OF SPIES
Cassandra Clark
Abbess Hildegard may consider herself "just a nun with no useful skills or connections," yet her loyalty and
intelligence have brought her to the attention of King Richard II himself-not the safest place to be, when the king
has enemies on all sides. As Hildegard wrestles with her role as a spy in the parliament that is hastily gathering
at Westminister, Cassandra Clark shows us the human side of history, giving readers new reason to follow
Publishers Weekly's rallying cry: "Medievalists rejoice!"
MYSTERY
St. Martin's Press
9780312595746
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
384 Pages

A PERFECT BLOOD
Kim Harrison
The New York Times bestselling author of Pale Demon returns with the latest installment in the sexy,
supernatural adventures of Rachel Morgan.
FANTASY
Harper Voyager
9780061957895
$34.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
448 Pages

PERFECT PEOPLE
Peter James
John and Naomi are grieving the death of their four-year-old son from a rare genetic disorder. They desperately
want another child, but they realize the odds of their next child contracting the same disease are high. Then they
hear about geneticist Dr Leo Dettore. He has methods that can spare them the heartache of ever losing another
child to any disease. At his clinic is where their nightmare begins. They should have realized something was
wrong when they saw the list. Choices of eye colour, hair, sporting abilities. They can literally design their child.
Now it's too late to turn back. Naomi is pregnantm and already something is badly wrong ...
MYSTERY
Macmillan
9780230760523
$34.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 175,000
460 Pages
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A PERFECT SQUARE
Vannetta Chapman
There's more to the quaint northern Indiana town of Shipshewana than handcrafted quilts, Amish-made furniture,
immaculate farms and close-knit families. When a dead girl is found floating in a local pond, murder is also afoot.
And Reuben, brother of Deborah's best friend's fiance, is in jail as the suspect! Reuben refuses to divulge any
information, even to clear himself of a crime Deborah is certain he didn't commit. So, with her English friend,
Callie---fellow sleuth and owner of Daisy's Quilt Shop---Deborah sets out to uncover the truth. But the mystery
deepens when an elderly man seeks Callie's help in finding his long-lost daughter, missing since the days of the
1965 Palm Sunday Tornadoes. An old man who has lost his past. A young man who may lose his future. Once
again Deborah and Callie find themselves trying to piece together a crazy quilt of lives and events---one that can
bring unexpected touches of God's grace and resolve the tragedy that has shaken this quiet Amish community.
FICTION – CHRISTIAN
Zondervan
9780310330448
$14.50 TP Original
MARCH 2012

352 Pages

PERLMAN'S SILENCE
Pascal Mercier
A tremendous international success and a huge favorite with booksellers and critics, Pascal Mercier’s Night
Train to Lisbon has been one of the best-selling literary European novels in recent years. Now, in Perlmann’s
Silence, the follow up to his triumphant North American debut, Pascal Mercier delivers a deft psychological
portrait of a man striving to get his life back on track in the wake of his beloved wife’s death. Philipp Perlmann,
prominent linguist and speaker at a gathering of renowned international academics in a picturesque seaside
town near Genoa, is struggling to maintain his grip on reality. Derailed by grief and no longer confident of his
professional standing, writing his keynote address seems like an insurmountable task, and, as the deadline
approaches, Perlmann realizes that he will have nothing to present. Terror-stricken, he decides to plagiarize the
work of Leskov, a Russian colleague. But when Leskov’s imminent arrival is announced and threatens to expose
Perlmann as a fraud, Perlmann’s mounting desperation leads him to contemplate drastic measures.
FICTION
Grove Press
9780802119575
$27.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

624 Pages
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THE PERSIAN OF THUNDER BAY
Nancy Mauro
Sabine DiPasquale wants nothing to do with her family's bakery business--much less with the Persian, a wildly
popular doughnut that's caught the country's imagination and which is still handcrafted exclusively by her father.
It's the early 1970s when an incident in the bakery prompts Sabine to withdraw from her family. Ten years later,
her father's untimely death forces her from solitude to reckon with a family crisis of newsworthy proportions. As
the baker's only child, she's expected to sell her inherited third of the business to her uncles. But when her father
takes the highly prized secret of the Persian's mysterious pink icing to the grave, this sparks a media frenzy in
the small city of Thunder Bay--and leads Sabine to to unravel the twisted, deeply hidden truth about her family's
rise to prominence, her father's business dealings and the pastry at the centre of it all.
FICTION
Random House
9780307359759
$29.95 HC
MARCH 2012
PHANTOM
Ted Bell

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
352 Pages

Counterspy Alex Hawke and his MI6 colleague Ambrose Congreve are called in to find out who and what is
behind these events—and why. But even these seasoned operatives are frightened by what they discover.
Someone has created the world’s first ultra-intelligent machine—a superweapon that could shift the geopolitical
balance. In a hunt that takes them from Palo Alto, California, to Vladimir Putin’s mega-yacht in the
Mediterranean, to Moscow and Cambridge University, Hawke and Congreve move closer to unmasking the
diabolical scientist behind this new weapon, a brilliant expert in artificial intelligence with deep ties to Tehran. In a
climactic showdown in the Persian Gulf, Hawke will engage in an epic battle with Iranian warships and go nose
to nose with an enemy unlike any he’s fought before . . . an enemy that isn’t even human—it’s superhuman.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061859304
$35.99 HC
MARCH 2012
PHANTOM
Jo Nesbo

1st Printing 250,000
496 Pages

Summer. A boy, Gusto, is lying on the floor of an Oslo apartment. He is bleeding and will soon die. In order to
place his life and death in some kind of context he begins to tell his story. Outside, the church bells chime.
Autumn. Former police detective Harry Hole returns to Oslo after 3 years abroad. He seeks out his former boss
at police headquarters to request permission to investigate a homicide. But the case is already closed; a young
junkie, Gusto, was in all likelihood shot by a pal in a conflict over drugs. Harry is granted permission to visit the
accused boy in prison. There, he meets himself and his own history. It's the start of a solitary investigation of the
most impossible case in Harry Hole's life. And while Harry is searching, Gusto continues his story. A man walks
the dark streets of nighttime Oslo. The streets are his and he has always been there. He is a phantom.
MYSTERY
Random House Canada
9780307361073
$24.95 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
624 Pages
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PINEAPPLE GRENADE
Tim Dorsey
A nagnet for hurricanes, boat people, and geezer snowbirds in pastels, Miami does crazy better than anywhere,
whether it's the media feeding frenzy over the “Hollow Man,” a gut-less corpse found on the beach, or the giant
shark carcasses stuffed with some other human's limbs jamming up busy intersections. But Florida trivialista and
one-man vigilante Serge Storms has bigger fish than dead stuffed sharks to fry. He wants to be a spy—and what
better way to demonstrate his wares than by taking surveillance photos of foreign consulates as Miami plays
host to the Meeting of the Americas Conference! His best bud Coleman isn’t sure about this James Bond stuff.
But then Coleman is too stoned to be sure about much, including Serge’s all-new Secret Master Plan. Could it
involve the CIA spying on itself from the very place it launched Operation Mongoose to overthrow Castro? One
thing is certain: neither Homeland Security nor the company is amused when newly caped crusaders Serge and
Coleman start taking out would-be political assassins targeting a banana republic president ... By the author of
Electric Barracuda.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061876905
$32.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
PLANET OF THE APES VOLUME TWO
Daryl Gregory; Carlos Magno

1st Printing 100,000
288 Pages
LARGE PRINT EDITION
9780062107015 ($32.99)

A brand new story in classic movie continuity! The ferociousness of the apes’ plans against humans is revealed.
As humans face oppressive tactics not seen in centuries, they choose to fight with newfound viciousness,
leading them to commit an act of revolution so severe it will have reverberations for years to come.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608866694
$18.99 TP Original
MAY 2012
PLAY NICE
Gemma Halliday

1st Printing 17,000
112 Pages

Anya Danielovich was an assassin in her former life. But that was a long time ago. Today she's just Anna Smitha single, thirtysomething woman living in San Francisco with a simple desire to lead a better life. But she's still
haunted by her past-the people she killed, the mentor she betrayed, the woman she was. She's taken care to
cover her tracks, but she's beginning to feel like she's being watchedO Nick Dade is a hired gunman-the best of
the best. He's read Anya's file and, after weeks of surveillance, he's ready to pull the triggerOuntil someone else
beats him to the punch. With his agenda shattered, Nick suddenly finds himself thrown together with the woman
he's been sent to eliminate. Who is she really? Who hired the second hit? And who can he trust? Together Nick
and Anna find themselves embroiled in a web of deceit and desire as an unknown enemy closes in. To unravel
the truth, Anna must face her past even if that means risking both Nick's life and her own.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312656072
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
384 Pages
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THE PLAYDATE
Louise Millar
Single mother Callie has come to rely heavily on her best friend Suzy. Over the past few lonely years, only Suzy
has reached out to her neighbour Callie, and her rather frail daughter, Rae, and welcomed them into her large,
apparently happy, family. Suzy has been a rock. But Callie suspects Suzy's life isn't as simple as it seems. It's
time she pulled away - going back to work is just the first step towards rediscovering her old confidence. So why
does she keep putting off telling Suzy about her new job? And who will care for Rae while she is gone? Suzy
and Callie live close to each other on a typical cramped, anonymous London street where the terraced houses
each hide a very different kind of family. Neighbours seem to move in, and move on, before you have even
learned their names. Callie's increased sense of alienation leads her to try to befriend a new resident, Debs. But
Debs is anxious, odd. You wouldn't trust her with your child - especially not if you knew anything about her past.
FICTION
Macmillan
9781447208440
$19.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
POISON FLOWER
Thomas Perry

1st Printing 40,000
352 Pages

The seventh novel in the Jane Whitefield series opens as Jane spirits James Shelby, a man unjustly convicted of
his wife’s murder, out of the heavily guarded criminal court building in downtown Los Angeles. But the price of
Shelby’s freedom is high. Within minutes, men posing as police officers kidnap Jane and, when she tries to
escape, shoot her. Jane’s captors are employees of the man who really killed Shelby’s wife. He believes he
won’t be safe until Shelby is dead, and his men will do anything to force Jane to reveal Shelby’s hiding place. But
Jane endures their torment, and is willing to die rather than betray Shelby. Jane manages to escape but she is
alone, wounded, thousands of miles from home with no money and no identification, hunted by the police as well
as her captors. She must rejoin Shelby, reach his sister before the hunters do, and get them both to safety.
MYSTERY
Mysterious Press
9780802126054
$26.50 HC
MARCH 2012
THE POSSIBILITY OF YOU
Pamela Redmond

288 Pages

The Possibility of You weaves together three interlocking stories involving three women dealing with issues of
pregnancy and motherhood at key moments in history of the last century: On the brink of the First World War
and the dawn of the modern age; as the liberalism of the ’60s and ’70s gave way to Reagan’s 1980s; and during
the autumn of Barack Obama’s election. Contemporary heroine Cait, an African-American journalist raised by
white adoptive parents, goes on a search for her birth mother inspired by her own unplanned pregnancy. Orphan
Billie travels from her hippie upbringing in San Francisco to discover the upscale New York grandmother she
never knew existed. And Irish nanny Bridget loses the boy she cares for and loves in the 1916 polio epidemic,
only to try and replace him with a child of her own.
FICTION
Gallery Books
9781451616422
$17.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

352 Pages
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POWER PLAY
Ben Bova
Ross is an assistant professor of astronomy at a western university. His wife recently died in an auto accident,
leaving Jake alone and bitterly unhappy. Leverett Cardwell has been a father figure to Jake, a mentor since Jake
was a high school student. He convinces Jake to meet Franklin Tomlinson, a wealthy playboy type who plans to
challenge the incumbent Christopher Leeds in the upcoming race for the US Senate. Jake becomes Tomlinson's
science advisor and--at Cardwell's suggestion--pushes the candidate to back MHD, a new way to generate
electricity efficiently and cleanly, even using the state's abundant resources of high-sulfur coal. But there are
powerful forces backing Senator Leeds, and they do not want MHD to succeed. Jake becomes involved in
political intrigue, a couple of steamy love affairs, and several murders.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor Books
9780765317865
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 17,500
352 Pages

PRIMORDIUM: Halo: The Forerunner Saga
Greg Bear
In the company of a young girl and an old man, Chakas begins an epic journey across a lost and damaged Halo
in search of a way home, an explanation for the warrior spirits rising up within, and for the Librarian’s tampering
with human destiny. This journey will take them into the Palace of Pain, the domain of a powerful and monstrous
intelligence who claims to be the Last Precursor, and who now has control of both this Halo and the fate of
Forerunners and Humans alike. Called the Captive by Forerunners, and the Primordial by ancient human
warriors, this intelligence has taken charge of, and retasked, the Master Builder’s cruel researches into the
Flood--which it may have itself unleashed on the galaxy more than ten thousand years before.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor Books
9780765323972
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
352 Pages

PRIVATE SCANDAL
Jenna Bayley-Burke
Three months ago, Megan Carlton had the world on a string. That was before the man she loved took over her
family’s hotel business and wiped out a family fortune it had taken generations to build. And before she caught
him kissing another woman. Her only solace: the secrecy of their affair saved the family from public scandal, and
kept her embarrassment private. Meanwhile, with a mountain of self-confidence to rebuild, she trades her
Manolos and late-night parties for coffee-stained sneakers and early morning barista shifts. Brandon Knight had
everything he ever wanted—then the woman of his dreams disappeared without one word of explanation. When
he finds Megan serving coffee, he wonders if the socialite is suffering from amnesia. A hot venti to the chest
proves she recognizes him. But she’s got the situation—and him—all wrong. All he has to do now is prove it.
ROMANCE
Samhain Publishing
9781609284411
$16.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

208 Pages
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THE PROFESSIONALS
Owen Laukkanen
Four friends, recent college graduates, caught in a terrible job market, joke about turning to kidnapping to
survive. And then, suddenly, it's no joke. For two years, the strategy they devise-quick, efficient, low risk-works
like a charm. Until they kidnap the wrong man. Now two groups they've very much wanted to avoid are after
them-the law, in the form of veteran state investigator Kirk Stevens and hotshot young FBI agent Carla
Windermere, and an organized-crime outfit looking for payback. As they all crisscross the country in deadly
pursuit and a series of increasingly explosive confrontations, each of them is ultimately forced to recognize the
truth: The true professionals, cop or criminal, are those who are willing to sacrifice . . . everything.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399157899
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012
THE QUALITY OF MERCY
Barry Unsworth

1st Printing 75,000
384 Pages

It is the spring of 1767 and Erasmus Kemp has brought back fugitive settlers from America, among them
Sullivan, an Irish fiddler. As Sullivan sits in jail, charged with playing a role in the loss of Kemp's father's ship, he
makes a solemn vow to gain his freedom and personally deliver the news of a shipmate's passing to his family.
Eventually Sullivan's prayers are heard and he manages to escape from jail. But little does he know he is on a
direct course to encounter his nemesis once more, as the two men become embroiled in an epic struggle that
pits Kemp's insatiable desire for wealth against Sullivan's passionate advocacy for the poor and the powerless.
The Quality of Mercy is rich and rewarding historical fiction of the highest order from the master, Barry Unsworth.
FICTION
Nan A. Talese
9780385534772
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
RAGE OF THE DRAGON (Dragonships of Vindras)
Margaret Weis

1st Printing 20,000
336 Pages

New gods are challenging the old high god, Torval, for rulership of the world. The only way to stop these brash
interlopers lies with the five Bones of the Vektia Dragons—the five primal dragons hidden away by the dragon
goddess, Vindrash, during the creation of the world. Without these dragons, one of the new gods, Aelon, cannot
seize power. The only hope of the Vindrasi lies in finding the dragon bones before the followers of Aelon can use
them to destroy the old gods. But the Vindrasi gods have a traitor in their midst… In the land of mortals, Raegar,
a Vindraisi turned Aelon warrior-priest, searches for the spirit bones. The gods have a champion of their own—
Skylan Ivorson, sea-raider and high chief of the Vindrasi clans, and sworn enemy to Raegar. But Skylan is a
prisoner on his own ship. The ship’s dragon, Kahg, has vanished and some believe he is dead. Skylan and his
people are taken as captives to Sinaria, where they must fight in a game known as the Para Dix. The fates of
men and gods and are dragons are rushing headlong to destruction. Skylan can stop the calamity, but only if he
discovers the secret of the dragon.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765319753
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
400 Pages
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RAINSHADOW ROAD
Lisa Kleypas
Lucy Marinn is a glass artist living in mystical, beautiful, Friday Harbor, Washington. She is stunned and
blindsided by the most bitter kind of betrayal: her fiancé Kevin has left her. His new lover is Lucy’s own sister.
Lucy's bitterness over being dumped is multiplied by the fact that she has constantly made the wrong choices in
her romantic life. Facing the severe disapproval of Lucy's parents, Kevin asks his friend Sam Nolan, a local
vineyard owner on San Juan Island, to "romance" Lucy and hopefully loosen her up and get her over her anger.
Complications ensue when Sam and Lucy begin to fall in love, Kevin has second thoughts, and Lucy discovers
that the new relationship in her life began under false pretenses. Questions about love, loyalty, old patterns,
mistakes, and new beginnings are explored as Lucy learns that some things in life—even after being broken—
can be made into something new and beautiful.
ROMANCE
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312605889
$16.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 250,000
336 Pages

RANGE OF GHOSTS
Elizabeth Bear
Temur, grandson of the Great Khan, is walking away from a battlefield where he was left for dead. All around lie
the fallen armies of his cousin and his brother, who made war to rule the Khaganate. Temur is now the legitimate
heir by blood to his grandfather's throne, but he is not the strongest. Going into exile is the only way to survive
his ruthless cousin. Once-Princess Samarkar is climbing the thousand steps of the Citadel of the Wizards of
Tsarepheth. She was heir to the Rasan Empire until her father got a son on a new wife. Then she was sent to be
the wife of a Prince in Song, but that marriage ended in battle and blood. Now she has renounced her worldly
power to seek the magical power of the wizards. These two will come together to stand against the hidden cult
that has so carefully brought all the empires of the Celadon Highway to strife and civil war through guile and
deceit and sorcerous power.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765327543
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 15,000
336 Pages

RAVEN CALLS
C.E. Murphy
A new novel in the Walker Papers series, including Walking Dead and Thunderbird Falls.
FANTASY
Luna Books
9780373803439
$17.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

384 Pages
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RAYLAN
Elmore Leonard
When Federal Marshall Raylan Givens squares off against a known offender he’ll warn the man, “If I have to pull
my gun I’ll shoot to kill.” Except this time he finds the offender naked in a bathtub, doped up and missing his
kidneys. Raylan knows there’s big money in body parts, but by the time he finds out who’s making the cuts, he’s
lying naked in a bathtub himself, Layla the cool transplant nurse about to go for his kidneys. It turns out all the
bad guys Raylan is after are girls this time. The nurse who collects kidneys and sells them for ten grand a piece.
Carol Conlan, the mine company executive who comes to Harlan County to sell mountaintop removal, shoots a
miner who wastes her time, then meets the miner’s widow in a scene you won’t forget. The third girl’s only
offense is missing a court date. Jackie Nevada plays high-stakes poker for a living and is last seen in the shower
with Raylan.
MYSTERY
William Morrow
9780062119469
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
RESTLESS IN THE GRAVE
Dana Stabenow

1st Printing 150,000
272 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780062125675 ($51.99)

Aleut private investigator Kate Shugak and Alaska State Trooper Liam Campbell—the heroes of New York Times
bestseller Dana Stabenow’s most beloved series—team up for the first time ever when Liam needs Kate’s help
to clear his wife of the murder of a wealthy aviation entrepreneur. In their most challenging case to date, Kate
goes undercover to find that the murder was only the beginning of a much larger conspiracy ranging from the
darkest family secrets to treason and beyond.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312559137
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
RESTORATION
Olaf Olafsson

1st Printing 100,000
368 Pages

Having grown up in an exclusive circle of wealthy British ex-pats in Florence in the 1920s, Iris shocks everyone
when she marries Antonio, the son of a minor land owner, and moves to La Foce, a crumbling villa in Tuscany.
Settling into their new paradise, husband and wife begin to build their future, restoring La Foce and giving birth to
a son. But as time passes, Iris grows lonely, a restlessness that leads her into the heady social swirl of wartime
Rome and a reckless affair that will have devastating consequences. While she spends time with her lover in
Rome, Iris’s young son falls ill and dies, widening the emotional chasm between her and her husband— and
leaving her vulnerable to the machinations of a nefarious art dealer who ensnares her in a dangerous and deadly
scheme. Returning to La Foce, Iris yearns for forgiveness. But before she can begin to make amends, Antonio
disappears, and the encroaching fighting threatens to destroy everything they have built.
FICTION
Ecco
9780062065650
$18.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
336 Pages
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THE RETRIBUTION
Val McDermid
As detective Carol Jordan is set to move from downand-out Bradfield to a new post in nearby—and less crimeridden—Worcester, Tony Hill, her longtime criminal-psychologist colleague, wonders if there might also be new
horizons for their complicated relationship: he and Carol have been brought together professionally over the
years by ruthless crimes, which has led to an undeniable—but maddeningly stalled—personal connection. But
sex workers are being targeted and viciously killed in Bradfield, and it’s up to Carol to determine if the murders
are connected—and where the killer might strike next. Meanwhile, in a nearby prison, someone is dreaming of
rare steak, fine wine—and revenge. Jacko Vance, former sports hero and TV celebrity, murdered almost twenty
teenage girls before being caught. He knows exactly who is responsible for putting him behind bars, and Tony
and Carol are at the top of the list. Following an audacious escape, he’s on the loose and planning to teach them
all a lesson they will never forget. Now the pair are squarely in a psychopath’s crosshairs—and he’s just getting
started.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443410427
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
352 Pages

RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU
Sax Rohmer
Fu Manchu is once again found in London, seeking to further his goals of subverting the British government and
preparing for the rise of China as the greatest global power; all under his control. As his secrets begin to be
unveiled, a trail of bodies reveals his path. The second in Titan''s brand new collection of the classic series! The
complete adventures of the original evil genius;collected in full for the very first time.
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857686046
$10.95 TP Reissue
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000

RETURN TO GRACE
Karen Harper
A Home Valley Amish novel from the author of Fall From Pride.
FICTION
Mira
9780778313236
$17.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

400 Pages
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RIZZO'S DAUGHTER
Lou Manfredo
Brooklyn cop Joe Rizzo is ready to retire and spend the rest of his days with his wife, doting on their grown-up
girls. But when his youngest daughter Carol decides to follow her dad onto the force, Joe decides to stay on until
she's settled, calling in favors to get her assigned to the easiest house, the best training officer- anything to
protect his baby girl. And while there, he's expected to work a few cases, though he never would've guessed that
they'd include the most sensational one of his career, the murder of mob boss Louie Quattropa. If mob wars
were the worst of his problems he could handle that, but with a daughter on patrol, Joe knows all too well what
dangers await her and what little he can do about them. The authentic voice and their breath-takingly accurate
portrayal of police work have won Lou Manfredo's novel's wide acclaim, and Rizzo's Daughter raises the bar to a
whole new level.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312538071
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

THE ROAD TO GRACE
Richard Paul Evans
By the author of Lost December.
FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781451628180
$22.99 HC
APRIL 2012

272 Pages

ROME: THE EAGLE OF THE 12TH
M.C. Scott
The latest exciting historical adventure in M. C. Scott's Rome series. Demalion of Macedon never wanted to be a
legionary. An unwilling recruit, he is appalled to be posted to the infamous XIIth legion, notorious for its ill luck.
Promoted slowly through the ranks, he does his best to please his superiors, and in doing so, finds that he has
come to love his legion, that he will willingly give up his life -- and his chance of death -- to protect its sacred
heart: the Eagle.
HISTORICAL FICTION
Bantam
9780593065457
$32.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

500 Pages
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A ROOM FULL OF BONES
Elly Griffiths
Set in Norfolk, England, A Room Full of Bones embroils, once again, our brainy heroine in a crime tinged by
occult forces. On Halloween night, the Smith Museum in King's Lynn is preparing for an unusual event -- the
opening of a coffin containing the bones of a medieval bishop. But when forensic archaelogist Ruth Galloway
arrives to supervise, she finds the curator, Neil Topham, dead beside the coffin. Topham's death seems to be
related to other uncanny incidents, including the arcane and suspect methods of a group called the Elginists,
which aims to repatriate the museum's extensive collection of Aborigine skulls; the untimely demise of the
museum's owner, Lord Smith; and the sudden illness of DCI Harry Nelson, who Ruth's friend Cathbad believes is
lost in The Dreaming -- a hallucinogenic state central to some Indigenous Australian beliefs. Tensions build as
Nelson's life hangs in the balance. Something must be done to set matters right and lift Nelson out of the
clutches of death, but will Ruth be able to muster herself out of a state of guilt and foreboding in order to do what
she does best?
MYSTERY
McClelland & Stewart
9780771036033
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
304 Pages

ROPE
Nevada Barr
In The Rope, the latest in Nevada Barr's bestselling novels featuring Anna Pigeon, Nevada Barr gathers together
the many strings of Anna's past and finally reveals the story that her many fans have been long asking for. In
1995 and 35 years old, fresh off the bus from New York City and nursing a broken heart, Anna Pigeon takes a
decidedly unglamorous job as a seasonal employee of the Glen Canyon National Recreational Area. On her day
off, Anna goes hiking into the park never to return. Her coworkers think she's simply moved on-her cabin is
cleaned out and her things gone. But Anna herself wakes up, trapped at the bottom of a dry natural well, naked,
without supplies and no clear memory of how she found herself in this situation. As she slowly pieces together
her memory, it soon becomes clear that some one has trapped her there, in an inescapable prison, and no one
knows that she is even missing. Plunged into a landscape and a plot she is unfit and untrained to handle, Anna
Pigeon must muster the courage, determination and will to live that she didn't even know she still possessed to
survive, outwit and triumph. For those legions of readers who have been entranced over the years by Park
Ranger Anna Pigeon's strength and determination and those who are new to Nevada Barr's captivating,
compelling novels, this is where it all starts.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312614577
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
304 Pages
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RU
Kim Thuy; translated by Sheila Fischman
Ru. In Vietnamese it means lullaby; in French it is a small stream, but also signifies a flow--of tears, blood,
money. Kim Thúy's Ru is literature at its most crystalline: the flow of a life on the tides of unrest and on to more
peaceful waters. In vignettes of exquisite clarity, sharp observation and sly wit, we are carried along on an
unforgettable journey from a palatial residence in Saigon to a crowded and muddy Malaysian refugee camp, and
onward to a new life in Quebec. There, the young girl feels the embrace of a new community, and revels in the
chance to be part of the American Dream. As an adult, the waters become rough again: now a mother of two
sons, she must learn to shape her love around the younger boy's autism. Ru is a book that celebrates life in all
its wonder: its moments of beauty and sensuality, brutality and sorrow, comfort and comedy.
FICTION
Random House Canada
9780307359704
$25.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
RUNNING THE MAZE
Jack Coughlin

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
160 Pages

In the aftermath of great floods, a doctor on a relief mission in northeastern Pakistan discovers the remains of a
collapsed bridge that reminds him of a bridge near his childhood home in Ohio. He snaps a cellphone picture
and sends it to his sister, just before his entire team is slaughtered. His sister is Beth Ledford, a Coast Guard
sniper, who suspects that the answer to the mystery of her brother's death is in that cellphone picture. No one
believes her until she finds Swanson and the secret special operations team known as Task Force Trident. When
Kyle takes Beth into Pakistan to investigate, they find the true secret behind the mass murder-what may be the
last, best hope of victory by al-Qaeda and the Taliban over allied forces. Now the two snipers have their sights
set on one man, an American diplomat who has become the biggest obstacle to victory in the war on terror. The
only question is: which of them gets to pull the trigger?
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9780312554958
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012
RUNNING THE RIFT
Naomi Benaron

1st Printing 75,000
320 Pages

Naomi Benaron’s debut novel follows Rwandan Jean Patrick Nkuba, a Tutsi, from his earliest dreams of
becoming his country’s first Olympic medal contender in track, to the moment when he finds himself facing a
mob of killers, with no choice but to vault over a wall and run for his life. In the years preceding the genocide,
Jean Patrick’s world becomes ever more violent and restrictive, spinning toward the inevitable moment when the
killing begins and he must leave behind the woman and country he loves. Benaron interweaves Rwanda’s
politics, the beauty of its landscape, and the yearning and dedication of Jean Patrick himself into a tremendously
moving story of the country and the character’s unraveling and tentative new beginning.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443409711
$22.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
336 Pages
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SACRE BLEU: A Comedy d'Art
Christopher Moore
The new masterpiece from repeat New York Times bestselling author Christopher Moore—a portrait of an artist
as a young man; a painting of the young artist’s girlfriend; a study in contrasts that is at once a thriller, a mystery,
and a comedy, set in fin de siècle France and featuring a colorful cast of characters.
FICTION
William Morrow
9780061779749
$34.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 250,000
416 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9780062097408 ($51.99)

SCAR
Sergey Dyachenko
Reaching far beyond sword and sorcery, The Scar is a story of two people torn by disaster, their descent into
despair, and their reemergence through love and courage. Sergey and Marina Dyachenko mix dramatic scenes
with romance, action and wit, in a style both direct and lyrical. Written with a sure artistic hand, The Scar is the
story of a man driven by his own feverish demons to find redemption and the woman who just might save him.
Egert is a brash, confident member of the elite guards and an egotistical philanderer. But after he kills an
innocent student in a duel, a mysterious man known as “The Wanderer” challenges Egert and slashes his face
with his sword, leaving Egert with a scar that comes to symbolize his cowardice. Unable to end his suffering by
his own hand, Egert embarks on an odyssey to undo the curse and the horrible damage he has caused, which
can only be repaired by a painful journey down a long and harrowing path. Toria, the woman whose fiancé Egert
killed, hates Egert, and is saddened and numb, but comes to forgive the drastically changed Egert.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765329936
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
336 Pages

THE SCENT OF CHERRY BLOSSOMS
Cindy Woodsmall
In this spring novella from New York Times best-selling author Cindy Woodsmall, love between a Mennonite
woman and an Amish man threatens the lifelong relationship between two brothers. Sadie is a young, single Old
Order Mennonite who moves in with her grandfather to fill in for him at a restaurant he co-owns with Ellen Zook,
an Old Amish woman, and her two sons. Romance between the Mennonites and Amish is forbidden, but Sadie
grows to care for the Zook family--especially considerate Aden. Is heartache all that's ahead for the Amish family
when Sadie steals one man's heart, leaving the wheelchair-bound twin without his caretaker.
FICTION – CHRISTIAN
Waterbrook Press
9780307446558
$16.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
208 Pages
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SCHMIDT STEPS BACK
Louis Begley
When we last saw lawyer Albert Schmidt ("Schmidtie" to all near and dear), he was still reeling from the loss of
the paradise he'd found with Carrie, a Hispanic waitress forty years his junior, who finally declined his marriage
proposal, and settling into a tenuous truce with his only child, Charlotte, a humorless PR flack for Big Tobacco,
who broke his heart by marrying a wonky young (and, ahem, Jewish) associate at Schmidt's white-shoe firm.
Now, with both Carrie and Charlotte pregnant, Schmidt faces a life alone, with only the crumbs of grandfatherly
status to sustain him. His only hope: the French widow of a former partner--as elusive as she is beautiful.
Whether his rusty seduction skills can lure her from Paris to the Hamptons won't be known, though, until Schmidt
endures one more ordeal by fire.
FICTION
Knopf
9780307700650
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
384 Pages

SECRETS OF THE FIRE SEA
Stephen Hunt
The isolated island of Jago is the only home Hannah Conquest has ever known. But her carefree existence
comes to an abrupt halt when her guardian, Archbishop Alice Grey, is brutally murdered. Someone desperately
wants to suppress a secret kept by the archbishop, and if the attempts on Hannah's own life are any indication,
the killer believes that Alice passed the knowledge to her ward before her head was separated from her neck.
Meanwhile, a deadly power struggle is brewing on Jago. And as Hannah digs deeper into the mystery Alice left
behind, assisted by two rather different detectives, she must race to unravel a chain of ancient riddles in order to
save not just her own life, but her island home itself! Secrets of the Fire Sea is a rollicking tale of high adventure
and derring-do set in Stephen Hunt's Victorian-style clockwork world filled with steammen and aliens, fantastical
creatures and dastardly villainsOand some remarkable heroes that steampunk fans will cheer for.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765327673
$31.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 10,000
448 Pages

SHADOW BLIZZARD
Alexey Pehov
Shadow Harold, Siala's master thief, is on a quest for the Rainbow Horn that will restore peace to his world. After
the loss of friends and comrades, after betrayal and battle, Harold finally reaches the dreaded Hrad Spein. But
before he can complete his quest by stealing the magic Horn, he will have to brave the most fearsome obstacles
yet--obstacles that have destroyed everyone before him...and Harold must do so alone.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765324054
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000
464 Pages
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THE SHADOW PATROL
Alex Berenson
John Wells goes undercover in Afghanistan not only among the Taliban but among fellow Americans-in the
electrifying new novel of modern suspense from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of Midnight House
and Secret Soldier.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399158292
$31.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
416 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760446 ($46.00)

SHADOWS IN FLIGHT
Orson Scott Card
At the end of Shadow of the Giant, Bean flees to the stars with three of his children--the three who share the
engineered genes that gave him both hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical life. The time dilation granted
by the speed of their travel gives Earth’s scientists generations to seek a cure, to no avail. In time, they are
forgotten--a fading ansible signal speaking of events lost to Earth’s history. But the Delphikis are about to make a
discovery that will let them save themselves, and perhaps all of humanity in days to come. For there in space
before them lies a derelict Formic colony ship. Aboard it, they will find both death and wonders--the life support
that is failing on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which to explore their own genetic anomaly and the
mysterious disease that killed the ship’s colony.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor Books
9780765332004
$24.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
240 Pages

SHOCK OF WAR: Larry Bond's Red Dragon Rising
Larry Bond and Jim DeFelice
Under secret orders from the President, U.S. Army Major Zeus Murphy sabotages a Chinese invasion fleet on
the eve of its assault against Vietnam. But after Murphy and fellow officer Win Christian are trapped
behind enemy lines, Christian’s erratic behavior gives them away. The pair shoot their way out of a Chinese
airport terminal, hijack a bus, then barely escape two truckloads of soldiers before disappearing into the night.
Thus starts Zeus Murphy’s personal odyssey in the latest installment of the Red Dragon Rising series. By the
authors of Edge of War.
FICTION
Forge Books
9780765321398
$29.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
352 Pages
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SIBERIAN RED
Sam Eastland
It's September 1939. The Second World War has begun. Even as the fighting rages in Poland, Stalin's long time
obsession with the missing treasure of Tsar Nicholas II is rekindled. An informant claims to have information
about the whereabouts of the man entrusted by the Tsar with hiding his gold ...
MYSTERY
Faber and Faber Crime
9780571260676
$22.00 TP Original
MARCH 2012

336 Pages

SIEGE: As the World Dies Book Three
Rhiannon Frater
Siege is the conclusion to Rhiannon Frater's As the World Dies trilogy, which should appeal to fans of The
Walking Dead. Both The First Days and Fighting to Survive won the Dead Letter Award from Mail Order Zombie.
The First Days was named one of the Best Zombie Books of the Decade by the Harrisburg Book Examiner. The
zombie illness has shattered civilization. The survivors who have found tenuous safety in Texas defend their fort
against the walking dead and living bandits. Katie has made peace with the death of her wife and is pregnant
and married to Travis, who has been elected Mayor. Jenni, her stepson, Jason; and Juan-Travis's righthand
man-are a happy family, though Jenni suffers from PTSD. Both women are deadly zombie killers. In Siege, the
people of Ashley Oaks are stunned to discover that the vice president of the United States is alive and
commanding the remnants of the U.S. military. What's left of the U.S. government has plans for this group of
determined survivors.
HORROR
Tor Books
9780765331281
$16.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
352 Pages

A SIMPLE SPRING: A Seasons of Lancaster Novel
Rosalind Lauer
A new Seasons of Lancaster novel from the author of A Simple Winter.
CHRISTIAN FICTION
Ballantine Books
9780345526731
$17.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
352 Pages
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THE SINS OF THE FATHER: Clifton Chronicles Book Two
Jeffrey Archer
On the heels of the international bestseller Only Time We Tell, Jeffrey Archer picks up the sweeping story of the
Clifton Chronicles. Only days before Britain declares war on Germany, Harry Clifton, hoping to escape the
consequences of longburied family secrets recently revealed, and forced to admit that his wish to marry Emma
Barrington will never be fulfilled, has joined the Merchant Navy. But his ship is sunk in the Atlantic by a German
Uboat, drowning almost the entire crew. An American cruise liner, the SS Kansas Star, rescues a handful of
sailors, among them Harry and the third officer, an American named Tom Bradshaw. When Bradshaw dies in the
night, Harry seizes on the chance to escape his tangled past and assumes his identity. But on landing in
America, he quickly learns the risks of such a scheme, when he discovers what is awaiting Bradshaw in New
York. Without any way of proving his true identity, Harry Clifton is now chained to a past that might be far worse
than the one he had hoped to escape.
FICTION
St. Martin's Press
9781250000972
$31.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 300,000
448 Pages

SISTERHOOD EVERLASTING
Ann Brashares
On the cusp of turning thirty, Tibby, Lena, Carmen, and Bridget are now living separate lives, out on their own.
Yet despite having jobs and men that they love, each knows that something is missing: the closeness that once
sustained them. Carmen is a successful actress in New York, engaged to be married, but misses her friends.
Lena finds solace in her art, teaching in Rhode Island, but still thinks of Kostos and the road she didn’t take.
Bridget lives with her longtime boyfriend, Eric, in San Francisco, and though a part of her wants to settle down, a
bigger part can’t seem to shed her old restlessness. Then Tibby reaches out to bridge the distance, sending the
others plane tickets for a reunion that they all breathlessly await. And indeed, it will change their lives forever—
but in ways that none of them could ever have expected.
FICTION
Random House
9780385521239
$17.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
384 Pages
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SISTERHOOD OF DUNE
Brian Herbert
It is eighty-three years after the last of the thinking machines were destroyed in the Battle of Corrin, after Faykan
Butler took the name of Corrino and established himself as the first Emperor of a new Imperium. Great changes
are brewing that will shape and twist all of humankind. The war hero Vorian Atreides has turned his back on
politics and Salusa Secundus. The descendants of Abulurd Harkonnen Griffen and Valya have sworn vengeance
against Vor, blaming him for the downfall of their fortunes. Raquella Berto-Anirul has formed the Bene Gesserit
School on the jungle planet Rossak as the first Reverend Mother. The descendants of Aurelius Venport and
Norma Cenva have built Venport Holdings, using mutated, spice-saturated Navigators who fly precursors of
Heighliners. Gilbertus Albans, the ward of the hated Erasmus, is teaching humans to become Mentats…and
hiding an unbelievable secret. The Butlerian movement, rabidly opposed to all forms of “dangerous technology,”
is led by Manford Torondo and his devoted Swordmaster, Anari Idaho. And it is this group, so many decades
after the defeat of the thinking machines, which begins to sweep across the known universe in mobs, millions
strong, destroying everything in its path.
SCIENCE FICTION
Tor Books
9780765322739
$31.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
SKIRMISH: The House War Book Four
Michelle West

1st Printing 175,000
448 Pages

At long last, Jewel is preparing to announce her candidacy to become the next Terafin and claim the House
Seat. But it is a decision that has her targeted by demons who will stop at nothing to destroy Jewel and her allies
as the House War begins...
SCIENCE FICTION
DAW
9780756407018
$27.50 HC
JANUARY 2012
SLASH AND BURN
Colin Cotterill

1st Printing 15,000
608 Pages

Dr. Siri might finally be allowed to retire (again). Although he loves his two morgue assistants, he’s tired of being
Laos’s national coroner, a job he never wanted in the first place. Plus, he’s pushing eighty, and wants to spend
some time with his wife before his untimely death (which has been predicted by the local transvestite fortune
teller). But retirement is not in the cards for Dr. Siri after all. He’s dragged into one last job for the Lao
government: supervising an excavation for the remains of U.S. fighter pilot who went down in the remote
northern Lao jungle ten years earlier. The presence of American soldiers in Laos is a hot-button issue for both
the Americans and the Lao involved, and the search party includes high-level politicians and scientists. But one
member of the party is found dead, setting off a chain of accidents Dr. Siri suspects are not completely
accidental. Everyone is trapped in a cabin in the jungle, and the bodies are starting to pile up. Can Dr. Siri get to
the bottom of the MIA pilot’s mysterious story before the fortune teller’s prediction comes true?
MYSTERY
Soho Crime
9781616951160
$28.95 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 10,000
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SMALL CIRCUS
Hans Fallada; translated by Michael Hofmann
It is summer, 1929, and in a small German town a storm is brewing. The shabby reporter Tredup leads a
precarious existence working for the Pomeranian Chronicle - until he takes some photographs that offer the
chance to make a fortune. In Kruger's bar, the farmers are plotting their revenge on greedy officials. A mysterious
travelling salesman from Berlin, Henning, is stirring up trouble - but no one knows why. Meanwhile the Nazis
grow stronger and the Communists fight them in the streets. And at the centre of it all, the Mayor, 'Fatty' Gareis,
seeks the easy life even as events spiral beyond his control. As tensions erupt between workers and bosses,
town and country, Left and Right, alliances are broken, bribes are taken and plots are hatched, until the tension
spills over into violence. Hans Fallada's raw, darkly humorous account of a town rife with corruption, greed and
brutality, first published in 1931, was written as Weimar Germany collapsed around him. It is an extraordinary
novel about the failure of governments and the failings of people. Michael Hofmann's brilliant, colloquial
translation brings this work of intrigue and foreboding to English readers for the first time.
FICTION
Penguin Classics
9780141196558
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
608 Pages

SO DAMN LUCKY
Deborah Coonts
Lucky O'Toole-Head of Customer Relations at The Babylon, premier mega-resort on the Vegas Strip-thinks it's
just another night in Las Vegas. But then a magician pulls a disappearing act, right under Lucky's nose. Is it a
stunt? Or something worse? While Lucky chases leads, someone is trying to put her off the scent. As if this
wasn't enough to ruin her day, Lucky's relationship with The Big Boss is coming to a head-past hurts can no
longer be denied. Of course, she is already on shaky emotional ground: Teddie, her live-in, has been touring with
a young and lovely pop star. Paxton Dane, former coworker and would-be suitor, is still circling, hoping to find a
chink in the armor of Lucky's resolve. And then, there's this French chef, who is proving to be too hot to handleO.
Las Vegas expert Deborah Coonts thrills again with this third installment in her dazzling series focused on casino
"fixer" Lucky O'Toole.
FICTION
Forge Books
9780765330062
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
384 Pages

SO PRETTY IT HURTS
Kate White
At long last, the New York Times bestselling author of Hush and Cosmopolitan’s editor-in-chief brings back
sassy writer turned amateur sleuth Bailey Weggins in an addictive mystery involving the death of a supermodel.
MYSTERY
Harper
9780061576607
$32.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
336 Pages
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SOLDIER ZERO VOLUME THREE
Stan Lee; Dan Abnett; Andy Lanning
Stan Lee leads the charge with superstar writers Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning and fan-favorite artists Javier
Pina and leads the charge with superstar writers Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning and fan-favorite artists Javier
Pina and Ramon Bachs as Volume 3 of the most exciting superhero series in years blasts off into uncharted
territory.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860616
$18.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012
THE SONG OF ACHILLES
Madeline Miller

1st Printing 12,000
128 Pages

At ten, Patroclus, a small, awkward prince, has been exiled to the kingdom of Phthia, to be raised in the shadow
of King Peleus and his golden son, Achilles. The “best of all the Greeks”—strong, beautiful, the child of a
goddess—Achilles is everything the shamed Patroclus is not. Yet despite their differences and the fury of
Achilles’s mother Thetis, a cruel sea goddess with a hatred of mortals, the boys become steadfast companions,
their bond deepening as they grow into young men skilled in the arts of war and medicine. When word comes
that Helen of Sparta has been kidnapped, the men of Greece, bound by blood and oath, must lay siege to Troy
in her name. Seduced by the promise of a glorious destiny, Achilles joins their cause. Torn between love and fear
for his friend, Patroclus follows Achilles, little knowing that the cruel Fates will test them as never before, and
demand a terrible sacrifice. Building on the groundwork of The Iliad, Madeline Miller’s page-turning, profoundly
moving, and blisteringly paced retelling of the epic Trojan War marks the launch of a dazzling career.
FICTION
Ecco
9780062060617
$18.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012
SONGS OF THE EARTH
Elspeth Cooper

1st Printing 50,000
384 Pages

The Book of Eador, Abjurations 12:14, is very clear: Suffer ye not the life of a witch. For a thousand years, the
Church Knights have obeyed that commandment, sending to the stake anyone who can hear the songs of the
earth. There are no exceptions, not even for one of their own. Novice Knight Gair can hear music no one else
can, beautiful, terrible music: music with power. In the Holy City, that can mean only one thing: death by fire—
until an unlikely intervention gives him a chance to flee the city and escape the flames. With the Church Knights
and their witchfinder hot on his heels, Gair hasn’t time to learn how to use the power growing inside him, but if he
doesn’t master it, that power will tear him apart. His only hope is the secretive Guardians of the Veil, though
centuries of persecution have almost destroyed their Order, and the few Guardians left have troubles of their
own. For the Veil between worlds is weakening, and behind it, the Hidden Kingdom, ever-hungry for dominion
over the daylight realm, is stirring.
FANTASY
Tor Books
9780765331656
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
480 Pages
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SONOMA ROSE
Jennifer Chiaverini
Mother to eight children, Rosa mourns the loss of four who succumbed to the mysterious wasting disease that is
now afflicting young Ana and Miguel. Two daughters born of another father are in perfect health. When an act of
violence shatters Rosa's resolve to maintain her increasingly dangerous existence, she flees with the children
and her precious heirloom quilts to the mesa where she last saw her beloved mother alive. As a flash flood traps
them in a treacherous canyon, only one man is brave-or foolhardy-enough to come to their rescue: Lars
Jorgenson, Rosa's first love and the father of her healthy daughters. Together they escape to Berkeley, where a
leading specialist offers their only hope of saving Ana and Miguel. Here in northern California, they create new
identities to protect themselves from Rosa's vengeful husband, the police who seek her for questioning, and the
gangsters Lars reported to Prohibition agents-officers representing a department often as corrupt as the Mob
itself. Ever mindful that his youthful alcoholism provoked Rosa to spurn him, Lars nevertheless supports Rosa's
daring plan to stake their futures on a struggling Sonoma Valley vineyard-despite the recent hardships of local
winemakers whose honest labors at viticulture have, through no fault of their own, become illegal.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952640
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
SPRING
David Szalay

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages

James is a man with a checkered past—sporadic entrepreneur, one-time film producer, almost a dot-com
millionaire—now alone in a flat in Bloomsbury, running a shady horse-racing-tips operation. Katherine is a
manager at a luxury hotel, a job she’d intended to leave years ago, and is separated from her husband. The
novel unfolds in 2006, at the end of the money-for-nothing years, as a chance meeting leads to an awkward tryst
and James tries to make sense of a relationship where “no” means “maybe” and a “yes” can never be taken for
granted.
FICTION
Graywolf Press
9781555976026
$16.50 TP Original
JANUARY 2012
THE SPY WHO JUMPED OFF THE SCREEN
Thomas Caplan

272 Pages

The novel's charismatic hero, former covert operative Ty Hunter, has become, almost by accident, the number
one film star in the world. When he is recruited on a clandestine mission to thwart the transfer of nuclear
warheads into rogue hands, he must deploy every skill he has as an actor, soldier, and spy. Donning his fame as
a disguise, Ty matches wits and muscle with the enigmatic billionaire Ian Santal and his nefarious protégé Philip
Frost-two supremely sophisticated adversaries- even as he falls in love with the entrancing young woman
closest to them both, the jewelry designer Isabella Cavill. By the author of Line of Chance.
FICTION
Viking
9780670023219
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages
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STARBORN VOLUME THREE
Stan Lee; Chris Roberson; Khary Randolph
STARBORN sees Stan Lee join forces with New York Times bestselling writer Chris Roberson (SUPERMAN,
iZOMBIE, CINDERELLA: FROM FABLETOWN WITH LOVE) and world class artists Khary Randolph (SPIDERMAN, TEEN TITANS GO!) and Matteo Scalera (DEADPOOL) to present Volume 3 of the graphic novel series
that is truly not of this world. A perfect jumping-on point for new readers, this collection sees Benjamin Warner
fight to accept his unforgivable past as he takes up the unbelievable mantle of Starborn. With new menacing
villains and other familiar superheroes, this graphic novel volume continues to be the most scintillating sci-fi
superhero epic on the shelves.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860883
$18.99 TP Original
MAY 2012

1st Printing 12,000
128 Pages

STAR WARS: DARTH PLAGUEIS
James Luceno
Darth Plagueis: one of the most brilliant Sith Lords who ever lived. Possessing power is all he desires. Losing it
is the only thing he fears. As an apprentice, he embraces the ruthless ways of the Sith. And when the time is
right, he destroys his Master—but vows never to suffer the same fate. For like no other disciple of the dark side,
Darth Plagueis learns to command the ultimate power . . . over life and death. Darth Sidious: Plagueis’s chosen
apprentice. Under the guidance of his Master, he secretly studies the ways of the Sith, while publicly rising to
power in the galactic government, first as Senator, then as Chancellor, and eventually as Emperor.
SCIENCE FICTION
LucasBooks
9780345511287
$31.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages

STAR WARS: FATE OF THE JEDI: APOCALYPSE
Troy Denning
In the stunning finale of the epic Fate of the Jedi series, Jedi and Sith face off—with Coruscant as their
battlefield. For the Sith, it’s the chance to restore their dominance over the galaxy that forgot them for so long.
For Abeloth, it’s a giant step in her quest to conquer all life everywhere. For Luke Skywalker, it’s a call to arms to
eradicate the Sith and their monstrous new master once and for all. In a planetwide strike, teams of Jedi Knights
take the Sith infiltrators by swift and lethal surprise. But victory against the cunning and savage Abeloth, and the
terrifying endgame she has planned, is anything but certain. And as Luke, Ben, Han, Leia, Jaina, Jag, and their
allies close in, the devastating truth about the dark side incarnate will be exposed—and send shock waves
through the Jedi Order, the galaxy, and the Force itself.
SCIENCE FICTION
LucasBooks
9780345509222
$31.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
352 Pages
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STAY CLOSE
Harlan Coben
Megan is a suburban soccer mom who once upon a time walked on the wild side. Now she's got two kids, a
perfect husband, a picket fence, and a growing sense of dissatisfaction. Ray used to be a talented documentary
photographer, but at age forty he finds himself in a dead- end job posing as a paparazzo pandering to celebrityobsessed rich kids. Jack is a detective who can't let go of a cold case-a local husband and father disappeared
seventeen years ago, and Jack spends the anniversary every year visiting a house frozen in time, the missing
man's family still waiting, his slippers left by the recliner as if he might show up any moment to step into them.
Three people living lives they never wanted, hiding secrets that even those closest to them would never suspect,
will find that the past doesn't recede. Even as the terrible consequences of long-ago events crash together in the
present and threaten to ruin lives, they will come to the startling realization that they may not want to forget the
past at all. And as each confronts the dark side of the American Dream- the boredom of a nice suburban life, the
excitement of temptation, the desperation and hunger that can lurk behind even the prettiest facades- they will
discover the hard truth that the line between one kind of life and another can be as whisper-thin as a heartbeat.
MYSTERY
Dutton
9780525952275
$32.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 750,000
384 Pages

THE STOLEN BRIDE
Tony Hays
An Arthurian mystery by the author of The Beloved Dead.
MYSTERY
Forge Books
9780765326294
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000
352 Pages

STRANGE FLESH
Michael Olson
James Pryce, a Harvard dropout and now an elite hacker for RedRook Security has received his most tantalizing
—and most personal—assignment yet. In order to understand his primary target, he must discover what led a
gifted young woman to her sudden, brutal death. But his pursuit of the truth is not merely professional. The
investigation, and its unexpected twists, ignite passions in James that are unlike anything he’s experienced…
since Blythe Randall. Blythe, the love of his life and the woman who broke his heart ten years ago, has hired
him to locate her brother Billy—a billionaire multi-media artist who’s disappeared into a decadent online world
called NOD. Billy Randall’s obsession is “the Bleed”: the moment when real and virtual selves intersect, where
actions in one life breed consequences in another. James soon learns that Billy has designed a lavish alternate
reality game, an escalating, high stakes virtual landscape of strange flesh.
FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781451627572
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

416 Pages
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STRAY LOVE
Kyo Maclear
Born of an adulterous affair in London, England, Marcel is ethnically ambiguous, growing up in the racially
charged 1960s with a white surrogate father named Oliver. Abandoned as an infant, Marcel is haunted by vague
memories of his bohemian mother, and is desperate to know who his real parents are. When Oliver is promoted
to foreign correspondent, he leaves Marcel in the care of his ill-equipped friends, including the beautiful Pippa.
The world is being swept by a wave of liberation—coups, revolutions and the end of colonialism. While Oliver
rushes toward the action, Marcel is set adrift in swinging London, a city of magic—and a city where he can never
quite fit in. Just when it seems they will never be reunited, Marcel is sent to join Oliver in Vietnam. But by the
summer of 1963, the war is escalating, and Oliver is finally overwhelmed by his doomed love for Pippa. When
Marcel eventually uncovers the shattering truth about his mother, his entire world is rearranged. NStray Love is
beautifully illustrated with original drawings by noted Toronto artist/filmmaker Heather Frise.
FICTION
Phyllis Bruce Books
9781443408592
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012
THE STREET SWEEPER
Elliot Perlman

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
320 Pages

Lamont Williams is a black man from the Bronx trying to return to a normal life after serving a six-year prison
term for a crime for which he was wrongly convicted. Historian Adam Zignelik is an untenured Columbia
professor whose career and long-term relationship are falling apart. When Lamont Williams strikes up an unlikely
friendship with a patient at the hospital where he works as a janitor, he learns about the Sonderkommando-prisoners forced to work in the gas chambers and crematoria of the Nazi extermination camps. Meanwhile,
Adam pursues a promising research topic suggested by a World War II veteran, a topic that might just save him
professionally and even personally. When the lives of these two men intersect, history comes to life in ways
neither of them could have foreseen.
FICTION
Bond Street Books
9780385665629
$32.95 HC
JANUARY 2012
SUDDENLY A KNOCK ON THE DOOR
Etgar Keret

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
576 Pages

Part Kafka, part Vonnegut, with the concerns and comedic delivery of Woody Allen, Etgar Keret is a brilliant and
original master of the short story. Keret brings all of his prodigious talent to bear in Suddenly, A Knock on the
Door, his sixth bestselling collection. Long a household name in Israel, where he has been declared the voice of
his generation, Keret has been acknowledged as one of the country’s most radical and extraordinary writers.
Exuding a rare combination of depth and accessibility, Keret’s tales overflow with absurdity, humor, sadness, and
compassion, and though their circumstances are often strange and surreal, his characters are defined by a
familiar and fierce humanity.
FICTION
Farrar Straus & Giroux
9780374533335
$15.50 TP Original
APRIL 2012

192 Pages
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SWEET TOOTH VOLUME FOUR: Endangered Species
Jeff Lemire
Gus reluctantly joins Jepperd on missing persons hunt, but the tension between the two continues to grow.
Meanwhile, Singh and Johnny come face to face with a deadly new threat, and Lucy and the girls meet Walter
Fish, an enigmatic survivor who may have more to offer than meets the eye. Will this lead to a new sanctuary for
them, or something far more dangerous?
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Vertigo
9781401233617
$18.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012
TAKEN
Robert Crais

1st Printing 75,000
176 Pages

When the police tell a wealthy industrialist that her missing son has faked his own kidnapping, she hires Elvis
Cole and Joe Pike—and Cole soon determines that it was no fake. The boy and his secret girlfriend have been
taken, and are now lost in the gray and changing world of the professional border kidnappers, who prey not only
on innocent victims but also on one another—buying, selling, and stealing victims like commodities. Fortunately,
the kidnappers don’t yet know who the boy is, but when Cole goes undercover to try to buy the two of them back,
he himself is taken, and disappears. Now it is up to Pike to retrace Cole’s steps, burning through the hard and
murderous world of human traffickers . . . before it is too late.
FICTION
Putnam
9780399158278
$31.00 HC
JANUARY 2012
TANPOPO
Camilla Derrico

1st Printing 350,000
320 Pages

Tanpopo is a beguiling and innovative manga series from Vancouver artist and designer Camilla Derrico.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Harper Collins
9781608862542
$29.99 HC
MARCH 2012
THE TECHNOLOGISTS
Matthew Pearl
The acclaimed author of The Dante Club reinvigorates the historical thriller. Matthew Pearl’s spellbinding new
novel transports readers to tumultuous nineteenth-century Boston, where the word “technology” represents a
bold and frightening new concept. The fight for the future will hinge on The Technologists.
FICTION
Random House
9781400066575
$30.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
496 Pages
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A TEENY BIT OF TROUBLE
Michael Lee West
It's not every day that I bake a dozen Red Velvet cakes, learn my boyfriend may have a love child, and I witness
a murder. After Charleston pastry chef, Teeny Templeton, witnesses a murder, she discovers that her lawyerboyfriend, Coop O'Malley, has been keeping secrets: the victim's ten-year-old daughter may be his child. As
more lies explode, Teeny finds herself trapped in Bonaventure, Georgia, a zany "little Savannah," where she
must deal with her commitment phobia, gather DNA from a ten-year old child genius, outwit a stalker, decode an
encrypted diary, and fend off advances of an ex-beau, a handsome plastic surgeon who's crazy-in-love with her.
Teeny's life gets maddeningly complicated by a series of not-so-teeny troubles: an uneasy love triangle, a
gossip-mongering tarantula breeder, an wise-cracking Southern Belle with early Alzheimer's, Coop's loveable
Chihuahua-toting granny, and clues that point to the illegal trafficking of human organs. But when a suspect is
arrested, the bodies keep piling up and Teeny doesn't know who to trust. As the murderers close in, Teeny
unearths a revelation that becomes a game-changer and flips her world upside-down.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312571238
$28.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 60,000
320 Pages

THE TENDERLOIN
John Butler
A freshly narrated, beautifully observed and emotionally affecting story of young man's struggle for self-definition,
told with equal parts charm, humour and lyricism.
FICTION
Picador
9780330519885
$23.99 TP Original
OCTOBER 2011

1st Printing 5000
256 Pages

THAT FORGETFUL SHORE
Trudy J. Morgan-Cole
Triffie and Kit are closer than sisters. But for two girls growing up in a tiny Newfoundland outport at the dawn of
the twentieth century, having the same dreams and ambitions doesn't mean life will hand you the same
opportunities. A teacher's certificate offers Kit the chance to explore the wider world, while Triffie is left behind,
living the life she never wanted with the man she swore she'd never marry. The letters she and Kit exchange are
her lifeline -- until a long-buried secret threatens to destroy their friendship. That Forgetful Shore is a story of
friendship, love, faith and betrayal.
FICTION
Breakwater Books
9781550813623
$19.95 TP Original
SEPTEMBER 2011

296 Pages
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THAT'S HOW I ROLL
Andrew Vachhs
“For a man like me, this is a good part of the country to do my work. I take pride in the quality of my work, but I
never deceive myself that every death at my hands is justified, never mind righteous or noble. I never saw myself
as ... much of anything, really. Just a crippled, cornered rat, trying to protect my little brother with whatever I
can.”
MYSTERY
Pantheon
9780307379948
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012
THESE GIRLS
Sarah Pekkanen

1st Printing 25,000
224 Pages

What would you do if your husband suddenly wanted to rewrite the rules of your relationship?
FICTION
Washington Square Press
9781451612547
$17.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

352 Pages

THE THIEF
Clive Cussler and Justin Scott
A new action-packed Isaac Bell novel from the authors of The Race and The Spy.
FICTION
Dutton
9780399158612
$32.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 600,000
384 Pages
AUDIO DISC
9781611760583 ($46.00)

THIRST
Shree Ghatage
Thirst is about many forms of desire--and most particularly, at its heart, about love unexpectedly found and lost
during a difficult time (WWII) and in an unlikely spot: within a hastily arranged union between two young people
who begin their marriage as complete strangers. The lovers are Vasanti, an intelligent woman who has
nonetheless grown up naive and protected; and Baba, the scion of a prominent Brahmin family who longs to
study in London, thus escaping the family compound in Bombay. The novel moves between the lushness of
India and the sombre grayness of London during the Blitz, even as Ghatage brilliantly unwinds the story of two
conflicted people who, slowly but surely, learn to tolerate, then like, then passionately love each other just as
their worlds fall apart
FICTION
Doubleday Canada
9780385666657
$29.95 HC
MAY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
352 Pages
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THOSE WHO LOVE NIGHT
Wessel Ebersohn
When Abigail Bukula, a young lawyer in the South African Justice Department, learns that the secret son of her
aunt, who died in a massacre years ago, has been arrested by the Zimbabwean government as part of the socalled Harare Seven and is being kept in the country's most brutal prison, she races to their aid determined but
perhaps a bit naive. With an eager young lawyer as her only ally and a director of the country's intelligence
agency either helping her or setting her up, she will not leave without winning their freedom and learning what
really happened to her aunt. By cunning, by bribery, by sheer audacity-and with the help of her friend prison
psychologist Yudel Gordon-Abigail is determined to prevail in Those Who Love Night.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312655969
$28.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
304 Pages

THREE LETTERS
Josephine Cox
The brand new dramatic novel about the power of a father's love, a little boy's journey,and the desperate search
for a place to call home, from Number 1 best-selling author Josephine Cox. Eight-year-old Casey's mother Ruth
is a cruel woman, with an appetite for other women's husbands. His father is quiet and hard-working and, though
Tom Denton has long suspected his wife of having sordid affairs, he has chosen to turn a blind eye to keep the
peace. But then, quite unexpectedly, Tom receives two bits of devastating news, and his world is cruelly
shattered. It is then he realises things will have to change. Tom decides to fight for his son, determined to keep
him safe and to raise him to be the best he can be. But life is cruel when fate takes a hand, and Casey fears that
his father's prophetic words are coming true! 'It's done. The dice is thrown, and nobody wins.' But there are three
letters that may just change his destiny forever.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9780007419968
$39.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 55,000
592 Pages

TITANIC TRAGEDY: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
William Seil
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson board the Titanic on its ill-fated maiden voyage, where Holmes is to carry out a
secret government mission. Soon after departure, highly important submarine plans for the US navy are
stolen. Holmes and Watson must work through a list of suspects which includes Colonel James Moriarty, brother
to the late Professor Moriarty - but will they find the culprit before tragedy strikes? Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
timeless creation returns in a new series of handsomely designed detective stories, encapsulating the most
varied and thrilling cases of the world's greatest detective.
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857687104
$10.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 5000
256 Pages
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TORN
Lesley Pearse
London, 1914. Belle Reilly finally has the life she's dreamed of thanks to a devoted husband in Jimmy and the
hat shop she's wanted to own since she was a child. But as the storm clouds of World War One begin to gather,
Jimmy enlists in the army and leaves for the battlefields of Ypres. Belle volunteers to help the wounded. But her
work as a Red Cross ambulance driver in France throws her into the path of Etienne, the enigmatic man who
played a significant role in her childhood, and Belle finds herself torn agonisingly between forbidden passion and
loyalty to a good man.But the past returns to haunt her present in other - more unpleasant - ways and Belle's
character is put to the test like never before. Can she survive this most brutal of wars with her spirit intact? And
will destiny finally lead her to lasting happiness even while war rages all around?
FICTION
Penguin
9780718157043
$38.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

496 Pages

TOUCH OF POWER
Maria V. Snyder
A new novel from the author of Poison Study and Fire Study.
FANTASY
Mira
9780778313076
$17.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

400 Pages

TOUCHSTONE
Melanie Rawn
Cayden Silversun is part Elven, part Fae, part human Wizard—and all rebel. His aristocratic mother would have
him follow his father to the Royal Court, to make a high society living off the scraps of kings. But Cade lives and
breathes for the theater, and he’s good—very, very good. With his company, he’ll enter the highest reaches of
society and power, as an honored artist—or die trying. Cade combines the talents of Merlin, Shakespeare, and
John Lennon: a wholly charming character in a remarkably original fantasy world created by a mistress of the art.
MYSTERY
Tor Books
9780765323620
$29.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
368 Pages
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THE TRAGEDY OF ARTHUR
Arthur Phillips
The Tragedy of Arthur is an emotional and elaborately constructed tour de force. Its doomed hero is Arthur
Phillips, a young novelist struggling with a con artist father who works wonders of deception. Imprisoned for
decades and nearing the end of his life, Arthur’s father reveals a treasure he’s kept secret for half a century: The
Tragedy of Arthur, a previously unknown play by William Shakespeare. Arthur and his twin sister inherit their
father’s mission: to see the manuscript published and acknowledged as the Bard’s last great gift to humanity . . .
unless it’s their father’s last great con.
FICTION
Random House
9780812977929
$17.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
TRAIL OF THE SPELLMANS: DOCUMENT FIVE
Lisa Lutz

1st Printing 15,000
400 Pages

For the first time in Spellman history, Isabel Spellman, PI, might be the most normal member of her family. Mom,
Olivia, has taken on an outrageous assortment of extracurricular activities. Dad, Albert, has a secret. Her brother
and sister, David and Rae, are at war, but neither will reveal the source of the conflict. And Izzy's niece, Sydney,
keeps saying banana even though she hates bananas. That's not to say that Izzy isn't without her own troubles.
Henry Stone keeps wanting "to talk," a prospect Isabel evades by going out with her new drinking buddy, none
other than Gertrude Stone, Henry's mother. While domestic disturbances abound, there is one source of sanity
in the Spellman household: Demetrius Merriweather, now employee of the month for 18 months straight (the
entire tenure of his employment).Things aren't any simpler on the business side of Spellman Investigations.
First, parents hire the firm to follow their daughter. Rae is assigned the case, only to fake the surveillance
reports. Then a math professor hires Izzy to watch his immaculate apartment while he unravels like a bad
formula. A socialite has Isabel follow her husband, despite a conspicuous lack of suspicion. A man in a sweater
vest hires the firm to follow his sister, who turns out to be the socialite. Isabel wants to get to the bottom of all
this, but her father erects a Chinese wall to protect the clients' wishes. As the questions pile up, Izzy won't stop
hunting for the answers-even when they threaten to shatter both the business and the family.
MYSTERY
Simon & Schuster
9781451608120
$28.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
THE TRAVELER VOLUME THREE
Stan Lee; Mark Waid

384 Pages

Stan Lee, the greatest innovator of the comic book industry, teams up with BOOM! Studios to deliver a brand
new line of superhero comics. In THE TRAVELER, Stan teams up with the fan favorite writers Mark Waid and
Tom Peyer, with art from the critically acclaimed Chad Hardin to bring you a man out of time! Volume 3 continues
to explore the mysterious hero known only as The Traveler as he battles the forces of evil in a time-bending
thriller that finds all of history and the future hanging in the balance!
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Boom!
9781608860630
$18.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,000
400 Pages
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TRIGGER POINT
Matthew Glass
July 5, 2018, Masini, Uganda: 218 people are massacred when the Lord’s Resistance Army attacks an
undefended hospital. Among them are thirty-two American volunteers. September 12, UN Security Council: the
United States announces its plan to eradicate the Lord’s Resistance Army once and for all. But it will mean
military intervention in China’s African sphere of influence. The message from the Chinese is to keep out.
October 17, Wall Street: after a trio of high-flying traders hatch a secret plan to make a killing by undermining the
share price of a certain New York–based bank, stock prices tumble as a wave of uncertainty sweeps the US
markets. Memories of the collapse a decade earlier are still fresh, and Washington is prepared to do what it
takes to prop up America’s banks. But the government’s concern is that this time the turmoil is orchestrated—
that someone is deliberately undermining the US markets. Are these completely unrelated incidents, or the
opening moves in a much larger confrontation between two superpowers? With hawks and hardliners on both
sides keen to provoke conflict, the crisis escalates inexorably. American diplomat Marion Ellman must defuse the
situation before it’s too late. Will the world’s two superpowers pull back from the brink, or is worldwide
catastrophe inevitable? The author once again takes us behind the scenes in the worlds of high finance and
international diplomacy in this sharply intelligent follow-up to his internationally praised debut novel, Ultimatum.
FICTION
Harper
9781443407120
$21.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
416 Pages

TRIGGERS
Robert J. Sawyer
On the eve of a secret military operation, an assassin's bullet strikes President Seth Jerrison. He is rushed to the
hospital, where surgeons struggle to save his life. At the same hospital, researcher Dr. Ranjip Singh is
experimenting with a device that can erase traumatic memories. Then a terrorist bomb detonates. In the
operating room, the president suffers cardiac arrest. He has a near-death experience-but the memories that
flash through Jerrison's mind are not his memories. It quickly becomes clear that the electromagnetic pulse
generated by the bomb amplified and scrambled Dr. Singh's equipment, allowing a random group of people to
access one another's minds. And now one of those people has access to the president's memories- including
classified information regarding the upcoming military mission, which, if revealed, could cost countless lives. But
the task of determining who has switched memories with whom is a daunting one- particularly when some of the
people involved have reason to lie...
SCIENCE FICTION
Viking
9780670065769
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012

384 Pages
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TUESDAY NIGHT MIRACLES
Kris Radish
Free-spirited psychologist Dr. Olivia Bayer suspects she’ll need a miracle to help the four wildly different women
in her anger management class. Grace, a single working mother, can barely find a moment’s rest. Jane, a highprofile real estate agent, is struggling in the recession. Kit, in her fifties, has had it with her taunting older
brothers. And Leah, a young mother of two, is starting over after ending a troubled relationship. All have reached
a crossroads, and Dr. Bayer has an unconventional plan to steer them on the right track. As the class gets taken
everywhere from a bowling alley to a shooting range, the women’s Tuesday meetings transform from tense,
reluctant gatherings into richly rewarding experiments in female bonding. As Grace, Jane, Kit, and Leah open up
—revealing secrets, swapping stories, and recovering long-lost dreams—old wounds begin to heal, new
friendships are forged, and miracles manifest in the most surprising ways.
FICTION
Bantam
9780553384765
$17.00 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
496 Pages

A TURN OF LIGHT
Julie E. Czerneda
The village of Marrowdell is an isolated pioneer community, but it is also the place where two worlds overlap, and
at the turn of light- sunset- the world of magic known as Verge can briefly be seen. Jenn Nalynn belongs to both
Verge and Marrowdell, but even she doesn't know how special she is or that her "invisible" friend Wisp is actually
a dragon sent to guard her and keep her from leaving the valley. But Jenn longs to see the world, and thinking
that a husband will help her reach this goal, she decides to create one using spells. Of course, everything goes
awry, and suddenly her invisible friend has been transformed into a man. He is not the only newcomer to
Marrowdell- and far from the most dangerous of those who are suddenly finding their way to the valley...
SCIENCE FICTION
DAW
9780756407070
$17.50 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 12,500
608 Pages

UNDER THE SAME SKY
Genevieve Graham
The year is 1746. A young woman from South Carolina and a Scottish Highlander share an intimacy and
devotion beyond their understanding. They've known each other their entire lives. And yet they have never met.
Maggie Johnson has been gifted with "the Sight" ever since she was a child. Her dreams bring her visions of the
future, and of a presence she knows is real. She calls him Wolf, and has seen him grow alongside her from a
careless young boy into a fearsome warrior. And when her life is torn asunder by unspeakable tragedy, he is her
only hope.
ROMANCE
Berkley
9780425245231
$17.50 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
336 Pages
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THE UNDERSIDE OF JOY
Sere P. Halverson
To Ella Beene, happiness means living in the northern California river town of Elbow with her husband, Joe, and
his two young children. Yet one summer day Joe breaks his own rule-never turn your back on the ocean-and a
sleeper wave strikes him down, drowning not only the man but his many secrets. For three years, Ella has been
the only mother the kids have known and has believed that their biological mother, Paige, abandoned them. But
when Paige shows up at the funeral, intent on reclaiming the children, Ella soon realizes there may be more to
Paige and Joe's story. "Ella's the best thing that's happened to this family," say her close-knit Italian-American inlaws, for generations the proprietors of a local market. But their devotion quickly falters when the custody fight
between mother and stepmother urgently and powerfully collides with Ella's quest for truth. The Underside of Joy
is not a fairy-tale version of stepmotherhood pitting good Ella against evil Paige, but an exploration of the
complex relationship of two mothers. Their conflict uncovers a map of scars-both physical and emotional-to the
families' deeply buried tragedies, including Italian internment camps during World War II and postpartum
psychosis. Weaving a rich fictional tapestry abundantly alive with the glorious natural beauty of the novel's
setting, Halverson is a captivating guide through the flora and fauna of human emotion-grief and anger, shame
and forgiveness, happiness and its shadow complement . . . the underside of joy.
FICTION
Dutton
9780525952596
$30.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
320 Pages

THE UNINVITED GUESTS
Sadie Jones
By the author of The Outcast.
FICTION
Knopf Canada
9780307402530
$22.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada
256 Pages

UNTERZAKHN
Leela Corman
For six-year-old Esther and Fanya, the teeming streets of New York's Lower East Side circa 1910 are both a
fascinating playground and a place where life's lessons are learned quickly and often cruelly. In drawings that
capture both the tumult and the telling details of that street life, Unterzakhn (Yiddish for "Underthings") tells the
story of these sisters: as wide-eyed little girls absorbing the sights and sounds of a neighborhood of struggling
immigrants; as teenagers taking their own tentative steps into the wider world (Esther working for a woman who
runs both a burlesque theater and a whorehouse, Fanya for an obstetrician who also performs illegal abortions);
and, finally, as adults battling for their own piece of the "golden land," where the difference between just barely
surviving and triumphantly succeeding involves, for each of them, painful decisions that will have unavoidably
tragic repercussions.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Schocken
9780805242591
$25.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
240 Pages
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UNTITLED
Robert Rotenberg
This is the third title in Robert Rotenberg's legal thriller series set in Toronto.
FICTION
Touchstone
9781451642353
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

256 Pages

VANISHED
Lisa Marklund
A hurricane sweeps across Sweden leaving chaos in its wake. Two men lie dead in Stockholm, shot in the head
at point-blank range. A young woman runs for her life, finding refuge in Paradise, a foundation dedicated to those
whose lives are in danger. Newspaper sub-editor Annika Bengtzon is trying to piece her life back together
following the violent death of her fiancé, and covering the story of Paradise is just the break she needs. But as
she’s about to find out, neither the young woman nor Paradise are quite what they appear to be.
MYSTERY
Vintage Canada
9780307358493
$19.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
400 Pages

THE VANISHERS
Heidi Julavits
Is the bond between mother and daughter unbreakable, even by death? Julia Severn is a student at an elite
institute for psychics. Her mentor, the legendary Madame Ackermann, afflicted by jealousy, refuses to pass the
torch to her young disciple. Instead, she subjects Julia to the humiliation of reliving her mother's suicide when
Julia was an infant. As the two lock horns, and Julia gains power, Madame Ackermann launches a desperate
psychic attack that leaves Julia the victim of a crippling ailment. Julia retreats to a faceless job in Manhattan. But
others have noted Julia's emerging gifts, and soon she's recruited to track down an elusive missing person—a
controversial artist who might have a connection to her mother. As Julia sifts through ghosts and astral clues,
everything she thought she knew of her mother is called into question, and she discovers that her ability to know
the minds of others—including her own—goes far deeper than she ever imagined.
FICTION
Doubleday
9780385523813
$29.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages
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VICTIMS: An Alex Delaware Novel
Jonathan Kellerman
A new Alex Delaware novel from the author of Deception, Evidence, and Mystery.
FICTION
Ballantine Books
9780345505712
$33.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 200,000
352 Pages

VIRAL
James Lilliefors
In remote pockets of the Third World, a deadly virus is quietly sweeping through impoverished farming villages
and shanty towns with frightening speed and potency. In the South of France, a high-level terrorist is found slain
in an alleyway and a former American intelligence agent is suspected. In West Africa, an undercover dissident
journalist learns of an investment consortium planning to funnel billions of dollars into the continent. Before he
can publicize details, he is savagely murdered. And in Washington, a three-word message left in a safe-deposit
box may be the thread that connects these seemingly unrelated incidents – if, that is, Charles Mallory, a private
intelligence contractor and former CIA operative, can decipher it before time runs out. What Mallory begins to
discover are the traces of a secret war, with a bold objective – to create a new, technologically advanced, and
lucrative, society in an unlikely region of Africa; a model civilization able to solve the ages-old, seemingly
insoluble problems that plague many Third World nations. With the help of his brother Jon, an investigative
reporter, can he break the story to the world before it is too late – before a planned “humane depopulation” takes
place? As the stakes and strategies of this secret war become more evident, the Mallory brothers find
themselves in a complex game of wits with an enemy they can’t see: a new sort of superpower led by a brilliant,
elusive tactician who believes that ends justify means.
FICTION
Soho Crime
9781616950682
$28.95 HC
APRIL 2012
VULTURE PEAK
John Burdett

1st Printing 10,000
336 Pages

The mordantly funny, propulsive, fiendishly entertaining new novel featuring Royal Thai Police Detective Sonchai
Jitpleecheep--who has already led us through the author's four previous wildly praised Bangkok novels. Sonchai
is back. And this time he's been put in charge of the highest profile criminal case in Thailand: ending trafficking in
human organs. He sets in motion a massive sting operation, traveling to Phuket, Hong Kong, Dubai, Shanghai,
and Monte Carlo, drawing in a host of unwitting players, including an aging rock star wearing out his second liver
and Chinese twins known as the Vultures--mysterious, diabolical, albeit gorgeous co-queenpins of the
international body-parts trade. But closer to home, things are getting really dicey for Sonchai: there are rumors
that his ex-prostitute wife is having an affair, and Sonchai will soon discover whether he's enlightened enough-forget Buddhism, think jealousy--to cope with his own compromised and compromising world.
MYSTERY
Knopf
9780307272676
$29.00 HC
JULY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages
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WALK ACROSS THE SUN
Corban Addison
An unforgettable journey into the underworld of modern-day slavery, A Walk Across the Sun begins on
December 26, 2004, as seventeen-year-old Ahalya Ghai and her younger sister, Sita, are walking on the beach
outside their home in Chennai, India. Suddenly, the unimaginable happens: a devastating tsunami hits the shore,
tearing their family apart instantly and leaving them orphaned and alone. As they attempt to travel toward safety
inland, they are kidnapped and delivered to a Mumbai brothel, to begin new lives as captive prostitutes. In
Washington, DC, a young lawyer, Thomas Clarke, is forced to take a sabbatical from his prestigious law firm. He
chooses to serve his time with a non-profit group working in the red-light areas of Mumbai, where his wife, Priya,
has returned to live with her family following the tragic loss of their child. Little does he know that his reluctant
penance will soon turn into an international quest for the woman he has lost and a child he has never met.
Though separated by half a world, the destinies of Thomas and the Ghai sisters become intertwined as Sita is
trafficked to Paris and then New York. Before long, Thomas is navigating the brutal system of international
human trafficking in an effort to reunite the sisters and save Sita’s life. Unflinchingly gritty yet ultimately hopeful,
A Walk Across the Sun is an eye-opening tale of family and survival.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443408233
$22.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
448 Pages

A WANDERING HEART
Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer
A movie crew arrives to shoot a film in Cape Light and Angel Island provides a perfect backdrop. Offering good
food and a place to rest, Liza's Inn welcomes the cast and crew, including the famous actress Charlotte Miller.
Charlotte is surprisingly down to earth and is totally charmed by the island, especially the Inn, where she
chooses to stay instead of more lavish accommodations. But one day, along the water's edge, Charlotte is swept
into the sea, only to have her life saved by local fisherman, Colin Doyle. Their attraction is instant and
undeniable-even though they come from completely different worlds. Angel Island is just the sort of place where
miracles can happen.
FICTION
Berkley
9780425245842
$30.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
304 Pages

WAR OF THE GREEN LANTERNS: Aftermath
Tony Bedard
In the aftermath to "War of the Green Lanterns," The Green Lantern Corps must pull themselves together in
order to resumepolicing the universe. But the Green Lanterns find that doing so is more difficult than they ever
imagined.
GRAPHIC NOVELS
DC Comics
9781401233433
$25.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
208 Pages
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WATERGATE
Thomas Mallon
From one of our most esteemed historical novelists, a remarkable retelling of the Watergate scandal, as seen
through a kaleidoscope of its colorful perpetrators and investigators. For all the monumental documentation that
Watergate generated—uncountable volumes of committee records, court transcripts, and memoirs—it falls at
last to a novelist to perform the work of inference (and invention) that allows us to solve some of the scandal's
greatest mysteries (who did erase those eighteen-and-a-half minutes of tape?) and to see this gaudy American
catastrophe in its human entirety. In Watergate, Thomas Mallon conveys the drama and high comedy of the
Nixon presidency through the urgent perspectives of seven characters we only thought we knew before now.
Praised by Christopher Hitchens for his "splendid evocation of Washington," Mallon achieves with Watergate a
scope and historical intimacy that surpasses even what he attained in his previous novels, and turns a "third-rate
burglary" into a tumultuous, first-rate entertainment.
FICTION
Pantheon
9780307378729
$32.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
WATERLINE
Ross Raisin

1st Printing 40,000
448 Pages

Meet Mick Little. He used to be a shipbuilder in the Glasgow yards. He used to be married to his beloved Cathy.
But the yards closed, one after another, and the search for work took him and Cathy to Australia and back again,
struggling for a living, longing for home. Thirty years later the yards are nearly all vacant and Cathy is dead. The
ties that bound Mick to the past are loosened, and now he has to find a new way to live: get a new job, get out of
the house where they raised their boys, and start again. In his new novel Ross Raisin brings vividly to life the
story of an ordinary man caught between the loss of a great love and the outer reaches of modern existence.
FICTION
Harper Collins
9781443408998
$19.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 3000 in Canada
320 Pages

WAYNE OF GOTHAM
Tracy HIckman
When the Batman begins to investigate the events surrounding his parents' murder, he will also uncover the
darkest secrets of his family's past. No fan of the Dark Knight will want to miss this one-of-a-kind window into
Gotham’s dark protector in this fast-paced thriller from New York Times bestselling fantasy writer Tracy Hickman.
Readers of Kevin J. Anderson’s The Last Days of Krypton and Enemies & Allies will know that comic book
characters pack a powerful punch when they enter the pages of a novel. Wayne of Gotham is no exception: as
the DC Universe’s millionaire playboy journeys into the dark recesses of his own past, his a journey that could
spell the end for everything he holds dear—and the end of the hero he has become: the Batman.
FANTASY
It Books
9780062074201
$34.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
336 Pages
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WAYWARD SAINTS
Suzzy Roche
A touching coming-of-age story and fable about growing up, from singer/songwriter Suzzy Roche.
FICTION
Voice
9781401341770
$27.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
272 Pages

WEB WEAVER: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Sam Siciliano
When a mysterious gypsy places a cruel curse on the guests at a ball and a series of terrible misfortunes begin
to affect those who attended that night, Mr. Donald Wheelwight engages Sherlock Holmes to find out what
really happened that fateful evening. With the help of his cousin Dr. Henry Vernier and his wife Michelle, Holmes
endeavors to save Wheelwright and his beautiful wife Violet from the devastating curse. A brand new, never
before published addition to the Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes series.
MYSTERY
Titan Books
9780857686985
$10.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000
320 Pages

WHAT DOESN'T KILL YOU
Iris Johansen
Catherine Ling was abandoned on the streets of Hong Kong at age four. Schooled in the art of survival, she
traded in the only commodity she had: information. As a teenager, she came under the tutelage of a mysterious
man known only as Hu Chang-a skilled assassin and master poisoner. As a young woman, she was recruited by
the CIA and now, she is known as one of their most effective operatives. Having lived life in the shadows,
Catherine is aware of the wobbly moral compass of her existence and even more aware of just how expendable
she is to those she deals with. When her old friend Hu Chang creates something so deadly, and completely
untraceable, the chase is on to be the first to get it. With rogue operative John Gallo also on the hunt, Catherine
finds herself pitted against a group so villainous and a man so evil that she may not survive the quest to protect
those she cares about. Iris Johansen is at her pageturning best in this novel that takes you from the corridors of
Langley to the alleyways of Hong Kong, and the darkest places of the human soul.
MYSTERY
St. Martin's Press
9780312651237
$31.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 300,000
416 Pages
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WHAT IT WAS: Deluxe Hardcover Edition
George Pelecanos
Washington, D.C., 1972. Derek Strange has left the police department and set up shop as a private investigator.
His former partner, Frank "Hound Dog" Vaughn, is still on the force. When a young woman comes to Strange
asking for his help recovering a cheap ring she claims has sentimental value, the case leads him onto Vaughn's
turf, where a local drug addict's been murdered, shot point-blank in his apartment. Soon both men are on the
trail of a ruthless killer: Red Fury, so called for his looks and the car his girlfriend drives, but a name that fits his
personality all too well. Red Fury doesn't have a retirement plan, as Vaughn points out - he doesn't care who he
has to cross, or kill, to get what he wants. As the violence escalates and the stakes get higher, Strange and
Vaughn know the only way to catch their man is to do it their own way.
MYSTERY
Reagan Arthur Books
336 Pages
9780316209533
$38.99 HC
JANUARY 2012
WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT ANNE FRANK
Nathan Englander
A new collection of short stories from the author of The Ministry of Special Cases.
FICTION
Knopf
9780307958709
$29.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012
WHITE GIRL PROBLEMS
Babe Walker

1st Printing 100,000
224 Pages

A novel from the author of the popular Twitter account White Girl Problems.
FICTION
Hyperion
9781401324544
$25.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
224 Pages

SKYLIGHT BOOKS.CA
Skylightbooks.ca is always available.
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WHITE HORSE
Alex Adams
Thirty-year-old Zoe wants to go back to college. That’s why she cleans cages and floors at GeneTech. If she can
keep her head down, do her job, and avoid naming the mice she’ll be fine. Her life is calm, maybe even boring,
until the end of the world when the President of the United States announces that humans are no longer a viable
species. Zoe starts running the moment she realizes everyone she loves is gone. Her boyfriend Nick, fearing
he’s contracted the virus, leaves for Greece. When Zoe discovers she’s pregnant—and entirely alone—she treks
across the world to find Nick and reunite her growing family. On the way she encounters characters both needy
and nefarious—some human, some monster, and some uncertain beings altered by genetic mutation. On her
journey, Zoe comes to see that humanity is defined not by genetic code, but by soulful actions and choices.
FICTION
Atria
9781451642995
$21.00 HC
APRIL 2012

256 Pages

THE WHITE PEARL
Kate Furnivall
Malaya, 1941. Connie Thornton plays her role as a dutiful wife and mother without complaint. She is among the
fortunate after all-the British rubber plantation owners reaping the benefits of the colonial life. But Connie feels as
though she is oppressed, crippled by boredom, sweltering heat, a loveless marriage. . . Then, in December, the
Japanese invade. Connie and her family flee, sailing south on their yacht toward Singapore, where the British
are certain to stand firm against the Japanese. En route, in the company of friends, they learn that Singapore is
already under siege. Tensions mount, tempers flare, and the yacht's inhabitants are driven by fear. Increasingly
desperate and short of food, they are taken over by a pirate craft and its Malayan crew making their perilous way
from island to island. When a fighter plane crashes into the sea, they rescue its Japanese pilot. For Connie,
that's when everything changes. In the suffocating confines of the boat with her life upended, Connie discovers a
new kind of freedom and a new, dangerous, exhilarating love.
FICTION
Berkley
9780425241004
$17.50 TP Original
MARCH 2012
WHY MEN LIE
Linden MacIntyre

1st Printing 75,000
496 Pages

Why Men Lie is about Effie, the fascinating sister of the troubled priest at the heart of The Bishop's Man. Effie
has had her fair share of lovers and husbands, including the Gillis cousins from Cape Breton, who have been a
source of as much guilt as joy. She first married John, then ran away to Toronto with the charismatic Sextus, who
is still in her life despite her having divorced him years ago. But she's more or less given up on being swept
away by love, until, in a chance encounter, she meets a person who might very well be the perfect man. And love
once again rears its thorny head, with all its troublesome illusions, at an age when maintaining illusions is hard.
FICTION
Random House Canada
9780307360861
$32.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000 in Canada
400 Pages
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THE WIDOW'S DAUGHTER
Nicholas Edlin
Peter Sokol, an artist living in San Diego, is haunted by his past. In 1943, Captain Sokol is a surgeon in the U.S.
Marines stationed in Auckland, New Zealand, where he and his longtime nemesis have fallen in love with the
same beautiful and enigmatic woman, Emily Walters. Dismissive of Emily's suspiciously British mother and
violent brother, the two vie for her hand. When Emily's brother is discovered murdered, Sokol is the prime
suspect. As he fights to prove his innocence, he finds that the woman he loves is not who she seems, and that
the blood of another might be on his hands.
FICTION
Penguin
9780143120827
$17.50 TP Original
APRIL 2012
THE WIFE WHO RAN AWAY
Tess Stimson

1st Printing 50,000
384 Pages

Kate Forrest is invisible Ned, the husband she adores, doesn't seem to know she's alive, and her two charming
children have grown into stroppy adolescents. Her boss is suddenly shunting her towards career Siberia, and her
demanding mother is never off the phone. With her fortieth birthday fast approaching, all Kate wants to do is run
away from the lot of them. And so she does. On impulse, Kate walks out of her job, her family and her life, and
gets on a plane to Italy. With no ties and no responsibilities, she soon finds herself deliriously caught up in La
Dolce Vita and the arms of a man barely half her age. But when the unthinkable threatens her family, Kate is
brutally forced to choose between her past and the future. By the author of What's Yours is Mine and the
Infidelity Chain.
FICTION
Pan Macmillan
9780330522014
$14.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012
WIND THROUGH THE KEYHOLE: A Dark Tower Novel
Stephen King

320 Pages

Beginning in 1974, gaining momentum in the 1980s and coming to a thrilling conclusion when the last three
novels were published in 2003-2004, the Dark Tower epic fantasy saga stands as Stephen King’s most beguiling
achievement. It has been the basis for a long-running Marvel comic series. Now, with The Wind Through the
Keyhole, King has returned to the rich landscape of Mid-World. This story within a story within a story finds
Roland Deschain, Mid-World’s last gunslinger, in his early days during the guilt-ridden year following his mother’s
death. Sent by his father to investigate evidence of a murderous shape-shifter, a “skin-man,” Roland takes
charge of Bill Streeter, a brave but terrified boy who is the sole surviving witness to the beast’s most recent
slaughter. Roland, himself only a teenager, calms the boy by reciting a story from the Book of Eld that his mother
used to read to him at bedtime. “A person’s never too old for stories,” he says to Bill. “Man and boy, girl and
woman, we live for them.”
FICTION
Atria
9781451658903
$29.99 HC
APRIL 2012

256 Pages
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THE WINTER PALACE
Eva Stachniak
Behind every great ruler lies a betrayal. Eva Stachniak's novel sweeps readers into the passionate, intimate, and
treacherous world of Catherine the Great, revealing Russia's greatest matriarch from her earliest days in court,
where the most valuable currency was the secrets of nobility and the most dangerous weapon to wield was
ambition. Two young women, caught in the landscape of shifting allegiances, navigate the treacherous waters of
palace intrigue. Barbara is a servant who will become one of Russia's most cunning royal spies. Sophia is a
pretty, naive German duchess who will become Catherine the Great. For readers of superb historical fiction, Eva
Stachniak captures in glorious detail the opulence of royalty and the perilous loyalties of the Russian court.
HISTORICAL FICTION
Doubleday Canada
9780385666565
$24.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000 in Canada
464 Pages

A WOMAN OF CONSEQUENCE
Anna Dean
The third installment in Anna Dean's charming mystery series opens with a visit to the ruins of an Abbey where
Penelope Lambe, suffers a bad fall from the ancient stone steps. Before she slips into unconsciousness,
Penelope manages to say, 'I saw her-It was her.' Soon people are certain that she saw the Grey Nun, a ghost
reputed to walk the abbey's ruins. Miss Dido Kent, however, does not approve of ghosts. Disregarding everyone
else's assumptions, and endeavouring to take her mind off the troubles of her family, Dido turns her energy
toward solving the mystery. But events start to seem more sinister when a human skeleton is found at the abbey.
Is Miss Lambe's accident connected to this discovery? Everyone is relying on Dido to find out. A captivating
continuation of the Dido Kent series: rich in suspense, historical detail, and most of all, characters.
MYSTERY
Minotaur Books
9780312626846
$28.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
336 Pages

THE WOMAN WHO WENT TO BED FOR A YEAR
Sue Townsend
A new novel from the acclaimed author of the Adrian Mole series, including The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole
Aged 13 and ¾ and The Growing Pains of Adrian Mole.
FICTION
Michael Joseph
9780718157159
$31.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
400 Pages
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THE WORLD WE FOUND
Thrity Umrigar
Thrity Umrigar, acclaimed author of The Space Between Us and The Weight of Heaven, returns with a
breathtaking new novel—a skillfully wrought, emotionally resonant story of four women and the indelible
friendship they share. Fans of Jennifer Haigh’s Faith, Jhumpa Lahiri’s Interpreter of Maladies, and Katrina Kittle’s
The Kindness of Strangers will be captivated by Umrigar’s The World We Found—a moving story of bottled
secrets, unfulfilled dreams, and the acceptance that can still lead to redemption, from a writer whom the New
York Times calls “perceptive and often piercing.”
FICTION
Harper
9780061938344
$33.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
320 Pages
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ALCHEMY OF FOREVER
Avery Williams
People say ‘love never dies’… but love might be the death of Seraphina. Seraphina has been alive since the
Middle Ages, when her boyfriend, Cyrus, managed to perfect a method of alchemy that lets them swap bodies
with any human being. Sera ran away from Cyrus years ago, when she realized that what they were doing—
taking the lives of innocent people—was wrong. She doesn’t want to die, so she finds young people who are on
the brink of death, and inhabits their bodies. When we meet Sera, she has landed in the body of a girl named
Kailey who was about to die in a car accident. For the first time, Sera falls in love with the life of the person she’s
inhabiting. Sera also falls for the boy next door, Noah. And soon it’s clear the feelings are returned.
Unfortunately, she can never kiss Noah, because for her to touch lips with a human would mean the human’s
death. And she has even more to worry about: Cyrus is chasing her, and if she stays in one place for long, she
puts herself—and the people she’s grown to care for—in danger.
TEEN FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781442443167
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

256 Pages

ARCADIA AWAKENS
Kai Meyer
Romeo and Juliet meets shape-shifters amid an exotic—and very dangerous—Sicilian setting in this first book in
a new paranormal trilogy by bestselling German author Kai Meyer.
TEEN FANTASY
HarperCollins
9780062006066
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
464 Pages

BEAUTIFUL EVIL
Kelly Keaton
When Ari first arrived in the dilapidated city of New 2, all she wanted was to figure out who she was. But what
she discovered was beyond her worst nightmare. Ari is a descendant of Medusa and can already sense the evil
growing inside her—a power the goddess Athena will stop at nothing to possess. Desperate to hold on to her
humanity and protect her loved ones, Ari must fight back. But Athena’s playing mind games, not just with Ari but
with those she cares about most. And Athena has a very special plan for the brooding and sexy Sebastian. Ari is
determined to defeat Athena, but time is running out. With no other options, Ari must unleash the very thing she’s
afraid of: herself.
TEEN HORROR
Simon Pulse
9781442409279
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

304 Pages
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BENEATH A METH MOON
Jacqueline Woodson
Laurel Daneau has moved on to a new life, in a new town, but inside she's still reeling from the loss of her
beloved mother and grandmother after Hurricane Katrina washed away their home. Laurel's new life is going
well, with a new best friend, a place on the cheerleading squad and T-Boom, co-captain of the basketball team,
for a boyfriend. Yet Laurel is haunted by voices and memories from her past. When T-Boom introduces Laurel to
meth, she immediately falls under its spell, loving the way it erases, even if only briefly, her past. But as she
becomes alienated from her friends and family, she becomes a shell of her former self, and longs to be whole
again. With help from an artist named Moses and her friend Kaylee, she's able to begin to rewrite her story and
start to move on from her addiction.
TEEN FICTION
Nancy Paulsen Books
9780399252501
$19.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
192 Pages

BEWITCHING
Alex Flinn
New from #1 New York Times bestselling author Alex Flinn! A teenage twist on several fairy-tale favorites all
turned on their heads by the sometimes misguided magic of Kendra Hilferty—the witch from Beastly!
TEEN HORROR
HarperCollins
9780062024145
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
304 Pages

BLOODLINES: Golden Lily
Richelle Mead
Tough, brainy alchemist Sydney Sage and doe-eyed Moroi princess Jill Dragomir are in hiding at a human
boarding school in the sunny, glamorous world of Palm Springs, California. The students - children of the wealthy
and powerful - carry on with their lives in blissful ignorance, while Sydney, Jill, Eddie and Adrian must do
everything in their power to keep their secret safe. But with forbidden romances, unexpected spirit bonds, and
the threat of Strigoi moving ever closer, hiding the truth is harder than anyone thought.
TEEN HORROR
Razorbill
9781595143181
$22.00 HC
MAY 2012

1st Printing 500,000
400 Pages
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BLOODROSE
Andrea Cremer
Calla has always welcomed war. But now that the final battle is upon her, there's more at stake than fighting.
There's saving Ren, even if it incurs Shay's wrath. There's keeping Ansel safe, even if he's been branded a
traitor. There's proving herself as the pack's alpha, facing unnamable horrors, and ridding the world of the
Keepers' magic once and for all. And then there's deciding what to do when the war ends. If Calla makes it out
alive, that is. In this remarkable final installment of the Nightshade trilogy, international bestselling author Andrea
Cremer crafts a dynamic novel with twists and turns that will keep you breathless until its final pages.
TEEN FICTION
Philomel
9780399256127
$22.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
416 Pages

THE BOOK OF BLOOD AND SHADOW
Robin Wasserman
It was like a nightmare: Chris was dead. His girlfriend Adriane, Nora's best friend, was catatonic. And Max,
Nora's sweet, smart, soft-spoken Prince Charming, was gone. He was also—according to the police, according
to her parents, according to everyone—a murderer. Desperate to prove his innocence, Nora follows the trail of
blood, no matter where it leads. It ultimately brings her to the ancient streets of Prague, where she is drawn into
a dark web of secret societies and shadowy conspirators, all driven by a mad desire to possess something that
might not even exist. For buried in a centuries-old manuscript is the secret to ultimate knowledge and
communion with the divine; it is said that he who controls the Lumen Dei controls the world. Unbeknownst to her,
Nora now holds the crucial key to unlocking its secrets. Her night of blood is just one piece in a puzzle that spans
continents and centuries. Solving it may be the only way she can save her own life.
TEEN FICTION
Knopf
9780375868764
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
448 Pages

BORN WICKED
Jessica Spotswood
Everybody knows Cate Cahill and her sisters are eccentric. Too pretty, too reclusive, and far too educated for
their own good. But the truth is even worse: they're witches. And if their secret is discovered by the priests of the
Brotherhood, it would mean an asylum, a prison ship - or an early grave. Before her mother died, Cate promised
to protect her sisters. But with only six months left to choose between marriage and the Sisterhood, she might
not be able to keep her word . . . especially after she finds her mother's diary, uncovering a secret that could
spell her family's destruction. Desperate to find alternatives to their fate, Cate starts scouring banned books and
questioning rebellious new friends, all while juggling tea parties, shocking marriage proposals, and a forbidden
romance with the completely unsuitable Finn Belastra. If what her mother wrote is true, the Cahill girls aren't
safe. Not from the Brotherhood, the Sisterhood - not even from each other.
TEEN HORROR
Putnam
9780399257452
$21.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
272 Pages
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THE CATASTROPHIC HISTORY OF YOU AND ME
Jess Rothenberg
Brie's life ends at sixteen: Her boyfriend tells her he doesn't love her, and the news breaks her heart - literally.
But now that she's in heaven, Brie is about to discover that love is way more complicated than she ever
imagined. Back in Half Moon Bay, her family has begun to unravel. Her best friend knows a secret about Jacob,
the boy she loved and lost - and the truth behind his shattering betrayal. And then there's Patrick, Brie's
mysterious new guide and resident Lost Soul who's been D&G (dead and gone) much longer than she… and
who just might hold the key to her forever after. With Patrick's help, Brie will have to pass through the five stages
of grief before she's ready to move on… but how do you begin again, when your heart is still in pieces?
TEEN FICTION
Dial
9780803737204
$21.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
288 Pages

CHAOS
Nalo Hopkinson
Sixteen-year-old Scotch struggles to fit in—at home she’s the perfect daughter, at school she’s provocatively
sassy, and thanks to her mixed heritage, she doesn’t feel she belongs with the Caribbeans, whites, or blacks.
And even more troubling, lately her skin is becoming covered in a sticky black substance that can’t be removed.
While trying to cope with this creepiness, she goes out with her brother—and he disappears. A mysterious
bubble of light just swallows him up, and Scotch has no idea how to find him. Soon, the Chaos that has claimed
her brother affects the city at large, until it seems like everyone is turning into crazy creatures. Scotch needs to
get to the bottom of this supernatural situation ASAP before the Chaos consumes everything she’s ever known—
and she knows that the black shadowy entity that’s begun trailing her every move is probably not going to help.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Margaret K. McElderry
9781416954880
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

320 Pages

THE CHEMICAL GARDEN: FEVER
Lauren DeStefano
Rhine and Gabriel have escaped the mansion, but they’re still in danger. Outside, they find a world even more
disquieting than the one they left behind. Determined to get to Manhattan and to find Rhine’s twin brother
Rowan, the two press forward, amidst threats of being captured again . . . or worse. The road they are on is long
and perilous—and in a world where young women only live to age 20 and men die at age 25, time is precious. In
this sequel to Lauren DeStefano’s harrowing Wither, Rhine must decide if freedom is worth the price—now that
she has more to lose than ever.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781442409071
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

352 Pages
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CHOPSTICKS
Jessica Anthony
After her mother died, Glory retreated into herself and her music. Her single father raised her as a piano prodigy,
with a rigid schedule and the goal of playing sold-out shows across the globe. Now, as a teenager, Glory has
disappeared. As we flash back to the events leading up to her disappearance, we see a girl on the precipice of
disaster. Brilliant and lonely, Glory is drawn to an artistic new boy, Frank, who moves in next door. The farther
she falls, the deeper she spirals into madness. Before long, Glory is unable to play anything but the song
"Chopsticks." But nothing is what it seems, and Glory's reality is not reality at all. In this stunningly moving novel
told in photographs, pictures, and words, it's up to the reader to decide what is real, what is imagined, and what
has been madness all along....
TEEN FICTION/GRAPHIC NOVELS
Razorbill
9781595144355
$23.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
272 Pages

CHRONICLES OF NICK: Infamous
Sherrilyn Kenyon
The world has fallen in love with Nick Gautier and the Dark-Hunters. Now Nick's saga continues in the next
eagerly anticipated volume... Go to school. Get good grades. Stay out of trouble. That's the mandate for most
kids. But Nick Gautier isn't the average teenager. He's a boy with a destiny not even he fully understands. And
his first mandate is to stay alive while everyone, even his own father, tries to kill him. He's learned to annihilate
zombies and raise the dead, divination and clairvoyance, so why is learning to drive and keep a girlfriend so
dang hard? But that isn't the primary skill he has to master. Survival is. And in order to survive, his next lesson
makes all the others pale in comparison. He is on the brink of becoming either the greatest hero mankind has
ever known. Or he'll be the one who ends the world. With enemies new and old gathering forces, he will have to
call on every part of himself to fight or he'll lose everyone he cares about. Even himself.
TEEN HORROR
St. Martin's Griffin
9781250002822
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 350,000
432 Pages

CINDER
Marissa Meyer
Humans and androids crowd the raucous streets of New Beijing. A deadly plague ravages the population. From
space, a ruthless lunar people watch, waiting to make their move. Cinder, a gifted mechanic, is a cyborg. She’s a
second-class citizen with a mysterious past, reviled by her stepmother and blamed for her stepsister’s illness.
But when her life becomes intertwined with the handsome Prince Kai’s, she suddenly finds herself at the center
of an intergalactic struggle, and a forbidden attraction. Caught between duty and freedom, loyalty and betrayal,
she must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect her world’s future.
TEEN HORROR
Feiwel & Friends
9780312641894
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
400 Pages
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CRACKED
K.M. Walton
Sometimes there’s no easy way out. Victor hates his life. He has no friends, gets beaten up at school, and his
parents are always criticizing him. Tired of feeling miserable, Victor takes a bottle of his mother’s sleeping pills—
only to wake up in the hospital. Bull is angry, and takes all of his rage out on Victor. That makes him feel better,
at least a little. But it doesn’t stop Bull’s grandfather from getting drunk and hitting him. So Bull tries to defend
himself with a loaded gun. When Victor and Bull end up as roommates in the same psych ward, there’s no way
to escape each other or their problems. Which means things are going to get worse—much worse—before they
get better…
TEEN FICTION
Simon Pulse
9781442429161
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

320 Pages

CRYPT: Traitor's Revenge
Andrew Hammond
'We're coming. The martyrs are awakening. Spirits are gathering. This will be our time...' In York and London,
strange shapes are taking form, emerging from the shadows. And who is the man who lies in a pitch-black room,
listening to a voice that seems to speak from the darkness itself? Jud Lester knows that something evil is afoot.
He also knows that it can't be investigated by any normal brand of counter-intelligence...This is a case for
CRYPT: a team of elite teenage agents who use their extra sensory perception and arsenal of high-tech gadgets
to investigate crimes that the police can't solve.
TEEN HORROR
Headline
9780755378227
$10.99 PB
MAY 2012

352 Pages

CURVEBALL: THE YEAR I LOST MY GRIP
Jordan Sonnenblick
Meet Peter Friedman, high school freshman. Talented photographer. Former baseball star. When a freakish
injury ends his pitching career, Peter has some major things to figure out. Is there life after sports? Why has his
grandfather suddenly given him thousands of dollars worth of camera equipment? And is it his imagination, or is
the super-hot star of the girls' swim team flirting with him, right in front of the amazing new girl in his photography
class? In his new novel, beloved teen author Jordan Sonnenblick performs his usual miraculous feat: exploring
deep themes of friendship, romance, family, and tragedy, while still managing to be hilariously funny.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545320696
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

304 Pages
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CURSE WORKERS: BLACK HEART
Holly Black
Cassel Sharpe knows he’s been used as an assassin, but he’s trying to put all that behind him. He’s trying to be
good, even though he grew up in a family of con artists and cheating comes as easily as breathing to him. He’s
trying to do the right thing, even though the girl he loves is inextricably connected with crime. And he’s trying to
convince himself that working for the Feds is smart, even though he’s been raised to believe the government is
the enemy. But with a mother on the lam, the girl he loves about to take her place in the Mob, and new secrets
coming to light, the line between what’s right and what’s wrong becomes increasingly blurred. When the Feds
ask Cassel to do the one thing he said he would never do again, he needs to sort out what’s a con and what’s
truth. In a dangerous game and with his life on the line, Cassel may have to make his biggest gamble yet—this
time on love.
TEEN HORROR
Margaret K. McElderry
9781442403468
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

320 Pages

DARK EYES
William Richter
Wally was adopted from a Russian orphanage as a child and grew up in a wealthy New York City family. At
fifteen, her obsessive need to rebel led her to life on the streets. Now the sixteen-year-old is beautiful and
hardened, and she's just stumbled across the possibility of discovering who she really is. She'll stop at nothing to
find her birth mother before Klesko - her darkeyed father - finds her. Because Klesko will stop at nothing to
reclaim the fortune Wally's mother stole from him long ago. Even if that means murdering his own blood. But
Wally's had her own killer training, and she's hungry for justice.
TEEN FICTION
Razorbill
9781595144577
$21.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
256 Pages

DARKEST LIGHT
Hiromi Goto
The companion novel to Half World.
TEEN FANTASY
Penguin Canada
9780670065271
$21.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 6000 in Canada

HOTIST UPDATES
We offer monthly Hotlist updates at skylightbooks.ca. Some
publishers add books to the Hotlist after we've gone to press, so
to keep the Hotlist up to date, we have the website.
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DARKNESS RISING: Calling
Kelley Armstrong
Maya Delaney's paw-print birthmark is the mark of what she truly is--a skin-walker. She can run faster, climb
higher, and see better than nearly everyone else. Experiencing intense connections with the animals that roam
the woods outside her home, Maya knows it's only a matter of time before she's able to Shift and become one of
them. And she believes there may be others in her small town with surprising talents. Now, Maya and her friends
have been forced to flee from their homes during a forest fire they suspect was deliberately set. Then they're
kidnapped, and after a chilling helicopter crash, they find themselves in the Vancouver Island wilderness with
nothing but their extraordinary abilities to help them get back home.
TEEN HORROR
Doubleday Canada
9780385668545
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 20,000 in Canada
400 Pages

DEAD TO YOU
Lisa McMann
Ethan was abducted from his front yard when he was just seven years old. Now, at sixteen, he has returned to
his family. It's a miracle... at first. Then the tensions start to build. His reintroduction to his old life isn't going
smoothly, and his family is tearing apart all over again. If only Ethan could remember something, anything, about
his life before, he'd be able to put the pieces back together. But there's something that's keeping his memory
blocked. Something unspeakable...
TEEN HORROR
Simon Pulse
9781442403888
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

256 Pages

THE DISENCHANTMENTS
Nina Lacour
Colby and Bev have a long-standing pact: graduate, hit the road with Bev's band, and then spend the year
wandering around Europe. But moments after the tour kicks off, Bev makes a shocking announcement: she's
abandoning their plans - and Colby - to start college in the fall. But the show must go on and The
Disenchantments weave through the Pacific Northwest, playing in small towns and dingy venues, while roadieColby struggles to deal with Bev's already-growing distance and the most important question of all: what's next?
TEEN FICTION
Dutton
9780525422198
$19.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 60,000
304 Pages
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EMILY THE STRANGE: Piece of Mind
Rob Reger
Emily the Strange explores her intriguing—and decidedly unusual—heritage in the final entry in the quirky fourbook story arc starring the international fashion icon.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780061452383
$23.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 30,000
280 Pages

EMPTY
Suzanne Weyn
It's the future - the very near future - and the fossil fuels are running out. No gas. No oil. Which means no driving.
No heat. Supermarkets are empty. Malls have shut down. Life has just become more local than we ever knew it
could be. Nobody expected the end to come this fast. And in the small town of Sage Valley, decisions that once
seemed easy are quickly becoming matters of life and death. There is hope —there has to be hope—but there
are also sacrifices that need to be made, and a society that needs to be rethought. Niki, Tom, and Gwen may
find what they need to survive. But their lives are never going to be the same again.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545172790
$9.99 PB
FEBRUARY 2012

192 Pages

ESCAPE FROM FURNACE: Fugitives
Alexander G. Smith
Forever altered by his experience in Furnace Penetentiary, Alex has done the impossible and escaped. But the
battle for freedom is only just beginning. Charged with his superhuman abilities, Alex must uncover the last of
Furnace’s secrets—the truth about the man who built the prison, the man known as Alfred Furnace. And to do
that he must stop running and finally confront his greatest fears.
TEEN FANTASY
Farrar Straus & Giroux
9780374324841
$17.95 HC
MARCH 2012

288 Pages

EVERNEATH
Brodi Ashton
A breathtaking paranormal romance with an underworld twist from talented debut author Brodi Ashton.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062071132
$23.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
336 Pages
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EVERNIGHT: BALTHAZAR
Claudia Gray
Vampire heartthrob Balthazar More, first introduced to readers in the New York Times bestselling Evernight
series, fights for true love in this electrifying stand-alone novel.
TEEN HORROR
HarperCollins
9780061961182
$23.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 125,000
256 Pages

FAERY TALES AND NIGHTMARES
Melissa Marr
Alluring and electrifying stories from the pen of the inimitable Melissa Marr, author of the New York Times
bestselling Wicked Lovely series
TEEN FANTASY
HarperCollins
9780061852718
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
240 Pages

FALLEN IN LOVE
Lauren Kate
What makes your heart race a little faster? Just in time for Valentine's Day, it's Fallen In Love, four wholly original
new stories collected in a new novel set in the Middle Ages by Lauren Kate. Fallen In Love gives fans the muchtalked about but never-revealed stories of Fallen characters as they intertwine with the epic love story of Luce
and Daniel.
TEEN HORROR
Delacorte
9780385742610
$15.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
208 Pages

FAME GAME
Lauren Conrad
The new series about life in the spotlight by television star, fashion designer, and #1 New York Times bestselling
author of L.A. Candy, Lauren Conrad. And this time there’s nothing sweet about it.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062073280
$24.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 400,000
352 Pages
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FEAR
Michael Grant
The fifth and penultimate book of the bestselling Gone series brings darkness to Perdido Beach. Fans of the
series—and of dystopian, science-fiction, horror, and adventure stories—won’t be able to turn the pages fast
enough.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780061449154
$23.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
528 Pages

FORTY THINGS I WANT TO TELL YOU
Alice Kuipers
Amy (a.k.a. Bird) seems to have the perfect life: loving parents, a hot boyfriend, the best friend ever. She even
writes an online advice column, full of Top Tips, to help other teens take control of their lives. But after a new guy
shows up at school, Bird can't seem to follow her own wisdom. Pete is the consummate bad boy. He's everything
Bird is not: wild, unambitious and more than a little dangerous. Although she knows he's trouble, Bird can't stay
away. And the more drawn she is to Pete, the more cracks are revealed in her relationship with Griffin, her doting
boyfriend. Meanwhile, her parents' marriage is also fracturing, possibly for good. Bird is way out of her comfort
zone. All it takes is one mistake, one momentary loss of control, for her entire future to be blown away...
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9781443405874 PB
$14.99
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 4,500 in Canada
256 Pages

FRACTURE
Megan Miranda
Eleven minutes passed before Delaney Maxwell was pulled from the icy waters of a Maine lake by her best
friend Decker Phillips. By then her heart had stopped beating. Her brain had stopped working. She was dead.
And yet she somehow defied medical precedent to come back seemingly fine ... despite the scans that showed
significant brain damage. Everyone wants Delaney to be all right, but she knows she's far from normal. Pulled by
strange sensations she can't control or explain, Delaney finds herself drawn to the dying. Is her altered brain
now predicting death, or causing it?
TEEN FICTION
Walker
9780802723093
$21.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 3500 in Canada
272 Pages
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FULLMOON: Magic of the Moonlight
Ellen Schreiber
The second installment in the sexy paranormal series about werewolves-and the popular girl who loves one-from
bestselling Vampire Kisses author, Ellen Schreiber.
TEEN HORROR
HarperCollins
9780061986574
$23.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 60,000
240 Pages

GALLAGHER GIRLS: Out of Sight, Out of Time
Ally Carter
The last thing Cammie Morgan remembers is leaving the Gallagher Academy to protect her friends and family.
But when Cammie wakes up in an alpine convent and discovers months have passed, her memory is a black
hole. The only traces left of Cammie's summer vacation are the bruises on her body and dirt under her nails. All
she wants is to go home. But even the Gallagher Academy now holds more questions than answers as Cammie
and her friends face their most difficult challenge yet. With only their training and a few clues to guide them, the
girls go in search of answers on the other side of the world. But the Circle is hot on their trail and will stop at
nothing to prevent Cammie from remembering what she did last summer.
TEEN FICTION
Disney-Hyperion
9781423147947
$18.50 HC
MARCH 2012

272 Pages

GATHERING STORM (The Katerina Trilogy)
Robin Bridges
St. Petersburg, Russia, 1888. As she attends a whirl of glittering balls, royal debutante Katerina Alexandrovna,
Duchess of Oldenburg, tries to hide a dark secret: she can raise the dead. No one knows. Not her family. Not the
girls at her finishing school. Not the tsar or anyone in her aristocratic circle. Katerina considers her talent a curse,
not a gift. But when she uses her special skill to protect a member of the Imperial Family, she finds herself
caught in a web of intrigue.
TEEN FICTION
Delacorte
9780385740227
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
400 Pages
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THE GIRL WHO LEAPT THROUGH TIME
Yasutaka Tsutsui
One of Tsutsui's best-known and most popular works in his native Japan, The Girl Who Leapt through Time is
the story of fifteen-year-old schoolgirl Kazuko, who accidentally discovers that she can leap back and forth in
time. In her quest to uncover the identity of the mysterious figure that she believes to be responsible for her
paranormal abilities, she'll constantly have to push the boundaries of space and time, and challenge the notions
of dream and reality.
TEEN FICTION
Alma
9781846881343
$12.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 1000 in Canada
200 Pages

GIRLS OF NO RETURN
Erin Saldin
The Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness Area stretches across two million acres in northern Idaho. In
its heart sits the Alice Marshall School, where fifty teenage girls come to escape their histories and themselves.
Lida Wallace has tried to negate herself in every way possible. At Alice Marshall, she meets Elsa Boone, a fierce
native Idahoan; Jules, who seems too healthy to belong at the school; and Gia Longchamps, whose glamour
entrances the entire camp. As the girls prepare for a wilderness trek, Lida is both thrilled and terrified to be
chosen as Gia's friend. But everyone has their secrets—their "Things" they try to protect; and when those come
out, the knives do as well. The Girls of No Return is a bold and powerful debut.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545310260
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

352 Pages

GREEN HEART
Alice Hoffman
When her family is lost in a terrible disaster, fifteen-year-old Green is haunted by loss and the past. Struggling to
survive in a place where nothing seems to grow and ashes are everywhere, Green retreats into the ruined realm
of her garden. But in destroying her feelings, she also begins to destroy herself. It is only through a series of
mysterious encounters that Green relearns the lessons of love and begins to heal as she tells her own story.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545141963
$10.99 PB
FEBRUARY 2012

288 Pages
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HARBINGER
Sara Wilson Etienne
When sixteen-year-old Faye arrives at Holbrook Academy, she doesn't expect to find herself exactly where she
needs to be. After years of strange waking visions and nightmares, her only comfort the bones of dead animals,
Faye is afraid she's going crazy. Fast. But her first night at Holbrook, she feels strangely connected to the school
and the island it sits on, like she's come home. She's even made her first real friends, but odd things keep
happening to them. Every morning they wake on the floors of their dorm rooms with their hands stained red.
Faye knows she's the reason, but what does it all mean? The handsome Kel tries to help her unravel the
mystery, but Faye is certain she can't trust him; in fact, he may be trying to kill her - and the rest of the world too.
TEEN HORROR
Putnam
9780399256684
$21.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 15,000
320 Pages

HEX HALL: SPELL BOUND
Rachel Hawkins
Just as Sophie Mercer has come to accept her magical powers as a demon, the Prodigium Council strips them
away and leaves her alone, defenseless, and at the mercy of her enemies the Brannicks, a family of warrior
women who hunt down the Prodigium.
TEEN FICTION
Disney-Hyperion
9781423121329
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

336 Pages

HOUSE OF NIGHT: Lenobia's Vow
P.C. Cast
The second in the enthralling new mini-series of novellas from the #1 bestselling authors of the House of Night,
Lenobia's Vow tells the gripping story behind the House of Night's enigmatic riding instructor – and one of Zoey’s
closest allies against evil.
TEEN HORROR
St. Martin's Griffin
9781250000248
$14.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 1,000,000
160 Pages
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IMMORTAL CITY
Scott Speer
Jackson Godspeed is the hottest young Angel in a city filled with them. He's days away from becoming a full
Guardian, and people around the world are already competing for the chance to be watched over by him.
Everyone's obsessed with the Angels and the lucky people they protect - everyone except for Madison
Montgomery. Maddy's the one girl in Angel City who doesn't breathlessly follow the Angels on TV and gossip
blogs. When she meets Jackson, she doesn't recognize him. But Jackson is instantly captivated by her, and
against all odds the two fall in love. Maddy is swiftly caught up in Jackson's scene, a world of glamour, paparazzi
- and murder. A serial killer is on the loose, leaving dead Angels' wings for the police to find on the Walk of Fame.
Even the Guardians are powerless to protect themselves in the face of this threat …
TEEN FICTION
Razorbill
9781595145062
$21.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
336 Pages

IN DARKNESS
Nick Lake
"Shorty" is a Haitian boy trapped in the ruins of a hospital when the earth explodes around him. Surrounded by
lifeless bodies and growing desperately weak from lack of food and water, death seems imminent. Yet as Shorty
waits in darkness for a rescue that may never come, he becomes aware of another presence, one reaching out
to him across two hundred years of history. It is the presence of slave and revolutionary leader Toussaint
L'Ouverture, whose life was marred by violence, and whose own end came in darkness. What unites a child of
the slums with the man who would shake a troubled country out of slavery? Is it the darkness they share . . . or is
it hope?
TEEN FICTION
Bloomsbury USA
9781599907437
$21.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
352 Pages

IRISES
Francisco X. Stork
Kate is bound for Stanford and an M.D.—if her family will let her go. Mary wants only to stay home and paint.
When their loving but repressive father dies, they must figure out how to support themselves and their mother,
who is in a permanent vegetative state, and how to get along in all their uneasy sisterhood. Then three men
sway their lives: Kate's boyfriend Simon offers to marry her, providing much-needed stability. Mary is drawn to
Marcos, though she fears his violent past. And Andy tempts Kate with more than romance, recognizing her
ambition because it matches his own. Kate and Mary each find new possibilities and darknesses in their sudden
freedom. But it's Mama's life that might divide them for good—the question of if she lives, and what's worth living
for.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545151351
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

304 Pages
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KILL SWITCH
Chris Lynch
All Daniel wants to do is spend one last summer with his grandfather before he moves away for college and his
grandfather’s dementia pulls them apart. But when his dear old Da starts to let things slip about the job he used
to hold—people he’s killed, countries he’s overthrown—old work “friends” show up to make sure he stays quiet.
Was his grandfather really involved in a world of assassinations and coups, or are the stories just delusions of a
crumbling mind? On the run from the police (and possibly something worse) before he has time to find out,
Daniel may have to sacrifice everything to protect his grandfather from those who would do him harm.
TEEN FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781416927020
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

176 Pages

KISSED BY AN ANGEL: EVERLASTING
Elizabeth Chandler
Ivy should be ecstatic that her formerly dead boyfriend Tristan is back on earth with her, but the life of a fallen
angel is never easy. Tristan has been cast down in the body of a murderer, and the police are after him. Now,
there’s only one way that he and Ivy can be together: They must clear Tristan of the murder. But when it
becomes evident that there are darker forces at work—that Tristan and Ivy are still paying the price for Ivy’s
miraculous survival of her car crash—the star-crossed lovers have more at stake than ever before. And one of
them may not be alive much longer...
TEEN HORROR
Simon Pulse
9781442409217
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

320 Pages

LAMERIT
Maggie Stiefvater
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a painfully shy but prodigiously gifted musician. She's about to find out
she's also a cloverhand — one who can see faeries. When a mysterious boy enters her ordinary suburban life,
seemingly out of nowhere, Deirdre finds herself infatuated. Trouble is, the enigmatic and conflicted Luke turns
out to be a gallowglass — a soulless faerie assassin — and Deirdre is meant to be his next mark. An equally
hunky — and equally dangerous — dark faerie soldier named Aodhan is also stalking Deirdre. Sworn enemies,
Luke and Aodhan each have a deadly assignment from the Faerie Queen. Namely, kill Deirdre before her music
captures the attention of the Fae and threatens the Queen's sovereignty. Deirdre has to decide if Luke's feelings
towards her are real, or only a way to lure her deeper into the world of Faerie.
TEEN FANTASY
Scholastic
9781443113625
$11.99 PB
FEBRUARY 2012

368 Pages
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LIBERATOR
Richard Harland
In the aftermath of the events of Worldshaker, the Filthies control the massive juggernaut, now called Liberator.
Many members of the former upper class, called Swanks, have remained behind to help teach them how to
operate the juggernaut and to build a new society together. But all is not idyllic aboard Liberator. A saboteur
seems determined to drive up anti-Swank sentiment among the more volatile Filthy factions. And the Swanks are
finding that their best efforts to work with the Filthies are being tossed aside. Even Col, who thought his
relationship with Riff was rock solid, is starting to see their friendship crumbling before him. As tensions run high
and coal supplies run low, Liberator is on the verge of a crisis. Can Col and Riff unify their divided people before
disaster strikes?
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781442423336
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

496 Pages

THE LIST
Siobhan Vivian
It happens every year. A list is posted, and one girl from each grade is chosen as the prettiest, and another is
chosen as the ugliest. Nobody knows who makes the list. It almost doesn't matter. The damage is done the
minute it goes up. This is the story of eight girls, freshman to senior, "pretty" and "ugly." And it's also the story of
how we see ourselves, and how other people see us, and the tangled connection of the two.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545169172
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

336 Pages

THE LYING GAME: TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE
Sara Shepard
Soon to be an ABC Family original show, the Lying Game series from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sara Shepard continues with its riveting third installment.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780061869747
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
352 Pages
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A MILLION SUNS
Beth Revis
Godspeed was fueled by lies. Now it is ruled by chaos. It's been three months since Amy was unplugged. The
life she always knew is over. And everywhere she looks, she sees the walls of the spaceship Godspeed. But
there may just be hope: Elder has assumed leadership of the ship. He's finally free to enact his vision - no more
Phydus, no more lies. But when Elder discovers shocking news about the ship, he and Amy race to discover the
truth behind life on Godspeed. They must work together to unlock a puzzle that was set in motion hundreds of
years earlier, unable to fight the romance that's growing between them and the chaos that threatens to tear them
apart. Book two of the Across the Universe trilogy.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Razorbill
9781595143983
$22.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
400 Pages

THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST
Emily M. Danforth
In this stunning and provocative literary debut, a gay teen girl coming of age in Montana is sent to a religious
conversion camp to "fix" her sexuality.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062020567
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
480 Pages

NEVERMORE: ENSHADOWED
Kelly Creagh
While Varen remains a prisoner in a perilous dream world where the terrifying stories of Edgar Allan Poe come to
life, Isobel travels to Baltimore to confront the dark figure known throughout the world as the Poe Toaster. This
man, the same man who once appeared to Isobel in her dreams and abandoned her in Varen’s nightmare world,
holds the key to saving Varen. But when Isobel discovers a way to return to this dream world, she finds herself
swept up in a realm that not only holds remnants of Edgar Allan Poe’s presence, but has also now taken on the
characteristics of Varen’s innermost self. It is a dark world of fear, terror, and anger. Varen is changed. And now
Isobel must face a new adversary—one who also happens to be her greatest love.
TEEN FICTION
Atheneum
9781442402041
$19.99 HC
AUGUST 2012

560 Pages
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THE OPPOSITE OF TIDY
Carrie Mac
By the author of The Droughtlanders and Beckoners.
TEEN FICTION
Penguin Canada
9780143180913
$17.00 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
288 Pages

PANDEMONIUM
Lauren Oliver
In this electrifying follow-up to the New York Times bestseller Delirium, hearts break, tempers flare, and a
simmering resistance effort explodes into a full-blown revolution.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780061978067
$23.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 150,000
384 Pages

PARTIALS
Dan Wells
From acclaimed author Dan Wells comes a bold and terrifying new sci-fi epic.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062071040
$23.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
480 Pages

PATHFINDER: RUINS
Orson Scott Card
Rigg has the power to change the past. But nothing can prepare him for the future... The adventure, suspense,
and time travel continue in this second installment in the critically acclaimed New York Times and Publishers
Weekly bestselling Pathfinder series.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Simon Pulse
9781416991779
$21.99 HC
MARCH 2012

560 Pages
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PREGNANCY TEST
Gaby Rodriguez
Growing up, Gaby Rodriguez was told more than once that she would end up a teen mom. After all, her mother
had been a teen mom, and her older sisters had as well. Gaby had ambitions that didn't include becoming a
young mother. But she wondered: how she would be perceived if she "lived down" to others expectations about
the path her life would take? This question is what sparked Gaby's school project: fake her own pregnancy as a
high school senior and see how her friends, family, and community reacts. What she learned changed her life
forever. In The Pregnancy Test, Gaby shares her experience growing up in the shadow of low expectations,
reveals how she was able to fake her own pregnancy, and reveals all that she learned from the experience.
TEEN FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781442446229
$21.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

320 Pages

PRETTY LITTLE LIARS: Pretty Little Secrets
Sara Shepard
A collection of four brand-new stories featuring Hanna, Emily, Spencer, and Aria from the #1 New York Times
bestselling Pretty Little Liars series!
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062125910
$23.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
432 Pages

THE RIGHT AND THE REAL
Joelle Anthony
Jamie should have known something was off about the church of the Right & the Real from the start, especially
when the Teacher claimed he wasn't just an ordinary spiritual leader but Jesus Christ himself. But she was too
taken by Josh, the eldest son of one of the church's disciples, and his all-American good looks. Josh was the
most popular boy at school, too, and the first boy outside the drama geeks to give Jamie a second look. But
getting her dad involved in a cult was not part of the plan when she started dating Josh. Neither was her dad's
marriage to the fanatic Mira or getting kicked out or seeing Josh in secret because the church has deemed her
persona non grata.
TEEN FICTION
Putnam
9780399255250
$21.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000
288 Pages
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RIPPER
Stefan Petrucha
Carver Young dreams of becoming a detective, despite growing up in an orphanage with only crime novels to
encourage him. But when he is adopted by Detective Hawking of the world famous Pinkerton Agency, Carver is
given not only the chance to find his biological father, he finds himself smack in the middle of a real life
investigation: tracking down a vicious serial killer who has thrown New York City into utter panic. When the case
begins to unfold, however, it's worse than he could have ever imagined, and his loyalty to Mr. Hawking and the
Pinkertons comes into question. As the body count rises and the investigation becomes dire, Carver must decide
where his true loyalty lies. Full of whip-smart dialogue, kid-friendly gadgets, and featuring a then New York City
Police Commissioner Teddy Roosevelt, Ripper challenges everything you thought you knew about the world's
most famous serial killer.
TEEN MYSTERY
Philomel
9780399255243
$21.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 40,000
432 Pages

RUN
James A. Moore
In this sexy, action-packed follow-up to Subject Seven, the Failures are on the road and heading toward Evelyn
Hope. According to Joe Bronx, Evelyn is the only one with the answers that can save them. Meanwhile, the
Successes are preparing for attack. And this time, they won't stop until they annihilate the Failures. But the
Failures have another enemy: themselves. They're physically destroying their human alter egos each time they
mutate. There can be only one group of survivors in this epic battle - and the humans don't seem to stand a
chance.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Razorbill
9781595143051
$11.50 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
240 Pages

SECRET CIRCLE
L.J. Smith
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Vampire Diaries comes the beginning of a new story arc in
this dangerously exciting series about the most powerful and deadly in-crowd imaginable.
TEEN HORROR
HarperCollins
9780062130396
$23.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 100,000
352 Pages
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SECRETS OF THE HENNA GIRL
Sufiya Ahmed
Life as Zeba knows it could be over for good...Zeba Khan is like any other sixteen-year-old girl: enjoying herself,
waiting for exam results ...and dreaming of the day she'll meet her one true love. Except her parents have other
plans. In Pakistan for the summer, Zeba's world is shattered. Her future is threatened by an unthinkable - and
forced - duty to protect her father's honour. But does she hold the secrets that will help her escape?
TEEN FICTION
Puffin
9780141339801
$12.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 2000 in Canada
384 Pages

STOLEN AWAY
Alyxandra Harvey
For seventeen years, Eloise Hart had no idea the world of Faery even existed. Now she has been abducted and
trapped in the Rath of Lord Strahan, King of Faery. Strahan was only meant to rule for seven years, as Faery
tradition dictates, and then give up his crown to another. But he won't comply, and now chaos threatens both
worlds. The only one who can break his stranglehold on the Faery court is his wife. . . Eloise's aunt Antonia.
Using Eloise to lure Antonia, Strahan captures his wife, desperate to end the only threat to his reign. Now Eloise
must become the rescuer. Together with her best friends Jo and Devin, she must forge alliances with other Fae,
including a gorgeous protector named Lucas, and Strahan's mysterious son, Eldric-who may or may not betray
them.
TEEN HORROR
Walker
9780802721891
$21.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 3500 in Canada
288 Pages

STOLEN
Lucy Christopher
A girl: Gemma, sixteen, at the airport, on her way to a family vacation. A guy: Ty, rugged, tan, too old, oddly
familiar, eyes blue as ice. She steps away. For just a second. He pays for her drink. And drugs it. They talk. Their
hands touch. And before Gemma knows what's happening, Ty takes her. Steals her away. To sand and heat. To
emptiness and isolation. To nowhere. And expects her to love him. Written as a letter from a victim to her captor,
Stolen is Gemma's desperate story of survival; of how she has to come to terms with her living nightmare—or
die trying to fight it.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545170949
$10.99 PB
APRIL 2012

320 Pages
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THE STORY OF US
Deb Caletti
Cricket’s on a self-imposed break from her longtime boyfriend—but she’s picked a bad week to sort out her love
life. For one thing, her mother’s romance is taking center stage: After jilting two previous fiancés, her mom is
finally marrying Dan Jax, whom Cricket loves. But as wedding attendees arrive for a week of festivities at a
guesthouse whose hippie owners have a sweet, sexy son—Ash—complications arise: Cricket’s future
stepsisters make it clear they’re not happy about the marriage. An old friend decides this is the week to declare
his love for Cricket. Grandpa chooses to reveal a big secret at a family gathering. Dan’s ex-wife shows up. And
even the dogs—Cricket’s old, ill Jupiter and Dan’s young, lively Cruiser—seem to be declaring war. While Cricket
fears that Dan is in danger of becoming ditched husband-to-be number three, she’s also alarmed by her own
desires. Because even though her boyfriend looms large in her mind, Ash is right in front of her...
TEEN FICTION
Simon Pulse
9781442423466
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

352 Pages

TAKE A BOW
Elizabeth Eulberg
Emme, Sophie, Ethan, and Carter are seniors at a performing arts school, getting ready for their Senior
Showcase recital, where the pressure is on. For Sophie, a singer, it's been great to be friends with Emme, who
composes songs for her, and to date Carter, a soap opera heartthrob who gets plenty of press coverage. Emme
and Ethan have been in a band together through all four years of school, but wonder if they could be more than
just friends and bandmates. Carter has been acting since he was a baby, and isn't sure how to admit that he'd
rather paint than perform. The Senior Showcase is going to make or break each of the four, in the funny,
touching, spectacular finale that only Elizabeth Eulberg could perform.
TEEN FICTION
Scholastic
9780545334747
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

288 Pages

THE TAMING
Eric Walters and Teresa Toten
Katie likes to believe she's invisible. So getting up on stage in the school production of The Taming of the Shrew
should be complete torture. But as Katie tells it, something totally unexpected happened when she stepped on
stage: "My head exploded. I loved it. Acting hit me like a sucker punch and I loved, loved, loved it! . . . Invisible
Katie became visible Katharina." Evan Cooper is, as they say, another story. He knows just what it takes to get
noticed, and he uses every one of the skills he's honed after years of being the new kid. Like tossing the keys to
his father's high-end Audi to a kid he's never met, first day of school. "I have insurance for car theft," he explains
to a shocked Danny. "And there's a full tank." An abuse of the power that comes with privilege and money? Sure.
But more dangerously, is his romance with Katie another version of the same thing? Or is it the real thing?
TEEN FICTION
Doubleday Canada
9780385676588
$14.95 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 12,000 in Canada
256 Pages
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TEMPEST
Julie Cross
The year is 2009. Nineteen-year-old Jackson Meyer is a normal guy… he’s in college, has a girlfriend… and he
can travel back through time. But it’s not like the movies – nothing changes in the present after his jumps, there’s
no space-time continuum issues or broken flux capacitors – it’s just harmless fun. That is… until the day
strangers burst in on Jackson and his girlfriend, Holly, and during a struggle with Jackson, Holly is fatally shot. In
his panic, Jackson jumps back two years to 2007, but this is not like his previous time jumps. Now he’s stuck in
2007 and can’t get back to the future. Desperate to somehow return to 2009 to save Holly but unable to return to
his rightful year, Jackson settles into 2007 and learns what he can about his abilities. But it’s not long before the
people who shot Holly in 2009 come looking for Jackson in the past, and these “Enemies of Time” will stop at
nothing to recruit this powerful young time-traveler. Recruit… or kill him. Piecing together the clues about his
father, the Enemies of Time, and himself, Jackson must decide how far he’s willing to go to save Holly… and
possibly the entire world.
TEEN HORROR
St. Martin's Griffin
9780312568894
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 250,000
352 Pages

A TEMPTATION OF ANGELS
Michelle Zink
When her parents are murdered before her eyes, sixteen-year-old Helen Cartwright finds herself launched into
an underground London where a mysterious organization called the Dictata controls the balance of good and
evil. Helen learns that she is one of three remaining angelic descendants charged with protecting the world's
past, present, and future. Unbeknownst to her, she has been trained her whole life to accept this responsibility.
Now, as she finds herself torn between the angelic brothers protecting her and the devastatingly handsome
childhood friend who wants to destroy her, she must prepare to be brave, to be hunted, and above all to be
strong, because temptation will be hard to resist, even for an angel.
TEEN HORROR
Dial Press
9780803737266
$21.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 60,000 in Canada
288 Pages
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TIMERIDERS: Gates of Rome
Alex Scarrow
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram
should have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no
one knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history ...Project Exodus - a mission to transport
300 Americans from 2070 to 54AD to overthrow the Roman Empire - has gone catastrophically wrong. Half have
arrived seventeen years earlier, during the reign of Caligula. Liam goes to investigate, but when Maddy and Sal
attempt to flee a kill-squad sent to hunt down their field office, all of the TimeRiders become trapped in the
Roman past. Armed with knowledge of the future, Caligula is now more powerful than ever. But with the office
unmanned - and under threat - how will the TimeRiders make it back to 2001 and put history right?
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Puffin
9780141336497
$12.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

416 Pages

UNDER THE MOONS OF MARS
John Joseph Adams
Readers of all ages have read and loved Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Barsoom series since the first book, A Princess
of Mars, was published in 1912. Now, in time for the 100th anniversary of that seminal work, comes an anthology
of original stories featuring John Carter of Mars in brand-new adventures. Collected by veteran anthology editor
John Joseph Adams, this anthology features stories from titans of literature such as Peter S. Beagle and Garth
Nix and original art from Mark Zug, Charles Vess, and many more—plus an introduction by Tamora Pierce and a
glossary of Mars by Richard A. Lupoff.
TEEN SCIENCE FICTION
Simon & Schuster
9781442420298
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

368 Pages

UNDER THE NEVER SKY
Veronica Rossi
Like Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy—and, yes, Edward and Bella—Perry and Aria are destined to be the next great
love story of the literary world. With her richly compelling tale of two teens from radically different societies, debut
author Veronica Rossi sends us on a riveting—and unexpectedly romantic—journey we won’t soon forget.
Readers will have to hold on tight to keep from swooning.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9780062072030
$23.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
384 Pages
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UNEARTHLY: Hallowed
Cynthia Hand
In the second book of this riveting angel series, Clara is haunted by a new vision, one that could signify the end
for someone close to her.
TEEN HORROR
HarperCollins
9780061996184
$23.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 100,000
416 Pages

UNRAVELING ISABEL
Eileen Cook
Isobel’s life is falling apart. Her mom just married some guy she met on the internet only three months before,
and is moving them to his sprawling, gothic mansion off the coast of nowhere. Goodbye, best friend. Goodbye,
social life. Hello, icky new stepfather, crunchy granola town, and unbelievably good-looking, officially off-limits
stepbrother. But on her first night in her new home, Isobel starts to fear that it isn’t only her life that’s unraveling
—her sanity might be giving way too. Because either Isobel is losing her mind, just like her artist father did
before her, or she’s seeing ghosts. Either way, Isobel’s the talk of the town for all the wrong reasons.
TEEN FICTION
Simon Pulse
9781442413276
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

304 Pages

VAMPIRE ACADEMY: Frostbite
Richelle Mead; illustrated by Emma Vieceli
The drama and romance continue in this 144-page full-color graphic novel adaptation of the second Vampire
Academy novel, Frostbite, which was overseen by Richelle Mead and features beautiful art by acclaimed British
illustrator Emma Vieceli.
TEEN HORROR/GRAPHIC NOVELS
Razorbill
9781595144300
$15.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 150,000
144 Pages

VAMPIRE DIARIES: The Hunters: Moonsong
L.J. Smith
The breathtaking New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series continues in this second book in The
Hunters arc.
TEEN HORROR
Harper Collins
9780062017703
$23.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 350,000
416 Page
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THE WAY WE FALL
Megan Crewe
When a deadly virus begins to sweep through sixteen-year-old Kaelyn’s community, the government quarantines
her island—no one can leave, and no one can come back. Those still healthy must fight for dwindling supplies,
or lose all chance of survival. As everything familiar comes crashing down, Kaelyn joins forces with a former rival
and discovers a new love in the midst of heartbreak. When the virus starts to rob her of friends and family, she
clings to the belief that there must be a way to save the people she holds dearest. Because how will she go on if
there isn't?
TEEN FICTION
Hyperion
9781423146162
$18.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

320 Pages

WEREWORLD: Shadow of the Hawk
Curtis Jobling
Drew Ferran, the rightful king of Westland, is trapped. Enslaved by the Goatlord Kesslar, young werewolf Drew
finds himself on the volcanic isle of Scoria, forced to fight in the arena for the Lizardlords. With the help of an
unlikely ally, he must find a way to break free - but who has ever managed to escape? Meanwhile, Hector the
Wereboar flees the forces of the Catlords. Now on board the pirate ship Maelstrom, the enemy's net is closing in.
Haunted by the spirits of the dead, Hector is soon left wondering who the true enemy is...
TEEN HORROR
Puffin
9780141340494
$12.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 800 in Canada
400 Pages

WHAT BOYS REALLY WANT
Pete Hautman
Lita is the writer. Adam is the entrepreneur. They are JUST FRIENDS. So Adam would never sell copies of a
self-help book before he'd even written it. And Lita would never try to break up Adam's relationship with Blair, the
skankiest girl at school. They'd never sabotage their friends Emily and Dennis. Lita would never date a guy
related to a girl she can't stand. They'd never steal each other's blog posts. And Adam would never end up in a
fist fight with Lita's boyfriend. Nope, never. Adam and Lita might never agree on what happened, but in this
hilarious story from Pete Hautman, they manage to give the world a little more insight into what boys and girls
are really looking for.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545113151
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

304 Pages
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WHERE IT BEGAN
Ann Redisch Stampler
Gabby Gardiner wakes up in a hospital bed looking like a cautionary ad for drunk driving and lacking a single
memory of the accident that landed her there. What she can remember, in frank and sardonic detail, is the year
leading up to the accident. As she takes us through her transformation from invisible girl to on-trend Girl Who
Dates Billy Nash (aka Most Desirable Boy Ever), she is left wondering: Why is Billy suddenly distancing himself
from her? What do her classmates know that Gabby herself does not? Who exactly was in the car that night?
And why is Gabby left alone to take the fall? Putting the pieces together will take every ounce of Gabby's
strength. As she peels back the layers of her life, she begins to realize that her climb up the status ladder has
been as intoxicating as it has been morally complex...and that nothing about her life is what she has imagined it
to be.
TEEN FICTION
Simon Pulse
9781442423213
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

384 Pages

WHY WE BROKE UP
Daniel Handler
Min Green and Ed Slaterton have broken up, so Min is writing Ed a letter and giving him a box. Inside the box is
why they broke up. A movie ticket from their first date, a comb from the motel room they shared and every other
memento collected over the course of a giddy, intimate, heartbreaking relationship. Item after item is illustrated
and accounted for, and then the box, like a girlfriend, will be dumped. Why We Broke Up is a sincere and moving
portrait of first love, first heartbreak and all the firsts in between. Min's smart, sharp, devastatingly honest voice is
one of the most memorable in contemporary young adult literature.
TEEN FICTION
HarperCollins
9781443401890
$19.99 HC
DECEMBER 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
368 Pages

WILDLINGS: Under My Skin
Charles De Lint
Josh Saunders has seen the news reports, but he is still unprepared when it happens to him. one minute he’s
arguing with his mother’s boyfriend and the next, he is looming over the man, blood dripping from his claws—he
has transformed into a mountain lion. When he switches back to his human body, he knows his life has changed
forever. He has become a Wildling. Trusting only his best friends des and Marina with his secret, Josh tries to
return to regular living. But an encounter with Elzie, another Wildling, brings him unwanted attention from the
authorities. And when an accidental betrayal reveals Josh’s secret, his carefully constructed cover is ripped
apart, forcing his friends to intervene. They must grudgingly put their trust in others, including other Wildlings—
and, most challenging, in each other— if they ever hope to save him.
TEEN FANTASY
Penguin Canada
9780670065332
$24.00 HC
MARCH 2012

288 Pages
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A TO Z MYSTERIES: The New Year Dragon Dilemma (Super Edition #5)
Ron Roy
Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose are in San Francisco, home of the biggest Chinatown outside of Asia! Their tour
guide, Holden, is going to take them to the famous Chinese New Year parade. Best of all, Holden's girlfriend,
Lily, is Miss Chinatown. She gets to ride a giant float and wear a crown! But during the parade, Lily goes missing,
and so does the crown. The police think Holden did it. Can Dink, Josh and Ruth Rose clear their friend's name
by finding the real crook? The alphabet is over, but the mysteries continue in this fourth A to Z Mysteries Super
Edition, featuring a secret message hidden in the illustrations.
EARLY MYSTERY
Random House
9780375868801
$6.99 TP Original
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 25,000

ANNIE SULLIVAN AND THE TRIALS OF HELEN KELLER
Joseph Lambert
Helen Keller lost her ability to see and hear before she turned two years old. But in her lifetime, she learned to
ride horseback and dance the foxtrot. She graduated from Radcliffe. She became a world famous speaker and
author. She befriended Mark Twain, Charlie Chaplin, and Alexander Graham Bell. And above all, she
revolutionized public perception and treatment of the blind and the deaf. The catalyst for this remarkable life’s
journey was Annie Sullivan, a young woman who was herself visually impaired. Hired on as a tutor when Helen
was six years old, Annie broke down the barriers between Helen and the wider world, becoming a fiercely
devoted friend and lifelong companion in the process.
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVEL/BIOGRAPHY
Hyperion
9781423113362
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

96 Pages

AVENGERS: Iron Man and Hawkeye
Paul Tobin
A new Avengers graphic novel in the Marvel Adventures digest series.
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVEL
Marvel
9780785155850
$10.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

96 Pages
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BAD KITTY FOR PRESIDENT
Nick Bruel
It's time to elect a new president of the Neighborhood Cat Coalition! Who will win the election? The candidate
chosen by the kitties on the right side of the street or the candidate chosed by the kitties on the left side of the
street? When election time rolls around, one candidate (guess who?) will discover that she never bothered to
register to vote and the entire election will be decided by a surprise, last minute absentee ballot sent by Old Kitty.
EARLY NOVELS
Roaring Brook
9781596436695
$15.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

144 Pages

BIG NATE GOES FOR BROKE
Lincoln Peirce
In book four, Nate is back in action. This time, daredevil Nate’s quest to achieve his destiny (you
know...greatness!) lands him in the hospital with a broken bone. His family and friends are eager to help him
cope, but they soon tire of his increasingly ridiculous demands. Meanwhile, P.S. 38 is in competition with their
biggest rival, Jefferson Middle School, and Nate is out to save the day.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780061996610
$17.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 750,000
224 Pages

BIG NATE: WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
Lincoln Peirce
A new Big Nate graphic novel, from the author of Big Nate on a Roll and The Boy With the Biggest Head in the
World.
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780062086945
$10.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 200,000
224 Pages
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BLACK GOLD: The Story of Oil In Our Lives
Albert Marrin
Oil is not pretty, but it is a resource that drives the modern world. It has made fortunes for the lucky few and
provided jobs for millions of ordinary folks. Thick and slippery, crude oil has an evil smell. Yet without it, life as we
live it today would be impossible. Oil fuels our engines, heats our homes, and powers the machines that make
the everyday things we take for granted, from shopping bags to computers to medical equipment. Nations
throughout the last century have gone to war over it. Indeed, oil influences every aspect of modern life. It helps
shape the history, society, politics, and economy of every nation on earth.
MIDDLE SOCIAL STUDIES
Knopf
9780375866739
$19.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
272 Pages

BONE: QUEST FOR THE SPARK VOLUME TWO
Tom Sniegoski
The Nacht, the evil dragon that threatens to destroy both the Dreaming and the Waking World, is growing
stronger, and twelve-year-old Tom Elm is the champion the Dreaming has chosen to defeat it. Along with
Roderick the raccoon, Percival Bone and his nephew and niece, Randolf, Lorimar, and the two stupid Rat
Creatures, Tom must race to find the missing pieces of the Spark. This leg of the journey introduces him to a trio
of scheming bears and takes him into the depths of a dangerous beehive. And, on top of everything else, a
traitor might be among them. . . .
MIDDLE NOVELS
Graphix
9780545141031
$24.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

240 Pages

BOOKWEIRDEST
Paul Glennon
Norman has woken up in a world that seems a lot like his own, but with some notable differences. Cats can talk,
for example. His sister owns a horse, and, most shockingly, his father has gone. No one but Norman seems
surprised by these developments. He's almost lulled into believing that it's all real until Malcolm, his best friend
(who happens to be a stoat), arrives. Malcolm has some dark clues that persuade Norman that he must once
and for all discover the secrets about Bookweird in order to save the day and his family.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Doubleday Canada
9780385665490
$14.95 TP Original
MAY 2012

1st Printing 5000
256 Pages
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THE BOY ON CINNAMON STREET
Phoebe Stone
A story about a wounded girl and the boy who won't give up on her. 7th grader Louise should be the captain of
her school's gymnastics team - but she isn't. She's fun and cute and should have lots of friends - but she doesn't.
And there's a dreamy boy who has a crush on her - but somehow they never connect. Louise has everything
going for her - so what is it that's holding her back? Phoebe Stone tells the winning story of the spring when 7th
grader Louise Terrace wakes up, finds the courage to confront the painful family secret she's hiding from - and
finally get the boy.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Arthur A. Levine
9780545215121
$18.99 HC
MAY 2012

240 Pages

THE BOY WHO HARNESSED THE WIND
William Kamkwamba
When fourteen-year-old William Kamkwamba's Malawi village was hit by a drought, everyone's crops began to
fail. Without enough money for food, let alone school, William spent his days in the library . . . and figured out
how to bring electricity to his village. Persevering against the odds, William built a functioning windmill out of
junkyard scraps, and thus became the local hero who harnessed the wind.
MIDDLE SOCIAL STUDIES
Dial Press
9780803735118
$19.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
32 Pages

CAPTAIN AWESOME TO THE RESCUE
Stan Kirby
Eight-year-old Eugene McGillicudy is an imaginative boy who loves comic books and superheroes. Eugene also
has his very own supersecret superhero alter ego named Captain Awesome. MI-TEE! When the McGillicudy
family relocates to a new town called Sunnyview, Eugene starts a new school, finds a best friend, and even finds
time to defend his toys from his two-year-old little sister, Molly! Luckily for Sunnyview, Captain Awesome is there
to protect the town (and the universe) from a hilarious cast of comical “bad guys.”
EARLY SERIES
Little Simon
9781442435612
$5.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

128 Pages
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CAPTAIN AWESOME VS. NACHO CHEESE MAN
Stan Kirby
Eugene McGillicudy and Charlie Thomas Jones are best friends. They are also supersecret superheroes and
members of the Sunnyview Superhero Squad. It’s Captain Awesome and Nacho Cheese Man to the rescue! MITEE! But when Eugene and Charlie get into a fight, Captain Awesome is forced to wonder if Nacho Cheese Man
might actually be…bad? In the process of sorting out good guys and bad guys, Eugene learns an important
lesson about friendship—and what it really means to be a superhero. With easy-to-read language and
illustrations on almost every page, the Captain Awesome chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
EARLY SERIES
Little Simon
9781442435636
$5.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

128 Pages

CASE OF THE DEADLY DESPERADOS
Caroline Lawrence
When twelve-year-old P.K. (Pinky) Pinkerton's foster parents are murdered by Whittlin' Walt and his gang of
ruthless desperados, Pinky goes on the run. He's forced into hiding with Ma's priceless last possession: the deed
to a large amount of land and silver mines in the Nevada Mountains. But relying on disguises will only keep
Pinky hidden for so long, and the desperados are quickly closing in . . .
MIDDLE NOVELS
Putnam
9780399256332
$19.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
272 Pages

CHOCOLATE SOS: A Jess Jordon Story
Sue Limb
Jess has broken up with Fred, though really she is waiting for Fred to come to her door and beg to get back
together again. But is that the sort of thing Fred would do? He has said himself that he has no backbone
...Meanwhile, a gorgeous boy has moved in next door and, to Jess's mingled horror and delight, is making it
very, very obvious that he would like to be a lot closer than next door ...Surely, now, Fred will be driven in a fit of
jealousy to sweep Jess back off her feet? Won't he? Full of Sue Limb's very funny take on young teenage life
and problems, fans of Jess Jordan will be thrilled to have a new Fred and Jess story.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Bloomsbury USA
9780747599173
$11.00 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 3000 in Canada
304 Pages
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CHOMP
Carl Hiaasen
Wahoo Cray lives in a zoo. His father is an animal wrangler, so he's grown up with all manner of gators, snakes,
parrots, rats, monkeys, snappers, and more in his backyard. The critters he can handle. His father is the
unpredictable one. When his dad takes a job with a reality TV show called "Expedition Survival!", Wahoo figures
he'll have to do a bit of wrangling himself—to keep his dad from killing Derek Badger, the show's boneheaded
star, before the shoot is over. But the job keeps getting more complicated. Derek Badger seems to actually
believe his PR and insists on using wild animals for his stunts. And Wahoo's acquired a shadow named Tuna—a
girl who's sporting a shiner courtesy of her old man and needs a place to hide out. They've only been on
location in the Everglades for a day before Derek gets bitten by a bat and goes missing in a storm. Search
parties head out and promptly get lost. And then Tuna's dad shows up with a gun . . . By the author of Hoot.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Knopf
9780375868429
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 150,000
304 Pages

CIRCLE OF CRANES
Annette Lebox
Thirteen-year-old Suyin is a poor orphan who has a strange gift with languages and a mysterious connection to
the cranes in her small Chinese village. When a shady human trafficker arrives promising luxury and riches
beyond belief in America, the villagers elect Suyin - whom they consider lucky - to go as their benefactress. But
instead of luxury, Suyin is forced to work in a sweatshop in New York City's Chinatown. Suyin's future seems
hopeless, until her beloved cranes arrive and reveal that she is no ordinary girl - instead, she is the daughter of
the Crane Queen. Now her mother's life is in danger, and Suyin must prove herself worthy of her position as the
Crane Princess, in order to save her mother and the entire clan of cranes.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Dial Press
9780803734432
$19.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 15,000
256 Pages

COLD CEREAL
Adam Rex
Scottish Play Doe-aka Scott-is used to being a little different, and not just because of his name. Sometimes he
hallucinates things no one else can see: mermaids. Unicorns. A talking rabbit-man in tweed pants. But then one
of these hallucinations tries to steal Scott's backpack, and he comes face-to-face with an honest-to-goodness
leprechaun in a tiny red tracksuit. Mick not only claims that Scott must be part faerie, but desperately needs his
help-Mick's on the run from, of all things, the Goodco Cereal Company. With the help of his friends Erno and
Emily (who have their own weird connection to GoodCo), and their enormous and suspiciously hairy
housekeeper, Biggs, Scott and Mick uncover Goodco's sinister plans-and take the first steps in saving the world
from the evil cereal company.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780062060020
$22.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
224 Pages
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CROWFIELD DEMON
Pat Walsh
In THE CROWFIELD CURSE, young monks' apprentice Will learned he was gifted with the Sight: able to see
beyond this mortal coil into the spirit realms of Old Magic. Protected by the warrior fay Shadlok -- and
accompanied by the wry, wary hobgoblin called Brother Walter -- the boy is just coming into his strange powers.
But now, from its very foundations, Crowfield Abbey has begun to crumble. As Will slaves to salvage the chapel,
he discovers something truly terrifying. A heathen creature from a pagan past is creeping up through the rubble
-- avowed to unleash havoc on holy ground!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Chicken House
9780545317696
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

368 Pages

DEADTIME STORIES: Grave Secrets
Annette Cascone
Amanda Peterson has a pet cemetery in her backyard. It’s where she’s buried all her family’s dear departed
pets, like Ralphie the hamster, Herman the goldfish, and Snitch the canary. But when Amanda and her friends
set out to bury a dead squirrel, they accidentally dig up a grave that’s already occupied—and not by a pet. The
scary old lady who lives next door has lots of buried secrets. And she’ll do anything to keep them that way….
MIDDLE NOVELS
Starscape
9780765330659
$16.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
192 Pages

DEADTIME STORIES: Witching Game
Annette Cascone
A new novel in the Deadtime Stories series, featuring Grave Secrets.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Starscape
9780765330666
$16.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
192 Pages
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DEAR CANADA: Torn Apart
Susan AIhoshi
It is 1941 and Mary Kobayashi, a Canadian-born Japanese girl enjoys her life in Vancouver. She likes school,
she likes her friends, and she yearns above all else to own a bicycle. Although WWII is raging elsewhere in the
world, it hasn’t really impacted her life in B.C. Then on December 7, 1941, Japan bombs Pearl Harbor…and
everything changes. Suddenly a war of suspicion and prejudice is waged on the home front and JapaneseCanadians are completely stripped of their rights, their jobs and their homes. Mary is terrified when her family is
torn apart and sent to various work camps, while she and her two sisters are sent, alone, to a primitive camp in
B.C.’s interior. Here Mary spends the duration of the war, scared and uncertain of how it will all end.
MIDDLE SERIES
Scholastic
9780439946605
$16.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

192 Pages

DEAR DUMB DIARY YEAR TWO: School. Hasn't This Gone On Long Enough?
Jim Benton
Dear Dumb Diary is a hilarious hit! Now after 12 books (each covering a month of her life), Jamie Kelly's
upcoming diaries have a fresh look and a fun twist. It's Dear Dumb Diary: Year Two! The diary entries are still
laugh-out-loud funny -- but this is a whole new beginning. Everything is another year dumber! As Jamie grapples
with school, grades, and middle school's Big Questions, don't miss even more of her words of wisdom like, "If
someone is really, really intelligent, it would be polite if they would ugly it up a bit before they left the house."
MIDDLE SERIES
Philomel
9780545377614
$6.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

160 Pages

DRAGONBREATH: Revenge of the Horned Bunnies
Ursula Vernon
Ride 'em, cowboy! Danny's off to summer camp! Danny Dragonbreath is counting down the days to his
awesome western summer camp . . . until he gets the terrible news that his annoying younger cousin Spencer is
going too. Good-bye, Danny the Cowboy; Hello, Danny the Babysitter. But when Spencer befriends a mythical
jackalope (or horned bunny) and then uncovers a diabolical jackalope-napping ring, things start looking up again.
After all, if you need a math problem solved, you call a nerd. But if you need a villainous ring of hornedbunnynappers broken up, you call Danny Dragonbreath. The sixth book in this laugh-until-smoke-comes-out-ofyour-nose series is perfect for Wimpy Kid fans everywhere.
MIDDLE SERIES
Dial Press
9780803736771
$15.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
208 Pages
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DREAMSLEEVES
Coleen M. Paratore
Aislinn is a girl with a lot of dreams, but due to family issues (caused mostly by her hard-drinking father), there's
a lot standing in her way. While she should be enjoying the summer with friends, Aislinn is kept under lock and
key and put in charge of her younger siblings. The average girl might give up, but not Aislinn. A person, she
says, should write their dreams on their sleeve, putting them out there for the world to see, because there's a
good chance that someone might come along and help you make your dream come true. What begins as a plea
for help for her father to stop drinking, turns into a spark that has the whole community making their own
dreamsleeves. At times heartbreaking, DREAMSLEEVES is also surprising, powerful, and luminously hopeful.
Everyone will see a little of themselves in Aislinn, a girl with talent, ambition, and big dreams.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545310208
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

288 Pages

E. ASTOR BUNNYMUND AND THE BATTLE OF THE WARRIOR EGGS
William Joyce
A Guardians of Childhood book from the author of Rolie Polie Olie.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Little Simon
9781442430501
$16.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

128 Pages

THE ELEMENTS: Discover More
Dan Green
Discovering the elements is discovering life itself. What are we made of? What keeps us and our universe in
motion? Everything we are, and see around us, and create, is made up of a little over 90 elements, many of
which have existed since the beginning of time and space. This book is more than a walk through the periodic
table. It explains the tremendous forces of star birth and death that create elements. It chronicles the history of
their discovery and the impact of their science on every aspect of our daily lives, from medicine to technology,
architecture to the environment. Beautiful photographs and modern graphics make apparently ordinary
substances, their extraction and their changes look as extraordinary as they truly are. This is a learning journey:
Human impact is explained and challenged, actions are suggested, and young readers are introduced to a world
of information and activity outside the book to pursue their newfound interest.
MIDDLE SCIENCE
Scholastic
9780545330190
$17.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

288 Pages
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FAIRY LIES
E.D. Baker
In this delightful sequel to Fairy Wings (originally titled Wings) the fairy princess Tamisin has been kidnapped
from her home in the human world by Oberon, king of the fairies, who thinks he's her father. When Tamisin's
boyfriend Jak finds out, he sets off to rescue her. In this funny and heartwarming romp through a land of fairies,
goblins, sphinxes, unicorns, and many more, Tamisin and Jak try to regain their romance even as they find their
way back to the human world.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Bloomsbury USA
9781599905501
$19.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 1200 in Canada
320 Pages

FALSE PRINCE
Jennifer Nielsen
In a discontent kingdom, civil war is brewing. To unify the divided people, Conner, a nobleman of the court,
devises a cunning plan to find an impersonator of the king's long-lost son and install him as a puppet prince.
Four orphans are recruited to compete for the role, including a defiant boy named Sage. Sage knows that
Conner's motives are more than questionable, yet his life balances on a sword's point -- he must be chosen to
play the prince or he will certainly be killed. But Sage's rivals have their own agendas as well. As Sage moves
from a rundown orphanage to Conner's sumptuous palace, layer upon layer of treachery and deceit unfold, until
finally, a truth is revealed that, in the end, may very well prove more dangerous than all of the lies taken together.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545284134
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

368 Pages

THE FATHOMLESS FIRE
Thomas Wharton
Will has returned from his exhilarating adventure in the Realm and is back at home with his family trying to go
through the motions of ordinary life. But he is dogged by feelings of restlessness and is desperate to see Rowen
again. It's not long before he obeys the irresistible pull to return to Fable and resumes his quest. Will is shocked
to discover that in the time since he left he's become a legend. He is greeted as a returning hero. Soon enough,
Will may have to test his true heroism: Rowen is missing and in great danger. Will must stop the evil Malabron
before Rowen and all of Fable are swept up by his wicked scheme. By the author of The Shadow of Malabron.
MIDDLE FANTASY
Doubleday Canada
9780385664585
$19.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 5000 in Canada
272 Pages
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THE FIRST HERO
Adam Blade
At the age of seven, Tanner's father was killed in front of him by the evil warlord Derthsin. But his father's death
was not in vain and Derthsin was carried away to his doom by a good Beast, Firepos the Flame Bird. Now, eight
years later, another evil army is wreaking havoc across Avantia. But Tanner has been training with Firepos,
waiting to avenge his father's death. There is something familiar about this new menace, who rides with a Beast
of his own. The evil army is after the pieces of the Mask of Death--which allows whoever wears it to control all
Beasts. Tanner sets off on a journey to stop them. Along the way, he encouters twins Gwen and Geffen, who
hold the map to finding the remaining pieces.
MIDDLE FANTASY
Scholastic
9780545361606
$17.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

176 Pages

GANGSTA GRANNY
David Williams
Another hilarious and moving novel from bestselling, critically acclaimed author David Walliams, the natural
successor to Roald Dahl. A story of prejudice and acceptance, funny lists and silly words, this new book has all
the hallmarks of David's previous bestsellers. Our hero Ben is bored beyond belief after he is made to stay at his
grandma's house. She's the boringest grandma ever: all she wants to do is to play Scrabble, and eat cabbage
soup. But there are two things Ben doesn't know about his grandma. 1) She was once an international jewel
thief. 2) All her life, she has been plotting to steal the crown jewels, and now she needs Ben's help!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780007371440
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

240 Pages

GERONIMO STILTON: The Weird Book Machine
Geronimo Stilton
The Pirate Cats, led by Tersilla of Catatonia, are hitting Geronimo Stilton where he lives! They have traveled
back in time in order to steal Johannes Gutenberg’s original printing press! What mad scheme do the Pirate Cats
have for the Purr-loined presses? Geronimo Stilton and his friends intend to find out when they travel to the city
of Mainz, Germany in the year 1455 to stop the Pirate Cats from tampering with history!
FIRST GRAPHIC NOVELS
Papercutz
9781597072953
$10.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
56 Pages
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GLADIATOR: Street Fighter
Simon Scarrow
Now a member of Julius Caesar's palace, Marcus' gladiator training continues at an elite school in Rome. But
the city streets are plagued by vicious gang war attacks, and Caesar must employ his own gang leader, who
learns of a plot to murder him. Only Marcus can go in undercover. But he's in terrible danger.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Puffin
9780141333649
$22.00 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 1000 in Canada
304 Pages

GLORY BE
Augusta Scattergood
As much as Gloriana June Hemphill, or Glory as everyone knows her, wants to turn twelve, there are times when
Glory wishes she could turn back the clock a year. Jesslyn, her sister and former confidante, no longer has the
time of day for her now that she’ll be entering high school. Then there’s her best friend, Frankie. Things have
always been so easy with Frankie, and now suddenly they aren’t. Maybe it’s the new girl from the North that’s
got everyone out of sorts. Or maybe it’s the debate about whether or not the town should keep the segregated
public pool open.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545331807
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

208 Pages

GOBLIN SECRETS
William Alexander
A boy joins a theatrical troupe of goblins to find his missing brother.In the town of Zombay, there is a witch
named Graba who has clockwork chicken legs and moves her house around—much like the fairy tale figure of
Baba Yaga. Graba takes in stray children, and Rownie is the youngest boy in her household. Rownie’s only real
relative is his older brother Rowan, who is an actor. But acting is outlawed in Zombay, and Rowan has
disappeared. Desperate to find him, Rownie joins up with a troupe of goblins who skirt the law to put on plays.
But their plays are not only for entertainment, and the masks they use are for more than make-believe. The
goblins also want to find Rowan—because Rowan might be the only person who can save the town from being
flooded by a mighty river.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Margaret K. McElderry Books
9781442427266
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

240 Pages
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GRAVEROBBER'S APPRENTICE
Allan Stratton
Hans is on the run from his adoptive father, a grave robber who found him as a baby hidden inside a wooden
box that washed ashore. Now fate has introduced Hans to Angela von Schwanenberg, a young countess fleeing
the evil forces of Archduke Arnulf, who has chosen her to be the next in his long line of brides, and the dreaded
Necromancer. Together, Hans and Angela gallop through dark forests, treacherous lands and secret
passageways on their quest to uncover the truth about Hans’ shadowy past and save Angela’s parents from the
archduke’s monstrous asylum. In this world of highwaymen, hermits and dancing bears, anything is possible—
even for a grave robber’s apprentice.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9781554688258
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 4000 in Canada
224 Pages

GREEN MAN
Michael Bedard
Teenaged O – never call her Ophelia – is about to spend the summer with her aunt Emily. Emily is a poet and
the owner of an antiquarian book store, The Green Man. A proud, independent woman, Emily’s been made frail
by a heart attack. O will be a help to her. Just how crucial that help will be unfolds as O first tackles Emily’s badly
neglected home, then the chaotic shop. But soon she discovers that there are mysteries and long-buried dark
forces that she cannot sweep away, though they threaten to awaken once more. At once an exploration of
poetry, a story of family relationships, and an intriguing mystery, The Green Man is Michael Bedard at his finest.
MIDDLE MYSTERY
Tundra
9781770492851
$21.99 HC
APRIL 2012

320 Pages

HEIDI HECKELBECK CASTS A SPELL
Wanda Coven
Heidi Heckelbeck seems like any other eight-year-old, but she has a secret: She’s a witch in disguise. Careful to
keep her powers hidden (but excited to use them all the same), Heidi’s learning to live like any other kid—who
just happens to be witch. And with easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, Heidi
Heckelbeck chapter books are perfect for beginning readers. Thanks to meanie Melanie Maplethorpe, Heidi is
cast as a scary tree in the school play, The Wizard of Oz. Heidi decides to get even with Melanie by casting a
spell on her. The result of the spell? Melanie—who has the lead role as Dorothy—will forget her lines. As the day
of the play nears, Heidi carefully collects all the ingredients she needs. But when she casts her spell, will Heidi’s
revenge be as sweet as she thinks?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Little Simon
9781442435674
$5.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

128 Pages
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HEIDI HECKELBECK HAS A SECRET
Wanda Coven
Heidi Heckelbeck seems like any other eight-year-old, but she has a secret: She’s a witch in disguise. Careful to
keep her powers hidden (but excited to use them all the same), Heidi’s learning to live like any other kid—who
just happens to be witch. And with easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, Heidi
Heckelbeck chapter books are perfect for beginning readers. Heidi and her brother Henry have always been
homeschooled—until now. But Heidi is not happy about attending Brewster Elementary, especially not when
meanie Melanie Maplethorpe turns Heidi’s first day of school into a nightmare by announcing that Heidi is smelly
and ruining her art project. Heidi feels horrible and never wants to go back to school—but while sulking in her
room at home, she remembers her special medallion and Book of Spells. With a little bit of carefully concealed
magic, Heidi might be able to give Melanie a taste of her own medicine….
MIDDLE NOVELS
Little Simon
9781442435650
$5.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

128 Pages

HERBERT'S WORMHOLE: The Rise and Fall of El Solo Libre
Peter Nelson
Herbert, Alex, and Sammi are heroes in the year 2109, having successfully saved the planet from an alien
invasion (or so everyone thinks). Everything is going just swimmingly until, inevitably, real aliens appear—the
evil, destruction-obsessed Klapthorians. The crew is going to have to come clean, but then they meet a crazy old
man who turns out to be Alex, age 109. Old man Alex has a plan for saving the world all over again. But can they
do it and still make it back home by dinner?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780062012180
$17.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 75,000
320 Pages

HEY CANADA
Vivien Bowers
Gran has decided that she is taking nine-year-old Alice and eight-year-old Cal on a road trip across Canada
“before she’s old and creaky.” With a sparkling combination of poems, silly songs, tweets and blogs, the trio
records the trip for readers everywhere to share. Starting in St. John’s Newfoundland, where they have a “find-it”
list that includes a moose and an iceberg and going all the way to the Pacific Ocean, the gang in Hey Canada!
offers a delightful way to learn about vast, varied, and surprising Canada.
MIDDLE SOCIAL STUDIES
Tundra
9781770492554
$21.99 HC
APRIL 2012

64 Pages
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HORSE DIARIES: Black Cloud
Patricia Hermes
Born in Northern Nevada in 1950, Black Cloud is a black-and-white mustang colt. He loves roaming free with the
rest of his herd, playing with the other foals, and learning the ways of wild horses. But when humans intrude on
this wandering life, Black Cloud's worled is changed forever. Like Black Beauty, this moving novel is told in first
person from the horse's own point of view and includes an appendix full of photos and facts about mustangs and
the history of the laws protecting them.
MIDDLE SERIES
Random House
9780375868818
$7.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 40,000
176 Pages

HOW TO BEAT THE BULLY WITHOUT REALLY TRYING
Scott Starkey
When luck gives a new kid a false reputation as a tough guy, can he find the strength to live up to his image?
Rodney Rathbone is a self-admitted coward. Things scare him, and he can’t help it. So naturally he’s terrified
when he moves to a new town and the bully is ready to pounce. But just as Rodney is about to flee, a baseball
flies in from out of nowhere and knocks out the bully. Now everyone thinks Rodney’s invincible—when really he
feels just the opposite. Can he figure out to live up to his new reputation and make friends along the way?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Simon & Schuster
9781442416857
$17.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

272 Pages

I AM CANADA: Behind Enemy Lines
Carol Matas
Eighteen-year-old Sam Frederiksen has come a long way from the Prairies. Trained to be a gunner in a
Lancaster bomber during WWII, he is shot down over France. Battered and bruised, he does survive, and joins
forces with the French Resistance... only to be betrayed by one of its members. He and other flyers from various
Allied countries are rounded up by the Gestapo and held in Fresnes prison just outside of Paris.Treated as
spies, rather than POWs, these men are beaten, some tortured — then sent to Buchenwald Concentration Camp
in eastern Germany. It is here, in these wretched conditions, that Sam witnesses the darkest side of humanity —
gas chambers, torture and starvation. Yet it is also here that he comes to understand the true resilience and
unfathomable courage of the victims.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545990660
$14.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

216 Pages
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I'VE LOST MY HIPPOPOTAMUS
Jack Prelutsky
A brand-new rib-tickling collection of more than one hundred never-before-published poems by the national bestselling poet Jack Prelutksy, illustrated throughout in black-and-white by New York Times best-selling artist Jackie
Urbanovic.
POETRY
Greenwillow Books
9780062014573
$24.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 75,000
400 Pages

THE INCORRIGIBLE CHILDREN OF ASHTON PLACE: Unseen Guest
Mary Rose Wood
Penelope and the Incorrigibles have returned to Ashton Place, fresh from their adventures in London. But the
mysteries surrounding the children, Lord Ashton, Ashton Place—and Penelope herself—are still lurking.
Penelope decides she must take matters into her own hands and embarks on her own investigation into these
mysteries and where they began—in the forests of the great estate!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780061791185
$20.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
240 Pages

JUST BEHAVE PABLO PICASSO
Jonah Winter
Pablo Picasso may have been one of the most famous artists of the 20th century, but that doesn't mean he
painted what people wanted him to paint! In fact, some people hated his paintings, and called them "ugly!" and
"terrible!" -- something many kids can relate to. But Picasso didn't listen to all those people, and kept on working
the way he wanted to work, until he created something so new, so different... that people didn't know what to
say!
EARLY NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545132916
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

48 Pages
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JUST JOKING
National Geographic
Packed with the silly jokes that kids love, including knock-knocks, tongue twisters, riddles, traditional question
and answer jokes, and more, Just Joking will be presented in National Geographic Kids' colorful, photo-driven
style. Laughing animals, funny people, and other colorful photos are paired with each joke, adding an extra laugh
on each page. National Geographic Kids' signature square trim size and candy-colored palette make this funfilled book perfect for tossing into a backpack to share with friends at school or camp.
MIDDLE HUMOUR
National Geographic
9781426309304
$7.95 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 25,000
208 Pages

THE KANE CHRONICLES SURVIVAL GUIDE
Rick Riordan
Fans of The Kane Chronicles series will adore this gorgeous primer on the people, places, gods, and creatures
found in Rick Riordan's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Boasting lenticulars, an easy-to-assemble trading
card pyramid, and full-color diagrams and maps, this deluxe, lavishly illustrated guide teaches readers how to
compile secret messages, read hieroglyphics, and recite ancient magic spells. Featuring enough information and
extras to satisfy avid followers and budding Egyptologists alike, this guide will cast a spell on readers of all ages.
MIDDLE FANTASY
Hyperion
9781423153627
$13.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

144 Pages

KINDRED SOULS
Patricia MacLachlan
Jake's grandfather, Billy, hears the talk of birds, is eighty-eight years old, and is going to live forever. Jake and
Billy love taking walks around the family farm, and every day, Billy tells Jake just how much he misses his old
sod house, where he lived before the wooden farmhouse was built. Billy asks Jake to build him a little sod
house, but Jake is reluctant, for reasons even he doesn't quite understand. But then Billy gets sick. If Jake builds
Billy's beloved sod house, maybe Billy will come home from the hospital and everything will go on as always.
Can Jake do this one special thing for his kindred soul?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Katherine Tegan Books
9780060522971
$20.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
128 Pages
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KINGDOM KEEPERS V
Ridley Pearson
As the Disney Fantasy joins the cruise fleet, a special treat is in store for guests aboard its inaugural sail from
Cape Canaveral to Los Angeles: the Disney Host Interactive teenage guides will be part of the Fantasy crew.
Finn, Maybeck, Charlene, Willa, and Philby are to attend the cruise as celebrity guests, and to perform a ribbon
cutting for the DHI server to go live. The Fantasy is now the most advanced cruise ship in the world. But all is not
right belowdecks. Strange things are happening. Unexplained phenomena. Only the Kingdom Keepers know the
truth behind their invitation: nearly every Disney villain is represented onboard the new ship: whether on its
decks or in its theaters. It's believed the Overtakers have infiltrated the cast and are "stowaways." Worse: it is
believed they have stolen an important journal that once belonged to Walt Disney himself--Finn has been having
dreams about this--and that some kind of mission is planned. The ship sets sail filled with enthusiastic guests
and crew, and the battle is on in new and exotic arenas: the beaches of Castaway Cay, the caves of Aruba, the
locks of the Panama Canal, Costa Rica's rain forest zip line . . . But the end game is far more complicated and
intense than anything the Kingdom Keepers had planned on. If the Overtakers get their way, a power will be
unleashed that no one will have the ability to vanquish: Chernabog, dormant for years, is about to have his full
powers restored. . . .
MIDDLE NOVELS
Hyperion
9781423153368
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

448 Pages

LAST APPRENTICE: Grimalkin the Witch Assassin
Joseph Delaney
One of the deadliest and most fascinating characters in the internationally best-selling Last Apprentice series
stars in a full-length novel all her own. The Last Apprentice will soon be a major motion picture, starring Jeff
Bridges and Julianne Moore!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Greenwillow Books
9780062082077
$22.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
400 Pages

LAST SONG
Eva Wiseman
Spain had been one of the world’s most tolerant societies for eight hundred years, but that way of life was wiped
out by the Inquisition. Isabel’s family feels safe from the terrors, torture, and burnings. After all, her father is a
respected physician in the court of Ferdinand and Isabella. Isabel was raised as a Catholic and doesn’t know
that her family’s Jewish roots may be a death sentence. When her father is arrested by Torquemada, the Grand
Inquisitor, she makes a desperate plan to save his life – and her own.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Tundra
9780887769795
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

232 Pages
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THE LEGEND OF DIAMOND LIL
Doreen Cronin
After his last run-in with Vince the Funnel and the mystery of the missing chicks, J.J. the search-and-rescue dog
is ready for some much-needed R & R. But just when he thinks he has everything under control, there’s a new
problem to worry about: Diamond Lil, a shiny new dog who’s taken up residence next door. Suddenly Moosh and
her chicks are spending an awful lot of time with their fancy friend, talking about weird things like fluffy feathers
and good posture. And Lil’s not the only new kid cramping J.J.’s style. There’s a possum loose, and it’s up to J.J.
to keep the farm safe. But the questions keep piling up. Is Lil all that she seems? And how does the possum
keep finding her way to the chicken coop?
MIDDLE MYSTERY
Balzer & Bray
9780061779961
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
144 Pages

LUNCH LADY AND THE MUTANT MATHLETES
Jarrett J. Krosoczka
The Breakfast Bunch have joined the mathletes team, and are all set to win the championship trophy for
Thompson Brook Elementary School—they only need to beat the defending champs from Willowby Academy.
But Lunch Lady notices something strange about the opposing matheletes and their sinister coach. Will she and
her sidekick Betty be able to sort out the suspicious competitors before they snatch victory away from the
Breakfast Bunch?
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVELS
Knopf
9780375870286
$7.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
96 Pages

MAGGIE BROOKLYN: Vanishing Acts
Leslie Margolis
When a movie starring tween heartthrob Seth Ryan starts filming in Park Slope, everyone gets movie maniaincluding Maggie Brooklyn Sinclair. Though her plans to become a movie extra don't quite work out, Maggie
manages to capture Seth's attention and he seeks her out at the Pizza Den to talk. But just when Maggie's life is
feeling like a romantic comedy, Seth disappears! Everyone thinks he's been kidnapped, but Maggie knows
better. . . .This young Nancy Drew is back, along with her twin brother and dog-walking business, in a second
mystery that shines a spotlight on her super-sleuth skills. Leslie Margolis's pitch-perfect tween voice will leave
fans begging for more of this loveable heroine.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Bloomsbury USA
9781599905365
$18.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 1200 in Canada
240 Pages
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MAGIC TREE HOUSE: ABE LINCOLN AT LAST
Mary Pope Osborne
The 47th book in the popular series.
EARLY SERIES
Random House
9780375868252
$14.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 350,000

MAKING BOMBS FOR HITLER
Marsha F. Skrypuch
In Stolen Child, Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch introduced readers to Larissa, a victim of Hitler's largely unknown
Lebensborn program. In this companion novel, readers will learn the fate of Lida, her sister, who was also
kidnapped by the Germans and forced into slave labour — an Osterbeiter. In addition to her other tasks, Lida's
small hands make her the perfect candidate to handle delicate munitions work, so she is sent to a factory that
makes bombs. The gruelling work and conditions leave her severely malnourished and emotionally traumatized,
but overriding all of this is her concern and determination to find out what happened to her vulnerable younger
sister. With rumours of the Allies turning the tide in the war, Lida and her friends conspire to sabotage the bombs
to help block the Nazis' war effort. When her work camp is finally liberated, she is able to begin her search to
learn the fate of her sister.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9781443107303
$8.99 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

160 Pages

THE MIGHTY AVENGERS: An Origin Story
Marvel
An Avengers origin story timed to coincide with the release of the blockbuster film.
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVELS
Marvel
9781423148418
$9.99 HC
APRIL 2012

48 Pages
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MOON OVER HIGH STREET
Natalie Babbitt
Joe Casimir needed help with the choice he had to make. But how do you choose the person who will help you
choose? Mr. Boulderwall, the millionaire, knew exactly what he wanted Joe to choose. And millionaires are
experts at making choices. Well, aren't they? But Vinnie, the number-two man down at Sope Electric, didn't
much approve of millionaires. He said to Joe, "Listen, kid, all of 'em act like they're the only ones with a ticket to
the show!" But he didn't have any real advice to offer. Joe's Gran didn't either, as it turned out, and neither did
Aunt Myra.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Michael di Capua Books
9780545376365
$16.95 HC
JANUARY 2012

160 Pages

MUNCLE TROGG
Janet Foxley
Mount Grumble is where the giants live. But (contrary to what you might think, maybe because of their name) not
every "giant" (see?) is, um...big. In fact, Muncle Trogg is so SMALL that all the other giants make fun of him for
being (uh-oh) people-sized. And toss him around like a football! Fed up, Muncle Trogg climbs down Mount
Grumble to take a look at the Smallings (that would be humans) he supposedly looks like. What he discovers is
a sulky green dragon and a terribly sensible girl? But when Mount Grumble is put in harm's way, it's up to little
Muncle to be the bigger smallest giant, prove that size doesn't matter, and somehow save his home!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Chicken House
9780545378000
$16.99 HC
MARCH 2012

224 Pages

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS ALMANAC 2013
National Geographic
In true National Geographic style, this book excites young people about their world and everything in it. Amazing
animals, cool inventions, dinosaurs, funny roadside attractions, robots, outer space, green tips, natural disasters,
maps, games, activities, and more are all here in one volume. The 2013 Almanac is packed with fun information,
browsable features, and helpful reference on subjects including animals, technology, countries, presidents,
animals, and weather, just for starters.
MIDDLE REFERENCE
National Geographic
9781426309274
$16.99 TP Original
MAY 2012

1st Printing 25,000
352 Pages
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS: EVERYTHING ANCIENT EGYPT
Crispin Boyer
The ancient Egyptians thought big and built bigger, leaving behind monuments and messages that have endured
for five millennia despite tomb robbers and the ravages of time. Pyramids and mummies tell us about their
deaths, but new technologies are peeling the wraps off their mysterious lives. In Everything Ancient Egypt kids
will discover all they want to know about the mysteries of ancient Egypt and learn new weird, wacky, and
fascinating facts as well. Sections in the book include Rise of the Pharaohs, Death and the Afterlife, Life in
Ancient Egypt, and Fun With Ancient Egypt (a section that provides readers with exciting hands-on learning!).
Stunning photos and an interactive glossary round out this exciting and engaging new series addition.
MIDDLE REFERENCE
National Geographic
9781426308406
$14.95 TP Original
FEBRUARY 2012

64 Pages

NEIL FLAMBE AND THE AZTEC ABDUCTION
Kevin Sylvester
A fourteen-year-old crime-solving chef finds mayhem in Mexico in this full-flavored mystery. Teenage wunderchef
—and budding detective—Neil Flambe heads to Mexico City to take part in the Azteca Cocina, a two-week battle
of the chefs. But he’s off to an unsettling start: His box of secret ingredients contains a note that says his
girlfriend, Isabella, has been kidnapped. He must lose in the final, or else she’ll be killed. Fortunately, Isabella is
clever, and the locks of her hair that accompany follow-up ransom notes have been saturated with smells to help
him track her down. But even Neil’s keen sense of smell can’t tackle this case alone. He’ll have to delve into
Aztec history, symbolism, and the ancient ruins buried under the modern city. And time is ticking….
MIDDLE NOVELS
Simon & Schuster
9781442446076
$14.99 HC
MARCH 2012

320 Pages

NEIL FLAMBE AND THE MARCO POLO MURDERS
Kevin Sylvester
A delicious blend of mystery, history, and top-notch cuisine. Neil Flambe may be fourteen years old, but he’s also
a world-renowned chef. Patrons pay top dollar and wait months for reservations at his tiny boutique restaurant.
But Neil is more than a fantastic cook—he solves crime too. Ever since he used his kitchen know-how and keen
sense of smell to acquit a man of murder, he’s been helping Police Inspector Sean Nakamura crack case after
case But when some of the best chefs in town turn up dead, the crime scenes turn culinary. Police are stumped,
and the only clues are the scents of mysterious spices and a journal that may have belonged to…Marco Polo?
Neil must find a way to connect the past with the present and solve the murders.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Simon & Schuster
9781442446045
$14.99 HC
MARCH 2012

304 Pages
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OCEAN AND SEA: Discover More
Steve Parker
We know more about Mars than we do about the oceans that cover 70 percent of Earth's surface and sustain life
on our blue planet. Yet every child is fascinated by sharks, tsunamis, palm-fringed beaches, coral reefs and
superstrange-looking deep-sea fish. This book is a genuine contribution to our understanding of the world's last
wilderness. It introduces ocean water, geology, tides, waves, and coastlines, then moves on to a stunning
catalogue of ocean life, from the smallest sponge to the largest whale. Beautiful original photographs and
dramatic modern graphics are combined with up-to-the-minute factual knowledge from marine biologists,
conservationists, and explorers. This is a learning journey: The human impact on the ocean is explained and
challenged, actions are suggested, and young readers are introduced to a world of information and activity
outside the book to pursue their newfound interest in mankind's most fascinating and threatened environment.
MIDDLE SCIENCE
Scholastic
9780545330220
$17.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

112 Pages

THE ONE AND ONLY IVAN
Katherine Applegate
Ivan is an easygoing gorilla. Living in a glass cage at the Exit 8 Big Top Mall and Video Arcade, he rarely misses
his life in the jungle. In fact, he hardly ever thinks about it at all. Instead, Ivan thinks about art and how to capture
the taste of a mango or the sound of leaves with color and a well-placed line. Then he meets Ruby, a baby
elephant taken from her family, and she makes Ivan see their home—and his own art—through new eyes. When
Ruby arrives, change comes with her, and it’s up to Ivan to make it a change for the better.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780061992254
$22.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
320 Pages

ONE DOG AND HIS BOY
Eva Ibbotson
Eva Ibbotson's final masterpiece, a tale of a boy and dog who were meant to be together. All Hal had ever
wanted was a dog. "Never!" cries his mother. "Think of the mess, the scratch-marks, the puddles on the floor."
But on the morning of Hal's 10th birthday, the unbelievable happens. He's allowed to choose a dog at Easy Pets,
a rent-a-pet agency (a fact his parents keep from him). The moment he sees the odd-looking terrier, he knows
he's found a friend for life. But no one tells Hal that Fleck must be returned. When Hal wakes up on Monday
morning, Fleck is gone. If dog and boy are to stay together they'll have to run away. . . . From the reknowned Eva
Ibbotson comes her final novel, a tale laced with humor and brimming over with heart, stunning in its beauty of
the love of all things dog.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545351966
$17.99 HC
MARCH 2012

288 Pages
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OTHERWORLD: The Invisible Tower
Nils Johnson-Shelton
When this mysterious message appears in twelve-year-old Artie Kingfisher’s favorite virtual reality game, it leads
him straight to a gaming store called the Invisible Tower, where a centuries-old wizard named Merlin holds the
key to his destiny. Could it be that Artie is actually King Arthur, brought into the modern world to save it from
certain doom? It seems that the fate of the universe rests on the shoulders of Artie and his sister, Kay. If they’ll
accept their mission, all they have to do is walk through the door of the tower and into the Otherworld....
MIDDLE FANTASY
Harper Collins
9780062070869
$22.50 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 50,000
352 Pages

PENGUINS: Discover More
Steve Parker
Small in size but big in personality, stars of movies, TV, and games, penguins are loved by kids everywhere. This
book reveals their real lives, far beyond our wildest imagination! Meet every one of the 17 different kinds of
penguin; discover how they eat, sleep, talk, walk, and swim, and of course, the wonderful stories of how they
look after their eggs and chicks. Big and beautiful Antarctic images, especially shot for this book, are combined
with up-to-the-minute information from penguin experts, and dramatic modern graphics to entice confident and
reluctant readers alike. And there's lots to do! Be a marine biologist for a day, make and decorate a penguin egg,
and track how the diminishing ice is threatening the lives of these fantastic creatures.
MIDDLE NATURE
Scholastic
9780545330244
$13.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

80 Pages

PLANETS: Discover More
Penelope Arlon
All children want to learn their place in the universe, discover how our planet fits into the solar system, and are
blown away by the crazy, big facts and stats of space. Welcome to a tour of the major planets, moons, dwarf
planets, asteroids, comets, and other rocks and gas that orbit the sun. The latest NASA and European Space
Station images, many unique to this book, are combined with up-to-the-minute information from space experts
across the globe, and modern graphics to entice confident and reluctant readers alike. And there's lots to do!
Track Venus at night, create alien life, and interact with the brave men and women of the International Space
Station to unlock the secrets of the Milky Way online and offline.
MIDDLE SCIENCE
Scholastic
9780545330282
$13.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

80 Pages
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PLUNKED
Michael Northrop
Sixth grader Jack Mogens has it all figured out: He's got his batting routine down, and his outfielding earns him a
starting spot alongside his best friend Andy on their Little League team, the Tall Pines Braves. He even manages
to have a not-totally-embarrassing conversation with Katie, the team's killer shortstop. But in the first game of the
season, a powerful stray pitch brings everything Jack's worked so hard for crashing down around his ears. How
can he explain to his parents and friends why he WON'T be playing? Readers will root for Jack as he finds the
courage to step back up to the plate.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Scholastic
9780545297141
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

256 Pages

POEMS TO LEARN BY HEART
Caroline Kennedy
For this companion to her New York Times best-selling collection A Family of Poems, Caroline Kennedy has
hand-selected more than a hundred of her favorite poems that lend themselves to memorization. Some are
joyful. Some are sad. Some are funny and lighthearted. Many offer layers of meaning that reveal themselves
only after the poem has been studied so closely as to be learned by heart. In issuing the challenge to memorize
great poetry, Caroline Kennedy invites us to a deeply enriching experience. For as she reminds us, “If we learn
poems by heart, not only do we have their wisdom to draw on, we also gain confidence, knowledge and
understanding that no one can take away.”
POETRY
Hyperion
9781423108054
$21.99 HC
MARCH 2012

192 Pages

REMARKABLE
Lizzie K. Foley
In the mountain town of Remarkable, everyone is extraordinarily talented, extraordinarily gifted, or just plain
extraordinary. Everyone, that is, except Jane Doe, the most average ten-year-old who ever lived. But everything
changes when the mischievous, downright criminal Grimlet twins enroll in Jane's school and a strange pirate
captain appears in town. Thus begins a series of adventures that put some of Remarkable's most infamous
inhabitants and their long-held secrets in danger. It's up to Jane, in her own modest style, to come to the rescue
and prove that she is capable of some rather exceptional things. With a page-turning mystery and larger-than-life
cast of characters, Lizzie K. Foley's debut is nothing short of remarkable.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Dial Press
9780803737068
$19.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
304 Pages
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ROBBIE FORESTER AND THE OUTLAWS OF SHERWOOD
Peter Abrahams
After spending the summer with her artist grandmother, Trisha knows she wants to be an artist, too. She's thrilled
when her sketches get her into Miss Chew's special art class at the high school. A substitute teacher tells her
she's wasting time on art when she should be studying - but fortunately, this is one battle that Miss Chew and
Trisha are up for! A new series for children by the author of Down the Rabbit Hole.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Philomel
9780399255021
$19.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 30,000
320 Pages

ROSETTA'S DRESS MESS (Disney Fairies)
Laura Driscoll
Garden-talent fairy Rosetta likes one thing almost as much as her flowers—pretty dresses! She can never wait
to check out the sewing-talent fairies' latest creations. When they decide to have a fashion show, the fairies even
let Rosetta design a dress for it. She has so many wonderful ideas...until a conk on the head knocks her style
sense right out of her! Now Rosetta is wearing a lampshade as a hat and her favorite color is drab. Has she lost
her fairy flair forever?
EARLY SERIES
Disney
9780736428545
$6.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 175,000
128 Pages

SHARK WARS: Into the Abyss
E.J. Altbacker
Gray, Barkley, and the alliance of Rogue, Coral, and AuzyAuzy Shivers have defeated the maniacal emperor
Finnivus and his vicious Indi Shiver armada. But Finnivus is still plotting. This is the ruler who feasts on the
heads of every shark he conquers, after all. When Finnivus's gangs of soldier fish strike, Gray and his friends
endure a loss bigger than any before. And this time there's no one left to tell Gray what to do. He's got to lead
the rebels into battle for the ultimate fight of good against evil. The fate of the Big Blue rests with Gray!
MIDDLE NOVELS
Razorbill
9781595143822
$15.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 100,000
256 Pages
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SHOWOFF
Gordon Korman
The fourth SWINDLE book, centering around a dog show that goes horribly awry! The heroes of SWINDLE,
ZOOBREAK, and FRAMED are back - and this time, things have gone to the dogs! When Luthor goes berserk at
a mall dog show, he's accused of ruining the career of the three-time best-in-show beagle. Griffin always knew
that Luthor's viciousness was simmering just below the surface - so why does he feel bad enough to spring him
from the pound?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Philomel
9780545320597
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

256 Pages

SLEEPING ARMY
Francesca Simon
One of the bestselling children's authors in the world, the creator of the "Horrid Henry series", launches an
exciting new novel for children aged 8+. Freya is an ordinary girl living in modern Britain, but with a twist: people
still worship the Viking gods. She's caught in her parents' divorce, and shuttling between bickering adults is no
fun. One evening, stuck with her dad on his night shift at the British Museum, she is drawn to the Lewis
Chessmen and Heimdall's Horn. Unable to resist, she blows the horn, waking three chess pieces from their
enchantment; the slaves Roskva and Alfi, and Snot the Berserk. They are all summoned to Asgard, land of the
Viking gods, and told they must go on a perilous journey to restore the gods to youth. If Freya refuses she will be
turned into an ivory chess piece but, if she accepts her destiny and fails, the same terrible fate awaits her.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Profile Books
9781846682780
$19.00 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 3500 in Canada
256 Pages

SPIDER MAN: TANGLED WEB
Paul Tobin
A new Marvel Adventures digest featuring Spider Man.
MIDDLE GRAPHIC NOVELS
Marvel
9780785152583
$10.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

96 Pages
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TIME SNATCHERS
Richard Ungar
Caleb's blinders are off. The small group of orphans who were also "adopted" by Uncle used to feel like family,
but the competition to be the top time snatcher and the punishment for failure has gotten fierce. Time traveling to
steal valuable objects can be a thrill, but with bully Frank trying to steal his snatches, his partner Abbie falling for
Frank's slimy charms, and Uncle's plans to kidnap innocent kids to grow his business, Caleb starts thinking
about getting out. But Uncle's reach extends to any country in any time period, and runaways get the harshest
punishment of all.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Putnam
9780399254857
$19.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
384 Pages

A TINFOIL SKY
Cyndi Sand-Eveland
Mel and her mother, Cecily, know what it’s like to live rough, whether it’s on the streets or in the apartment of an
abusive man.When Cecily announces that they’ve had enough and that they are going to go home to her
mother’s, Mel dreams of security, a comfortable bed, and a grandmother’s love seem to be about to come true.
But some mistakes cannot be easily forgiven or erased. Her grandmother is not what Mel expects, and though
the local library offers sanctuary, a real home seems beyond her grasp. Mel’s determination to rise above what
fate has dealt is about to change that.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Tundra
9781770492776
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

224 Pages

WARRIORS: OMEN OF THE STARS: LAST HOPE
Erin Hunter
The epic conclusion to the Omen of the Stars story arc from #1 bestselling author Erin Hunter. This book will also
include the latest challenge in the ongoing Warriors Adventure Game.
MIDDLE SERIES
Harper Collins
9780061555275
$22.50 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 200,000
352 Pages
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THE WHISPER
Emma Clayton
Telepathic twins Mika and Ellie at last are reunited. But if they're ever to free the brainwashed, microchipped
child soldiers, they must pretend to play along with the tyrant Mal Gorman's maniacal plan, even as they mindread his every evil thought. Members of an elite squadron of mutants, the brother and sister have specialized
skills that will enable them to steal the top-secret formula for an age-reversing drug developed by rebel scientists
on the wild side of The Wall. Juiced by these potent pills, the cadaver-like Gorman foresees a future in which
he'll be forever young - released from the machinery that now supports him.
MIDDLE FANTASY
Chicken House
9780545317726
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

320 Pages

YOUNG SAMURAI: Ring of Wind
Chris Bradford
Jack Fletcher is battling the high seas. Ambushed by the Shogun's samurai, Jack and his friends have only one
hope of escape - the Seto Sea. But with ferocious storms, man-eating sharks and ninja pirates at every turn,
their chosen route is fraught with danger.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Puffin
9780141339719
$12.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

304 Pages

ZERO TO HERO (Ghost Buddy #1)
Henry Winkler
A hilarious new series from Henry Winkler & Lin Oliver, authors of the bestselling HANK ZIPZER books! Billy
Broccoli is new to the neighborhood, and wants cool friends and a spot on the baseball team more than
anything. But the one thing he never wanted is his own personal ghost. So imagine his surprise when he ends
up sharing a room with Hoover Porterhouse, a funny ghost with a whole lot of attitude. When an obnoxious
school bully sets out to demolish Billy, the Hoove comes up with a plan for revenge. It’s all in the Hoove’s Rule
Number Forty-Two: Stay cool. And like it or not, Billy and the Hoove have to stick together if Billy ever wants to
get in style, get even, and conquer the school.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Chicken House
9780545298872
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

176 Pages
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ZOMBIE CHASERS: Sludgment Day
John Kloepfer

The Zombie Chasers are not alone. The unrelenting mob of brain-munching fiends is spreading fast across the
nation and now Zack Clarke, his best buddy, Rice, middle school mean girls Zoe and Madison, and monsterfighting machine Ozzie have high school bullies on their tails! But Zack’s not letting their hard-won zombie
antidote land in the wrong hands. He’s got a plan to defeat the undead and find the evil genius behind the
zombie apocalypse, even if the Zombie Chasers have to travel cross-country to do it! Time is running out,
though, and they’re only halfway there—will Sludgment Day be the dawn of the dead?
MIDDLE NOVELS
Harper Collins
9780061853104
$20.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
224 Pages
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THE ART OF MISS CHEW
Patricia Polacco
After spending the summer with her artist grandmother, Trisha knows she wants to be an artist, too. She's thrilled
when her sketches get her into Miss Chew's special art class at the high school. A substitute teacher tells her
she's wasting time on art when she should be studying - but fortunately, this is one battle that Miss Chew and
Trisha are up for!
PICTURE BOOKS
Putnam
9780399257032
$21.00 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 40,000
32 Pages

AVA'S POPPY
Marcus Pfister
Ava is delighted when she discovers a brilliant red poppy in the middle of her yard. She sits with the little flower
in the sunny days of summer and shields it from the rain, until one day the petals start to drop and the tiny flower
fades away. But when spring comes again...Ava is surprised anew.
PICTURE BOOKS
North South Books
9780735840577
$18.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages

BABY BEAR SEES BLUE
Ashley Wolff
Explore the world of color with Baby Bear!Baby Bear has so much to learn about the world! From the moment he
wakes until it’s time to curl up and go to sleep, he explores outside with his mama. They see green leaves, blue
jays, brown trout, and—best of all—a patch of yummy red strawberries. From bestselling picture book creator
Ashley Wolff, here is a clever concept book that combines engaging and intricate linocut illustrations with a story
that enthusiastically encourages children to identify a variety of vibrant colors. Young readers will delight in this
chance to join Baby Bear as he discovers the colorful wonders of his lively, leafy forest home.
PICTURE BOOKS
Beach Lane Books
9781442413061
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

40 Pages
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BETTY BUNNY WANTS EVERYTHING
Michael B. Kaplan; illustrated by Stéphane Jorisch
Betty Bunny can't understand why she is allowed to buy only one toy at the toy store, when there are so many
toys that she wants so very, very much. So Betty leaves tearfully without any toys. Mom and Dad come up with a
solution to help Betty choose just one toy the next time they go shopping - she gets her own money to spend on
what she wants, and once it is gone, she can't have any more. But if anyone can find a loophole, Betty can!
Betty Bunny proves that, once again, she is a lovable handful, and her negotiating skills will be instantly
recognizable (and hilarious) to everyone with a preschooler in their lives.
PICTURE BOOKS
Dial Press
9780803734081
$19.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
32 Pages

BIG HUGS LITTLE HUGS
Felicia Bond
With bold and beautiful art, mega-selling author and artist Felicia Bond crafts a picture book filled with animals
hugging across the globe that celebrates the universality of love. Perfect for Valentine's Day, Mother's Day,
Father's Day, bedtime, naptime, or any time that parent and child simply want to snuggle together.
MIDDLE NOVELS
Philomel
9780399256141
$19.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
32 Pages

THE BOY WHO CRIED ALIEN
Marilyn Singer
This is The Boy Who Cried Wolf like you’ve never seen it before: with tentacles, wigs, and a secret code
language that kids can decipher. Larry the Liar must help these friendly extra-terrestrials refuel their ship so they
can get back home. But will the townspeople believe his intergalactic tale of glory? This hilarious reimagining
uses meticulously composed verse, alternating points of view, and comic book elements to give the story loads
of color, humor and visual interest. Veteran children’s book author Marilyn Singer teams up with Brian Biggs, the
illustrator of Shredder Man, Beastly Rhymes, Brownie and Pearl, and Everything Goes: On Land to create the
best interstellar tall tale ever.
PICTURE BOOKS
Hyperion
9780786838257
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

48 Pages
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CARS: MATER'S BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
Melissa Lagonegro
Mater thinks all his friends in Radiator Springs have forgotten his birthday—until they throw him the best surprise
party ever! This Step 2 reader starring Lightning McQueen, Mater, and the rest of the cars from Disney/Pixar
Cars and Cars 2 will make a perfect birthday gift for boys ages 4 to 6.
EARLY READERS
Disney
97807636428583
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 200,000
32 Pages

CHICK N' PUG MEET THE DUDE
Jennifer Sattler
When the larger-than-life Dude ambles into Pug's territory and steals Pug's favorite chew toy, Chick is ready to
take down the slobbering scoundrel. However, that would require making Pug get up first. . . . Will Chick save the
day? Will Pug nap through all the best parts? And will we ever see what's at the top of The Dude's incredibly
long legs? Stay tuned!
PICTURE BOOKS
Bloomsbury USA
9781599906003
$17.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 1100 in Canada
32 Pages

CRIME WAVE: DC SUPER FRIENDS
Billy Wrecks
Join Superman, Batman, Aquaman, and the rest of the DC Super Friends as they fly off on a new adventure in
this Step into Reading leveled reader for boys ages 5-8. When the mysterious Black Manta steals the world's
largest pearl, the Super Friends rush in to save the day—but they will have to face the twisting tentacles of the
Black Manta's giant octopus first!
EARLY READERS
Random House
9780375868986
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
32 Pages
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C.R. MUDGEON
Leslie Muir
C.R. Mudgeon, a sensible hedgehog, likes knowing just what to expect. Always. No surprises, no excitement. So
when a noisy new neighbor, Paprika the squirrel, arrives, C.R. Mudgeon is even less cheerful than normal. The
sights! The sounds! The peppery, fiery smells! Everything about Paprika is just too much to handle, and C.R. is
aching, sneezing, and seeing spots. But everyone needs quiet sometimes, and when that time comes, C.R.
Mudgeon will have just the thing for a new friend in need. And as for himself, he may even discover that a little
spice is just what the doctor ordered! Nuanced, joyful humor permeates the pages of this heartwarming picture
book that will make even the littlest, grumpiest curmudgeons want to jump up and dance!
PICTURE BOOKS
Atheneum
9781416979067
$17.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages

CRAFTY CHLOE
Kelly DIPucchio
When another girl has already purchased the most perfect birthday gift for Chloe’s friend Emma, Chloe decides
she’ll make a present—something you can’t buy in a store. But crafting isn’t easy, and it’s beginning to look like
she won’t have a great idea in time. Fortunately, with a good doodle session and a whole lot of glitter to inspire
her, Chloe figures out just the thing to save the day—and with a little help from her trusty glue gun, she just might
save a friendship, too!
PICTURE BOOKS
Atheneum
9781442421233
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

40 Pages

CROSS KATIE KROSS
Donna Morrissey; illustrated by Bridgette Morrissey
In this charming children’s story from award-winning author Donna Morrissey and her daughter, Bridgette, we
meet Katie Kross, a curmudgeonly old woman who hates just about everything. Katie becomes so fed up with
life on her farm that she decides to leave her home in search of Love Valley: a beautiful, idyllic place where she
can be on her own, away from tedious chores, pestering neighbours, and pesky animals. But Katie’s journey
leads her to learn that sometimes dreams come true in the most surprising ways. Donna’s lovely story is
accompanied by her daughter Bridgette’s charming and quirky illustrations.
PICTURE BOOKS
Puffin Canada
9780670064793
$18.00 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 8000 in Canada
32 Pages
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DEAR CINDERELLA
Mary Jane Kensington
Cinderella and Snow White share their fairy-tale lives through magical and funny letters! Cinderella and Snow
White share their fairy-tale lives through a magical and funny series of letters. With wicked stepmothers,
poisoned apples, handsome princes, and sparkly glass slippers, DEAR CINDERELLA will show princesses of all
ages what happens to these beloved fairy-tale characters. After their adventures both Cinderella and Snow
White escape their wicked stepmothers and marry their princes. Dreams really can come true!
PICTURE BOOKS
Orchard
9780545342209
$13.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages

DINOSAUR VS. THE POTTY
Bob Shea
Dinosaur doesn't need to use the potty. Even when he's making lemonade, running through the sprinkler, having
a three juice box lunch, and splashing in rain puddles. See? He's doing his victory dance. Wait . . . that's not a
victory dance, that looks like a POTTY DANCE! Run, Dinosaur, run!
BOARD BOOKS
Hyperion
9781423151791
$7.99 Board
APRIL 2012

30 Pages

DUCKLING GETS A COOKIE?!
Mo Willems
The Duckling asks for a cookie -- and gets one! Do you think the Pigeon is happy about that?
PICTURE BOOKS
Hyperion
9781423151289
$17.50 HC
APRIL 2012

40 Pages

EASTER ENGINES: Thomas and Friends
Rev. W. Awdry
Thomas is rolling down the Easter rails in this step 2 leveled reader that will introduce children to reading—and
the exciting world of Thomas & Friends!
EARLY READERS
Random House
9780307929969
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
32 Pages
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ELEPHANT AND PIGGIE: LISTEN TO MY TRUMPET
Mo Willems
In Listen to My Trumpet! Piggie can’t wait to play her new instrument for Gerald! But is she ready to listen to his
reaction?
PICTURE BOOKS
Hyperion
9781423154044
$9.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

64 Pages

EXTRA YARN
Mac Barnett
This looks like an ordinary box full of ordinary yarn. But it turns out it isn’t.
PICTURE BOOKS
Balzer and Bray
9780061953385
$22.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 20,000
40 Pages

FAIRY DOGFATHER
Alexandra Day
A young boy, Hector, has trouble differentiating the letters D and G. Thus when he writes a request to the
universe that he needs a fairy godfather, well, the Fairy Dogfather arrives instead. The Fairy Dogfather is a big
black and brown who wears a fedora and beautiful green jacket, smokes a cigar, and isn’t at all what Hector had
in mind. He uses a lot of big words, and instead of simply granting Hector’s wishes, like a regular fairy
godmother, he is a rather demanding visitor. It’s understandable that a Fairy Dogfather would arrive hungry and
need to check the weather report, but Hector needs a present for his Mom’s birthday right away. It looks like his
benefactor isn’t going to be of much help. But in Day’s capable and witty hands the Fairy Dogfather turns out to
be a forceful and enigmatic figure who manages, with subtle wit, to grant all of Hector’s wishes.
PICTURE BOOKS
Green Tiger Press
9781595834553
$18.95 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages
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FANCY NANCY AND THE MERMAID BALLET
Jane O'Connor; Robin Preiss Glasser
Fancy Nancy and her best friend, Bree, couldn’t be more excited about their upcoming dance show. After all, it’s
all about mermaids—and who knows how to be a fancy, glamorous mermaid better than Fancy Nancy herself?
But when another ballerina wins the coveted role of the mermaid, Nancy is stuck playing a dreary, dull tree. Can
Nancy bring fancy flair to her role, even though it isn’t the one she wanted? And when disaster strikes right
before the big ballet, who will step in to steal the spotlight?
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780061703812
$22.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 500,000
32 Pages

FANCY NANCY AND THE TOO LOOSE TOOTH
Jane O'Connor; Robin Preiss Glasser
A new early reader from the author of Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet.
EARLY READER
Harper Collins
9780062083012
$22.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 400,000
32 Pages

FAIRIES: A True Story
Shirley Raye Redmond
From the forest fairies of West Africa to the magical brownies of Scotland, people have told stories about fairies
for a long, long time. In England, two little girls shocked the world when they claimed that they had proof that
fairies existed; they had photographs! But are fairies myth? Or are they magic? Fairy fans and beginning readers
will delight in this easy-to-read look at fairy folklore and sightings through the ages.
EARLY READERS
Random House
9780375865619
$4.99 TP Original
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 50,000
48 Pages
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FIRST 100 NUMBERS
Roger Priddy
Help your little one to develop their first number and counting skills with this big, bright and bold board book.
Inside, first numbers are represented by crisp, clear photographs of familiar animals, objects, food and more, so
that as well as helping children to learn their 123, they will also build their daily vocabulary and start to develop
word and picture association skills. With sturdy, durable card pages, this is an essential first numbers book for
every child’s library.
BOARD BOOKS
Priddy Books
9780312513764
$8.95 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 30,000
14 Pages

THE FRENCH FRY KING
Roge
By the illustrator of Noah's Bark and When Pigs Fly.
EARLY READERS
Tundra
9781770493506
$19.99 HC
MAY 2012

48 Pages

GOAT GOES TO PLAYCAMP
Julia Donaldson; Nick Sharratt
There's a commotion in the classroom as Goat and the other animals spend the day at playgroup. The musical
instruments and the dressing up box are lots of fun, but oh dear! Goat gets into a muddle or two. Luckily, it's not
long before everything is all better.
PICTURE BOOKS
Pan Macmillan
9780330512282
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages
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GOOD NIGHT LAILA TOV
Laurel Snyder
A family trip turns into an adventure of discovery for a curious and carefree sister and brother. While the two
explore the natural wonders of the seashore, woods, and fields, their parents plant trees as an offering of thanks
for all they have received. In Jewish tradition, this is called tikkun olam, or repairing the world. As the children
settle down to sleep, they are lulled by the soothing sounds around them that become the refrain: "good night,
laila tov"—the same comforting words in English and Hebrew that their parents recite to them every night at
bedtime.
PICTURE BOOK
Random House
9780375868689
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages

THE GREAT CAKE MYSTERY
Alexander McCall Smith
Alexander McCall Smith presents Precious Ramotswe's very first case, in this No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency
book for young readers.
EARLY READERS
Random House
9780307743893
$8.99 TP Original
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 50,000
32 Pages

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PRINCESS
Jennifer Weinberg
It's a royal celebration for Rapunzel, Tiana, Ariel, Belle, Cinderella, Snow White, Jasmine, and Aurora as they
celebrate their birthdays! Featuring all eight Disney princesses, this Step 1 reader will make the perfect birthday
gift for girls ages 4 to 6.
EARLY READERS
Disney
9780736428590
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 125,000
32 Pages
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HERE COMES HORTENSE
Heather Hartt-Sussman
The feisty, irrepressible Nana we met in Nana’s Getting Married is back. And what could be more fun for a sixyear-old than having your nana and her new husband take you to a theme park? But the fun is spoiled when
Nana and Bob announce that they’ve planned a surprise: they are going to be joined by Bob’s granddaughter,
Hortense. It turns out to be the worst surprise ever. Nana shares her room with Hortense instead of her
disgruntled little grandson. She sings her special good-night song to Hortense. She goes on all the scary rides
with Hortense. And, worst of all, Hortense has a special name for Nana.
PICTURE BOOK
Tundra
9781770492219
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

32 Pages

HOW GEORGIE RADBOURN SAVED BASEBALL
David Shannon
Chosen as a NEW YORK TIMES Best Illustrated Children's Book, HOW GEORGIE RADBOURN SAVED
BASEBALL was published more than a decade ago, and it was the very first book award-winner David Shannon
wrote and illustrated himself. Using his vast experience as an editorial illustrator, Shannon told an expressive,
emotional tale of a time when spring no longer existed, and it was always winter in America. Why? Because an
angry dictator declared baseball illegal, and once-happy citizens fell into a dull pace of endless ice, snow,
factories, and drudgery.
PICTURE BOOKS
Blue Sky Press
9780545381789
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages

HOW TO HELP THE EARTH, BY THE LORAX
Tish Rabe
The star of The Lorax by Dr. Seuss makes his Step into Reading debut in this rhymed reader that offers kids
easy suggestions for going green! After explaining how the trash in a wastbasket ultimately ends up in a landfill
or incinerator, the Lorax suggests realistic ways children can reduce waste, such as by carrying a lunch box,
donating old clothes and toys, sharing magazines with friends, recycling cans and bottles, and using
rechargeable batteries. He also explains how they can save energy around the home by turning off lights, taking
shorter showers, donning sweaters to stay warm, and much, much more. All in all, this is a great introduction to
helping the Earth and helping kids step into reading!
EARLY READER
Random House
9780375869778
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
48 Pages
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IT'S MY ROOM
Robert Munsch
A new picture book from the author of Moose and Give Me Back My Dad.
PICTURE BOOKS
Scholastic
9781443113649
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages

JOJO THE GIANT
Jane Barclay
Children are eager to grow bigger, and JoJo is no exception. He always asks his mother the same question:
“How much did I grow today?” No matter how often his mother assures him that good things come in small
packages, he is desperate to be bigger. After all, he wants to run in a race to win a pair of red Rocket Racer
shoes. But how can he compete against bullies who are much bigger than he is? A delightful surprise ending
illustrates how true growth is not always measured in inches.
PICTURE BOOKS
Tundra
9780887769764
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

32 Pages

KALI'S SONG
Jeanette Winter
Renowned picture book author and illustrator Jeanette Winter brings us the enchanting story of a boy named
Kali who lived thousands and thousands of years ago. Kali must learn to hunt, like the rest of the men in his
tribe. But when Kali plucks the string on his bow, he forgets about shooting arrows, and makes music long into
the night. Even the stars come close to listen. This lovely story, celebrating the uniqueness in all of us, the
beauty of the natural world, and showing the power of music and art over violence, will be cherished by children
everywhere.
PICTURE BOOKS
Schwartz and Wade
9780375870224
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 20,000
40 Pages
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KATE AND PIPPIN
Martin Springett; Isobel Springett
Kate and Pippin: An Unlikely Friendship tells, the true story of the heart-warming friendship between a fawn and
a Great Dane that has captured the world's imagination. Featuring Isobel Springett's beautiful photography and
charmingly chronicled by Martin Springett, Kate and Pippin is sure to be a cherished classic for young and old
alike.
PICTURE BOOKS
Penguin Group Canada
9780670065974
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

1st Printing 10,000 in Canada
32 Pages

LOOK FOR THE LORAX
Tish Rabe
Look out for the Lorax! Dr. Seuss's lovable grump makes his Step into Reading debut in this wonderland
adventure through hills of green where the Truffula trees sway. Through easy words and simple sentences, the
youngest readers will discover the Lorax's paradise, from singing Swomee-Swans to playful Bar-ba-loots.
EARLY READER
Random House
9780375869990
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 175,000
32 Pages

LOUISE THE BIG CHEESE AND THE OOH LALA CHARM SCHOOL
Elise Primavera; Dianne Goode
By the author of Louise the Big Cheese and the Back-to-School Smarty Pants.
PICTURE BOOKS
Atheneum
9781442405998
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

40 Pages

LULU AND THE BEST CAKE EVER
Emma C. Clark
Come on down to Wagtail Town where every day is an adventure! A brilliant new series for young children from
the highly-regarded, award-winning creator of Blue Kangaroo, Emma Chichester Clark. Lulu is a little dog with
BIG ideas. So when the New Tricks School cake competition is announced she is sure she can make the best
cake ever and WIN! But when her cake doesn't look quite like it should, it's up to her best friend, Alfie, to remind
her that there are more important things than winning! By the author of the Blue Kangaroo books.
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780007425143
$19.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages
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LUNCHTIME
Rebecca Cobb
It's lunchtime for one little girl, but she's just not hungry. A visiting crocodile, bear and wolf, however, are starving.
It's just as well that children taste revolting! A beautifully illustrated tale of food, friendship and fun.
PICTURE BOOKS
Macmillan
9780230749528
$19.99 HC
APRIL 2012

32 Pages

ME WANT PET
Tammi Sauer
Cave Boy wants a pet more than anything. Can he find one that the whole family will agree on?Cave Boy has
lots of things. Rocks. Sticks. A club. But no pet! Cave Boy decides he must have a pet, but his parents object. He
brings home animal after animal in hopes of overcoming his parents’ steadfast resistance, but his attempts are
unsuccessful—until he finds a Dodo bird that is literally on the verge of extinction. And in a twist ending on a
classic concept, Cave Boy and his family discover it’s worthwhile to have animal friends around.
PICTURE BOOKS
Simon & Schuster
9781442408104
$17.99 HC
MARCH 2012

40 Pages

NO GO SLEEP
Kate Feiffer
Even though the stars are out and the moon is bright, the baby says, “No, go, sleep!” But as the world around
the baby gradually goes to sleep—first the sun, then the moon, then the sheep, tree, and owl—the baby finally,
finally, finally falls asleep too. Lyrically written, this lulling text, paired with soothing art, will put even the youngest
reader in the mood to visit dreamland.
PICTURE BOOKS
Simon & Schuster
9781442416833
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages
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OLIVIA AND THE BUTTERFLY ADVENTURE
Natalie Shaw
Olivia imagines she’s a butterfly in order to save the day in this padded storybook that’s based on a popular
episode!Olivia needs something new for show-and-tell, so Ian lets her bring his beloved butterfly, Stinky. But
Stinky escapes from his butterfly pavilion in the park, and Olivia needs to “think like a butterfly” and get him back
—before Ian finds out he’s missing!
PICTURE BOOKS
Simon & Schuster
9781442436015
$12.99 HC
MARCH 2012

36 Pages

ONE COOL FRIEND
Toni Buzzeo; illustrated by David Small
On a momentous visit to the aquarium, Elliot discovers his dream pet: a penguin. It's just proper enough for a
straight-laced boy like him. And when he asks his father if he may have one (please and thank you), his father
says yes. Elliot should have realized that Dad probably thought he meant a stuffed penguin and not a real one . .
. Clever illustrations and a wild surprise ending make this sly, silly tale of friendship and wish fulfillment a kidpleaser from start to finish.
PICTURE BOOKS
Dial Press
9780803734135
$19.50 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 75,000
32 Pages

PANTS ON THE MOON
Chloe Inkpen
A new story featuring Zoe and Beans, from the author of Where Is Binky Boo and The Magic Hoop.
PICTURE BOOKS
Macmillan
9780230748477
$19.99 HC
JUNE 2012
PENNY AND HER SONG
Kevin Henkes
By the author of Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse, Lilly's Big Day, Wemberly Worried, Chrysanthemum, Sun & Spoon,
Bird Lake Moon, and the Newbery Honor Book Olive's Ocean.
PICTURE BOOKS
Macmillan
9780062081957
$17.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
32 Pages
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PLANT A KISS
Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Little Miss planted a kiss . . . One small act of love blooms into something bigger and more dazzling than Little
Miss could have ever imagined in this epic journey about life, kindness, and giving. Amy Krouse Rosenthal and
award-winning illustrator Peter H. Reynolds have teamed together for the first time.
1st Printing 50,000
40 Pages

PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780061986758
$19.99 HC
DECEMBER 2011
PINKALICIOUS: THE PRINCESS OF PINK SLUMBER PARTY
Victoria Kann

A new Pinkalicious story from the author of Pink Around the Rink and School Rules!
EARLY READERS
Harper Collins
9780061989636
$22.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
32 Pages

RABBITS IN THE PARK
Natalie Russell
By the author of Moon Rabbit and Rabbit in the City.
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780230757295
$19.99 HC
MAY 2012

32 Pages

THE RUNAWAY HUG
Nick Bland; Freya Blackwood
'Mummy,' said Lucy, 'can I have a hug before I go to bed? I promise I'll give it back.' Lucy shares the hug with
everyone in her family. Along the way it becomes softer, sleepier, bigger, even peanut-buttery. But when the hug
runs away, Lucy discovers that it's not so easy to get it back. Acclaimed and internationally bestselling picturebook creators Nick Bland and Freya Blackwood have worked together for the first time on this gentle, charming
story that is sure to become a classic with families everywhere.
PICTURE BOOKS
Scholastic
9781443113694
$14.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

32 Pages
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SEABABY: A Little Otter Returns Home
Ellen Levine; illustrated by Jon Van Zyle
After a baby otter is separated from his mother during a storm, he washes up on shore alone and exhausted. A
human rescues him and takes him to an aquarium where he’s taught how to survive in the wild—lessons his own
mother would have taught if they hadn’t been separated. Seababy learns important tasks like diving, swimming,
and eating, and before long he is well prepared to return home to the sea.
PICTURE BOOKS
Walker
9780802798084
$19.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 750 in Canada
40 Pages

RABBITS IN THE PARK
Natalie Russell
By the author of Moon Rabbit and Rabbit in the City.
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780230757295
$19.99 HC
MAY 2012

32 Pages

SECRET AGENT SPLAT
Rob Scotton
Who messed with my ducks? Splat the Cat notices that something isn’t quite right in his house. First his father’s
duck decoys start to go missing. Then they are mysteriously returned but, strangely enough, without their beaks!
Who could possibly be causing all of this trouble? To solve the mystery, Splat musters up his courage and rises
to the challenge as Secret Agent Splat. This wacky cat-and-mouse story from bestselling author and illustrator
Rob Scotton will have readers laughing from beginning to end.
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780061978715
$22.50 HC
MARCH 2012

40 Pages
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SHAKESPEARE'S SEASONS: The Bite-Sized Bard
Miriam Weiner
Carefully curated excerpts from Shakespeare's works accompany spectacular art to illustrate the seasons.
Snippets from familiar sonnets such as "Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? Thou art more lovely and
more temperate" are included as well as elegant selections from King Lear, The Winter's Tale, The Tempest, and
other famous plays. A stunning and simple first taste of Shakespeare, this really special book will appeal to
parents as well as children.
PICTURE BOOKS
Downtown Bookworks
9781935703570
$19.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages

SILLY DOGGY
Adam Stower
Join Lily and her brand new pet-a lost, loveable, and very large bear that she mistakes as a doggy-as they share
a fantastic day together. When Lily looks out of her bedroom window, she finds the best surprise ever: her very
own lost dog! But this is no normal puppy, this is actually a lost, lovable bear! Nevertheless, Lily and Doggy
quickly become fast friends. Sure Doggy doesn't eat his dog food, can't do any dog tricks, and never ever does
what Lily tells him, but this rambunctious "pup" still steals Lily's heart. However, Lily's mommy knows that every
lost dog has a home of their own with people who miss them dearly. So Lily creates a "Found Dog" poster about
their fantastic day together. But what happens if someone actually claims Doggy?
PICTURE BOOKS
Scholastic
9780545373234
$18.99 HC
APRIL 2012

40 Pages

SILLY GOOSE'S BIG STORY
Keiko Kasza
Friends and imagination save the day. Goose's friends love the stories he makes up when they're playing.
Except one thing - Goose is always the hero. And when they ask to take turns leading the fun, Goose doesn't
agree. While they argue about it, no one notices the hungry wolf sneaking up on them until he shouts, "Hello,
Lunch!" This real-life danger shows Goose how silly he's been and that his friends make terrific heroes! Always a
surefire hit on laps or at storytime, Keiko Kasza's latest shows how imagination can come in handy in an
unexpected way.
PICTURE BOOKS
Putnam
9780399255427
$19.50 HC
MARCH 2012

1st Printing 10,000
32 Pages
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SINGING MERMAID
Julia Donaldson; Lydia Monks
By the author of the Gruffalo.
PICTURE BOOKS
Pan Macmillan UK
9780230750449
$19.99 HC
MAY 2012

40 Pages

SUPPOSE YOU MEET A DINOSAUR
Judy Sierra
A first book of manners that illustrates basic polite behavior that one might need to use while grocery shopping at
the same time as a dinosaur.
PICTURE BOOKS
Random House
9780375867200
$18.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 35,000
32 Pages

TOO PRINCESSY
Jean Reidy; illustrated by Geneviève Leloup
It's a rainy day, but not a single toy in the toy box seems fun enough for our adventuresome little girl. She tries
everything from trucks to telescopes, puzzles to pianos, but nothing does the trick until she lets her creative
sparks fly. In the spirit of the first two charmers, Too Purpley! and Too Pickley!, Reidy's sprightly text is again
beautifully illustrated with Leloup's stylish art. Preschoolers will love to see and say all the games and toys the
little girl tries, and adults will appreciate the celebration of imagination that is the best solution of all.
PICTURE BOOKS
Bloomsbury USA
9781599907222
$15.00 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 500 in Canada
32 Pages

TOY STORY: THE BUNNY SURPRISE
Apple Jordan
Buzz Lightyear, Sheriff Woody, and the rest of the toys from Disney/Pixar Toy Story are back for an Easter
adventure! Kids ages 4-6 will love learning to read with this Step 1 Step into Reading reader.
EARLY READERS
Disney
9780736428576
$4.99 TP Original
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 150,000
32 Pages
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THE UNBEELIEVABLES Honeybee Poems and Paintings
Douglas Florian
The buzz is big for Douglas Florian’s new poetry collection about the unBEElieveably unique lives of honeybees
—and the vital role they play in our ecosystem.Come inside the honeycomb—a busy, buzzy, bee-filled home—
and learn about the unexpected wonders of these tiny insects’ lifestyles, families, and communities. In fourteen
funny, fact-filled honeybee poems and paintings, Douglas Florian explores the natural history of these oftenunappreciated critters, revealing them to be a totally cool—and totally important—part of our ecosystem. Indeed,
these buzzy bugs have been in the spotlight lately as wild bee populations are dwindling, honey prices are rising,
and beekeeping has become a popular hobby.
PICTURE BOOKS
Beach Lane Books
9781442426528
$18.99 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages

WHEN MY BABY DREAMS
Adele Enerson
Sometimes, Mila dreams she’s a butterfly . . . . Sometimes, she’s a bookworm . . . Or a surfer girl , or even an
astronaut. When Mila dreams, she can be anything. From the brilliant mind of new mother Adele Enersen comes
this imaginative journey through the irresistible dreamscapes of a newborn. A love letter to babies everywhere.
PICTURE BOOKS
Balzer and Bray
9780062071750
$19.99 HC
JANUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000
48 Pages

WHERE'S MY MOMMY
Carol Roth
When sleepy little kitty wakes from her nap, she can't find her mommy. She asks the barn animals for help. Her
new friends are happy to help. "Moo!" says the calf. "Oink!" sys the pig. "Quack!" says the duck. After all, that's
how they call their mommies. Poor little kitty's mommy is nowhere to be found...until kitty tries one more thing.
PICTURE BOOKS
North South Press
9780735840324
$18.95 HC
MARCH 2012

32 Pages
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WINSTON WAS WORRIED
Pamela D. Edwards
Poor Winston’s too busy to play with his friends – he is off to the vet with a great big splinter in his paw, and
there’s absolutely nothing worse than having a splinter in your paw, or so Winston thinks. But what Winston
doesn’t see as he crosses the busy city is that unlike his friends, he’s one very lucky pup! If only he would look
around and see the chaos he leaves behind him . . . but having a splinter can be very distracting.
PICTURE BOOKS
Pan Macmillan
9781405089814
$19.99 HC
MAY 2012

32 Pages

THE YIPPY YAPPY YORKIE IN THE GREEN DOGGY SWEATER
Debbie Macomber and Mary Lou Carney
What happens when you combine: A girl named Ellen who has just moved to a new neighborhood; A yippy,
yappy Yorkie named Baxter who disappears from Ellen’s new yard; And a new neighborhood that doesn’t look
anything like their old one Blossom Street? For Ellen and Baxter, it’s a moving day that turns into something very
special, with many happy discoveries. In their second Blossom Street Kids picture book, New York Times
bestselling author Debbie Macomber and Mary Lou Carney share a charming and heartwarming tale about
embarking on new adventures and finding friends in unexpected places.
PICTURE BOOKS
Harper Collins
9780061650963
$22.50 HC
DECEMBER 2011

1st Printing 50,000
32 Pages

YOKO LEARNS TO READ
Rosemary Wells
Yoko is eager to learn how to read, and Mama wants to help her. But they only have three picture books at
home, all in Japanese. Yoko is worried that she'll be left behind when she sees the other kids in school earning
leaf after leaf on the classroom book tree. Yoko and her Mama begin taking books out of the library. Mama can't
read the English words, but by looking at the pictures, sounding out letters, and recognizing words from the wall
at school, Yoko gradually teaches herself. In a poignant ending, Mama asks Yoko to show her how to read.
PICTURE BOOKS
Hyperion
9781423138235
$17.50 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

32 Pages
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YOU'RE GETTING A BABY BROTHER
Sheila S. Higginson
A baby brother is on the way! Everyone is delighted that a baby brother is joining the family—but older siblings
may be slightly unsure. Fortunately for them, this rhyming board book addresses what to expect: “You’ll have to
take turns. Does he know how to play? No, he does not. He just gets in the way.” The text, accompanied by
irresistible art from renowned illustrator Sam Williams, also explains how older kids can be role models to their
new little brother: “He needs you to protect him. Teach him all that you know. Show him patience and love, he’s
just starting to grow.” At the back of the book, there’s even designated space for older siblings to write about their
new baby brother.
BOARD BOOKS
Little Simon
9781442420212
$8.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

24 Pages

YOU'RE GETTING A BABY SISTER
Sheila S. Higginson
A baby sister is on the way! A baby sister is joining the family! That’s great news, but older siblings may be a bit
uncertain. Fortunately for them, this rhyming board book addresses what to expect: “Your sister will drool. She
will smell. She will scream. She just might pull your hair. She’ll do things that seem mean.” The text,
accompanied by irresistible art from renowned illustrator Sam Williams, also explains how older kids can be role
models to their new little sister: “You can be her first teacher. Show her things that you know. Give her patience
and love, she’s just starting to grow.” At the back of the book, there’s even designated space for older siblings to
write about their new baby sister.
BOARD BOOKS
Beach Lane Books
9781442420502
$8.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

24 Pages

ZERO THE HERO
Joan Holub; Tom Lichtenheld
Zero. Zip. Zilch. Nada. That’s what all the other numbers think of Zero. He doesn’t add anything in addition. He’s
of no use in division. And don’t even ask what he does in multiplication. (Hint: Poof!) But Zero knows he’s worth
a lot, and when the other numbers get into trouble, he swoops in to prove that his talents are innumerable.
PICTURE BOOKS
Henry Holt
9780805093841
$18.99 HC
FEBRUARY 2012

1st Printing 50,000 in Canada
32 Pages
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